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SUMMARY
The development, design, construction, and testing processes of two
electronically (transistor) controlled and commutated permanent magnet
brushless dc machine systems, for propulsion of electric vehicles are
detailed in this report. One machine system was designed and con-
structed using samarium cobalt for permanent magnets, which supply
the rotor (field) excitation. Meanwhile, the other machine system was
designed and constructed with strontium ferrite permanent magnets as
the source of rotor (field) excitation.
These machine systems were designed for continuous rated power
output of 15 hp (11.2 kw), and a peak one minute rated power output
of 35 hp (26.1 kw). Both power ratings are for a rated voltage of 115
volts dr, assuming a voltage drop in the source (battery) of about 15
volts. That is, an internal source voltage of 120 volts dc.
Each machine consisted of permanent magnets mounted on the rotor -
shaft, in addition to a three phase wound armature mounted on the sta-
tot. Each machine is controlled by an electronic power conditioner.
The power conditioner consists of a two quadrant transistor-based
chopper for dc line current and machine torque control purposes, in
addition to an inverter/converter arrangement. This inverter/converter
.m portion of the power conditioner consists of a six transistor/antiparallel
diode bridge, for inverting dc to ac during motoring, and converting ac
to dc during regeneration. One conditioner was designed to operate
both the samarium cobalt and _trontlum ferrite based machines.
Machine-power conditioner system computer-aided simulations were
used extensively in the design process. These simulations relied heavi-
ly on the magnetic field analysis in these machines using the method of
finite elements, as well as methods of modeling of the machine-power
conditioner system dynamic interaction. These simulation processes are
detailed in this report.
Testing revealed that typical machine system efficiencies at 15 hp
(11.2 kw) were about 88<_,and 84° for the samarium cobalt and strontium
ferrite based machine systems, respectively. Both systems met the
peak one minute rating of 35 hp. Under a standard SAE drive cycle
J227a Schedule D, the cycle efficiencies were found to be 840oand 75° ,
for the samarium cobalt and strontium ferrite based systems, respec-
tively.
Design Concepts, methods and hardware developed for this system
are equally applicable to many other systems such as in electromechani-
cal actuation, industrial and machine tool drives, and robotics.
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"' manent Magnet Alternator of Test Setup (1) ..
., FIGURE (5.3-3) Power Flow - Test Setup (_)
FIGURE (5.3-4) Rotational Losses Versus Speed - Samarium Cobalt
Machine
FIGURE (5.3-5) Rotational Losses Versus Spee.:J Strontium Ferrite
Machine
FIGURE (5.3-6) Plot of Electrical and Mechanical Powers Versus To.,'-
qua at 3500 RPM for the Strontium Ferrite MPC Sys-
tem Before Torque Shift
FIGURE (5.3-7) Plot of Electrical _nd fAec_anical Powers Versus Tot-
qua at 5400 RPM for the _trontium Ferrite MPC Sys-
tern Before Torque Shift
FIGURE (5.3-8) Plot of Electrical _nd Mechanical Powers Versus Tot-
que at ;200 RP_ for the Strontium Ferrite MPC Sys-
tem Before Torque Shift
FIGURE (S.3-9) Plot of Electrical and Mechanical Powers Versus Tot-
que at 3500 rpm for the Strontium Ferrite MPC Sys-
tern After Torque Shift
FIGURE (5.3-10) Plot of Electrical and Mechanical Powers Versus Tot- "
era, qua at 5400 rpm for the Strontium Partite MPC Sys-
_ tern After Torque Shift
_, FIGURE (5.3-11) Plot of Electrical a_ Mechanical Powers Versus Tot-
.:" qua at 7200 rp_, for the Strontium l'errite MPC Sys- ,"
_" tern After T_rque Shift
_._ FIGURE (5.4-1) Power Flow - MPC Svstern (Motoring)
_, FIGURE (5.4-2) Power Flow - MPC System (Regenerating) q_
'::_ FIGURE (5.4-3) Equi-Efficiency Contours - Samariam Cobalt Case _ ;:
<_ FIGURE (5.4-4) Equi Efficiency Contours - Strontium Ferrite Case "
FIGURE (5.4-5) Equi-efficiency Contours Samarium Cobalt Case
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
i
I 1.1 BACKGROUND
Public and U. S. Government attention to the undesirable conse-
quences cf national dependence on foreign sources for supplying the
nation's needs of petroleum and its various products has been brought
into sharp focus by events which took place in the early 1970's, and
continued on throughout the decade of the seventies. A large portion
of the nation's petroleum needs is consumed in the form of 9asuline
used for transportation purposes, particularly in private vehicular use. _
*- A substantial portion of this private vehicular utilization is for put- ,
_ poses of urban and suburban commuting, and other relatively short lo-
cal trips, for which stc,rage battery powered electric vehicles may be
quite suitable. Such electrically powered vehicles appear to represent
an attractive alternative, particularly in view of the ease with which
one can convert various forms of energy from sources other than petro-
leum into electric energy. Examples of such alternative "petroleumless"
energy sources include:
1. fission type nuclear power plants in which the energy released
from the nuclear fuel fission process, in the form of heat, is
converted to electric energy by means of conventional steam
9enerator-turbine-generator systems,
2. coal fueled power plants, where heat is again converted to
electric energy by means of conventional boiler-turbine genera-
tor systems,
3. solar and fuel cells in which solar and chemical energy are
converted directly into electricity, and
4. prospective future nuclear fusion based power plants in which
generation of electric energy may be accomplished either
through a direct energy conversion process, or through con- •
version to heat, which is then converted to the electric form
by means of steam generator-turbine-9enerator systems, whcih
perhaps would be similar in nature to existing conventional .,
systems found in central power stations.
This background of facts and events led the U.S. Department of \' "
Energy (DOE) to the initiation of resaarch programs in the areas of i
electromechanical propulsion and electrical energy storage (battery) re-
search and development. This research included utilization of state of
the art technology in the development of improved and new components
G
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_!_. of electromechanical drive trains for propulsion of electric vehicles.
" This research effort was managed through an interagency agreement by
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA).
A major component in such a drive train is the prime mover. In
this case, the prime mover is a dc electric motor, Usually such a motor
is of the conventional brush type traction motor class (series would or
_:" heavily compounded shunt motor). Hence, the focus of this investiga-
tion was directed toward the development of alternative brushless dc
prime mover systems with better potential for further improvements in
performance, and perhaps more adaptability to electric passenger vehi-
cle applications.
The recent development of high energy product permanent magnets
: (rare earth samarium-cobalt alloys), and the development of high power
/ solid state switching devices (power transistors and SCR's) have made
it practical to construct electronically commutated brushless dc motor
" systems, see Reference [1-4]. _ These systems usually consist of an
_ electrical machine connected to a solid state power conditioner (PC).
The electrical machine consists of a three phase wound armature mount-
._ ed on the stator, and a rotor which consists of a steel shaft on which
_;.:'_-_ permanent magnets (made from samarium-cobalt or strotidm-ferrite for
_. example), are mounted, in order to provide the magnetomodve force ne-
--i: cessary for ._otor excitation. The three phase armature terminals of the
:_ machine are in turn connected to the power conditioner (PC) which ,
_ consists of a three phase full wave inverter/converter bridge in series ,
:!L-, with a two-quadrant chopper circuit with its two terminal energy source "
_- side connected to the dc source. The dc source is naturally a storage
_:_'. battery in case of installation of such a system in an electric vehicle.
:_ A schematic block diagram of such a system is shown in Figure (1.1-1).
_",_i Power flows from the dc source to the machine-power conditioner
-_.: (MPC) system, with the inverter/converter bridge functioning as an in-
_" verter during the motoring mode. Also, during motoring the two quad- :"
_,_, rant chopper may be used for dc line current magnitude limiting and
--, control. Thus, in turn the chopper controls the motor torque and:_: ',
speed.
Power flows from the mechanical load (stored energy associated with
the vehicle inertia and speed), when the machine is functioning as a
generator in the regenerative braking mode, while the inverter/convert-
er bridge is functioning1 as a converter (full wave rectifier bridge). In
this regenerative braking mode of operation, the two quadrant chopper
i2,
I'!
!,
= See a separate list of references provided at the end of each chapter "_t-_:'_
in this report. I'_.:
ig
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Figure (1.1-1) Functional Block Diagram of a Brushless
DC Prime Mover System in an Electric Vehicle from DC
Source to Wheels
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_ is used for dc line current magnitude limiting and control. It alsofunctions as a voltage booster to enable one to feed current into the
battery, against the internal dc source (battery) emf. The motoring
" and regenerative braking modes of operation of the MPC system are re-
" quired since the system subject of this work must be designed to meet
the rigors of the SAE standard J227a Schedule D, driving cycle, s_-_
Reference [5].
A brush;_,ss dc MPC system" has a number of advantages over a con-
ventional brush type dc traction system. Some of these advantages can
be summarized as follows:
1. The elimination of the classical brush type commutator allows
one to desi9n such machines for operation at much higher
speeds than conventional brush type dc machines. Such high
rated speeds lead to considerable reduction in weight and vo-
" lume of these electronically commutated brushless machines in
_. comparison with brush type machines of the same rated horse-
; power.
2. The use of permanent magnets leads to the elimination of rotat-
_ ing armatures. Accordingly, with the resulting stationary ar-
._._ mature, considerable improvement in the thermal characteristics
of such motors can be achieved for a given horsepower rating. .
,_ 3. The elimination of a rotating armature leads to a number of ad- ,
.,.,_ ditional armature winding design simplifications, as well as
_:! electromechanical modeling simplifications that render analysis ""
-:"_ and improvements easier to perform,
,_;_ 4. The brushless MPC systems lend themselves much more readily
'to further improvements in efficiency and ease of construction
_4 resulting from fast developing technologies in solid state power
_;_ switching magnet materials and bearing technology than con- ,._
_._ ventional equivalent systems.
:_"i The emergence on the scene of sophistic_.ted computer aided design
_;_ techniques, has led to the development of very powerful tools for the '
_ design of such brushless dc MPC systems. These powerful tools center .
:_ on "
:_ 1. the ability to numerically analyze the magnetic fields within ma-
"_i chines such as those used in the dc brushless systems at _ :,_,:.
hand, using methods such as the finite element (FE) technique, _*
and hence one can determine with relatively good certainty the
values of parameters associated with such machines, as winding
' inductances, emf waveforms, losses, etc., see References [6]
through [9]. +
2. the ability to use th_se parameters in models which numerically
simulate the dynamic performance of such dc brushless MPC
systems, including the effects that such parameters have on
the electronic commutation process, etc., see References [4]
and [10] through [12].
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Accordingly, by means of employing these computer aided design tech-
niques one is able to predict, with a high degree of certainty, peak
and rated power capabilities and other critical performance characteris-
tics of such MPC systems during the preliminary design stages. These
are the stages during which design modifications, which would be ne-
cessary to meet critical performance requirements, can be made easily
and without costly modifications to constructed hardware that may oth-
erwise would have been built and found inadequate. This design pro-
cess will be clearly highlighted and detailed in later chapters of this
report.
t
• 1 In light of the above background, the goals set by NASA/DOE were
envisaged in two phases for this project, Phase (I) and Phase (11).
t_ These goals and the accomplishments achieved throughout this investi-
)t gation are discussed in Section (1.2) of this report.
1.2 THE PROJECT GOALS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS
This project was conceived by NASA/DOE to be carried out in two 7
stages or phases, Phase (I) and Phase (11). Phase (I) was envisaged
as that during which a functional MPC system (breadboard PC and a
preliminary motor) would be built and tested. The experience gained in _- °
Phase (I] would serve as the starting point from which Phase (11) of '
this project would be launched. Phase (11) was envisaged as that por-
tion of the project during which the data base accumulated in Phase
(I), in addition to the sophisticated computer aided design methods of
References [6-12], would be used to obtain and execute an engineering
design of an MPC system (or systems), and test such a system to en-
sure that it meets all the power and other performance requirements.
The Phase (11) design of the MPC system is supposed to bring closer to
fruition the goal of practical (or even mass) production of such a sys-
:" tern for installation in electric vehicles.
;, The intended MPC systems to be constructed under Phases (I) and
(11) were supposed to provide the capability of propulsion of a 1363 Kg
--_ (3000 Lb.) passenger vehicle over a standard SAE J227-a Schedule D
•_| drive cycle, of repeated application for two continuous hours, see Re-
"*_ ference [5]. This cycle is of a total duration of 122 seconds. Accord-
_'! ing to the specifications of this cycle, Figure (1.2-1), an MPC system
must be capable of accelerating such a 1363 Kg vehicle from a speed of
zero km/H to a speed of 72.5 km/H (45 mph) in 28 secends. According
to the above drive cycle, this is followed by a 50 seconds period of
cruising at 72.5 km/H (45 mph), followed by a period of coasting of 10
seconds, during which a vehicle is brought to stand still (zero speed).
To complete the 122 seconds drive cycle, a period of idling 25 seconds
long follows the braking period. Also, the intended MPC systems were
required to have the capability of propelling such a vehicle at a cruis-
ing speed of 88.5 km/H (55 mph) for two hours, as well as propelling
the same vehicle at a speed of about 48 km/H (30 mph) over a hill of
10°ogradient for a period of one minute.
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!_ The above design constraints led NASA/DOE to specify that the MPC _systems which were to be developed during the course of this investi-
gation, that is Phases (I) and (11), must meet the capability of a conti-
nuous two hours rating of 15 hp (11.2 kw) and peak one minute rating
of 35 hp (26.1 kw]. It was further specified that the tests for peak
power rating of 35 hp must immediately follow the two hours 15 hp con-
tinuous rating tests, with the machine and power conditioner tempera- t
tures at their highest rated values, i
i
it was further stipulated that these MPC systems must be capable of
regeneration at rated (15 hp) and peak power (35 hp) conditions. All ,_
the above power ratings were to be accomplished using an external dc
source of 120 volts. !
t
At this stage, a summary of the salient goals accomplished during
Phases (I) and (11) is desirable. It must be emphasized that the main
thrust of this report is intended to report the details of the work ac-
iil complished in Phase (11) since much of its accomplishments have ren-
dered the work of Phase (I) absolute. Hence, Phase (I) is reported on
to the extent necessary to provide the proper background to design
decisions taken in the course of performance of Phase (11).
• In Phase (I) the following is a summary of the main accomplish-
ments : .
4 i
-41 1. A 4-pole, samarium-cobalt based permanent magnet, 15 slot :
three phase armature, brushless dc machine was designed, "=
.. constructed and tested.
• 2. A solid state transistor based power conditioner, which consists
, of a two quadrant chopper in series with a six legged inverter/
converter bridge was designed and built in "breadboard" form
to operate the 4-pole machine mentionP.d above. •
3. The above MPC system, see the block diagram schematic of _
Figure (1.1-1), was tested for continuous and peak power rat-
ing capabilities, as well as losses and efficiency. The MPC
system was found to be capable of developing a 15 hp output
for a period of two continuous hours, at an overall MPC system
efficiency of about 78.6_.
The MPC failed during testing to meet the requirement of a peak
one minute rating of 35 hp output. The peak one minute rating was
found to be about 22 hp. This limitation was not due to the motor,
which could have met that output requirement of 35 hp easily on the
basis of both its tested thermal, electromagnetic, and mechanical char-
acteristics. However, the power conditioner was found to be the weak
link in that Phase (I) MPC system. Voltage transients across the power
transistors led to failure of switching elements in the inverter/converter
bridge, as well as in the chopper at ratings higher than 22 hp output.
Major design changes in the power conditioner would have been re-
quired. These changes were beyond the =cope cf Phase (I), and were
left for the Phase (11) effort of designing, constructing and testing an
17
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_1_>'_" improved power conditioner. Further details on the Phase (I) system
.r_ are to be found in Appendices (5) and (12).
The experienca with the motor of Phase (I) highlighted the high
; cost of rare earth samarium cobalt materials, and the difficulties which
may be encountered wtih cobalt with regard to availablity and security
i' of supply, This would be an important factor if such a motor design
".. gained widespread use in vehicular propulsion. These aspects prompted
these investigators in concurrence with NASA/DOE to obtain two diffe-
rent designs for the machine associated with this MPC system. The
first design was an improvement on the Phase (I) motor, with samarium-
cobalt still used as a permanent magnet material, for supplying rotor
; excitation. The second design was developed assuming the use of the
cheaper and more readily available strontium ferrite as the permanent
; _ magnet material used for rotor excitation. Both designs were imple-
/ mented in such a manner that both machines can be operated from the
; same power conditioner. Accordingly, the following is a summary of the
main accomplishements achieved during the course of Phase (11):
'r
1. A 6-pole, samarium cobalt based permanent magnet, 18 slot
',:. three phase armature, brushless dc machine was designed,
constructed and tested.
•,_'_- 2. A 6-pole, strontium ferrite based permanent magnet, 18 slot ,
> three phase armature, brushless dc machine was designed'._ t /
_:; constructed and tested
._-. 3. A solid state transistor based power conditioner, was designed
._,.._ and built to operate both of the samarium-cobalt based and
_"_: strontium-ferrite based machines of Phase (11) The power
_! conditioner consists of a two quadrant chopper in sines with a
-_;_ six legged inverter/converter bridge.
_:i,_, 4. "rhe above power conditioner, see the block diagram schematic . ':
;._ ai Figure (1.1-1), was tested for operating the samarium cobalt
_'_ based and strontium ferrite based machines mentioned above.
(4.a) In case of operation of the Phase (11) power conditioner (PC)
'
in conjunction with the samarium cobalt based machine of Phase .
t_. I (11), the MPC system was found to be capable of developing a
_i 15 hp output for a period of two continuous hours, at an ove-
,_. rail MPC system efficiency of about 87_o. Furthermore, the
.-_, MPC system achieved the requirement of a a peak one minute
_! rating of 35 hp output at an overall MPC system efficiency of "
77o,,.
._ (4.b) In the case of operation of the Phase (11) power conditioner _
, (PC) in conjunction with the strontium ferrite based machine of
Phase (11), the MPC system was found to be capable of devel-
oping a 15 hp output for a period of two continuous hours, at
an overlll MPC system effic|ency of about 84",. Furthermore,
the MPC system achieved the requirement of a peak one minute t"
rating of 35 hp output at an overall MPC system efficiency of l iii
71'_.
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rll The following chapters will detail the steps of development of prel-
iminary designs, final designs, construction• testing and performance
characteristics of both systems of Phase (11). Specifically, Chapter _'"
(2 0)is dedicated to the MPC system component description motor-
power conditioner interaction, and discussion of the key design param-
ters. In Chapter (3.0) the preliminary designs fo the samarium cobalt
based, an strontium ferrite based machines are arrived at, then ana- ._
lyzed by state of the art computer aided design methods, using finite
elements for motor parameter determination, and dynamic simulation
methods for motor-power conditioner performance analysis. On the ba-
sis of these analysis results• both machine designs are finalized in
I Chapter (3.0). In Chapter (4.0) the PC design steps are detailed.
Meanwhile, in Chapter (5.0) the test procedure, test results and re-
i suiting analysis of performance of both motor systems of Phase (11) are
given• Based on the results of Chapter (5.0) and the work detailed in
the previous chapters an improvement assessment is made in Chapter
(6.0) for both machines of Phase (11) and their power conditioner.
.m
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_ 2.0 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF MOTOR-CONDITIONER
SYSTEM
2.1 MOTOR-CONDITIONER SYSTEM COMPONENTS
The- major components of the motor-conditioner system are the
motor, which converts the energy from electrical to mechanical form,
the power electronics, which convert the electrical energy from dc to ac
J of the proper frequency and phase (and vice-versa durinq regenerative
braking), and the low-level electronics, which receive information
: concerning the state of the system and the desired operation and
furnish the appropriate control signals to the power electronic_ This
arrangement is shown schematically in Figure (2.1-1). Each of these
_ major components can be divided into smaller component, groupings.
_.,_w" These more detailed component groupings are described below.
J_
The motor itself can be divided into several components. The rotor o
consists of a shaft on which are milled six flat surfaces for mounting
:. the magnets. These magnets (either samarium-cobalt or strontium j_
_. ferrite) furnish the magnetic excitation for the field of the machine.
.:, The region of the shaft on which the magnets are mou:,ted serves as a
yoke for conducting the flux between poles. Surrounding these "*
magnets is a non-magnetic steel sleeve which serves to hold the magnets
_, securely in place. After this sleeve has been shrunk into place, the
._ entire rotor assembly is plotted to insure dimensional stability of the .
i_; magnet positions. This rotor is mounted to the stator by means of
sealed ball bearings _
--'" The stator consists of the housing, the lamination stack, and the
windings. The totally enclosed, non-ventilated housing, which protects
:_ the motor from dust and other adverse environmental fac_,ors, is made
_ of black anodized aluminum for 9ood heat transfer. Th_ silicon steel
_' laminations have eighteen slots, as shown in Figure (2 1-2) for the
._,. samarium-cobalt and strontium ferrite machines These eighteen slots ,
,_* provide for one slot per phase per pole. In each slot are four coil
*':" sides, each coil consisting of four turns, each turn consisting of 12
strands of No. 16 AWG magnet wire, The coils are connected in series i *,
:_;_, into two windings per pha|e. These windings can be connected in
,_ series for low speed, high torque operation or in parallel for high I _'_;i
_* speed, low torque nperetion _ • "_**
i*
Attached to the motor at the end opposite the output shaft end is o _
position sensor. The fuction of this sensor is tn measure the rotor L,_
position at 30° (electrical) intervals and to transmit this information to :._
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FIGURE (2.1-2) Stator Laminations for Samarium Cobalt
and Strontium Ferrite Based Machines
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_ the Iow-le,,el control electronics for processing. This sensor consists of
a set of six magnets attached to the rotor which set up a radial field
• pattern similar to the main field. On the stator, just outside of these
• magnets are mounted two sets of three Hall sensors each. Within each
set, these sensors are mounted 120 electrical degrees apart. When 41
_. acted upon by the magnets, which hava a flux pattern which changes
:, every 180 electrical degrees, an appropriate change occurs in the
electrical o;Jtput every 60 electrical degrees. The second set of
Hall-Effect sensors is identical to the first, but is mounted at a position
equivalent to 30 electrical degrees away from the first set. This
provides a second set of switching signals i_. the proper phase to
provide for advanced firing of the inverter transistors when this is
' necessary.
_ The signals from the rotor position sensor, processed by thelow-level electronics, control the power electronics so as to apply to the
motor the phase current pattern shown ;n Figure (2.1.3). In this
figure, the commutation of the phase currents is accomplished by the
: three phase inverter/converter (motoring/regenerative braking) bridge
_.. compr!sing the six transistors, 01 throu9 h Q6' and the six diodes, D1 -"
_;b, through D6. The current control is accomplished by the two quadrant
_.7 chopper comprising transistors QM and QB diodes DM and DB-
._.._ In the motoring mode the chopper regulates the current to the motor :
_%. by turning on QM if the inductor current is too low. When the inductor ;
_ current has increased by a predetermined increment beyond the set _B
_::_, value, QM turns off, and the inductor current flows through diode DM _-_.
_:: until it has decreased to the value which causes QM to turn on.
_-_ During regenerative bcaking, the transistor QB is turned on until the _;-
_ inductor current has risen by an increment above the set value. QB is "-
:;,C,_ then turned off, and the inductor current flows through DB and into :'$__.
"_, the battery.
_:, In the motoring mode, proper switching of Q1 through Q6 leads to :
• :_'_:i phase a, b and c waveforms such as are idealized in Figure (2.1-3). ;:
In this figure one can see the existence of six distinct armature states. ...
This establishes in the motor a stator (armature) mmf which travels in -_
discrete j mps of 60 electrical degrees. The rotor mmf (magnets) is
continually forced to follow that motion. The result is equivalent to a '_!_
synchronous machine in which the torque angle (between the two mmf's) _.- ....
, varies during each switching cycle between an initial 120° and a final ,_:_
60° electrical angle. For advanced firing of the transistors, this angle . _-,__
varies between 150° and 90° electrical as shown in Figure (2.1-4). t'
t
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oi'_/ The diode=, D1 through D6, provide current paths during the
=witching operation when the inverter transistors are momentarily off.
They also function as a three-phase full wave rectifier bridge in the
regenerative braking mode. Diode DR provides a path tot the
inductor current during the switching instances when the path through
• the inverter is momentarily blockedi
In order to minimize the power devices used, which reduces cost,
and to prevent any accidental firing of QM and QB simultaneously, a
single transistor was used for both functions. This transistor was
. switched between the two positions by means of a DPDT relay.
: The inductor, L, served to reduce the frequency of the chopper
j ! operation, thereby reducing the switching losses. This inductor,
! consisting of 25 turns of 10 strand= of No. 8 AWG mag,_et wire on a
i triple thick L-10 core, had an inductance of 425_H at 200A. In order
to maintain the hysteresis between turn on and turn off of QM within
_ : I 15A, the maximum chopping frequency is about 4.SKHz.
"_;t
_.. Each power transistor is driven by a base drive circuit. This
_ _t circuit receive= a signal from the low-level electronics through an
_-I optical coupler for voltage isolation and furnishes a current of
i sufficient amplitude to saturate the power transistors. It is alsocapable of driving the power transistor base negative with respect to
I the emitter so as to rer,,ove rapidly the stored charge during turn-off.
Each base drive circuit is powered by a separate output module of a _ -
multiple output d.c. power supply.
In order to prevent excessive voltage =pikes during turn-off of the
power transistors, each inverter transistor was furnished with a
snubber circuit consisting of a diode shunted resistor and a capacitor
as shown without detail in Figure (2.1-5). These snubbers were not .
adequate for the chopper transistor. Therefore, the collector and
emitter terminals of this transistor were clamped to the positive and
negative busses to further reduce voltage spike=. This method, which
is shown in Figure (2.1-6), although very effective in reducing the
amplitude of the =pike=, caused some increase in switching los=.
The commutation centre! function of the low-level electronics was
accomplished by a pair o,< 256 x 4 programmable read-only memories
(PROMS) type N825126. The configuration of the low-level control
electronic= i= =hewn schematically in Figure (2.1-7), the eight inputs to !:_
_, these PROMS con=i=ted of the six rotor position sensor outputs together ii_iwith signal= representing the =election of forward/reverse operation and! normal/advanced firing of the inverter transistors. Six cf the PROM
output= (three from each PROM) were used to control the six inverter
transistor=. The other output of each PROM was used _s an alarm _.
signal to indicate an illegal combination of input signals from the rotor .__,.
position sensor. Each PROM was equipped with two "inhibit" inputs. ._
One of these inputs was used to shut down the inverter in case of i _
certain alarm signal=. The other was used to inhibit the inverter _"_
operation in the braking mode. iii_
26 '" "'' :...."'" :'' ,I.,,i:.
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The other major component of the low-level electronics package was
the accelerator/brake torque control. This control provided the signal
to the chopper transistor to maintain the proper current through the ""
system. Two Hall effect current sensors were placed in series with the
filter inductor. One of these was used to measure current in the
motoring mode, the other in the regenerative braking mode. Ea,:h of
these sensors was buffered by an operational amplifier which also
served to balance the output to zero when the inductor current was
zero. The output of these buffer amplifiers was compared to the
buffered output of the accelerator and brake potentiometers• The
difference was fed to a pair of op-amps which contained a small amount
of positive feedback so as to saturate either positive or negative with
enough hysteresis to establish the desired hysteresis in the inductor
current. Details with the necessary schematics are given later in
Chapter (4.0).
A signal, taken directly from the brake potentiometer, was amplified
and used to control the relay which switches the chopper transistor
from the motoring to the braking position. A 500 m second pulse
generator was used to turn off the chopper transistor during the
switching process from motoring to braking or vice-versa• This
insured that all switching was done "dry", and permitted the use of a
much smaller relay contact than would otherwise have been possible.
A circuit was also provided to control a rPlay for switching from
parallel to series operation of the motor at low-speed, high-torque
_1 operation. Since the drive cycle specifications can be met without
series operation, this relay has not been included. However, the
inclusion of the control electronics would make the addition of such arelay a simple matter. The same pulse gel.=rator which turns nff the
chopper transistor during motoring/braking switching is connected to
turn the tra._sistor off durin_ series/parallel switching also, so as to ,
"dry"/! insure switching. -,_
•_. Three protective circuits have been provided, any one of which, :
*_ when activated, will inhibit the ROMs and turn off the inverter. The :
_:*_ first, which has been mentioned above, is activated by the ROMs ,
_'1 themselves in case of an illegal rotor position sensor command. The
._ second responds to a measurement of excessive inductor current. The ;.
third detects anti responds to an excessive difference between the two
_1 current sensors. If any of these alarm signals is activated, an alarm
,; toggle circuit is energized and furnishes the inhibit signal to the ROMs. i ,_
_. The low-level electronics package is powered by three separate output i .
modules in the same dc supply package which powers the base drives " .:_
2 2 MOTOR-CONDITIONER INTERACTION i
The electromagnetic interactions between the PCU (power conditioner _\ _._
P" ;,, :,_"
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FIGURE {2.2-1) Six Switch, Three Phase Inverter.
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_:__ unit) and the machine during motoring are explained by examining the
• _
i relationship between the stator mmf, produced by the injected phase
. currents, and the mmf distribution produced by the permanent magnet ""
rotor. The stator mmf is produced by the injected three phase
currents. The injection of these currents is accomplished by the three
phase in_erter bridge shown in Figure (2.2-I). The injected phase -L
currents are shown as rectangular blocks of current of 120 electrical
degrees duration. The phase relationship between these currents and
the open circuit phase to neutral emfs during the motoring mode of
operation are given in Figures (2.2-2) and (2.2-3) for 0 ° and 30°
commutation advance, respectively. The status of the six inverter
transistors during a complete ac cycle are also given in these figures.
- Inspection of these figures reveals that each ac cycle can be divided
into six discrete current states of 60° electrical duration.
: In machines with one slot per pole per phase, as is the case here,
the stator winding, when carrying such currents, produces a spatial
: mmf distribution in the air-gap, such as shown in Figure (2.2-4). This
_. mmf interacts with the spatial air-gap mmf distribution produced by the
_ permanent magnet rotor. These mmfs produce torque on both the ,"
_ rotor and stator assemblies that is proportional in mag,itude to the
:_ product of the positive mmf peaks times the sine of the angle between --
_ them. The magnitude of the stator mmf is proportional to the
"_*_ magnitude of the current flowing in the stator winding, while the rotor °
_, mmf is constant because it is supplied by permanent magnets (poles).
j:_ Therefore, the machine torque is a function of only the stator current 'and the displacement between the rotor and stator mmfs, as shown in
v: Figure (2.2-5). Examination of the torque equation giver= in this figure
_; reveals that the average machine torque is maximized by centering the "
.
i:_ stator phase current conduction period around the point where the
.._ rotor and stator mmfs are displaced by 90 electrical degrees, that is
_ zero commutation advance. The conduction period 6uring each current ,
_i state is for 60 electrical degrees, therefore for maximum average
_._:: torque, the phase current is switched "on" when the mmfs are 120 ,:_
_ degrees apart, and switched "off" when this angle closes to 60 degrees.¢ i
:"I During one complete period of the stator phase currents (360 electrical .
_* degrees) this pattern is repeated six times, resulting in a stator mmf
_,:_ which takes discrete jumps (or hops) of 60 electrical degrees at a time _.
_" as shown in Figure (2.2-4). The six jumps per cycle result in the
_i idealized torque profile shown in Figure (2.2-5). Machines with mmfs :
of high harmonic content, on the other hand, produce torque profiles
ii which are more triangular in nature with sharper peaks depicted by thedashed line. _ _ :
_ . -_'_
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IThe above description is valid for most loads encountered during
i the motoring mode of operation including the rated 15 hp point. Under
heavy loads, however, such _s the peak 35 hp point, the phase
• currents are injected 30 electr;cal degrees earlier than in the previous
case in order to reduce the magnitude of the phase back emfs opposing
the current buildup. This advance in the injection of the phase
currents with respect to the phase back emfs is referred to as
advanced firing or 30 degree commutation advance. The effects of
advanced firing on the overall system performance are discussed in
greater detail in the Section (2.3).
In terms of machine torque production, however, the effect of
advancing the firing angle is a dramatic increase in machine torque at a
! given speed due to a higher current buildup, but with a much larger
: torque ripple. The hi9her machine torque is due to the increased rate
! of current buildup in this case.
In terms-of the relationship between the stator and rotor mmfs, the
advanced firing means that at the beginning of a state these mmfs are
separated by 150 degrees electrical. Since the period of a given
+_ current state lasts for 60 electrical degrees, the angle between the two
_!=_i MMF's shrinks to 90 degrees electrical at the end of that state.
i!*_: Therefore at the beginning of a state, the electromagnetic torque, Tern,
-_-_,*: is given by
"_ T = kM M sin 150° -
._ em R S
._
_"_. while at the end of a state Tern becomes
_ Tern = kMRMS sin 90°
_::_I This pattern is repeated six times per electrical cycle, resulting in the
•_;_ idealized torque profile given by the solid line in Figure (2.2-6). The
_-,'. dathed line represents the corresponding torque profile. For zero ,
,:_ commutation advance with the stator and rotor magnitudes of the mmfs
• 71 MS and MR held constant. Notice that the commutation advance of 30
_! degrees results in a much larger torque ripple (50_) versus (13.4°o) for
i zero advance. There is also a decrease in the average value of the •
torque constant (sensitivity). In the case of zero advance, the average
torque is given by
120°
Average [Tem0o ] :; (6kMsMR/2_) Z sinede = 0.955 p.,,. (2.2-1) ' "
_ 60 °
For the case of advanced firing we have
34 , • ,_--
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FIGURE (2.2-6) Idealized Machine Torqt;e Profiles with
O° and 30° CommutationAdvance
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90° ..
Average [Tem30oJ = (6kMsMR/2_) ! sined8 = 0.827 p.u. (2.2-2)
• 30°
Therefore the p.e,-_.e_Lreduction in the average torque (horsepower) at
a given operating point is
Torque Reduction = [(0.955-0.827)/0.955J x 100 = 13.4Qo (2.2-3)
. It will be shown later in this report that this small reduction in the
average value of the electromagnetic torque constant is mora than
' compensated for by the much larger values of l_hasa currents, and
,i hence MS, that can be achieved by advanci-,:; the firing by _.0 degrees
at a given machine speed. In fact it will be demonstrated Ioter by
means of both test and simulation results that both the samarium cobalt
and strontium ferrite machines could not have reached the peak one
minute rating of 35 hp without this shift in the firing angle.
, It must be emphasized that the torque profiles given in Figures
" (2.2-5) and (2.2-6) are only approximate. This is due mainly to the
_ following three factors:
• "). The phase currents cannot be switched instantaneously due to -
;, winding inductances. Consequently the mmfs do not jump
_ instantaneously during the transition from one current state to
another. This point i_ illustrated in Figure (2.2-7) by means
_,. of the idealized and the more realistic torque profiles during
_ advanced firing. The realistic torque profile reflects the fact
.., that in an actual machine the mmf's do not change
!_ instantaneously and hence the length of the commuta',;_n
;._ period, 6c, is 3reater than zero. '
'_ 2. The phase voltages and currents contain harmon,cs which
influence the machine torque. The phase ,,'oltages we.-e
assumed sinusoidal and the currents rectangular as shown in
Fi9ures (_.2-2) and (2.2-3), for purposes of this initial ,
_ analysis
3. The effects of magm,:;c saturation in the machine are neglected '
-_, for purposes of this initial analysis. These effects are all , .>_;
_i included liter in Chapters (3 O) and (4.0) on the dynamic f ;
simulation model ;)f the system. __ _-._"
t '
i
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FIGURE (2.2-7) Comparison between Idealistic and Realistic
Torque Profile with 30° Commutation Advance
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_"i 2.3 DISCUSSION OF IMPACT OF KEY DESIGN PARAMETERS ON
/ SYSTEM RATING
*.
The question of whether or not a given machine-power conditioner
design can meet its specified ratings depends largely on the behavior of
_ the phase currents during the commutation period. Four factors which
strongly influence this behavior are: I) the maximum dc supply voltage
2) the winding inductances, 3) the induced winding emf _.aveforms, and
4) the instant in time at which commutation is initiated. In this work,
the dc supply voltage was constrained to a maximum value of 120 volts.
Therefore, this section will concentrate on the impact of the remaining
three factors on the system performance and rating, subject to this dc
voltage constraint. The analysis presented in this section is for
illustrative purposes only. Details on the computer aided design and
analysis performed in support of this project are given in Chapters
l (3.0) and (4.0).
The key factor affecting the maximum power rating of a given
• machine-power conditioner system is whether or not a current of a
specified magnitude can be successfully commutated from one phase to
another at the rated speed. If for example, the winding inductances
_ are too large, then the period required to perform this commutation may
" exceed the maximum time allowed for this process at the given speed.
_, In such cases, the phase currents would not build up to the specified .
_. values, and hence the machine output power would be reduced. The
,'; emfs and commutation angle can have similar impact on the machine ;
,,_ output.
_._': 2.3.1 DESCRIPTION OF COMMUTATION
% The rectangular block (wave) nature of the three phase machine
_:t currents produces a stator mmf which ideally takes instantaneous jumps .._
:/ of sixty electrical degrees at the onset of each current state. In other
-_,.i words, the phase currents are commutated instantaneously. In reality,
=. the stored magnetic energy associated with the machine windings, due
,.:_ to the winding currents, precludes the possibility of such instantaneous
;:_ jumps of the stator mmf. The magnitude of the stored energy is
_% proportional to the values of the winding inductances and proportional "
_'j to the square of the winding currents. Therefore, the winding
_ inductances play a key role in how close to the ideal case would a given
machine-power conditioner system behave especially at peak ratings
.; where the winding currents reach their maximum. _" ,_:_
Another factor which affects the overall machine-power conditioner i'll:-.'_
rating and performance is the shape and magnitude of the induced _ ,:_;.
winding emf waveforms. In order for the machine to cperate in the i:, '_1:._
motoring mode, the line to line induced winding emfs must be lower \._,_
than the battery voltage minus all the ohmic (iR) drops. The rate of i.,_ _._.,o_
_i_ __'
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_:_-_ current buildup during this mode of operation is a linear function of
the difference between the battery voltage (minus all iR drops), and
the opposing winding emf. Since the magnitudes of the windin 9 emfs :
are linearly proportional to the machine speed, the rate of current ,_
buildup is therefore inversely proportional to the machine speed.
Consequently, both the shape and magnitude of the emf waveform at a
given speed ar.d load are important factors that need to be examined in
such systems.
In addition to varying the machine inductances and emfs, one can
control the maximum-power rating of the machine-power conditioner
; system by varying the instant of fiJ'ing of the inverter transistors with
respect to the induced phase winding emfs. The instant of this firing
' is referred to here as the commutation angle, and was discussed in the
previous section.
: The impact of these three factors on the system ratings and
: | performance will be illustrated here by means of a typical example. In
•i particular, the process of commutating the current from Phase a to
Phase b will be examined in detail.
_:'-:_= The current pattern in the machine-power conditioner unit during
._.._ | the transition from positive current in Phase a to positive current in
t
Phase b is s_.own in Figure (2.3-1). During this commutation period,
•_ the current in Phase a decays from its initial average value of 1 pu to
._ zero, while the current in Phase b builds up from a value of zero to 1
_-J:. pu. The relationship between the phase currents and emfs during this
period is displayed in Figure (2.3-2) for the case where there is no
_:_ commutation advance. The commutation period, in this is¢C' case,
_ defined as the time interval between the points in time at which
:_ transistor Q1 is switched off (start of commutation) and the point in
time at which D4 ceases conduction (end of commutation)•
_; There are three possible commutation patterns depending upon
_. speed, load, etc. These three patterns are shown in Figure (2.3-3].
The first of these, Case 1, occurs when the decaying current, ia,
decreases at a faster rate than the rising current, ib. This occurs
:_|='_ when the machine is operating near maximum speed• The change in the
!ii_" slope of the rising current at the point in time, t = t 2, is due to theturn off of diode D4 when ia reaches zero. Notice that this causes the
chacteristic notch in the current waveform, see Figure (2.3-4). In the
second case, the magnitudes of the slopes of ia and ib are equal. This
is due to equal time constants associated with the transients of the
decaying and rising currents. In this case there is no reflected
transient in ic. The third case occurs at low machine speeds when the
rising current, ib, increases at a more rapid rate than the rate at
which the current, ia, decreases. Notice that in this case the current
transient is a spike rather than a notch.
, ..... 39
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Commutationof Phase Currentswith o° Advance
FIGURE t2.3-2) Status of Phase Currents and EMFs During
Commutation of Phase Current From Phase (a) to Phase (b),
= 0oWith a Commutation Advance Angle, 6c
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FIGURE (2.3-4) Actual Shape of the Phase Current at Rated \_ s_
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+._ Attention here will be focused on the first case, since it is
applicable at the maximum power points, and therefore is important in
determining the maximum rating of a given MPC system. The
commutation period will be divided into two regions. The first, T1,
corresponds to a period in which ia decays to zero through diode, D4, -
' while the second covers the period after D4 turns off. This is the time
during which ib is still increasing, and occurs before diode, D R, turns
off, see Figure (2.3-3). The actual shape of the Phase current under
these cor,ditions is shown in Figure (2.3-4).
Simplified network models of the machine-power conditioner during
these two periods are giver in Figures (2.3-5) and (2.3-6),
j ! respectively. Notice that during both t 1 and _2 the chopper inductor,• i
• ! LCH, is effectively shorted by the diode, D R. This is due to the fact
+ that there is no path for the entire chopper inductor current through
• the inverter during the commutation period. Immediately after the
completion of commutation, diode, DR, turns off and the circuit of -'
. Figure (2.3-7) can be used to approximate the MPC system _-
performance. The machine model per Phase, in all three cases consists
of a series connected resistance, inductance, and induced emf. °
/
THE FIRST COMMUTATION INTERVAL, t 1
_+ The first commutation interval, _1 lasts from time, t = t 1, to t ="p_+
t2, see Figure (2.3-3) This is the period during which both diodes, "51
_-+ D4 and DR, are conducting During this ;,eriod, the Phase a current'7_;-
-+_, decays through diode, D4 while thL Phase b current increases through
_=. transistor Q2" The diode, DR, provides a path for ';he chopper :
_;_ inductor current which is larger than the current through Phase b. _"
.,_ The current passing through D R is equal to the difference between the
choke current and the Phase b current. To simplify _.he analysis, and
_._:_1 to avoid obscuring the discussion on the effects of the various factors
on the system rating, the voltage drops in the switching elements will
_+. be neglected in this discussion. However, these voltage drops were not
*"' + neglected in the desig,_ calculations. It also must be pointed out that
_ these voltage drops are included in the detailed computer aided analysis
,,_ + "+
.':_' of the system performance which is given in Chapter (4.0). -._
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FIGURE (2.3-5) Equivalent Circuit Model of MPC System
During Commutation of Current from Phase a to Phase b \ __,
Before the Recovery of Diode, DR and D4. :,
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_ FIGURE (2.3-6) Equivalent Circuit Model of MPC System
-_I During Commutation of Current from Phase a to Phase b
_"i Before the Recovery of Diode, DR and After
-4:I Recovery of Diode, D4.
_ LCH RCH ib
; I
, tl
FIGURE (2.3-7) Equivalent Circuit Model of MPC System
at Completion of Commutation, Diodes, DR
and D4 Recovered. _, ,
!.,t
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_ Based upon the above mentioned assumptions, one can obtain the
time derivative of ib by writing two Kirchoff voltage loop equations for
the loops shown in Figure (2.3-5), in addition to one Kirchoff current
P.quation at the neutral. After some simplifications this yields the
"._ * following:
_ (dib/dt) = [(2/3)VBA T - Rpib - eb]/L p (2.3-1)
The Phase to reeutral voltages, • a, eb, and • c, are defined in Figure
(2.3-21, and below as follows:
i ea = Esin (ut ° - 6c) (2.3-2) _,
j • b = Esin Cut - 90° - 6c) (2.3-3)
ec = Esin (ut - 210° - 8c) (2.3-4)
where, 6c is the commutation advance in electrical degrees. The •
:_ amplitude of these ef,':s, E, is linearly proportional to the machine
;_ speed, N(RPM). The _easured emf constants Esc and EsF for the ! "_lm,;
:'* samarium cobalt and strontrium ferrite machines respectively are .
_, ESC = 0.00689N Volts (2.3-5) _ :i. iql
< = 0.00600N Volts (2.3-61
_. ESF
_. The measmed values of effective winding inductances (phase-to-neutral
-- half-line-to-line) for the two machines are designated as LPs C and
_ LPs F for the samarium cobalt an strontium ferrite machines, .:
-K_, respectively, and have values as follows:
_,_2;, LPsc = 44.95 uH (2.3-7) .
_ LPs F = 46.00 uH (2.3-8) .
_,
) The phase to netural winding resistances were also measured and were
_ found to be equal to
_._ RPs C = 0.00235 Ohms (2.3-9) -_.
_ RPs F = 0.00245 Ohms (2.3-10) _'_,_•
Substitution of these machine parameters, in conjunction with an ::
assumed battery voltage of 115 volts yields two expressions for the time _"_
derivative of ib, namely :Y-*,
dib/dtlsc = [76,67-O.O0235ib.O.OO689Nsin(ut.90O-6c)]/44,95 _ 10.6 ,, .,
= 1.706w I06-52.28ib-153.3Nsin(ut-900-, c) (2.3-11) Ii_.,._i
and F_:_."
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dib/dttsF = [76.67-O.00245ib-O.006Nsin(ut-90°-6c)]/46.00 x 10"6
106- 53.26i b- 130.= 1.667 x 41_sin(ut-90O-6c) (2.3-12)
Inspection of Figures (2.3-2) and (2.3-3) reveals that at the beginning 41
of the commutation period under consideration t = tI, ut equals 120
electrical de3rees. Substitution of wt = 120 electrical degrees into
Equations (2.3-11) and (2.3-12) gives the initial rate of current buildup
at the start of the commutation period. The value of th;s initial di/dt
is a key factor in determining the peak rating of the MPC system.
This is the case because the rate of current rise is maximum at this
point due to the fact that the induced emf opposing current buildup as
well as the voltage drop from the winding resistance are both at their
j minimums. Because of the finite amount of time available to commutate
the Phase currents, the peak rating of such MPC systems at a given
speed is directly related to the values of the initial rates of current
buildup.
In order to illustrate these points, Equation (2.3-11) should be used , ,'
;+
_=_, to approximate the behavior of ib during the first commutation interval,
='_, _1' for the samarium, cobalt machine. Let it be assumed that the _"
. maximum period available during this interval is thirty electrical o
'_ degrees, which is a reasonable assumption based upon experience with •
_ ' oscillograms of the Phase currents of such MPC systems at rated '
_";:_i condition. Based upon this assumption, the maximum time available to
;_ complete t 1 is a function of machine speed and can be written as ,
IIm_ i •
_ _ follows:
_.'i _lma= = 1.6667/N Seconds (2.3-13) _
._ where N is the speed in RPM.
, Because of the time varying nature of the induced Phase emfs, the
i time derivative of ib given in Equation (2.3-11) is also time varying. "
-_I Therefore, in order for one to obtain an average value of this
il derivative neglecting R the average value of eb during t 1 is obtained
_ p,
_:_ as follows:
i Jb For Zero Commutation Advance __ ._150°
ebAvG : 6/_ S [153.3Nsin(e - 90°)]de ,i, +
- 120° I
= I07.31N Volts (2.3-13) _
Therefore, the average value of dib/dt as a function of machine speed, i .._._
neglecting Rp, becomes _ _._
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"I Jdib/dtfAV G = (1.706 , 106 - 107.31N) Amperes/Second (2.3-14)
_..
b. For Thirty Degree Commutation Advance 6c = 30° !
150o
eb ='6/_ ! [153.3Nsin(0 - 120°)]d0AVG i
120°
= 39.23N Volts (2.3-15)
and therefore one obtains the following:
= (1.706 x 106. 39.23N) Amperes Second (2.3-16)dib/dt IAVG
The values of ib at the end of _lmax can be now approximated as l
_ follows: a) for 6 = 0 °C
= tlmax[dib/dtfAVG'6 =0°] 1ib(t2) 16c=O° c tt
= (2.84 x i06/N - 178.8) Amperes (2.3-17) J
b) for 6c = 30° I " °
il ib(t2) ' 6c°_30° : ' lm'x [(d'b/dt ' AVG ' _c_30°]
_| = (2.84 x 106/N - 65.38) Amperes (2.3-18)
:4
Notice that advancing the firing of the inverter transistors by 30
iii electrical degrees increases the final value of the rising Phase current
during the first commutation period, t 1.
A better understanding of the interactions between N,tlmax, 6c,
dib/dt, and ib is possible by plotting the quantities defined in
i] Equations (2.3-13), (2.3-14), (2.3-16), (2.3-17), and (2.3-18) versus
machine speed, N, as shown in Figure (2.3-8). Notice that the
maximum available time to complete the first commut tion period, tlmax'
• is inversely proportional to the machine speed, N. Notice, using the
-- same assumptions as above, one can see that the average value of the
:'8 time derivative of the increasing Phase current also decreases with
- machine speed, but at a linear rate. Since the amount of current
buildup during tlmax is a function of the product of tlmax times the
average value of the derivative of _he Phase current with respect to
tim, it is easy to see that the magnitude of this currant buildup
decrease: very rapidly w;th increasing N. This behavior is clearly
shown in Figure (2.3-8).
• o • ,
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EFFECT OF COMMUTATION ADVANCE ON MACHINE RATING
The effect of the commutation advance angle, 6c, on the
magnitude of current buildup is also clearly shown in Figure (2.3-8). '_
Notice that for 6 = 30° , the value cf the current buildup is
c
= 0 ° Since the power rating ofconsistantly higher than that for 6c
the MPC system is proportional to the sum of the products of the phase
currents and emfs, the advanced firing case, that is when 6 = 30° ,c
increases the MPC system power ratin 9 over the entire speed range.
EFFECT OF WINDII_G INDUCTANCE ON MACHINE RATING
The effects of machine winding inductances on the system rating can
be deduced from Equation (2.3-1) and Figure (2.3-8). Notice that the
rate of current buildup in a phase is inversely proportional to the value
!i!1 Therefore, both the
of effectivephase to neutral winding
inductanCe'O° see 6 = 30° see
slopes and initial values of (dib/clt) for 6c = c '
Figure (2.3-8), are inversely proportional to the value of the o
inductance. Consequently, high values of effective phase to neutral
machine inductance will result in smaller current buildups, at a given , :
frequency, than would be the case with lower inductances. Therefore, i _
it results in a lower MPC system power rating at that speed
i
• (frequency). Winding inductances can be reduced by decreasing the
!'_ total number of turns since the inductance is proportional to the square
'l of the number of series turns. Inductances can also be reducedthrou9h redesigning slot dimensions and other geometries of the
.| magnetic ciruit. The reduction of machine winding inductances and theimpact of these reductions on the overall MPC system performance and ;
'_ ratings are analyzed in detail in Chapters (3.0) and (4.0) of this '
"ii repoet, by means of sophisticated magnetic field analysis and
rc.,:ahine-power conditioner dynamic simulation techniques.
g
,-J
_tl IMPACT OF MACHINE PHASE TO NEUTRAL EMF WAVESHAPES ON
--I SYSTEM RATINGS
- The discussion up to this point has only been centered on sinusoidal , '_
phase-to-neutral emf waveforms as shown in Figure (2.3-2). However, II
in machines wifl, fewer number of slots per pole per phase, such as the i ' :"case here, the phase-to-neutrat voltage will contain a strong influence
of some of the low order odd harmonics. This is especially the case if "
no mp.ans for harmonic ,_eduction is employed The third harmonic can "_ _":
be eliminated by a coil pitch of 120 electrical degrees (2 slots). Also, ,*. _-
this harmonic is absent at the line to line terminals of a Y-connected
armatlJre. On the other hand, the harmonics (5,7,11,13,...) in the ;,
gap flux density distribution cannot be reduced by short chording for , ""
such arn=atures with one slot per pole per phase of the type at hand. _
In this case, skewing or fractional slot windings are required. These _<_-_,
points concerning the emf waveform are elaborated on further in #'_
Chapter (3.0). :_r_,.
,v'_ ; 51 " .,_
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Effectof Harmonicson EMF Waveform
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FIGURE (2,3-91 Effect of the Third Harmonic Component !.
4 on the Induced Phaie EMF During the First Commutation i '_
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,The impact of the emf harmonics can be deduced by examining
Figure (2.3-9) which gives an example of a phase emf with a
fundamental and a third harmonic component. The sum of these two i
_- components is also plotted in this figure. Inspection of this figure
reveals that the third harmonic increases the phase emf during
r
commutation, and therefore decreases the rate of current buildup for
both cases of zero and thirty' degree commutation advance. Therefore, :
the total current buildup and maximum power rating at a given speed is
reduced by this harmonic. The impact uf other harmonics on the rate
of current buildup can be determined in a similar manner. The
harmonics in the emf waveforms of the samarium cobalt and strontium
ferrite machines were reduced by skewing the stator core as will be
detailed in Chapter (3.0). The proper degree of skewing was
determined by means of finite element analysis of the magnetic field in
j these machines_ in conjunction with a dynamic model of the machine -
power conditioner (MPC) system which is given in Chapters (3.0) and
, (4.0).
THE SECOND COMMUTATION INTERVAL _2
The second commutation interval begins when the decaying Phase
current reaches zero, (diode D4 turns off). The simplified circuit
model for this case is given in Figure (2.3-6). The rate of current
rise in this case becomes:
dib/dt = [VBA T - 2Rpi b + ec eb]/(2L p) (2.3-19)
This rate of current rise is considerably less than that during the f_rst
commutation interval. For this reason, and because the majority of the
current buildup occurs during the first commutation period, the second
commutation interval, _2' will not be considered further. I"
!' COMPLETION OF COMMUTATION
_ Commutation is completed as soon as the diode, DR, recovers (turns
'.... off). This occurs when the increasing (rising) phase current reaches
_ the value of the chopper inductor currrent. After DR turns off, the
.', chopper inductor is no longer shorted, but is now in series with two
L_ legs of the three-phase machine armature winding and the battery as
-_ shown in Figure (2.3-7). In this case, the time derivative of ib
'_ beomes: _
dib/dt = [VBA T - ib(RcH * 2Rp) + • c - eb]/(LcH + 2Lp) (2.3-20)
In the two systems under consideration here, the chopper inductance, _
LCH, was chosen roughly ten times the value of Lp in order to keep
the switching losses within reasonable bounds. For this reason, the :_
rate of current rise during this period is relatively low in comparison ,_;
with the previous two periods, and therefore has little impact on the '_
MPC system rating. _
53
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- - The above discussions have highlighted the impact of various ,
parameters on the MPC system performance and ratings. It was shown
that the machine inductances and emfs are critical factors in '"
determining whether or not a giv,.n power and speed rating could be
met by a given MPC system design. It was also demonstrated that the
peak power rating at a given speed could be ._ignificantly increased by
advancing the firing of the inverter switcles by thirty electrical
degrees.
The analysis presented in this section required a number of
aproximations and simplifications as described earlier. Hence, this
analysis was intended only for qualitative and illustrative purposes.
The actual analysis of the two machine systems was performed using two
computer aided design tools• The first of these is a finite element
magnetic field analysis set e,f programs (package) developed for use in
this investigation. This package was used in the determination of
machine tlux densities, winding inductances and induced emf waveforms.
This analysis included the effects of magnetic saturation on these
•_ parameters• The calculated machine parameters were used in a detailed
dynamic simulation model of the MPC system which included the voltage .'
drops in the power switches, as well as the harmonics in the induced
_=_ armature emfs. These computer aided analysis techniques and their
applications tc the design and analysis of the two systems at hand are
discussed in detail in Chapter (3.0).
v_;- ,
;I
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3.0 MOTOR DESIGN "
In this chapter, preliminary designs for samarium cobalt based, and
stro=ltium ferrite based machines are arrived at. These designs are an-
alyzed with the help of computer aided design tools to ascertain their
suitability for meeting the rated (15 hp) and peak power (35 hp) re-
quirements, when operating in conjunction with an electronic power
conditioner. Based on the computer aided analysis both machine de-
signs are finalized for implementation, a_d the subsequent final machine
parameters and hardware are described.
3.1 PRELIMINARY DETERMINATION OF MAGNETIC CIRCUIT -' ."
GEOMETRY AND WINDING PARAMETERS
An outline of the basic approach used in designing a magnetic cir-
cuit geometry and winding parameters [1,2] shall be considered in this _ o
section. ,'
d
-- The main objective of producing a motor with a commercially feasible
- combination of cost, efficiency, power rating, size, and weight for use
- in electric passenger vehicles was borne in mind. In particular, the
_ specifications of the customer were:
1. an electronically commutated permanent magnet dc machine for
_ operation in motoring and generating modes, _ •
_l 2. a nominal voltage rating of 120 volts, '*_
3. a design adaptable to voltages ranging from 96v to 240v, _;
4. a design allowing for proper motor operation at voltage down to ,:
•- 60°o of nominal to allow for battery voltage variations,
5. batteries used as the power (voltage) source,
6. an output power of 15 hp (11.2 kw) for 2 hours at a vehicle -.._.
speed of 55 mph (86 km/hr), i_?
7. operation as both motor and generator for 1 minute at 35 hp ' " ';'*,*
(26.1 kw) at a vehicle speed of 30 mph (48 kin/he) and "_
8. shaft speed and torque left to the discretion of the designer. 1. _...,._"
specifications, the following steps were applied to come l" ;L;1With the above
up with a suitable magnetic circuit geometry and winding design:. }._;.:_*_i_
;,_
.. 55 ':_
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STEP 1 :
,o
1 Consider the main dimensions of the machine; that is D, the statori
1 bore diameter, and L, the stator core length. The total flux (or- mag-
i ! netic loading) around the stator periphery at the airgap is given by
" • ML = PC (3.1-1)
where p = number of poles, and ¢ = flux per pole.
The total current (or electric Ioadin 9) f.Jwin9 around the stator
periphery is given by
EL = CI c (3.1-2)J
where C is the total number of active conductors (in this type of ma-
chines, two thirds of the total conductors are active at any time, that
is, current carrying conductors around the periphery), and IC is the
• current in each active conductor.
_:_.i The average flux density, Bay, at the airgap is thus given by
_;_ B = p¢/_DL = ¢/_L (3.1-3) "
_',I BV
-, where z = _D/p, is the pole pitch. The current density at the stator ,
°'::_ periphery, JS' is given by
"_' JS = Clc/_D (3.1-4)
.,_, Now, the power developed in the armature, Pa' is 9iven by
z}
•._" Pa = Ela = ¢CUpla/a (3.1-5)
%_ where _ is the speed of the rotating periphery of the rotor in mechani-
'_.; cal rad/sec, a is the number of parallel paths in the armature winding,
•:.; I is the armature current, and E is the machine induced voltage. Re-
_ a
_:_ writing Pa as a function of the magnetic and electric Ioadings, we have
_:i Pa : (P¢)(Cla/a)u : (P¢)(Clc)w i
J where Ic = I /a. Therefore, it follows that! a _
'4 Pa = MLELU (3.1-6)
;t, ,"
_ Expressing this power in terms of the machines main dimensions, one
can write \
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KoD2Lu iPa = (_DLBav) (_DJs) = (3.1-7) _.
, where K0 = _2BavJ s.
Hence, the power developed in the armature is proportional to the shaft
speed, u, stator core length, L, and square of the stator bore diame-
ter, D. However, the volume of the active portion of the machine is
(_D=L/4). Therefore, from Equation (3.1-7), this volume, Vol., be-
comes
i Vol = K1Pa/w (3.1-8)
,. where K1 = _/4K O.
Equation (3.1-8) demonstrates that the volume of the active portion of
the machine is inversely proportional to the speed. Thus, by maintain-
ing a constant output, a machine designed to operate at a greater speed
will have a smaller size and hence entail lesser cost as opposed to a
_- machine designed to operate at a lesser speed. Therefore, in reducing i "
the size, a designer selects the highest practical speed taking into ac-
count the limitations of mechanical stresses, and rotational loss consid-
erations (bearings windage, etc.)
i
In addition, given that the volume varies inversely with K0, the _ ,
size (and consequently tile cost) of the machine is reduced by making
_' KO as large as possible. Recall that K0 is proportional to the product
!_._ of the magnetic and electric Ioadings for a given machine.Of cours , the magnetic loading is dependent on the maximum flux !
-_ density in the iron parts, iron losses, and magnetiz;ng current. The '
heat dissipated per unit area of stator surface is proportional to the i .;
electric loading. Hence, in order to minimize heat dissipation, the elec- '
tric loading must be reduced. Otherwise, forced ventilation would be
required. For our electronically commutated motor, the option of usin 9
forced air cooling Is permitted if the need arises. The electric loading
is dependent on the number of conductors per slot, and the current
per conductor in such slots. The number of conductors per slot is de-
pendent on a factor known as the fill factor, and a useful rule of
thumb is that the fill factor should not exceed 65Qofor classes of ma-
_| chines such as this one. It should be brought to the reader's attention
J that the fill factor for round conductors is lower than that factor for "_
"," rectangular conductors.
With the above rules in mind, the following basic parameters con- _ii
cerning the samarium cobalt machine of Phase (11) were chosen. This l
choice is based on experience with such designs: _.
1. number of poles, p = 6, _';;"
2. number of teeth, Nt = 18, :_
57
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3. pole span, PS = 0.666, notice that the pole span here is the
ratio of the pole width to pole pitch,
4. lamination axial length (stack height), Sh = 10.16 cm (4.0 in),
-- 5. Stator outer diameter, D = 16.556 cm (6.518 in), andOS
6. Stator inner diameter, Dis = 7.777 cm (3.062 in).
Consider the permanent magnet (pole) as shown in Figure (3.1-1). The
magnet (pole) width, Mw, is given by the sum of the number of magnet
pieces bonded together times the axial depth (width) per magnet. That
is, for a pole consisting of 4 pieces of 0.9 in depth for each M ----
r' j ' ' W
: (0.9)(4) = 3.6 in (9.14 cm). The minimum height of the pole, based on
the geometry of Figure (3.1-1), is H = 0.393 in (0.99 cm). The
min
: maximum height of the pole, based on the same figure, is Hmax = 0.49
:_ in (1 24 cm) The i-adial distance from the bottom of the magnet (pole) i
;._b+ to the rotor center, based on Figure (3.1-1), is R = 0.975 in (2.48
_+'+ cm) The rotor outer diameter, see Figure (3 1-1) fs
_+ D = 2(Hma x * R) = 2 93 in (7 44 cm).
+_ A nonmagnetic stainless steel sleeve was used to secure the poles firmly
on the rotor. An outer sleeve diameter, Ds_v of 3.0 in (7.62 cm) im- i
_:! plies a sleeve thickness, TsP.v, as follows
_+"_++.-+ Tsltv : (Ds_,v - Dot)/2 : 0.035 in. (0.0889 cm)
+;,+, Thus the clearance between the rotor and stator, C£ becomes_*_t ' "
• I
,._-_ Cl = (Dis Dstv)/2 = 0.031 in. (0.0787 cm)
_(_:+: and the nonmagnetic gap (air + sleeve), which is equivalent to air mag-
netically, is
" 4.
#_r_ Gap Tst.v Ct, = 0.066 in. (0.1676 cm)
,_ pole pitch t = _D. /p = 1 6032 in (4,.072 cm)
+:-+ ' p IS " "
"_+ Having determined the magnet, rotor, and stator bore dimensions,
,_=_ the operating point of the permanent magnet can now be found as de-
scribed next in Step 2. i'
i_ . :=
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FIGURE (3.1-1) Schematic of Permanent Magnet k
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-,LC! STEP 2:
' Now one proceeds to calculate the magnet operating point as follows'
Based on Figure (3.1-1), the magnet radial thickness, Mt - 1.O46/2 =
0.523 in (1.328 cm).
Hence, the magnet area is given by
Ma = Mt , min(Sh,M w) = (0.523)(3,6) = 1,8328 in = (12.147 cm_).
The pole arc calculated at the stator bore is hence given by
pole arc = Dis_Ps/p = 1.0678 in (2.712 cm).
Now, the slot span, S , can be obtained as
.i s
Ss = _Dis/Nt = 0.5344 in (1.357 cm).
and a reasonable slot opening is chosen to be w = 0.083 in (0.216 cm).
S
. Thus, Carter's coefficient becomes
-,iF.
_ Ks = (,5 Gap  Ws)Ss/((SOap* Ws)Ss - W=) -- 1.()34.
t;
_: Also the permeance (reciprocal of reluctance or the ratio of flux to Ibm
_., mmf) per pole in the air gap becomes V
_ : Pp (pole arc)(min(Sh,Mw)/KsOaP
;_;_ = 56.33 Oauss-inch/Oersted (1.798 _ 10-6 wb/AT).
The permeability of the magnet material is given by _.
= B/H = ($/Ma)/(F/L)_t
.-. where ¢ is the flux per pole, F is the mmf, and L is the length of the
,_ magnetic path. Hence,
=!i _t, = PpL/Ma = (56"33)(2)Hmin/4Ma: ,5.88 Oauss/Oersteds(7.389 _H/m).
_' This gives the slope of the no-load line of the magnetization curve so '
_ that the point of instersection of this line with the B-H characteristic
supplied by the magnet manufacturer is the operating point (OP) as _
' shown in Figure (3.1-2). The B-H characteristic selected was that of ,
HICOREX 90B Samarium Cobalt; an 18 millmn Gauss-Oersted Hitachi , :_-product, see Figure (3.1-2). The operating point corresponding to an
operating flux density, BOp, was found to be _,
] 984002382--065
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BOp = 7.20 KGauss = 7.20 x 1000 x 6.45
= 46440 lines/in _ (0.72 wb/m2).
:i
Therefore, the magnet flux per pole is
= 174874 lines (1.749 x 10-3 wb).em = BOp x 2Ma
Assuming in th;s preliminary design process a 5°, leakage factor,
unique to a radially oriented permanent magnet on a rqtor of this type,
it follows that the leakage ccrrection factor is 1.05. Therefore, the
airgap flux per pole, Ca' becomes
; Ca : 174874/1.05 : 166540 lines/pole (I.665 x i0 "3 Wb/pole)
Since the airgap area, Ag is
, Ag (pole arc)(M w) = 3.84 in= (24.77 cm=)
;_ it follows that the airgap flux density, Bg, is
; B : 166540/3.84 = 43.32 K lines/in = (0.668 Wb/m =)
/- Havmg obtained the operating point of the permanent magnet, and
. f__und the airgap flux density, one proceeds now to find the flux densl-
_ ties throughout the magnetic circuit, and calculate the slot dimension=..
._, STEP 3: ,-.
Now one proceeds to the calculation of the slot dimensions as fol-
_" lows: A schematic of a stator slot is shown in Figure (3.1-3). From
practical considerations, the wedge used for firmly securing the winding
_i_: in the slot has a thickness, We, of about 0.062 in (0. 157 cm). Let the
:;.: thickness of th= insulating slot liner be, S! = 0.012 in (0.030 cm) It
i-_.;>,: follows that the slot winding area, Swa, is given by
,-'.' Swa : [(x'z]/2 - 2sI][(DA2-DAlJ/2-WIt-2SI] . ++"
i
_] where the distance, x, Figure (3.1-3), is given as
I
; x : DA11/Nt - T . ,
; %" ,.
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FIGURE (3 1-3) Schematic of a Stator Slot
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; In Figure (3.1-3) assuming that T 1 = 0.04 in (0.102 cm) and T2 = 0 02
in (0.051 cm), =t follows that the TOOTH TIP = T 1 • T2 = 0.()6 in
(0.152 cm), and DA1 = Dis • 2X (TOOTH TIP) = 3.182 in (8.08 cm).
Also, assuming that the average width of a tooth, Ftgure (3.1-3), T =w
0.302 in ((_.767 cm) and the yoke thickness, YOKE = 0.302 i.-. (0.767
cm) one can write, using Figure (3.1-3), x = 0.253 in. (0.:;;3 cmJ,
DA2 = DOS - 2YOKE = 5.914 in (15.02 cry). Therefore, one can calcu-
late S = 0.5984 in = (3.86 cm=).wa
For a double layer winding (2 coil-sides per slot) with 5 conductors
per coil-side, 12 Number 16AWG strands of wire (diameter = 0.054 in =
0.137 cm) were used to form a conductor. The total number of wires
J per slot is therefore given by
NWS : (2)(5)(12) : 120 .
A good check for the slot parameters is to calculate the slot fill factor
which is the ratio of the square of the wire diameter times the number
_" of wires (a quantity proportional to the area of the slot occup=ed by the
conductors) to the slot windin 9 area. As was mentioned ear,,dr, the fill
•" factor should not exceed 65_. That is,
b i
- fill factor(D=N} : [120 _ (0.054)=j/0.5984} _ 100 : 58.5'_,
;. The above result implies that the slot parameters obtained are accepta- -
: ble.
;'_._ Now, one proceeds next to Step 4, in which one calculates the tor-
.;_ que associated with this des=gn, at rated current condit=on: in Step 4.
" STEP 4:
_ ! Considering the fundamental :omponents of the stator mmf and the
.'_-_ equivalent magnet (rotor) mmf, the relationship between the torque
"_ produced and the angle between the peaks of the t".o mmfs ',s s=nuso,-
;_ I dal. Assum,ng ,nstar, aneous commutation (no sign=flcant delay in cur-
_,_ i rent sw=tch,ng due to winding inductance), the. max=mum average torque
will be obtained when commutation starts at a relative angle botween the
,,_ above mentioned two mmf peaks of 120 electrical degrees. Ti,._ r._t .
commutation step occurs when that angle drops to 60 electrical degrees.
:'-. Ideally, ma,ntainmg throughout the commutation process, an angle bet- _-_:;.'
"_ ween the two mmfs of gO e!ectrica! degree= would yield mdximum torque.
However. the nature of the electron=c commutation process associated
w=th the current source inverter at hand would n_t permit such an an-
gle to remain constant. This process of angle var,ation r* d,solayed
graphically with the useful portion of the torque angle characteristic
=ndlcated by the shaded area ,n Figure (3.1-4). Further elaboratmn on
torque production and profile in this type of machine _as given earlier
,n Chapter (2.(l). At the peak of th,s s,nusoid, the torque =s g,ven
by"
.-.
b *" V j_ '
64
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IDEAL TORQUE PRPOFILE DURING A STATE OF 60°e-NO_I, CO_gfUTATION
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Torque = KpZ=(cK¢. Kw_/2p)lO-8 (3.1-9:
where p is the number of poles,
= e is the flux per pole (in lines),
c is the total number of active conductors,
K is the winding factor,w
I is the current per conductor (Amperes),
K is a constant of proportionality, in case of
using torque units in ounce-inch, k = 71 oz.in/Ampere.lines,
K¢ is the factor which relates the phase voltage
to the effective line to line voltage (derived below),
and cK I/2p is the winding Ampere-turns per pole. The torque sensi-W
tivity, St is the torque per Ampere, and is given by
St = Torque/I = KpZ_(cK_Kw/2p)lO-8 (3.1-10)
Assuming 5 conductors per layer per slot, the total number of active
conductors is given by .'
c = (10 conductors/slot)(2 slots/pole)(6 poles) = 120 conductors
Notice that for a 6 pole, 18 slot machine, there are 3 slots per pole.
However, it must be emphasized that for this type of machine, only two
phases carry current at any given time (neglecting commutation).
r_
Accordingly, in this design, at any given tame, two out of three +
"- slots per pole carry current (active slots). The calculated number of
ii active conductors (c = 120) implies that the series connection is as- •
sumed. That is, there is one conducting path per phase. Hence,
there are 30 turn_ (or 60 conductors) in series per phase.
- Here, the pitch factor is given by
.|
_= Kp = sin 180/2 = 1
For 3 slots per pole, the electrical angle between slots (or slot pitch) is t
slot pitch = 180/3 = 60 electrical degrees ! ' '
r\++ORIGINAL PAGE
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ii ORIGtr_AL P_C_ _OF POOR QUALITYand for a 3 phase winding, the number of slots per pole per phase (or
i slots per phase belt) is I. Therefore, the distribution factor is one, --
and the winding factor, kw, is given by
Kw = KdK p : I
Since the conditioner sees the line to line voltage, vg_, instead of the
line to neutral voltage, Vgn, then the power supplied to the conditioner
is approximated as
Pc : J3VRnlg = 2(V3rVEn/2)l¢
The power contributed per active phase is _JVgnlg/2. From this, one
concludes that the factor K_ is given by KE = V_/2 = 0.866.
For this class of machines, substituting K = 71 oz-in/Ampere-lines
• as mentioned earlier, the torque sensitivity for the series connection is
given by Equation (3.1-I0), and is
St = (71) (6)2(1665401 (120) (0.866) (1)(10-8)/2(6)
i = 36.86 oz. in/Ampere = 0.192 ft. lb./Ampere(0.260 New-
ton.m/Amp)
- i
For the parallel connection (2 conducting paths per phase) of the ma-
chine winding, the torque sensitivity becomes half that for the series
connection. That is,
St = 0.192/2 = 0.096 ft. lb./Ampere (0.130 Newtonom/Amp).
"i_'| A procedure identical to Steps I through 4 was followed =n arrwing ':
at a magnetic circuit and winding design for the strontium ferrite No. 8
based machine. The resulting machine parameters for this strontium
ferrite based machine are given below in Table (3.1-I). For comparlson
purposes, the corresponding machine parameters of the samarium cobalt
based design of Phase (II) is also given in the Table. Furthermore, in
_;_ the interest of completeness of this comparison, the corresponding par-
ameters obtained for a 4-pole samarium cobalt machine, arrived at using
a similar design process during Phase (I), is also given in the third
_'1 column of the table.
The above calculated preliminary machine volume and geometry are
-_ used in Section (3.2), described next, to obtain the machine open-cir-
cuit emf waveforms, inductances, and flux distributions, on the basis of
which simulation of the MPC system characteristics is carried out in . ._
Section (3.3), where the design of both machines is finalized.
67 :! _i,
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_ TABLE (3.1-1) SUMMARY OF PARAMETERS CORRESPONDING TO
PRELIMINARY DESIGNS OF THE PHASE (1!) .-
SAMARIUM COBALT AND STRONTIUM FERRITE BASED MACHINES
j
" Machine Samarium Strontium Samarium
Parameter Cobalt Ferrite Cobalt
(Figure Machine Machine Machine
: 3.1-I Phase (II) Phase (II) Phase (I)
to 3.1-5)
, p 6 6 4
Nt 18 18 1,5
!_i Ps 0. 666 O. 666 0. 650 ,
Sh 4.0in (10.16cm) 8 50in (21.59cm) 6.00in (15.24cm)
DOS 6. 518in (16.55cm) 6 518(16.55cm) 6.50in(16.51cm} d
_'1 Dis 3.062in (7.78cm) 4 071in (10,34cm) 3.062in (7.78cm) ,
"i,iI Mw 3.60in(9.14cm) 8 75in(22.22cm) 6.30in(16.0Ocm)
, Hmi n 0.393in (0. 998cm) 0 613in(1.56cm) 0.341n (0.864cm)
i1 Hmax 0.49in (1.24cm) 0 740in(1.88cm) 0.50in(1.27cm) .:
i
R 0. 975in (2.48cm) 1 225in (3.1 lcm) 0.97in(2.46cm)
,I Dor ....._ 93in(7 44cm) 3 93in(9 98cm) 2.94in(7 -m)
!,1 Ts_ v 0,035in (0. 0889cm) 0. 035in (0. 0889cm) 0. 035in (0.08_,9cm)
, C_ 0.031in (0. 079cm) (). 035in [0. 089cm) 0.026in (0.066cm)
Gap 0.066in (U. 168cm) 0.070in(0.178cm) 0.061in (0. 155cm) t,
(
_p 1. 6032in (4.07cm) 2,13in(5.41cm) 2.405in(6.11cm) i
i :-
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CON'T. TABLE (3.1-1)
-, Machine Samarium Strontium Samarium
Parameter Cobalt Ferrite Cobalt
(Figure Machine Machine Machine
3.1-1 Phase (11) Phase (11) Phase (I)
to 3, 1-5)
Mt 0.523in (1,33cm) 0. 695in (1.76cm) 0.72in (1.83cm)
M 1. 8828in = 5.907in = 4.32in =a
( 12.15cm _) (38.1 lcm =) (27.87cm =)
• S 0.523in (1.36cm) 0.71in (1.80cm) 0. 6413in (1.63cm)s
z
"_ K 1 .034 1.024 1.06
_-.! s
;I
.,_,i P 56.33 168.34 145
, t p
"C, Gauss-in/Oersted Gauss-in/Oersted Gauss-in/Oersted i
_-:! (1. 798x10"6wb/AT) (5.37_10-6wb/AT) 4.63.10"6wb/AT) .'
_ _ 5.88 8.74 5.7
;_-I Gauss/Oersted Gauss/Oersted Gauss/Oersted
•_' (7.39uH/m) (10.98_H/m) (7.16_H/m)
_! B 46440 22575 45472
_-_ op .
lines/in = lines/in = lines/in =
;iii (0.72 wb/n,,=) (0.35wb/m =) (0. 705wb/m =)
'_'_ _a 166540 25400 374170
2_ l ines/pole l ines/pole lines/pole
£_ ( 1. 665,10-3wb/pole) (2.54x10-3wb/pole) (3,74x 10"3wb/pole) "
_4' A 3.84in =(24.77cm 2) 12.06in =(77.8cm =) 9.847i n ' (,-_3.53cm=)
=
J_ -F' ;, I l
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CON'T. TABLE (3,1-1)
Machine Samarium Strontium Samarium
Parameter Cobalt Ferrite Cobalt
(Figure Machine Machine Machine
3.1-1 Phase (11) Phase (11) Phase (I)
to 3.1-5)
' B 43.32 K 21.06 K 38.0 K
g
lines/in2 lines/in s tines/i ns
(0. 668wb/m =) (0.325wb/m s) (0. 586wb/m 2) _;
We 0,062in(0. 157cm) 0.062in (0. 157cm) 0. 125in (0,317cm)
S_ 0.012in(0.030cm) 0.Ol2in(0.O30cm) O.015in (0.038cm1
Tooth 0.06in (0.15cm) 0.075in (0.19cm) O. 05in (0.13cm) ,_
Tip
Yoke 0.302in(0.77cm) 0.25in (0.63cm) 0,55in(1.40cm)
_,_ T w 0.302in(0.77cm) 0.217in(O.55cm) 0.36in(O.glcm)
'_1 X 0.253in(0.64cm) 0.520in(1.32cm) 0.302in(0.77cm)
'_t O. 730in(1.85cm) (). 833in (2. l 1cm) I). 772in( l. 96cm)Z
,,|
S 0.5984inZ{3.86cm 2) 0,530in=(3 .42cm2 0.488in=(3' 5cm2)
wa
i N 120 104 48
1 ws
fill
factor 58.5° 57.2 ° 56.07'_,
C 12O 96 40
K 1 1 O. 783
W
Kf_ O. 866 0. 866 1
St O. 192ft- Ib/Amp O. 234ft-lb/Amp 0,0867ft- Ib/Amp )
(series} (0 26Nm/Amp) (0.32Nm/Amp) ({).12Nm/Amp) _"
St O.096ft-lb/Amp (). 117ft-lb/Amp ........ t_ ,,'
(parallel/ (0.13Nm/Amp) (0.16 Nm/Amp) ........ ,
L"' d
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3.2 FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS AN RESULTING MAGNETIC CIRCUIT
'_ AND WINDING DESIGN
;... In order to analyze the performance characteristics of a machine, it
is necessary to know the flux distribution for the flux densities
throughout the cross section of such a machine) under its normal rated
operating conditions. In the case of the two machines, namely the sa-
marium cobalt and strontium ferrite based permanent magnet machines of
: interest in this project, which are being designed for use in electric
i passenger vehicle propulsion, the finite element (FE) method [3-7] was
t used to obtain the flux distributions, and subsequent machine parame-
ters such as midgap flux density waveforms, induced emf waveforms in
the armature, armature winding inductances, etc.
i
t
!_ 3.2.1 FINITE ELEMENT METHOD AND MIDGAP FLUX DENSITYThis method is one of several numerical methods such as the finite
i-i] difference (FD) method which have previoush., been used in the analysis
i!_ of magnetic fields in electrical machines [8-18]. Although the fi¢_ite ."
difference (FD) method appears to be simpler to understand, it poss-
esses some disadvantages [17,28] in comparision with the FE method
which render the approach less suitable for application in this project.
The FE method is essentially a numerical technique of solving the mag-
netic vector potential (m.v.p.) partial differential equation governing
_ the field distribution in two dimensional magnetostatic problems of the
type at hand. The FE method is based on the concept of the magnetic
_'_ vector potential (m.v.p.), A, where "'.
v x _ = g (3.2-1)
and B is the sought-after magnetic flux density.
_ The magnetostatic fields in electrical machines are 9overed by the
•
,j_ following Maxwell's equations:
,j' t ;_
'_' V . B = 0 (3.2-2}
and
v x _1 = _1 (3.2-3)
where H is the magnetic field intensity and J is the current density.
Using the constitutive relationship given by
_1 = vi3 (3.2-4) 'J_?
71
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where v is the reluctivity assumed to be a function of both position and ""
', magnetic flux density, in combination with Equations (3.2-1) through
_. (3.2-3), the partial differential Equation [12-17] to be solved becomes
V x (v(V x A)) = .I (3.2-5)
A solution to (3.2-5) arises from a consideration of the total energy
stored in the magnetic fields throughout the machine. A functional ex-
pression [15,19] for this energy is given by
F(A} : J'/s[½(B.H)-J.A]dxdy (3.2-6)
i The minimization of this functional with the aid of the theory of varia-
tional calculus, in the two dimensional form, satisfies the partial differ-
ential Equation (3.2-5) governing the two dimensional field, in addition
to the associated natural (Neummann) and Dirichlet boundary conditions
[15,19]. In the two dimensional magnetic field case, involving machines
of the type treated here, the following additional simplifications are val-
[8-231:
",:._IE J = Jz az (3.2-7)
_._ t. where a is a unit vector in the z direction, and the flux density, B, ,"
-,L I Z
_, ' is two dimensional in the x-y directions, that is:
° B = B a * B a (3.2-8) ,
.-. x x y y
-.._, A = Az az. (3.2-9)
"t ,
_, The z direction is assumed to be the axial direction in any of the ma-
_:_ chines at hand, while the x and y directions are in the plane of the
" _ cross section of such devices.
_'_i With the help of first order triangular elements, the minimizatmn of
,'_-'_t the Functional in Equation (3.2-6) can be carried out numerically by
_t means of a finite element discretization gr_d, which spans the entire
il field region being considered.
The resulting m.v.p.s at the FE grid nodes represent a numerical solu-
tion to Equation (3.2-5) which satisfies the necessary boundary condi- 10tions [15-21] , i_
Since a closed form solution to Equation (3.2-5) cannot be obtained
_1 here. a numerical technique such as the FE method is used. This FE
technique consists, as alluded to above, of dividing the machine cross
section into subregions called elements in which the m.v.p, is a polyno- _:
mial function of the nodal values of m.v.p, as well as the x and y "
coordinates of a position in a given element. The most commonly used .,
element is the triangular element which yields a first order polynomial ,, *
function for the m.v.p.s [9-18]. _ _'
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Focusing our attention on permanent ma9net machines (and the elec-
_o
tronically controlled class of these machines in particular), an adaptinn ._
is made in order to implement the FE method. This involves the model-
ing of the magnetization effect of a permanent magnet by an equivalent
w0ndlng consisting of a coil in series wich a magnetic core whose B-H
characteristic in tile first quadrant is that of the demagnetization part
of the permanent magnet shifted from the second quadrant of the normal
four quadrant B-H curve, as described in References (18) and (19)
with more detail. These References (18) and (19) are included in Ap-
' pendices (l) and (2). The magnetomotive force of the equJvalen_ coil
becomes the product of the magnet height times its coerclv*y, HC, fo;"
rectangular shaped magnets. In this approach, non-rectangular shaped
._ magnets are divided up into magnet sections with rectangular shapes
._ ] which approximate the original nonrectangular shape of a g;ven magnet.
Thus the process yields surface currents which are assigned to nodes
(or elements) in the finite element grids. Figure (3.2-1) shows an ex-
ample of such surface currents for the magnet shapes encountered in
this work.
1=
With the aid of an automatic grid generating scheme described in
Reference [29], and summerized in Reference [20], the magnet model,
and the finite element method, a system of nonlinear simultaneous alge-
braic equations is arrived at. These simultaneous algebraic equations
are then solved using a nonlinear equation solver (Newton-Raphson),
see References [29] and [30].
The solution of the nonlinear equations yields a periodic flux densi-
ty distribution throughout the machine cross section (as a function of
space angle). Since this flux distribution is periodic, the theory of
. Fourier Series imploes that the flux can be expressed as a linear combi-
nation of sine and cosine terms [20,29]. Hence, one can write the fol-
lowing" .._
B(e) = I:[ahcos(hO)  bhsin(h6)] (3.2-10)
h=l
where
B(O) is the flux density as a function of the space
angle, 8, in electrical degrees (or radians),
h is the order of the harmonic
ah and bhare the fcurier coefficients.
However, the flux density is found to contain only odd harmonics.
Thus, Equation (3.2-10) becomes
73
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B(O) =]_ b2h_lsin(2h-1)e. (3.2-11)
h=l ""
These flux densities are useful in determining flux linkages, emfs, core
losses, etc.
3.2-2 EMFS:
Equation (3.2-11) assumes an infinite number of harmonics. For
practical purposes, harmonic terms beyond the Nth term, (N = 11 in
/ this case), the fourier coefficient, b2h_l, is in;ignificant. The above
equation can thus be rewritten as follows:
N
• B(O) =_ b2h.1 sin[(2h-1)8 ]. (3.2-12)
"_ h=l
• Defining the machine effective core length as _, and the pole pitch :
" as T the harmonic flux per pole, $2h 1' is given by
_, p' °
= (2/_)(T /2h-1) (3.2-13)
,_ _2h- 1 p Cb2h- 1"
:-., Consequently, the electromotive force induced in the armature phase is
'_ calculated from the flux linkages based on midgap flux density distribu-
_I tlon, and can be expressed in Fourier series form as follows:
_*t e(t) =_ 2_f(2h-1)_2h.lTphK cos[2_f(2h-1)t * 62h_1-) (3.2-14)
. W2h. 1
iil h=l
or as a function of the space angle
N
_t e(0) =_ 2_f(2h-1)e2h.lTph Kw2h.lcos[(2h-1)e * 62h.1 ] (3.2-15) t "
h=l L
where f is the fundamental frequency (equal to 120 x rotor rpm/number t '_
of poles), Tph is the number of series turns per phase and Kw2h.1 is __,- :.
the winding factor for the harmonic of order (2h-1). This expression _} .. ,,
yields the emf waveforms induced in the armature phase windings, | *;
which serve as forcing functions in the simulation model used to predict t _1*_t_e dynamic characteristics and other performance quantities resulting _
from the interaction between the machine and its power conditioner as *' :_
detailed in Section (3.3),
74 ,
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FIGURE (3.2-1) Representation of Equivalent Magnetic
_.-I Effect for the Magnet Shapes of the Brushless
.:, Machines for Purposes of Finite Element Field Analysis
!
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_'_-- 3.2.3 WINDING INDUCTANCES:
In calculating the machine winding inductances, an energy and cur- '"
rent pertubations technique [22,23], coupled with the FE method, is
_' applied. For this type of electronically commutated brushless dc ma-
chine, its armature consists of three phase windings, which can equiva-
lently be represented as three magnetically coupled coils. Only two of
these three coils are excite'] at any given time other than short commu-
tation periods. Let the current through its coils 1 and 2 be i l and i2,
and let v 1 and v 2 be the terminal voltages of coils ] and 2, and _1 and
X2 be the flux linkages of coils 1 and 2, respectively. Then, one can
write the following:
v I = Rli I * ax1/at (3.2-17)
V2 = R2i2 * aX2/at 13.2-18)
L
•._. but _'I = _11i1'i2'9) and >'2 = X21i1'i2'8)"
These flux linkages are naturally dependent on the rotor position
,: an91e 8. F_e.,,e, one can write ,
#
.5
_. Vl = Rlil * aXl/ail ° dil/dt ° aXl/ai2 ° di2/dt i
: * a_l/aO • dO/dt 1o.2-19) I
-", v._ = R._i,} ° aX,_/_i 1 • dil/dt ° aX._/_i,_ • di,_/dt
e:_, + akg/;)O • dO/dt (3.2-20)
If the rotor is held at a fixed position, the term (dO/dt) becomes zero.
In Equations (3.2-191 an (3.2-20) the (_X/ai) terms are the increment_,l
';., inductances (see Reference [29]), Ljk. Hence, one can write
_:_ Ljk = _).j/ai k, j (and k) = 1,2. (3.2.21)
_:I In addition to the incremental inductances, other accepted definitmns of
_,I saturated inductances [35,36,37] are as follows: t, ,,
:!_I Ljkapt }
'_ apparent inductance = %jk/ik 13.2-22) I ' ''_
. !,
eff = 2Wjk/ik 2 13.2-231 ' _effective inductance Ljk _
where Wjk is the energy associdted with the mutual magnetic effect ) '
stored in the magnetic field of the machine. A plot of the mutual flux
linkage, )'jk' linking coil j due to current ik ,n coil k is given in Fig- _:-_
ure (3.2-2). This figure shows the geometrical interpretation of the "_
76 "-" .,.>'_', ,J',_) e_C,
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r _ incremental, apparent, and effective mutual inductances. In this figure
! point b represents the operating point of a given magnetic circuit, _ ..
which will be referred to here as the qu=escent point of the magnetic
" ] circuit, and it is the point around which one calculates the above men-
ttoned inductances to define the parameters of such a nonlinear device.
Here_ one ;.a: the following:
effective inductance = ac/oa (3.2-25)
incremental inductan,'e = ad/oa. (3.2-26)
Notice that the area ocf equals the shaded area obe, and od is parallel
to the tangent throu9 h the quiescent point b. Also, notice that ac =
2wj/i k. Hence ac/oa = 2Wjk/i= k. A similar interpretation can be ap-
' plied for incremental, apparent and effective self inductance terms,
! L.. inc, L..apt, and L.. eff, respectively. Notice, always these values '
JJ JJ JJ
'_ must be reevaluated at each different operating (quiescent) point when ,
nonlinearities in the magnetic circuit are expected.
Since all the mductance terms which are encountered in the devel-
opment which is to follow are of the incremental type. the superscript,
iii inc, is dropped from cur formulation. Hence, for a fixed rotor position ,;
Equation (3.2-19) and (3.2-20) become i _1_
v I = R1i I • L11 dil/dt • L12 di2/dt (3.2-27) i
I
v 2 = R2i 2 • L21 dil/dt • L22 di2/dt (3.2-28) I
The instantaneous power input into coil j is l
!
P. = v.I.
J IJ
= R.i. 2 ' di /dt di2/dt (3.2-29)Pj j j * =jLjl 1 IjLj2
Pj = PRj " POj
?
PRj "Here in this case, j = 1,2. Here also, = Rlij is the Ohmic pc,wet
dissipated in the jth coil. P0j is the power stored in the magnetic field
of the device. The magnetic energy input into tne jth c_!l over a time
e'_r period of t is given by
i
J
w¢j =/ Pej • dr. (3.2-30)
J0
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-.'- | Hence, the total energy stored in the field of both coils over the time,
! t, can be written as: ]
j:l k=1 ik(O)
,,; Suppose that both currents i1 and i2 are perturbed by incremental am- i
,: ounts Ai1 and &i2 so that the magnetic saturation conditions throughout ._
,: the machine are almost undisturbed, and hence, the ;ncremental induc°
:i tances remain practically the same. Under such circumstances the
: )i change in stored energy becomes
2
Awe =_ Ljj(ijAij * Ai2j) i
_ k_j
so that the ' _.w stored energy is now
_; w_ = We, * nw_. (3.2-33;
From the assumption that the incremental inductances are not changed
in value due to small perturbations, Ai it is easily seen that
_ j'
aLjk/a(gi j) = 0 and aw¢/a(_ij) = O. Taking the derivative of Equation
"_ (3.2-33) with respect to Ai. and substitutin_e in Equation (3.2-32),
yields the following:
_: a_¢ialaij) = Ljj(ij * Aij)
2
- *_[ikLkj  (1/2)Z_ik(Ljk * Lkj) ] (3.2-34)
k=l
k_j
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Differentiating Equation (3.2-34) with respect to Aij and _ik, yields the
self and mutual inductances, which are accordingly expressed in terms
of _w_ as follows:
Ljj = aZ_ ¢/a(Aij) = (3.2-35)
and
½(Ljk+Ljk);j_k = [a=_/a(_ij)a(Aik]
However, for this type of machine, the mutual inductances are between
two identical windings located on the same armature, hence the two coils
! are experiencing the same saturation conditions. One can thereforej write
Ljk = Lkj. (3.2-37)
Therefore,
_=_ Ljk = a=_ /a(Aij)a(aik),J_k. (3.2-38)
Through perturbing i. and i by ± 6i. and  Aithe stored energies;" j k j - k'
:" _¢(ii*Ai j _¢(ij-Aij * , _¢(ij ., -_- become ,ik*Zlik), ,i k AIk) * Zlij ik Aik), and ../
_¢(ij - Aij, i k - Aik). Expanding these energies in Taflor series form .
:'. about the energy Wc(ij,i k) of the operating (quiescent)point, truncating
'_ terms beyond the second order terms, and combining these equations,
s-,- one can write the following:
_.:,_.!{; a2W_ /a(aij)a(z_i k) : [w_(ij*Aij,ik+ai k)
;". - _(ij-Aij,ik ìÐ_¢(ij*zlij,ik-/lik)
,=
' _(ij-&ij,ik-aik)]/.4aijai k (3.2-39)
,:_.-_, : [w_(ij+Aij,ik t¼"Èwc(ij-Aij,ik*Aik)
-=r., --w$tij --Aik ) * w$(ij--Aij,ik--aik)]/4aijAi k
_'-ii [aw_(ijik ÜŒ&pAw_(ij-Aij"ik*_ik)a
:_ - &wc(ij*Aij,ik-Aik) * Aw$(ij-Aii.ik-Aik)]/4AijAi k. (3.2-40) ..
The second term of the right hand side of Equation t".2-40) is zero if '_'''_
Eo.uation (3.2-32) is substituted into (3.2-40). Thus, ;.
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q a2_'/a(Aij)a(Ai k) = [w¢(ij+Aij,ik*Ai k) - w_(ij-Aij,ik œ ð k)
,°
- w_(i{+Z_ij,ik-Ai k) * w_(ij-_ij,ik-Aik)]/4AijZ_ik (3.2-41)
Similarly, expanding _(ij+Aij) and _¢(ij-Aij) about _¢(ij) and combinin 9
both equations,
(we (i j- Aij ) - 2w¢ (ij) +we'(ij Aij) ] / (Aij) 2
[w$ ( ij- bij ) -2wf. (ij) *we ( ij+Aij ) ] / ( Aij) =. (3.2 - 42)
law
. (ij_Aij)_2A¢(ij),Aw¢(ij+Aij)j/(Aij)=l
It is also easily found that the second term on the right hand side of
this equation is zero. Thus, !
(we (ij-Aij)-2w¢ (ij) *2w¢(ij* Aij) ] (Aij) a. (3.2-43) !i
_":=_ Accordingly, on the basis of Equations (3.2-35), (3.2-38), (3.2-41), Iand (3.2-43), the incremental self and mutual inductance terms Ljj and
} Ljk can be approximated in terms of the perturbed stored energy as
_ i follows"
i
__i Ljj [w¢(ij_Aij)_2w¢(ij) ,w¢(ij,Aj) ]/(Aij) = (3.2-44) .}
Ljk [wf. (ij+Aij,ik+D. 'lk._-w¢(ij-Aij,ik+Aik )
-we ( ii +Ai , ik-Ai k ) +we (i i -Ai i , i k -/_ik) ]/4AijAi k (3.2 -45)
One examines next the method of calculation of the various energy
terms of Equations (3.2-44) and (3.2-45). The energy stored in the
material of the machine is given by
W HdB (3.2-46)
where the magnetic field intensity, H, is a fanction of the reluctivity,
J_i v, and the flux density, B, [22]. The flux density is given by a so-
lution of the algebraic equations obtained from a finite element discreti-
_ zation of the mater_al cross section of the machine. Magnetic field solu-
- tions are obtained at the quiescent and perturbed points. Equation
(3.2-46) is applied to each element for each of these field solutions to
obtain the var=ous energy terms in the right hand side of Equations
(3.2-44) and (3.2-45). The inductances are then given by substituting
these various eneroy terms into these equations. The reluctivity men-
tioned above is defined in terms of two values, namely the incremental
reluctivity, veinC, and apparent reluctivity, veal:p, for each discretized
element, e, evaluated at the _uiescent point along the ma9netization
curve as follows"
I 81
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!_i_.t (aH/aB)quiescent I. veinC = (3.2-47) !
; v app = (H/B)quiescent" (3 2-48)
-',! e "
In general,
,!
_- inc app
_, V <-- V
e e
where the equal sign applies for linear magnetic materials or the linear
part of the B-H characteristic of a nonlinear material, The above defi-
nitions of incremental and apparent reluctivities associated with a given
element in an FE grid, as well as the energy perturbations per unit
elemental volume associated with the two reluctivities are geometrically
depicted in Figures (3.2-3) and (3.2-4). The energy perturbations per
element are shown in shaded areas for equal field intensity perturba-
tions. Notice the energy perturbation associated with the apparent re-
1 luctivity is larger than that associated with the incremental reluctivity.
The energy perturbations for each element are calculated on the basis
of Figures (3.2-3) and (3.2-4) which depend in turn on the quiescen[
point associated with each elcment. Since the current perturbations in
_, Equations (3.2-44) and (3.2-45) are small, the reluctivity of each ele-
•.-_ ment in the FE grid can be assumed constant for these current incre-
,_ ments and equal to either the incremental or apparent reluctivity value
i- defined L)y Equation (3.2-47) or Equation (3.2-48) for the quiescent
-: point under consideration. Thus, the solution for the field associated ,
"; . with the perturbed excitations is obtained from the quiescent point field '
"" solution by solving the global system of m.v.p, equations once, with
'l_ " " the excitation perturbation as tile forcing function using, either the in-L
"_ _ cremental or apparent elemental reluctivities. A detailed explanation of
2, calculating the Ljj and Ljk is given in Reference [22] which is included
_: in Appendix (3) of this report for convenience.
:_
"L'_ ., :'
,_ The methods described above in Sections (3.2.1) through (3.2.3)
?"i were used in the determination of the various parameters (flux dlstm- '
, , butions, armature emf waveforms, armature wincing inductances, etc.)
%! associated with the samarium cobalt and strontium ferrite based ma-
"'_ chines, using the preliminary design data given earlier in Section (3.1)
_! of this report. These are the parameters which are crucial to tile si-
_,_, mulation of the dynamic characteristics of the machfne power conditioner -_
_I interaction. Details are given ilext in Section (3.2.4) on parameter
_' determination, and in Section (3.3) on the use of these parameters in
the dynamic simulation.
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3.2.4 RESULTS OF SAMARIUM COBALT AND STRONTIUM FERRITEBASED MACHINES
"i
In this work, two machines were designed, based on the use of two .-
" different permanent magnet materials. The preliminary designs of both
were given earlier in Section (3.1). One machine uses high energy
_ product samarium cobalt permanent magnets as a source of excitation on
the rotor and the other machine uses less costly and more readily avai-
lable strontium ferrite No. 8 permanent magnets for rotor excitation.
The design steps described in Section (3.1) were also used in that sec-
tion to arrive at a suitable preliminary machine volume, magnetic circuit
geometry, and winding design subject to the required machane perfor-
mance given earlier in Section (I.2). It is important to po0nt out that
in Section (3.1), skewing was not considered. However, it will be
shown later in this section that skewing is necessary to improve the
machine characteristics, and to enable the MPC systems to reach some
' of the required power ratings.
The calculated preliminary machine geometry was used in conjunction
with the automatic FE grid generating scheme mentioned in Section
(3.2-!) to arrive at a discretized machine cross section shown in Fig-
,= ures (3.2-5) and (3.2-6) for the samariurL cobalt and fermte machines,
respectively. Both machines were then analyzed by calculating their
midgap flux density waveforms, and armature winding inductances at no
, load. It was found from previous work that the emf waveforms
. [20,27,29] in such permanent magnet machines are hardly affected by
•_ the load current (armature mmf). Further work [23] demonstrated that
ix, normal armature load current hardly affects the values of the armature
_. winding inductances. This is largely because of the low level of mag-
_, netic saturation prevalent in the magnetic circuits of these machines,
L_'' and the relatively small ampere turns of the armature mmf in comparison
-;_ with tha_ of the permanent maynets under norma, operating conc;ttions
_,, (operating power range for these machlnes). Hence, the magnetic f.ald
analysis presented here is largely carried out at no load.
=1
:ii Figures (3,2-7) and (3.2-8) show the no load flux distri_,utions re _.... suiting trom the finite element analysis for a given rotor )sition for
_I the samarium cobalt and strontium ferrite machines, respec ely. Fi9-
_._ ures (3.2-9) and (3.2-10) are the waveforms for the ro-_jr positions
'"_l shown in the flux plots of Figures (3.2-7) and (3.2-8) of the samarium
_ cobalt and strontium ferrite machines, respectively. Notice that the
-_ peak midgap flux density for the samarium cobalt machine is about49,000 lines/in = (0.760 Tesla) compared with 19,0OO lines/in z (0,294
,t Tesla) for the strontium ferrite machine. In addition, Figure (3.2-11)
_ depicts the midgap flux densities at no load for the strontium ferrite ' '
• machine at two rotor positions, the first of which is a position different 1
: from that given earlier in Figure (3.2-10), while the second is a repeat t,
of Figure (3.2-10) for ease of comoarision between the effects two rotor
positions. Th_ first flux density wave form (top) in Fi9ure (3.2-11) \
shows a dip around the peak value of the flux density for a slot open- _
- ing opposite the center of the magnet. The second figure (bottom)
snows two dips centered around the peak value of the flux density for
"3 .*
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.(: FIGURE (3,2-5) Finite Element Grid of Samarium Cobalt
'; Machine at a Given Rotor Position
,11t
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FIGURE (3.2-6) Finite Element Grid of Strontium Ferrite \,
Machine at a Given Rotor Position _ ii
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;_, FIGURE (3.2-7) No-Load Equal MVP Conturs (Flux Plot)
_' of the Samarium Cobalt Machine for a Given Rotor Position
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FIGURE (3.2-8) No-Load Equal MVP Conturs (Flux Plot)
of the Strontium Ferrite Machine for a Given Rotor Position "
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two slot openings which are located opposite to the center of the mag- i
net. For these two different rotor positions, the peak flux densities -.
show little or no difference between one another in magnitude, 19,058 !
Isnes/in 2 (().303 Tesla), and 19,049 lines/i, = (0.302 Tesla), respective-
ly. This demonstrates that flux levels are almost not affected bychanges in the rotor position.
Under rated load, armature phase currents A, -A, B, -B, C, -C)
f were injected in the proper conductor Iocatio.,s in the finite element
grids, 3t stator slot locations according to the actual phase belt distri-
bution for a full pitched integral slot winding machine (1 slot per pole
, per phase arrangement for both machines). Recall that for these elec-
tronically commutated dc machines, only two of the three windings are
excited throughout the duration of a state. Here, the ac cycle consists
of six states as expla=ned earlier. The exceptions are the very short
commutation periods which are neglected here. The phase belt distri-
bution of the above phase currents in the machine cross section can be
i eas=ly obtained from the fact that the three phase armature winding is a
i! double layer full pitched integral slot winding with one slot per pole
per phase. Corresponding finite element analysis of the magnetic fields
in the samarium cobalt and strontium ferrite machines under rated load
were performed. Figure (3.2-12) sh ws the flux distribution by means
of equal m.v.p, contours under rated load in the samarium cobalt ma-
chine. The corresponding midgap flux density waveform under load is
given in Figure (3.2-13). Notice that the peak flux density of about
ii I 50,()P0 lines/in= (0.775 Tesla)is only due to the slight magnetization by
the armature mmf on one end of the magnet. The slight increase in
flux density on one end of the magnet is _lmost totally cancelled out by
an opposite demagnetization effect of the ar;_.ature reaction (mmf) on the
other end of the magnet. The net result is that load has little or no
effect on the magnitude of the total flux per magnet in comparison to
the no load values, for rated current values.
Figure (3.2-14) shows the flux distribution by means of equal
m.v.p, contours under rated load in the strontium ferrite machine for
the same rotor position given earlier in the no load flux plot of Figure
(3.2-8). The corresponding midgap flux density waveform under load
=s given in Figure (3.2-15). Again, it must be noticed that the peak
flux density of about 18,680 lines/in = (0.290 Tesla) is only slightly low-
er than that at no load namely about 19,050 lines/in =) (0.295 Tesla)
due to the slight overall demagnetization caused by the armature mmf.
To illustrate possible effects that a chan9e in the rotor pGsition '
would have on the level of magnetization throughout the magn=,tic circuit
of the strontium ferrite machine, a second equal m.v.p, plot corres-
pondin 9 to a second rotor position is given in Figure (3.2-16) for a
rated load case. The corresponding midgap flux density wavef_rm un o _ "
der load is g=ven in th:_ top frame of Figure (3.2-17), where the peak _
value of the flux density is about 18,470 lines/in = (0.286 Tesla). For
convenience of comparison the flux density waveform correspondin 9 to *;'
the earlier rotor position of Figures (3.'-i4) and (3.2-15) is repeated ';'
in the bottom frame of Figure (3.2.17), where the peak density is abo_' _?
89 _,_'_
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" FIGURE (3.2-12) Equal MVP Contours of the Samar, um
Cobalt Machine at Rated Load for a Given Rotor Position
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FIGURE (3.2-1_) Equal MVP Contours of the Strontium
_. Ferrite Machine at R_ted Load for Rotor Postion No. 1
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FIGURE (3.'2-161 Equal MVP Contours of the Strontium Ferr,te
t
Machine at Rated Load tot Rotor" Position No. 2 , _,
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)18,680 lines/in 2 (0.290 Tesla). Again th_s also indicates that the effect
"_ +- of the rotor position on the total flux picture is rather insignificant in
this case. This justifies the neglect of any saliency effects in the ma-
; chine-power conditioner dynamic simulation models which are to follow.
._. The lack of any significant saliency effect is further demonstrated in
: the results of the armature self and mutual inductances, which are 9iv-
. en later in this section. Finally, it should be observed from the above ;
results of the two machines that the armature mmf at rated loads has an
insignificant influence on the overall ma9netization picture in these ma- _{
chines, hence this justifies relyin9 on the no load emf waveforms as
sources of excitation in the machine-power conditioner dynamic simula-
tion results which will be given in Section (3.3).
The emf waveforms were obtained as described in Section (3.2.2).
:. ) Since the profiles of the no load (or rated load) midgap flux density
were similar for both machines under investigation, one would expect
+ that the emfs of both machines would have very similar profiles.
Hence, emf waveforms will be shown only for the strontium ferrite ma-
•_ - chine. This choice is largely based on the fact that the (BH) energy •
"_::'.. product of the ferrite magnet material was considerably lower than that I"
i_-. product for the samarium cobalt material Hence, this leads to a con- '+;._.+ . _ --
=,_:. sidev ably larger core for the strontium ferrite machine, with all indica-
_,. t!ons of posstble higher armature winding inductances. Hence, it was ,o
"+ believed that if electric commutation difficulties are to be encountered,
"='. which may inhibit peak power capabilities (35 HP or 26 KW) of the MPC :,
_ rr_" system, the strontium ferrite machine would be the likely "candidate" to i
_:::_. lead to such difficulties. Hence, it was believed that if the analysis '_=."
showed the strontium ferrite design to be capable of the peak 35 HP !
output, it w_uld follow that no difficulties should be encountered vn sa- l
j.:. tisfying the same peak power requirement for the samarium cobalt de- =
-_ +_ sign
k _
.+_ i It should be reemphasized that due to the lower energy product j..;¢i:
"_> ' strontium ferrite magnets in comparison to the samartum cobalt magnets,
"_..... the ferrite machine had to be designed with a larger axial core length
_._L-,_ to meet the power rating of the samarium cobalt machine. Stnce the :
winding inductance is proportional to the axial machine length, the Ion-
'_:'i get the armature core the higher the winding inductance. The higher
_ i the inductance, the lower the rates of phase current buildup during
_'_,,_, commutation. Therefore more of the studies (including MPC dynamic si- ,."
+:++: mulatic;_) were performed on the ferrite machine case In the absence
-"]_: of a built prototype (from which experimental results can be obtained),
'_,._ the c_lculated machine parameter values are sufficient enough to judge
"!_'_I the accur_tcy of the design. The validity of such emf calculations was
"-:" demonstrated earlier in Reference [20], inluded in Appendix [1] for
_i convenience.
With the above points in mind, the top frame of Figure (3.2-18)
shows the no load armature emf waveform of the strontium ferrite ma-
chine assumtng no armature slot skewing. Not=re the h_gh harmonic
content in this emf waveform.
|
+i +"..... ,;' ;_.;_ "+U
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Phase (I) of this project encompassed the destgn, construction and !
testing of a 4-pole samarium cobalt machine with a ,5 slot armature, en- ,.
tailing a fractional slot winding to reduce harmonics. However, frac-
tional sloting represents difficulties in manufacturing, and hence extra
labor and construction costs. Accordingly, it was decided in Phase (11)
to resort to a lower cost method for armature emf harmonic reduction, i
namely by skewing the armature slots. Furthermore, in the machines of
Phase (11), the number of poles was increased to six and the number of
slots was increased to 18 (entailing a simpler integral slot winding).
This change also red,iced the complexity of the machine winding and
corresponding cost of construction. However, abandoning the fractional
slot winding for the integral slot winding, causes the slot harmonics to
increase in the absence of other means of harmonic reduction, as was
seen in the waveform in the top frame of Figure (3.2-18). Examining
the effects of stator slot skewing, see References [24] and [25] of Ap-
pendices [5] and [6] and Reference [29], on the back emf, an improve-
ment in the emf profile was noticed as shown by comparing the middle
and bottom frames of Figure (3.2-18) for half armature slot and full ar-
mature slot skewing, respectively with the top frame of the same fig-
ure, where no skewing was assumed. Notice the closeness to a sinusoid
of the profile with a skewing by a full slot pitch. Skewing is account-
ed for analytically by including a skewing factor k in the winding fac-S
tot calculated in Section (3.1). For the Phase (11) samarium cobalt and "
strontium ferrite based motors, ks is given by: _,
k = sin ½ (_/3)/ ½ (_/3)
:_! S
_iiI Implying that the winding factor, kw, is
kw = kskdk p = 0.955
" and the low speed (series connection) torque sensitivity becomes "
i:! St : 0.183 ft.lb./ampere (0.248 Nm/A). _':At high speed (parallel connection), the corresponding torque sensitivi-ty is
.._ St = 0.091 ft. lb. /ampere (0. 124 Nm/A). _ ::
_ 'Table (3.2-1) summarizes the peak armature emf constants for the 4 and !
,5 turns per coil per phase for the samarium cobalt armature and the 3 i _ :_and 4 turns per coil per phase for the strontium ferrite armature, when i"
both are onnected for normal rated operation. That is, two parallel i _ '
paths per phase. Notice that these are 3 coils per phase in both ma- i _ _'
chines. Hence, a 4 turns per coil per phase winding is the same as a ' _"_
12 turns per phase winding, and so on. These values are given as- i_ ....
suming full slot skewing. _,_,_
"1
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_ 3.2.5 RESULTS OF SAMARIUM COBALI AND STRONTIUM FERRITE
BASED MACHINE DESIGN APPLICATIONS ARMATURE "-
WINDING INDUCTANCE CALCULATIONS
The various armature winding inductances in an electroncially corn- 411
mutated brushless dc machine of th.: type at hand are depicted in a ma-
_" _. chine winding schematic of Figure (3.2-19). These inductances are
phase self inductances, Laa, Lbb, and Lcc, as well as the mutual in-
ductances between the phases, Lab - Lba, Lbc = Lcb, and Lca = Lca.
The line to line inductance terms are consequently (Laa * Lbb ± 2Lbc),
(Lbb * Lcc -* 2 Lbc) and (Lcc * Laa -* 2 Lca). Upon determining the
magnetic field in such a machine using the FE method one can utilize
the current and energy perturbation technique of Section (3.2.3) to
calculate the incremental and apparent values of these inductance terms
at any desired load (or no load) condition at any given rotor position,
0.
For example, in order to calculate the self inductance terms at no
load at a given rotor position, 0, one requires the calculation of the --
quiescent energy term, w(0), and the perturbed energy terms w(-aij)
o
and w(Aij) the subscript j here can be a, b or c. Because of the three J
'4 phase armature winding symmetries, and the fact that only two windings ."
-a are excited at any given instant, j = 1, 2, which refers to a and b, or
b and c, or c and a. In order to calculate the above quiescent and41
perturbed energy terms, the magnetic field inside the machine must be
calculated for these three conditions. These field distributions are
_- shown in Fi9u_,_s (3.2-20) through (3.2-22) for the quiescent point at
no load, the perturbed point due to a current perturbation of (aij) in
one of the windings, and the perturbed point due to a current pertur- :
_'= bation of (-aij) in the same phase winding respectively, for the samar- _'al ' C
ium cobalt machine. Similar field solutions were obtained for the st,on-
tium ferrite machine in order to calculate the corresponding inductance
terms. These are not shown here in the interest of brevity. It should
be pointed out that close inspection of Figures (3.2-20) through
- (3.2-22) reveals that the current perturbations are so small that these
flux distributions are almost the same with or without current perturba-
tions. In order to calculate the self inductances of the armature phases
at rated load, the energy term w(ii,i k) is calculated from a magnetic
I
field solution obtained with two phase currents, ij and ik, present in _
the armature coils, where j can be a or b or c and k can be a or b or .':_:,;
c, j _ k. Next, the excitation is disturbed in the winding for which _'_:i_
the self inductance is to be calculated, that is a current (i i * &ii) is _
J
assumed and a corresponding ma9netic field solution and energy term, _ _
w(i=j * ai;,j ik), are calculated. Finally, the excitation is disturbed in "_'_'_::"
the same winding, that is a current (i: Ai;) is assumed and a cortes- _:_J J
ponding magnetic field and energy term, w(ij Aij, ik) are calculated. ":_:i_
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t_ TABLE (3.2-1) FE DETERMINED AND MEASURED BACK
EMF CONSTANTS (Volts/Mech. Radian/Sec)
! r ,
" _ I I SAMARIUM COBALT "-
t f15 turns/phase 12 turns/phase all
IFE ! 0.0866 0.0693 i
IMEASURED I Not Available 0.0658
i FERRITE
i
" = 12 turns/phase 9 turns/phase
i
; FE i O. 0792 O.0594
J MEASURED I Not Available 0.0573
,I
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FIGURE (3.2-19) Schematic of Machine Phase Windings
o and Inductances
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•-'_' The field solutions in the samarium cobalt machine case are shown for
::_# (i.j * _ij, i k) and (ij - _i.j, i k) in Figures (3.2-23) and (3._-24),. re
(ii, + ., ..spectively. Upon substitution of the energy terms w , ik), w(ij Aij
; i k) and w(ij-&ij, i k) in Equation (3.2-44) one obtains the self induc-
tance for the j winding, j can be a, or b or c. In the field perturba-
tion process, if one uses the incremental elemental reluctiv=ties, or the
apparent elemental reluctivities, Figures (3.2-3) and (3.2-4), respec-
tively, one obtains the incremental or apparent winding self inductance,
respectively.
It must be emphasized that the process of magnetic field solution
under perturbed current conditions is a noniterative one, since lineari-
zation around the quiescent solution point is assumed. However, the
l solution for the magnetic field corresponding to each quiescent operat-
• ing point is of the nonlinear iterative type, and is obtained using the
Newton- Raplson method.
In order to determine the effect of the rotor position on the winding
_._ self inductances, quiescent field solution points are obtained at various •
";-m_. rotor positions. These quiescent field solutions are then perturbed to
_" obtain the various inductances at various rotor positions. Three exam-
._ pies of such quiescent field solutions calculated at the beg=nn=ng, mid-
die and end of one of the six states in an ac cycle. These solut=ons .
:,: are depicted by equal m.v.p, contour plots in Figures (3._-25) through ,
' (3.2-27) for the rotor position at the beginning, middle and end of a
state, respectively. Similar solutions were obtained in the case of the _J_
ferrite machine. However, in the interest of brevity they will not be
_; shown here. "
_r
"_" The same process was repeated in calculating the mutual inductances
"_"r at no load and at rated load for both the samarium cobalt and the
_ strontium ferrite machines, respectively. In the no load case, the cur-
_'. rent perturbations are (Aij,Aik), (-Aij,&ik), (&ij, -&ik), and (-&ij, -Ai k) .,'_.
-'i, where j and k (=1 and 2) but j _ k, and the corresponding energy
-" terms w(Aij,&ik), w(-Aij,&ik), w(&ij, &ik), and w(-&ij, -&i k) were ob-
!_,z',"i tained from the perturbed field solutions. Upon substituting these en-
d:, ergy terms in Equation (3.2-45) one obtains the mutual inductance
'_,--'_ term, Ljk where j can be a b, or c and k can be a b, or c, j = k. ":,-_ , , ,
'm
-_: The incremental or apparent inductances would result upon using the /
._.-_ incremental or apparent elemental reluctivities =n the solution for the
'-" field perturbation, respectively ...... -
:._i.._.._] At rated load, the perturbed field solutions are obtained for per- • ",.
turbed excitations such as (ij ° &ij, i k + &ik)' (ij Aij, i k &ik), (ij _,_,
_:. + &ij, i k - &ik), and (ij - &ij, ik &ik). The corresponding energy _.,,
terms are w(ij * Aij, ik &ik), w(ij - &ij, =k * bik)' w(ij &ij, i k ,,.;.
&ik), and w(ij &ij, ik - &ik). Here again, j can be a, b or c, and k S _
can be a b or c, j _ k. Upon substitutuion of these energy terms into ,,_,_
Equation (3.2-45) one obtains the mutual inductances under load condi- _
100 __
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_ FIGURE (3.2-20) The Field Distribution for a Quiescent
_- Point at No Load for A Given Rotor Position - The °
Samarium Cobalt Machine ,
r_ . J.
L
FIGURE (3.2-211 The Perturbed FIGURE (3.2-22) The Perturbed _s:
Field at No Load Due to Field at No Load Due to i}'_
(*&ij) For the Rotor (-&ij) For the Rotor _
Position in FIGURE (3.2-20) Position in FIGURE (3.2-20) "_
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FIGURE (3.2-23) Perturbed Field Solut,on Due to a
¢ Perturbed Current (i a  Aia, ib]
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FIGURE (3.2-24) Perturbed Field Solution Due to • _._
Perturbed Current (i a &ia, ib) _,_
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FIGURE (3.2-25) Quiescent Field Soltuion at Rated Load, iRotor Position at Beginning of State No. 1 . °/
i :
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FIGURE 13.2-261 Quiescent FIGURE 13.2-271 Quiescent \_Field Solution at Rated Load, Solution at Rated Load,
Rotor Position at Middle of Position at I:nd of t...i_2_State No. 1 State No. 1 ....
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*" tion for any specified rotor position. This process was carried out for
both the samarium cobalt and strontium ferrJte mach,nes. Again, the
effect of rotor position on the mutual inductances can be studied by
varying the rotor position and repeating the solution for the perturbed
fields and associated energy terms as described above. In the above
._ figures, notice that the flux plots differ very little due to the very
small perturbation currents.
The series and parallel arrangements of each phase winding, see
Figures (3.2-28) and (3.2-29), were implemented to obtain a different
torque sensitivity for the low speed (series connection) and high speed
(parallel connection) operations. However, it should be pointed out
; that parallel operation was later found to be sufficient to cover the en-
tire required operating range of the MPC system for this application.
J Calculation of the self and mutual inductances for both machines
revealed that load and rotor position had small effects on the values of
these iPductances in comparison to their respective s,o load values.
This will be shown in detail in data which will be given shortly.
.;, Furthermore, subsequent calculation of the inductances of the samarium
_b. cobalt machine assuming a winding with 5 and 4 turns per coil (that is
-'- 15 and 12 turns per path per phase in the parallel connection) and cal-
_: culation of the inductances of the strontium ferrite machine assuming a
"_ winding with 4 ard 3 turns per coil (that is 12 and 9 turns per path
'_._, per phase in the parallel connection) gave values which were shown by
i' the dynamic MPC system simulation to require choosing the lower num-
ber of turns for each machine. This will be detailed in Section (3.3).
_._ Accordin91y, the machines were built with the 12 turns per path per
_:''_, phase and 9 turn_ per path per phase for the samarium cobalt and
_'i strontium ferrite c_ses, respectively. Subsequently, the phase-to-neu-
.:._4P_ tral (self) inductances, and line-to-line inductances were measured at
no load with the aid of an HLC Digibridge. These inductances were
_;]_j also calculated using the perturbation method outlined above. A com-
:_ , parison between the calculated and measured inductances at no load, as ._.
_:_ well as the effect of change in rotor position at no load will be g=ven =
_. next. Furthermore, calculations are used to predict the effect of load
_. on these inductances, where measurement was not possible under such
conditions. These results are also given next. Again, the line-to-lineL_
_ , and phase-to-neutral inductances for the series and parallel connections
• =)*j
_i were measured at no load for both machines with the aid of an ac RLC
I Digibridge, at di'.ferent rotor positions (or angles), tee References [22]
'_:i-! and [23], which are included in Appendices [3J and [4] for conveni-
-,'_:I once. The measured line-to-line inductance L(O)line(a).line(b ) from
:_j terminal (a) to terminal (b) is given in terms of the self inductances, i "_!
:.i_ Lea(O) and Lbb(e), and the mutual inductance, Lab(O), for a given ro- I:i:_:-::_ tot positions (9), as follows:|
L(e)line(a).line(b ) = Lea(O) • Lbb(e) • 2Lab(0) (3.2-49)
Figure (3.2-30) =how=the incremental and apparent values of the
inductance, Lea(e), for the series arrangement of the phase winding, _[_'_
while Figure (3.2-31) shows the incremental and apparent values of the .}_
_=_-_ ,
104 '"'.
• . ,._ "/"_glflr_
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'_;J FIGURE (3,2-30) Armature Winding Self Inductance Per
Phase, Lad(Q), for Series Connection, Function
'_"" of Rotor Postion - Samarium Cobalt Machine
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_ FIGURE (3 2-31) Line to Line Armature Winding Inductance, _.
For Series Connection, Function of Rotor I_ i";
Postion Samarium Cobalt Machine
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ilia, TABLE (3.2-2) MEASURED INDUCTANCES OF THEY-CONNECTED S MA IUM COBALT MACHINE. ,_,.
; Phase Inductance (pH) versus Rotor Angle I
•_ Test Winding Rotor Angle- Electrical Degrees i
' Connection 0 ° :, 45° 90° 135° ' 180° ;
i
Phase
to Series 168.1 169.3 169.5 168.9 168.5 "
Neutral
Phase
to Parallel 42.1 42.5 42.4 42.4 42.0
Neutral
Line
to Series ?6.7 375 363.6 361.5 364.7
Line . •
Line _.
to Parallel 93.8 93.3 90.9 89.9 90.8
Line °
Phase Inductance (pH) versus Rotor Angle
Test Winding , Rotcr Angle - Electical Deqrees
, Connection 225 ° 270° 315 ° 360 °
Phase
to Series. 168.1 169.8 169.0 168.3
,=a Neutral
ili Phase _"
to Parallel 42.2 42.4 42.4 42.2
Neutral ':
Line
_.,:i to Series 376.2 375 364.3 365.7
':_ Line
Line
• to Parallel 93.9 93.5 91.0 91 0 ' :'_
- Line " _''_
• ,t
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_i inductance, Lline(a).line(b ), for the series arrangement of the phase
winding, for the samarium cobalt machine as function of the rotor posi- ..
, tion, (e), over a complete ac cycle cycle (360°e). These calculated va-
, lues were obtained assuming twelve (12) turns per parallel path per
_ phase. Notice, the "x" points represent corresponding measured va-
lues.
Figure (3.2-32) shows the incremental and apparent values of the
phase winding, while Figure (3.2-33) shows the incremental and appa-
; rent values of the inductance, Lline(a).line(b ), for the parallel at-
: rangement of the phase winding, for the samarium cobalt machine as at
function of the rotor position angle, (8). Again, 12 turns per parallel
path per phase were assumed, and here also, the "x" points represent
) the corresponding measured values. There exists little difference bet-
ween the incremental and the apparent inductance values because the
magnetic material is lightly saturated (almost unsaturated).
A summary of the measured values of inductances as a function of
_::_ rotor position for the samarium cobalt machine is given in Table
_; (3.2-2). There is very little effect of the ro,_or position on the calcu-
,,. lated and measured inductances due to the large effective airgap which ,
_,,_. includes the very high reluctivity region of the permanent magnet ma-
_ terial. However, the calculated values of inductances under load condi- o
_-; tion are affectd by the load current as indicated over a period of 60°e ,
_t. corresponding to one of the six states in an ac cycle. This is shown in ;
_i_ the samarium cobalt machine case by the astrisk (*) points in Figures
_ (3.2-30) through (3.2-33). The effect of the load on the inductance _
._IL_ ; values is still marginal, and can be neglected with no significant influ- :
_'_ ence on evaluation of the overall MPC system performance at rated load.
Calculations were performed to determine the inductances of the
strontium ferrite machine in a similar fashion to that de • _ibed above
:_-_ for the samarium cobalt machine. An example quiescent _ load field ":'
_ "_"
_ solution for a given rotor position is shown in equal m.v.p, contours
"_"_ in Figure (3.2-34) and an example quiescent rated load field solution
_ _ for a given rotor position of the same machine is given in Figure
_/ (3.2-35). The corresponding calculated and measured values of the in-
_.-_;J cremental phase to neutral self inductance and line to line incremental ;:
_':':_ inductance at no load are plotted versus rotor angle in Figures f3.2-36)
and (3.2-37), respectively. Notice, the values of these inductances
_"_!:' were also calculated at typical rated load over two states and are shown
_i by the asterisks (*) in both figures. In this case, load had almost no ....
effect on the values of machine inductances. This is largely due to the _ _:_
lower flux densities prevalent in the case of this machine in comparison _ ..
to the samarium cobalt case. All calulations and measurements were _or i
a winding with 9 turns per path per phase.
108
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- FIGURE (3.2-34) Example No Load Quiescent Field
_ Solution Point for Calculation of Strontium Ferrite ,
_! Machine Inductances
:?- .. _.k
_'¢' I
_
I
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FIGURE (3.2-35) Example Rated Load Quiescent Field
Solution Point for Calculations of Strontium Ferrite
Machine Inductances
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_I TABLE (3.2-3) FE DETERMINED AND MEASURED. (LINE TO LINE)INDUCTANCES.
i l SAMARIUM COBALT
p°
• T 1
J I 12 turns/phase I 15 turns/phase
!  t
FE I 41.85pH I 63.35pH
MEASURED I 44.951JH I Not available
: I STRONTIUM FERRITE _
 1
I 9 turns/phase ] 12 turns/phase
: '  I
FE B 42.5pH I 75.5pH
MEASURED I 46.01_H I Not available
j J. I
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The average line-to-line inductances were calculatd for the cases of
windings with 12 and 15 turns per path per phase for the samarium co- ..
bait case, and 12 turns per path per phase for the strontium ferrite
case for subsequent use in the dynamic simultions. These values are
given, with the corresponding test values when available, in Table g' (3.2-3). _o
l As shown in Table (3.2-3), the measured values of the inductances '_
are higher than the calculated ones. This difference is clue to end-
leakage inductance which is naturally included in the measured values
whereas end-leakage inductances are not accounted for in the calculated !
values because of the two dimensional nature of the numerical field so-
lutions obtained. It is essential to point out that where not indicated,
calculations were made using the winding with 12 turns/path/phase for
the samarium cobalt and 9 turns/path/phase for the strontium ferrite
i machine. The 15 turns/path/phase for the samarium cobalt and 12
turns/path/phase for the strontium ferrite were used in the preliminary
design of the machines. These were abandoned subsequent to analysis
and results which will be revealed in Section (3.3).
• Also, as mentioned earlier, measurements were used essept.ally to
"_ satisfy the calculated results. However, in the absence of the mea- "
_ sured values, the calculated ones are accurate enough to predict the
=,
behavior of the MPC systems. These calculated inductances as well as t
other design options and consequent parameters are used in the next
section to determine the final design parLiculars of both machines. _l_
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3.3 ASSESSMENT OF DESIGN OPTIONS THROUGH DYNAMIC
,_ SIMULATION OF MACHINE SYSTEM
A model for simulating the dynamic and transient behavior (includ-
e. ing the all important commutation transients associated with transistor
switching operations) of the electronically controlled machine systems
being considered here, will now be utilized in the process of designing
such systems. The machine associated with this system consists of a
rotor on which radially oriented permanent magnets are mounted, and a
stationary three phase armature which is conrolled by a transistorized
current source power conditioner described earlier in Chapters (1.0)
and (2.0). This analysis technique and the resulting simulation model
were described earlier in the literature in References [24] and [26].
: These references are included, for convenience, in Appendices (5) and
(7) respectively. However, for the sake of continuity and completeness
of this document, a brief recapitulation of the details of this method is
'_ deemed appropriate at this stage. .'
P-
o;.11_
" As mentioned in Section (3.2), key parameters used in this dynamic --
simulation model such as mid9a p flux density, emf, and winding induc-
_ tances were obtained by application of the method of two dimensioual fi- . o
_ nite element solution of nonlinear magnetostatic fields to the two ma- ,
_ ; chines subject of this report. These key parameters were used in the '
_- , dynamic simulation model to analyze the commutation transients and det-
\' _ ermine the exter.t, if necessary, of armature slot skewing, the suffi-
! cient number of turns per coil, and whether or not advanced firing is
_.. ' useful, and if so, by what angle must one advance the transistor
';'_"_ ! switching instant?
Given that the power conditioner utilized here is (ideally) of the
rectangular-wave currrent-source type, the armature magnetomotive -_
force (mmf) is of a discretely and rotationally stepping nature in space,
as was detailed earlier in Chapter (2.0). This is quite different from
the usual smoothly rotating mmf of a conventional balanced three phase
armature which is supplied with balanced three phase sinusoidally time
varying armature currents. As such, the classical phasor diagram
(frequency domain) type of analysis is not applicable here, since the
machine is continuously in a dynamic state due to the continuous
switching of phase currents. A substitute method of analysis of the
:i;_.! it performance of such a machine, and its associate conditioner, is that in _:_
which one uses di9ital simulation techniques to represent the continuous i *'_':
switching and commutation transients, This simulation technique results I _:
in a discrete time nonlinear equivalent network model of the combined I _:
system of power conditioner and machine, The topology of such a net- _' :i
work is continuously changing due to the electronic switching process _
taking place throu3hout an ac cycle on the armature side, Hence, one _ ,,._'._
resorts to network graph methods and techniques [27,28] to obtain the i_....
necessary state models representing the six states which necessarily oc- _,,
cur in the ac cycle associated with MPC systems of the type at hand. ,__..:,
1984002382-119
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ii 3.3"1 MODEL DESCRIPTION - MACHINE EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT
,°
Consider a network model for the radially oriented permanent magnet
machine part of this MPC system. This machine, a schematic diagram of
which was given earlier in Figure (3.2-19), comprises three windings
which are the a, b, and c armature phases, in addition to the electro-
ma9netic effect of the permanent magnets on the rotor. This effect can
be duplicated by the presence of an equivalent fourth rotating winding,
in a very similar manner to a field winding in a synchronous machine•
However, in this case the field current is constant, and hence the
equivalent field winding appears as if it is supplied by current from a
constant current source. This fourth winding is designated as an
equivalent winding (f) for the permanent magnet system, whose mmf is
proportional to the coercivity of the magnet material times the magnet
height (geometries). as described in References [20] and [21], which
are included in Appendices (1) and (2) for convenience.
Since the magnet materials used here were samarium cobalt and
strontium ferrite, and given that the conductivities of these materials, are low, including relatively small induced eddy currents in the thin "
3-! high resistivity stainless steel sleeves, used for securing (retaining)
the magnets on the rotors, see Reference [34] included in Appendix (9)
for convenience, rotor damping effects were neglected, with no adverse
_ effects on the accuracy of the simulation. The phase to neutral volta9- °
::| es, v a, v b, and v c, and the voltage of the equivalent field winding, ';
• vf. can be expressed in terms of the various winding resistances, in-
.=
- ductances and currents as follows:
v 0 Rb 0 0 i
1 v c = 0 0 Rc 0 ic .._..
0 0 0 R _
Lba Lbb Lbc Lbfl/ibI
: 'c, 'oc'o'//'c/
.Lfa Lfb Lfc Lff JUf J
where Ra, Rb, and Rc are the armature line-to-neutral phase winding _ , .
resistances, Rf is the equivalent field winding resistance, Laa' Lbb' I
and Lcc are the armature line-to-neutral incremental self inductances, _ :_:"
Lff is the equivalent field winding incremental self inductance, and _\
J Lab,...Lfc are the incremental mutual inductances. In this case, con- _ _
sider the voltage va, which can be also expressed as ,_
115 _
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v a = Raia  d),a/dt(3.3-2)
where _a = Xa(i a, ib, ic, if, e) is the flux linkage. The angle 8 is the
i armature coil position with request to a given rotating reference, or the
rotor position with respect to a stator reference. Hence one can write
_" the following:
d),a/dt = ;)_ /_)ia • dia/dt
+ aXa/;iib • dib/dt
+ ... • :)'a/;)6 • de/dt (3.3-3)
J
Notice that the terms (a_a/aia), (IMIIgla/IMlib), ..... are the incre-
; ; mental inductances L = ;)_a/;)i a Lab = _)'a/ai b .... and d0/dt = u,aa ' '
_ the angular rotation of the field with respect to the armature winding,
that is the rotor speed. Given that no significant demagnetizations
_ _ i were experienced at armature currents of values near the magnitude of
I the rated design currents, as evidenced earlier in Section (3.2) and in
%, _ the work of References [20] through [23], the incremental mutual in- o| ,-
_*:_... ductance terms "fa' Lfb' and Lfc representing the effect of armature ,
_; reaction on the equivalent field winding can safely be neglected. Since ,
_._ the equivalent field winding is supplied/from a constant current source,
_;:._;,, the derivative dif/dt = 0. Hence Equdtion (3.3-1) can be rewritten as
'_--*_ fol lows:
_2 r va 0 0 ia?, a
.,__ v b = 0 ib _.
.'o
0 R ic_' V c
• I [11L o. ,ooj,o .
._ rLaf]
_, "[_f] d/dt 1%fl (3.3-4) .,
*':'I L Lcf J _;
I", Nil:
: | t s.
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For these machines (samaraium cobalt and strontium ferrite), it was !.-
found that the variation of the armature w ndmgs self and mutual
incremental inductances, as well as line-to-line incremental inductance
with respect to rotor position was negligible. This can be clearly j
ascertained from the results of Section (3.2) and References [22]
and [23] included in Appendices (3) and (4). Thus, little error is
introduced by assumming that the phase self and mutual incremental
inductances are constant and independent of rotor position, _J.
That is,
Laa : Lbb = Lcc = L (3.3-5)
. ) Lab = Lba = Lac = Lbc = Lcb = M (3.3-6)
t Ra = Rb = Rc = R (3.3-7)[i 0iJ Ii:l! vb : Rk _ VC
i_!'_;!i [L M !1 Iiil "
• M M _.
"'i + [if] d/dt ILbf / (3.3-81
l  o,J
since Laf, Lbf, Lcf are functions of the rotor pasSion, e(t), one can _:
write
i1 rL.,.o)] [.L.,,.][if]d/dt /Lbf(8)I = [if] /,Lbf/;le / * de/dt (3.3-8) .'LLbf(O)J L,Lcf/-j
_; The induced emf in phase 'a' due to the permanent magnet rotor flux is
given Oy ' .,_':';
• a : d(ifLaf)/dt : if (dLaf/dt) * Laf (dif/dt] (3.3-9) _ i
But if is independent of time, therefore
t._2
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• a = if(dLaf/dt ) = if(_ILaf/a0).(d0/dt_
= if(;lLaf/ae) • u (3.3-10).
=,
where = is the anglar speed of the rotor. _¢nce, the vector in Equa-
, tion (3.._-3) is nothing other than the ind ___._jemfs in the a, b, and c
.... phase, of the armature, ea, eb, a,Jd _. ."espective!y. Accordingly,
one can write the following:
. eb _,;; ;)Lbf/;le / (3.3-11)
• c ;)Lcf/;)eJ
J Equation (3.3-11) gives an expr_sion for the no-load phase-to-neutral
back emf of the motor as a functio,1 of:
1. rotor angular speed, u,
, 2. the permanent magnet equivalent field excitation current, if,
_ and
_t 3. the rate of change of the magnetic coupling between stator androtor with respect t the rotor position e
I e * •
_. ! These no-load emfs, ea, eb, and ec, are readily obtained from the fi- :
:_ nit. element field solutions as detailed in Section (3.2). If
_:_ Because the three phases of the machines at hand are , Y-connect-
ed with a floating neutral point (i.e. not grounded), one can write
ia • ib * ic = 0 (3.3-12) "
and ._ _:-
dia/dt * dib/dt * dic/dt = O. (3.3-13) J,
From Equation (3.3-8), it follows that 1
va = Ria "L(d=a/dt) • ._A(dib/dt * dic/dt) * if(dLaf/dt) (3.3-14) l
_ Substituting Equation (3,3-13) into Equation (3.3-14) one obtains I ._:
Writing similar expressions for v b and v c as for ve in Equation i_
i. (3.3-15), Equation (3.3-8) can be rewritten as follows:
!
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0 (L-M) 0 • d/dt ib + (3.3-16)
0 O (L-M) L fc 3
Equation (3.3-16) is a decoupled system of equations which can be easi-
ly solved. The schematic representation of Equation (3.3-16) is shown
: _n Figure (3.3-1). In this schematic the inductances LAA LBB LCC
: = (L-M) of Equation (3.3-16), and Ra = Rb = Rc = R. It should be/
pointed out that (L-M) is equal to half the line-to-line armature winding
inductance of Fi9ures (3.2-31), (3.2-33), and (3.2-37).
3.3.2 MODEL DESCRIPTION - POWER CONDITIONER EQUIVALENT _.
CIRCUIT
Now, one considers the development of an equivalent network model!
-_ to the power conditioner which is shown schematically in Figure
(3.3-2). In such a PC equivalent circuit model, transistors are repre- _.sented as onlinear resistors having very low values during the "on"
state and having extremely highvalues during the "off" state of a parti- '" '_
cular transistor. This is to simulate numerically the process of switch-
ing "on" and switching "off" of the inverter as well as the chopper
transistor of the PC. This is the switching "on" and "off" mandated by
the electronic communtation process in the inverter, as well as the line
current and torque control process accomplished by the chopper. Both ..;*
functions were explained in detail in Chapter (2.0). In a similar man- , ..
net, diodes are represented as resistors with extremely low resistance
values when they are in the "forward biased" mode, and represented as
resistors with extremely high _alues when operating in the "reverse bi-
ased" mode. The input filter capacitor is represented as a time-inv=ri- .
ent capacitance. The dc source (battery) is represented as an ideal _ '
source of emf in series with a resistor equal to the anticipated internal
resistance of typical batteries. Here, the chopper inductor is repre- "_
sented as a constant inductance independent of the saturation status in -
the inductor core. This is justified by the low level of saturation in ..-_
such an inductor in the normal operating range of the MPC system.
. 3.3,3 MODEL DESCRIPTION - COMBINED MPC SYSTEM MODEL
Combining the equivalent circuit models of the machine and the pow- !!:
er conditioner described above, one obtains the network graph shown in ,_
Figure (3.3-3). In this graph the dark lines represent the twigs (T) I/
of the chosen tree and the lighter lines represent the links (L) of the
1984002382-125
FIGURE (3.3-3) Machine - Power Conditioner System
Network Graph
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;_ cotree. To distinguish between different branches and their compo-
nents, of the graph, two different labels are given per branch. For
example, B1 denotes branch No. 1. The second letter attached to the
components C, E, L, ard R (for capacitorl emf, inductor, and resistor)
•" identifies the componer,t in a link or twig and its number in the nework
graph. Node NO is assumed to be grounded, and therefore is taken as
the reference for the other node voltages. Branch currents are denot-
ed by IB followed by the appropriate branch number while the branch
voltages are denoted by VB and followed by the corresponding branch
number.
Having identified the tree, cotree, twigs and their components, and
the links and their components, standard graph theory techniques are
applied as described in Reference [28] and described for this type of
system in References [26] and [27], see Reference [26] in Appendix
(7). The result of applying these techniques is a set of first-order
differential equations (also called state-space equations) of the form
X = _AX + BU (3.3-17)
_ In Equation (3.3-17) _X is a vector of the cotree inductor currents
comprising the current through the chopper inductor and the currents "
_ through two of the machine inductances (since only two o: the three
_- phase windings are excited at a time, and the three phase currents °
+ ib * i = O, hence only two of the
_ must always add up to zero, ia c
' three phase currents are independant variables), and the tree capacitor
_" voltages.¥
_.: The vector _U is the forcing function vector consisting of the bat-
_" tery voltage and the three back emfs ea, eb, and e obtained from the
_ C
_:: finite element field analysis of the machines, as given in Section (3.2).
_ The matices A and B are the nonlinear coefficient matrices formed by .:
_: the inductanc-e (chopper inductor, and motor inductances, where motor _,
i___ inductances are determined by finite elements as describ_._d earlier), ca-
.i_ pacitance, and resistance values of the network components. For expli-
_ _ cit expressions of the state space equations, see Reference [26] wh,ch :
_:_ is included in Appendix (7) for convenience. While most of the network
:_ components are given, it must be restated that the back emfs and ma- -"
_":_ chine inductances were obtained from finite element field analysis during
_:__ the design stage and were subsequently confirmed by test after con-
_', struction of the machines. Figure (3.3-4) shows a simplified flow chart
......: of the algorithm used to implement the above MPC system model. _ _i
I This dynamic simulation model which is suited for the type of elec- I _'_
"_i tronically commutated, brushless dc machine systems, with radially I _'
oriented permanent magnets, has been used to simulate the dynamics of i ,
• two systems of this type. These systems were independently designed r_ _!
and tested. A comparison between the results of the testing of these '_
two systems and the corresponding results of the dynamic simlations _ _"_:"_
verified the validity and excellent accuracy of results of the numerical 1 :_ .i'
]22
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simulation. These test and numerical simulation results are displayed in +_
current and voltage oscillogram and computer simulated waveform com- _.
parisons ir,cluded in References [2] and [24] given here in Appendices
(7) and (5) respectively. _-
.+
COMPUTER AIDED FINALIZATION OF CHOICE OF DESIGN OPTIONS
Having developed the dynamic network model of the power condi-
tioner-permanent magnet machine system for the samarium cobalt and +,
strontium ferrite based machines, and developed a finite element based ,_
model for determination of machine parameters, these two models are
used in the development and choice of practical options of design modi-
• fications to be applied to the preliminary desi9n, in order to insure
that the final design of the MPC systems when implemented, will meet
the various rated and peak power equirements. These options of de-
sign modifications center on:
_ t 1. the number of turns per coil in the armature phase windings, "and ...
2. whether armature slot skewing is a necessity and if so, what is .
the necessary skewing angle,
d
3. the question of whether the concept of advanced commutation _F
1 (advanced firing of the inverter transistors which was dis- 1
_° cussed in Chapter (2.0)) enhances the ability of the MPC sys-
-!| tern to achieve higher horsepower outputs, and if so, what is a
++| suitable commutation advance angle?11
" The determination of these various options for design modifications
= was accomplished by utilizing the combined power conditioner-permanent ._.
"i magnet machine dynamic performance model at various current commands __and speeds, using the back-emf profile,_ and winding inductances ob-
°=_ tained from the finite element solution of the magnetic field in these ma- +
chines, as described in Section (3.2.2). The models are used to pred- :
"" ict the performance of the MPC systems• that is, maximum output
horsepower capabilities, currents and voltages througout the MPC sys-
" tern, etc. when two different sets of numbers of turns per coil are used
= in the windings of the s_,marium cobalt and strontium ferrite based ma- .
chine• respectively. In the samarium cobalt machine case• the effects _!_
of the use of 5 and 4 turns per coil (15 and 12 turns/path/phase) were " _:_.
simulated. The number of turns influences heavily the machine winding :_;
inductance, which in turn influences the MPC system performance, such .-;:_,i
as magnitudes and widths of voltage spikes across the inverter transis- _ _,_
tots, as well as rates of buildup of commutated phase currents. In the _: ',._._
strontium ferrite machine case, the effects of the use of 4 and 3 turns ,.\._ _;._
•+ per coil (12 and 9 turns/path/phase) were simulated. Notice that there t1_ '__+_-_I__are three coils per phase in both machines. Hence, for the .+:
• L t
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samarium cobalt case, winding designs of 15 and 12 turns per path per
[i phase were simulated, while in the strontium ferrite case, winding de- _ ..
,_ signs of 12 and 9 turns per phase were simulated. The effects of sta-
tor slot skewing and commutation advance angle on the output charac-
teristics of both machines were also investigated. Recall that by
commutation advance (or advanced firing) angle, one means the relative
displacement between the peak of the fundamental of the phase current
and the fundamental of the induced armature phase emf. That is, the
firing angle corresponds to the time at which one of the transistors of ._
the power conditioner inverter is turned "on" to allow the buildup of
current in a given phase. Hence, zero commutation advance means that
the two phase current and emf peaks have zero displacement between
them, and a 30° electrical (30°E) advanced firing is the angle by which
the peak of the fundamental of the phase current leads the peak of the
fundamental of the phase emf. In this MPC system for zero degrees of
commutation advance, a phase current is "switched on" 30°E after the
zero crossing in the phase emf waveform, and "switched off" 150°E aft-
er that very zero crossing in the emf waveform. When the inverter
transistors' firing is advanced by an angle, 6, the above angles become
(30-6)°E and (150-6)°E, respectively.
As mentioned earlier, because the energy product of the strontium
ferrite material is considerably less than that of the samarium cobalt
material, there is more likelihood for the strontium ferrite machine not
to meet the output power requirements than the samarium cobalt ma-
chine. This is the main reason why most of the simulation runs which
will be shown next were made on the stontium ferrite machine. So that ; t_
if the strontium ferrite machine meets the power requirements, so most
_1 likely will the samarium cobalt machine.
The samarium cobalt and strontium fert-ite machines are required to
produce at least 15hp (11 kw) continuous and 35hp (26.1 kw) peak rat-
ings. These power ratings have to be developed under a maximum
supply voltage of 120V stipulated by the contractor, maximum transistor
currents of 400 A which was dictated by the maximum available current
capacity of transistors in the market at the time of construction, and
machine speed range of 6000 to 9000 rpm dictated by mechanical consid-
eration for the type of rotors and bearings being considered. Using
the emf and inductance values obtained from the finite element analysis
discussed earlier, simulation studies were clone that yielded performance
results which are discussed next.
The maximum powers and peak currents developed by the 15 turn/
path/phase and 12 turns/path/phase winding designs of the samarium
cobalt machine between 6000 and 9000 rpm were determined using the
MPC dynamic simulation model describe earlier in this section, and are
shown in Figures (3.3-5) and (3.3-6) respectively. From Figure
(3.3-5), the 15 turn/path/phase winding machine is unable to attain the
125
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• 35hp (26.1 kw) peak within the prescribed speed range. On the other
._ hand, not only does the 12 turn/path/phase winding version meet the
peak power specifications, but Figure (3.3-6) shows that the phase "-
currents are less than the 400A. Similar studies were performed on the
_ 12 turns/path/phase and 9 turns/path/phase winding design versions of
_ the strotium ferrite machine as indicated by Figures (3.3-7) and
(3.3-8). Again, notice that the version with the lower number of turns
meets both the pea.k power and phase current requirements. The rea-
son why the peak electromagnetic power developed was much less in
magnitude than the required 35hp (26.1 kw)peak for the 12 turns/path/
phase winding as opposed to the lower 9 turns/path/phase winding for
" the strontium ferrite machine is explained [24] next,
j The MPC dynamic simulation model at hand was used to obtain the
starting current profiles on the armature side of the strontium ferrite
machine in the motoring mode. This was done for the case with 12
turns/path/phase and 9 turns path phase, assuming the same initial va-
_: lue of phase current, with no commutation advance. The resulting
_.:.. starting current profiles were plotted until the phase current reached a
steady state value. These two cases for 12 turns a_d 9 turns are ,
"_'_ shown in Figures (3.3-9) and (3.3-10), where the steady state ac phase
current maximum value of about 28 Amperes and 250 Amperes were
_ reached, respectively. Obviously the lower the number of turns the
_i_,, lower the inductances of the machine armature winding, the higher the
_'l current build up rates during commutatinn, and the higher the steady ,
!il state values of current and developed power. Advancing the firing an- :'i gle by 30°E leads to he starting an steady state current pro ile given "
_"_l'_': in Figure (3.3-11), with a maximum steady state ac phase current of
;__ about 340 Amperes. Further evidence of the benefits of advanced fir-
ing will be discussed later in this section.
The above results indicate that a lower number of turns in both ma-
_:: chines enhance the MPC system power and current capabilities, and fa-
_;_ cilitate the all important electronic commutation process of the phase ,_
_':-; currents Therefore, the 12 turns/path/phase winding design for the "
;... samarium cobalt and the 9 turns/path/phase winding for the strontium
ferrite machines were selected for the final design.
_', _ Earlier in Section (3.2.4), it was stated that integral slot windings
_! for both machines (that is, 18 slots and 6 poles which means one slot/
_. pole/phase) will be used instead of fractional slot windings in order to
' reduce complexities in th construction process. In so doing, the emf
i_i harmonics were increased as was shown in Section (3.2). In order toreduce these harmonics, it was decided to explore the possibility of
-i_t skewing the stator core by a total amount of half a slot and a full -'_t : ,
_ pitch as described in Reference [25], which is included in Appendix (6) %:'
for convenience. The effect of skewing was analytically accounted for ,. _
by means of a skewing factor included in the winding factor. Figure
(3.3-12) shows a typical effect of skewing of the stator slots on the in- ,.,
duced armature waveforms. This emf was obtained from the finite ele- "
ment determined mid gap flux density distribution as discussed in ;'
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_;_ Section (3.2). This figure shows the emf in the case of the strontium
-. ferrite machine, with no skewing, half stator slot skewing and a full
stator slot skewing. Notice that the armature skewed by a stator slot ..
pitch produces a waveform approaching a sinusoid, which is better than
in the case of either no armature skewing or armatue skewing by a half
stator slot pitch.
The resulting emf waveforms with a full slot skewing, for the sa-
marium cobalt and strontium ferrite machines, with the chosen final
number of turns/path/phase are shown in Figures (3.3-13) and
(3.3-14), respectively. The corresponding emf sensitivity constants in
Volts/Mechanical Radian/Second were given earlier in Table (3.2.1).
The effect of skewing was also investigated using computer simulated
waveforms determined by the dynamic simulation model applied to the
j strontium ferrite machine case. The phase currents and elctromagnetic
torque for the case of no skewing, half slot pitch skewing, and full slot
pitch skewing were obtained by simulation. This is shown in Figures
(3.3-15) through (3.3-17). As shown by the values indicated at the
top of the waveform, steady state phase currents, indicative of MPC
system capability increase from 200 Amperes to 227 Amperes when one
:_ skews the aramature winding by one stator slot pitch• Thus, it was :
decided to skew the armatures of both machines by a full stator slot
pitch.
Another factor which affects the machine output is the commutation
: angle. This aspect is detailed in Reference [33], which is included in ;
_i Appendix (8) for convenience. Recall that a commutation advance of
-_ 0°E means that the phase current is injected 30°E after the zero cross-
_ ing of the phase emf. Normal firing is a commutation advance of O°E.
c,._ Consider Figure (3.3-18) showing a sketch of the emf and phase cur-
:'_", rent waveforms during normal firing, and at a commutation advance of
.'' 30 degrees electrical The period of conduction (when a phase current
_ flows) is 120°E. It can be seen that at normal firing, both waveforms
,_' are centered with respect to one another, thus maximizing the volt-am- _ ;
,,, pere product for a given current and speed. However, under heavy
.. loads, this normal firing angle limits the maxiumum value of current
buildup. This is because higher values of emf oppose this current
_\_ buildup at the instant of switching-on a phase under normal firing. :
_;_ Therefore, by advancing the commutation to a point where the emf is
reduced (to zero), one allows a larger rate of current buildup, thus ' "
i!_,_1 permitting capabilities for heavier loads.
_ The above results and discussion lead one to look favorably upon
•_|t the idea of advanced commutation, which was analyzed by simulation of • *.."advanced firing" using the model at hand. The effect of adva ced _:•
_-_ firing on machine perforn,ance is clearly illustrated by the computer si- _.
.o41 mulated waveforms of Figures (3.3-19)* and (3.3-20)* for the strontium ::.=ferrite machine. These figures are plots of the simulated machine phase
current and elecromagnetic torque for the cases of zeroOE and 30=E of _ _'
advanced firing of the strontium ferrite machine system. Figures , _-
, t3.3-21)* and (3.3-22)* are plots of the simulated phase current for the
cases of O°E and 30 degrees electrical commutation advance for the 12 ':_,_
it ,_¢4.
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FIGURE (3.3-15) Strontium Ferrite Machine Phase
Current and Electromagnetic Torque in Amperes and
Newton Meter, No Skewing, Zero Commutation Advance,
at 8000 r.p.m., 9 Turns/Path/Phase.
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FIGURE 13.3-161 Strontium Ferrite Machine Phase
Current and Electromagnetic Torque in Amperes and
Newton Meter. Half Slot Skewing, Zero Commutation
Advance, a_ 8000 r.p.m., 9 Turns/Path/Phase.
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_ turns/phase winding at 9000 rpm of the samarium cobalt machine sys-
_ tern. As these figures indicate, the values of the phase current and
: i electromagnetic torque increased remarkably as the commutation advance
changed from 0 degrees to 30 degrees electrical. The effect of advanc- ""
; ing commutation on the developed electromagnetic power is further illus-
trated for the case of the samarium cobalt machine in Figures (3.3-23)* •
"-- and (3.3-24)*, where advanced commutation by 30 degrees electrical
lead to an increase in maximum electromagnetic power from 17.4kw to
23.2kw. Hence, a commutation advance of 30° electrical was se',ected to
be used in the final design, thus requiring a rotor position sensor
which permitted this capability of 0°E 3nd 30°E of advanced commutation
for both machines.
The above effective use of computer simulation tools in assessing
j various design options led to the choice of reduced numbers of turns/
; path/phase of 12 and 9 for the samarium cobalt and strontiumm ferrite
:- machines, respectively. It also led to the decision to skew both arma-
: tures by one stator slot pitch, an led to the choice of providing ad-
vanced commutation capabilities in the rotor position sensor and power
_ conditioner, in order to insure meeting all the rated and peak power
_ requirements• Thus, final machine designs were arrived at as de- ,"
_ scribed in the next Section (3.4).
_" 3.4 FINALIZATION OF MOTOR DESIGN ,-'
_._,, In the previous two sections, it was shown that it is highly deslra- _.
_:_: ble to introduce three motor design modifications on the original prelim-
,_.:., inary designs of the samarium cobalt and strontium ferrite based ma-
_: chines given in Section (3.1). These three motor design modifications
_:_" can be summerized as follows:
_-_,,
9 ._ 1. It was found from finite element magnetic field analysis, Section :
_ (3.2), that skewing the armature (stator) slots by one slot -_
_"_ pitch leads to considerable reduction in the harmonic content of
_I the induced armature emf waveforms. The reduction in the
_ harmonic content of the induced armature emf ha_ an additional i
'..:_. benefic=al effect on the peak power capability cf the machine at
_i_! hand, which was demonstrated by the results of the dynamic •
"I *
_., analysis of the MPC systems' interaction, Section (3.3), Ac-
_", cordingly, it was decided to skew the armature slots by one
':._, slot pitch
_t 2. It was found from finite element magnetic field analysis, Section " "_(3.2), that a reduction in the number of turns per path per ._phase from 15 turns/path/phase to 12 turns/path/phase (from 5 , _
turns/coil to 4 turns/coil) in the case of the samarium cobalt ;'L",,.
based machine, and a corresponding reduction in the number of _ "_'_:
turns per phase from 12 turns/path/phase to 9 turns/path/ i_'-.,'_.;
phase (from 4 turns/coil to 3 turns/coil) in the case of the . _:,_
strontium ferrte based machine, led to a considerable reduction }_ .in the armature inductances. This was shown, on the basis of _ _
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• FIGURE (3.3-21) Phase Current of the Samarium
Cobalt Machine with the 12 Turn Winding at 9000 rpm
_' and 0° Advanced Commutation -i.
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';'_J FIGURE (3.3-221 Phase Current of the Samarium _
_" Cobalt Machine with the 12 Turn Winding at 9000 rpm x :
and 30° Advanced Commutation. _' _,..
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FIGURE (3.3-23) Electromagnetic Power of the
Samarium Cobalt Machine with the 12 Turn Winding ; .
at 9000 rpm and 0° Commutation Advance
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FIGURE (3.3-24) Electromagnetic Power of the "_ . I2;
Samarium Cobalt Machine with the 12 Turn Winding "
at 9000 rpm and 30 ° Commutation Advance.
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_" the dynamic analysis of the MPC systems' performance of Sec-
t, _ tion (3.3)• to lead to a considerable increase in the peak power
, capability of both motor system_ (with the machine armatures
connected in the parallel mode). Therefore• it was decided to
' build both machine armature windings with the lesser number of
turns per phase, namely 12 turns path phase and 9 turns/ i
path/phase in the samarium cobalt and strontium ferrite based
designs, respectively.
3. It was demonstrated on the basis of the analysis of the dynamic
performance of the MPC systems in Section (3.3) that advanc-
ing the switching "on" and "off" of the inverter transistors by
30 degrees electrical (advanced firing by 30°E) leads to dra-
_ matic increases in the peak power capabilities of both machines,
; and facilitates considerably the process of phase current com-
J mutation that must take place every 60°E in the ac cycle on the
armature sicle of the inverter/converter bridge. Therefore, it
> was decided to design and build the rotor position sensors of
_. both machines with a capability of normal switching "on" and
"off" of the inverter transistors (zero advanced firing) as well t'
_ as a capability of advanced firing by 30°E in the ac cycle on
the armature side.
'_" With the three above design modifications decided upon on the basis
-_:_ of the results of the aforementioned computer aided desi9n methods (fi-
_*_ nite element determination of machine parameters• Section (3.2) and si-
mulation of the MPC system dynamic interaction usin 9 the FE determined
"_:_ parameters Section (3.3), the two preliminary machine designs given d_
_:_i earlier in Section (3.1) were finalized. Accordingly, the final designs
_ of both samarium cobalt based, and strontium fercite based machines led
,_- : to the two armature core designs shown schematically in Figures (3.4-1)
._,i and (3.4-2). The main desiga dimensions, and machine parameters are
_, .i given below in Table (3.4-1). '
-,t,-
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t:,;_ TABLE (3.4-1) PARAMETERS AND CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
:._t, SAMARIUM-COBALT BASED AND STRONTIUM FERITE BASED
"i MOTORS FROM DESIGN CALCULATIONS AND TEST
.! o.
:: I
Parameter and Units Samarium Cobalt Strontium Ferrite I
Co5 Design Number 8 Design I
motor outside 1
diameter, in. (cm) 7.88(20.02) 7.88(20.02) I
motor length, !
in. (cm) 13.35(33.91) 18.85(47.88) t
; j t
weight, Ibs. (kg) 60.0(27.2) 127.0(57.16) t
stator lamination
outside diameter, 6. 518(16.56) 6.518(1,5.56)
in. (cm)
_" stator lamination
stack length, in. 4.00(10.16) 8.50(21.59)
_ (cm)
_: stator lamination
.... inside diameter, 3 062(7.78) 4 071(10.34)
_- . • .
"'; in. (cm) V
_,-_ _ number of stator
_: slots 18 18
_'" number of poles 6 6
_3'_ rotor (magnet str.) '
,;, outside diameter,
excluding sleeve, 2.930(7.44) 3.930(9.98)_t ,
_ in (cm)
•-:_
rotor outside
•_ diameter
i_ including sleeve, 3.000(7.62) 4.000(10.16]
_-_, in. (cm)
:_ rotor (magnet
structure) axial
"_ length, in. (cm) 3.60(9.14) 8.75(22.23) :_-'
i _4
t _4f_
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I TABLE (3.4-I) CON'T. I .
: I I
I I
I Parameter and Units Samarium Cobalt Strontium Ferrite I
t Co5 Design Number 8 Design I
magnet (radial)
length (in
direction of 0. 490(1. 24) 0. 740(1.88)
magnetization),
in. (cm)
magnet cross-
sectional area
per pole 3.766(24.30) 12. 163(78.47)
(perpendicular
to flux),
in. =(cm =)
total magnet
volume (all 11.072(181.4) 54.004(885.0) ' ,
.i poles], in'(cm') _IF
'i_ total magnet
weight (all poles), 3.23(1.47) 9.56(4.34) !
Ibs. (kg) !
rotor inertia I
constant, lb. ft. 0.00234(0.0,317) 0.01200(0.0163) _i
sec. =(kg.m =)
Y-connected
armatu re yes yes
winding
:!_ armature winding
configu ration, series/pa rallel series/parallel
(connection)
method of harmonic skewing by skewing by
_I one one
.1
reduction stator slot stator slot
maximum allowable
winding temp. °C 170.0 170.0
t
.... 143 _:_
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TABLE (3.4-1) CON'T. f
• I
I It
i Parameter and Units Samarium Cobalt Strontium Ferrite I
Co5 Design Number 8 Design I
rated input voltage
(on dc side), volts 120.0 120.0
rated armature
current (on dc side), 125.0 125.0
i amperes
• rated horsepower, hp. 15.0 15.0
• speed at rated
horsepower, r.p.m. *8680 *8840 "
_-. *torque sensitiviL,
" at high speed armature
::_ winding connection, *0.0885(0.22999) *(0.0992)
:_, lb. ft./ampero
(Newton Meter/Ampere)
',., back emf sensitivity
_i (constant) at peak of
pj_' sine wave for high 0.1200 0.0993
speed armature winding
_,:_r--_, connection, volts/mech.
_ ' radian/sec.
armature winding
;; resistance (line to
line) for high speed 0.0047 0.049
armatu re cor,nection
_ 25°C, ohms
_':" *torque sensitivity
r_ at low speed armature
...._ connection, *0. 1770(0. 23998) *0. 1464(0. 19849)
_:ii lb ft/amper.• (New on Meter/ampere)
L
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TABLE (3.4-1) CON'T. I "'
;
t
--t
Parameter and Units Samarium Cobalt Strontium Ferrite I
Co5 Design Number 8 Design I
back emf sensitivity
at peak of sine wave
for low speed 0.2400 0.1986
armature connection
volts/mech, radian/sec.
J
armature winding
resistance
resistance (line
to line) for high 0.0047 0.0049 •
speed armature
connection 25°C, ohms
• torque sensitivity ,
at low speed armature
_| connection, *0. 1770(0.23998) O. 1464(0. 19849) ._
lb. ft./ampere _ll
; (Newton Meter/ampere)
-1 back emf
- sensitivity at peak
of sine wave for low 0.2400 0. 1986
_ speed armature
connection, volts/i,ech.
•I radian/sec. _"l
,
-1 armature winding
resistance (line to
line) for low speed 0.0188 0.0196
• a rmat ure connection "
_J 25°C, ohms
maximum r.p.m, for
low speed armature 4300 4500 ' "-_
connection, r.p.m.
J
-
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qTABLE (3.4-1) CON'T. ..
I
l
£
Parameter and Units Samarium Cobalt Strontium Ferrite
Co5 Design Number 8 Desiqn
t
maximum horsepower I
hp 35.0 (26.1 kw) 35.0 126.1 kw) t
*motor speed at
maximum horsepower *6900 *6750
j r.p.m.
armature current at
maximum horsepower 291.6 291.6
amperes
,_ Thermal Time I
Constant (minutes) 35 min. 15 mir. t
_ Steady State Top J oJ
_ i Rise Above Arab. 128°C 113°C I
' 250C I :
_" I *Obtained from test Measurements ti: I I
L J !
: ;
On the basis of the final designs summarized above, the samarium
cobalt based and strontium ferrite based machines were constructed. A
_,_ pictorial review of the construction steps may be useful here.
_,_.,,t Figures (3.4-3) and (3.4-4) show the stator core of the samarium
cobalt based machine after assembly, before and after installation of the
=" slot lining material. Notice the six inch long scale included in the pic- "
"_:° ture for proper perspective. Figures (3.4-5) through (3.4-8) show the
_-" armature of the samarium cobalt based machine installed in its aluminum
,:: housing, viewed from different angles. Again, notice the six inch long
, scale included for proper perspective. Figure (3.4-9) depicts the sa-
I marium cobalt magnet based rotor in its finished form after installation
of the nonmagnetic stinless steel magnet retainment sleeve. The major
componen(s of the samarium cobalt based motor: the armature in its t
-- casing, the end bells, the rotor, the rotor position sensor, and
through-bolts are all shown in Figure (3.4-10), with a six inch long
scale again for proper perspective. Finally, Figures (3.4-11) through
(3.4-13) depict the assembled samarium cobalt based machine including
its rotor position sensor at one end of the shaft.
146
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';_" FIGURE (3.4-5) Armature FIGURE (3.4-6) Armature
_'_ View Number 1 Samarium View Number 2 Samarium .
_: Cobalt Machine Cobalt Machine "
"L _r
FIGURE (3.4-7) Armature FIGIJRI: (3.4-8) ,^.rm_',t'ar_
4_ View Number 3 Samarium View Number 4 Samarium
""_' Cobalt Machine Cobalt Machine _i_
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FIGURE (3,4-9) Assembled Rotor
_; Samarium Cobalt Machine
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"' FIGURE (3.4-10) Components of Samarium
°,_, Cobalt Machine
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,_'_-! Figures (3.4-14) and(3.4-15) show the stator core of the strontium
_i ferrite based machine after assemoly, while Figures (3.4-16) and
(3.4-17) depict that core dul'ing the process of installing the armature
•_ winding. Notice the six inch long scale included in the pictures for ""
; proper perspective. Figures (3.4-18) through (3.4-21) show the com-
pleted armature after it was installed in its aluminum housing, again v
notice the six inch long scale included in these pictures. Figures
(3.4-22) and (3.4-23) show the rotor shaft and magnet assembly, while
Figure (3.4-24) depicts the complete rotor assembly after installing the
nonmagnetic stainless steel magnet retainment steeve. Figure (3.4-25)
illustrates the completed armature in its housing, as well as the rotor,
in the presence of the six inch long scale for proper perspective. Fi-
nally, Figures (3.4-26) through (3.4-28) depict the assembled strontium
ferrite based maciline including its rotor position sensor at one end of
the shaft. Notice the presence of a twelve inch long scale included in
/ these pictures for proper perspective•
For comparison purposes, Figures (3.4-29) and (3.4-30) illustrate
• the completely assembled samarium cobalt and sror,tium ferrite based
machines side by side. For proper perspective notice the presence of a
.=_ twelve inch long scale in both of these pictures. Both of these ma- 4"
_=_ chines are designed for operation by the same power conditioner whose
_- design is detailed in the next Chapter (4.0). -"
=
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FIGURE (3.4-11) Assembled Samarium Cobalt i
Machine View Number 1 i
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FIGURE (3.4-121 Assembled Samarium Cobalt
Machine View Number 2
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FIGURE (3.4-13) Assemb'E_edSamarium Cobalt
Machine View Number 3
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FIGURE (3.4-14) Sator Core View Number I
_-",.. Strontium Ferrite Machine
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_'/ FIGURE (3.4-15) Sator Core View Number 2
Strontium Ferrite Machine Y
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FIGURE (3.4-16) Partially Wound Armature D
View Number 1 - Strontium Ferrite Machine
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FIGURE (3.4-17) Partially Wound Armature _ '._
View Number 2 - Strontium Ferrite Machine _'_
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! FIGURE (3.4-18) Armature FIGURE (3.4-19) Armature
View Number 1 Strontium View Number 2 Strontium
'_ Ferrite Machine Fermte Machine
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FIGURE (3.4-20) Armature FIGURE (3.4-_LlJArmature View
Number 3 Strontium View Number 4 Strontium , _,:
Ferrite Machine Ferrite Machine '_ ,
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• FIGURE (3.4-22) Shaft and Magnet View
- Number 1 Strontium Ferrite Machine
• _:_._ L
FIGURE (3.4-23) Shaft and Magnet View _..
Number 2 - Strontium Ferrite Machine _:,
,IL
i
"_:, FIGURE (3.4-25) Components of Strontium ,
.f_. Ferrite Machine
/:
FIGURE (3.4-26) Assembled Strontium Ferrite '\ .+
View Number 1 ,l ,, ;.2
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FIGURE (3,4--28) Assembled Strontium Ferrite
View Number 3
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i-_ FIGURE (3.4-29) Samarium Cobalt and Strontium --
._. Ferrite Machines View Number 1
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'! 4.0 POWERCONDITIONER
i The power conditioner, the design of which is detailed in this chap °
ter, is depicted in the photographs of Figures (4.0-1) through (4.0-3).
The power components are described next.
j 4.1 POWERCOMPONENTS
The power components of the power conditioner at hand are the
transistor switches, the chopper inductor, the filter capacitor and all
the associated dmdes, and other support equipment. All these are de-
tailed below. , "
4.1.I POWERTRANSISTORS _ ,
_' The choice of transistors for the inverter and chopper functions was _ '
/- very straightforward. At the time (early 1980), there was only one _
__ transistor available at reasonable cost of sufficiently high ratings to
perform these functions without resorting to paralleling techniques.
This was the Toshiba Giant Transistor 2SD648. This transistor was
rated at 300V (VcE O) and 400A (Ic). This voltage rating was barely
adequate to handle the sum of the supply voltage plus tile back e.m.f.
plus an allowance for switching transients. No other _,ransistor was
available with a collector current rating over 300A. while having an
adequate voltage rating except a Power Tech transistor at about three
times the cost. Since peak power conditioners required an inductor
current of slightly over 300A, this eliminated other transistors. The
use of this transistor had several deleterious effects on the fina! de-
sign:
I. the mechanical mounting provision required excessive space, ',
causing the total electronics package to be unnecessarily large
(even though it was within the specifications), and "
2. the lack of external access to the base of the output transistor
_ of the Darlingtor pair caused the turnoff time to be long, ,
which led to higher switching losses than necessary. _ _,,
Transistors more suitable are now available, and their use is discussed
in Section 6.?..
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• In order to prevent any possiblity of transistors QM and QB of Fig-
ure (2.1-3) turning on simultaneously due to any noise or malf,inction ..
•; In the control electronics, one transistor was used for" both functions,
the collector and base being switched to the appropriate circuit points
by a DPDT relay. A relay to perform this function which would take -
advantage of the "dry" (no-load) switching characteristics was designed
and built in-house. The control of this relay is discussed in Section
4.4.2.
4.1.2 SNUBBER DESIGN
The snubbers (shown in Figure (4,1-1)) were designed to absorb
: the energy stored in the distributed inductance of the leads of the
z power transistors. This distributed inductance was estimated to be less
than .251_H. Using this value, the energy stored at a transistor cur-
rent of 300A is
". . _+'
_- w = ½LI = : ½ x .25x I0 + x 300 = : .0113 J.
It was necessary that the snubber capacitor absorb this energy without+
_ allowing the transistor voltage to exceed about 275V, when the steady o
+" state open circuit voltage across the transistor may be as high as 23()V. ,
....' Since the energy stored in the capacitor is CE2/2,the capacitance may ,
i_ be found from the relation" i
;. ½ x C x (E = - E= ) = w -"
max o.c.
,"_ or -
_; C = 2w/rE = -E = ] = 2x 0113/275=-230 =] = lug
'_-+ max o. c " "
+_.... ,
: To provide a safety factor, a value of 1 76_F was used. =:
-7, To insure that this capacitor was completely discharged during the
+ t
+Yt time that the power transistor was conducting, the time constant of the
__ RC circuit was taken to be a maximum of 101_s. Thus, if RC = lO_s,
.._ R = 10 x 10 _/1.76 × 10 + = 5.7_.$i +
,;'i A value of 5_ was used. Since, at each discharge of _,.,',_ snubber ca- "
,_ pacitor, an energy of CE=/2 is dissipated in the resistor, the power ' ...:_
_+ rating of this resistor must be + ":T + .',' _-
-: P = _CE=f = -.1,_ 1.76 × 10-' x 275= >-45(1= 3OW t +;_;+.
+ m i , ' ._
for the inverter transistors and '+'_X
P = -_ _ 1.76 _ 10TM _ 275 = _ 5000 = 333W ;"
for the chopper transistor. ,.:i:._
t, , "_i ,,
i '' +
166 :.
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Not only would the power dissipated in the snubber resistor of the
chopper be excessive, but the distributed inductance of this portion of ;_
the circuit was too high for the 1.76_F capacitor. Therefore, the _ ""
switchin 9 transient for this transistor was suppressed by clamping to !
the positive and negative busses. The clamping network is shoran ;n s
Figure (4.1-2). This proved to be a very effective means of transient i
suppression, restricting the peak voltage across the transistor to about
150V. However, 0t did not improve the operation of the transistor "_
within the safe operating area.
4.1.3 BASE DRIVE DESIGN
The base drives for the power transistors were designed to provide
a base c,Jrrent of 4A at a base-emitter voltage of 2V. In order to re-
move the stored charge and to turn off the transistor as rapidly as
possible, the base drive was designed to apply a negative voltage to
the base- emitter junction when the transistor is to be turned off.
This was accomplished by using a bridge circuit made up of complemen-
tary npn-pnp transistors. The transistors chosen for this purpose
_"_ were ZN6486 npn transistors and ZN6489 pnp transistors. The circuit
_ is shown in Figure (4.1.3).
Shown in this figure is the 6N135 optical coupler which provides
i_ electrical isolation between the low-level electronics and the base drive.
• When current flows through the input diode of this device, tl,e light i
sensitive transistor is turned on. This causes a low voltage to be ap-
i_ plied to the gates of the VN46AF field effect transistors, turning themoff. This, in turn, allows the drains to rise to their high level. Point
_s X is driven high and point Y is driven low by the inverter transistor
¢] VN46AF. Thus, a positive VSE is established. When the input is
t deenergiz_d, the process is reversed to establish a negative voltage ,
VBE. '-
The .25_ resistor serves to limit the base current in the power
"i| transistor. With a base-emitter voltage of about 2V on the power tran-
sistor in saturation and a collecto--emitter voltage of about 1V on each
_= drive transistor, a total voltage drop of about 4V is expected across "
!4 the transistors at saturation S=nce the supply voltage is 5V, a drop :;ill
of 1V is expected on this resistor at a base current of 4A. Thus the
-= value of .25_ was chosen.1
4.1.4 CHOPPER INDUCTOR DESIGN
The function of the chopper inductor is to reduce the switching
frequency of the chopper. A maximum chopper frequency no greater
than 5kHz was desired. This frequency would be attained when the
1984002382-172
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back emf was one half of the applied voltage. Under these consdJtions,
the on and off times of the chopper would be equal. It was decided to ..
use a current differential of 15A. That is, the chopper was turned off (
at a current level 15A higher than the current at which it was turned
on. On the basis of these values, the necessary inductance was calcu- -_
!ated as i
"_.
L = [vAT/All = [57.5 x .0001/15] = .383mH.
This inductance was to be obtained at 200A inductor current.
The core of the inductor was chosen as Allegheny-Ludlum Steel ._
Corporation lamination L-10, in .014 inch (.036 cm) thick AISI alloy
number M-15. A triple thick lamaination stack was used, so that the '.
cross-sectional area of the core, A was 1.25 inch (3.175 cm) by 3.75C
inch (9.525 cm). The window area was 1.5 inch (3.81 cm) by 3.5 inch
(8.89 cm). An air gap length, L of .125 tnch (.3175 cm) was used.
a
The effective air gap area was found by adding the gap length to each
of the cross-sectional dimensions as 1.375 inch (3.493 cm) by 3.875 inch
(9.843 cm). Thus the effective air gap area, Ag, was
t = 3.493 x 9.843 = 34.4 cm=Ag .
i and the permeance of the gap was Z
V
P = Agl_0/2L a = 34.4 x 10-" x 4_ x 10-7/2x.31.75 x 10-=
6.8 x 10-7 MKS units.
if the flux density in the core, BC, at 200A is taken to be 1.2 Tesla,
il with a stacking factor m" .94, then the flux density in the air gap is ..:.
= [Ac/Ag• Bg Bck s ]
i!i = 1.2 _ .94 x [1.25 _ 3.75/1.375 _ 3.875] = .992 Tesla. t
Then the mmf of the air gap is
F = B [la/P0] = .992 x .3175 x 10"= _ 2/[4_ , 10-7]
_= g g
.1
•. = 5013 AT.
At a flux density of 1.2 Tesla, the field intensity in the core is given
by the manufacturer's data as 40ersted or 318 AT per meter. The •-_'
:ength of the core is given as .38m, so that the mmf in the core is ' _'_
FC = LC x HC = .38 x 318 = 121 AT. \
Thus, the total mmf is 5134AT. If the current is 200A, then the num- :.
her of turns, _ ._
N = F/I = 5134/200 = 25 turns. _;_
169 "_'_'_'_";
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Since the reluctance of the core is almost negli9ible, the inductance can i ,.
be calculated as
" L = N2P = 252 x 6.8 x 10-_ = 425uH.
The windings were made of Number 8 AWG magnet wire, 25 turns/layer, :_
,5 layers/coil, 2 coils, giving a total of 10 strands in parallel.
I+ The length of the average turn is 13 inches. Thus, the length of
25 turn coil is 27.1 ft, The res=stance of Number 8 AWG w=re is
.794g/11)0() ft. The winding resistance is
R = 27.1 x .794,/10 = 2.15m_. This gives a calculated
copper loss at rated current of 120A of 31W. Since Number 8AWG cop-
per wire weighs 50 lb./1000 ft. the weight of the winding is
W = 27 x 10 x 50/1000 = 13.5 lb.
The core weight is given as !7.7 ID., so that the total weight of the !
- inductor is 31.2 lb. ,+
] +"
o
4.2 COOLING OF POWER CONDITIONER COMPONENTS
The power conditioner unit consists of seven Toshiba Giant
G-TR2SD648-1 transistors, [1], as well as eight International Rectif=er
4(X) Ampere fast recovery rectafiers, [2]. Both of these devices use a
I "hockey-puck" type package which allows double side cooling. The
maximum operating junction temperatures are 125°C and 175°C for the
transistor and diode respectively. To prevent failure of these devices
- due to excessive junction temperatures during the normal and peak op- ::,
crating conditions, temperature limits on the transitors and diodes of
115°C an 165°C were imposed in order to provide a 10°C minimum safety
margin.
'- Thermal data on these two devices can be found in References [1]
and [2]. Based upon this data, a simplified steady state thermal model
of these elements can be expressed in terms of three thermal resistanc-
es RjC, RCS, and RSA as shown in Figure (4.2-1). Here RjC repre- _.
sents the thermal resistance between the junction and the case while
RCS an RSA represent the thermal resistances between the case and the
sink and between the sink and ambient respectively. ,'
The power dissipated in these devices is assumed to _low from the
x
junction to the case, from the case to the heat sink, and finally from "_ +_++
the heat sink into ambient as shown in Figure (4.2-1). Consequently +
the dissipated power PD can be expressed in terms of the thermal re-
sistances - RjC, RCS RSA} and the junction, case, sink, and ambient -,_
temperatures -. Tj,T C, T S, T A) as follows: ;_
+.,,_,++_+
+ ++t-_,+,
'+++r' +_+t'
,_"+.3
+7+ " • +
'+-+- D + '+_"_
+
M llm_ Im _ ........ .r ,,,, -,,.,
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PD : [Tj TCJ,'RjC [Watts] (4.2-1) ,.
PD = [Tc Ts]/Rcs [Watts] _4 _-2)
PD = [Ts " TA]/RsA [Watts] (4.2-3)
Since both RjC and RCS are known from the data sheets,[]] and
[2], there is only one unknown parameter remaining and that is the
thermal resistance of the heat sinks.
The maxsmum allowable value of RSA such that the thermal I=mits of
the transistors and diodes are not exceeded can be determnned by exa-
i min0ng the operating points at which the losses are maximum. For the
two systems, subject of this report, this corresponds to the 35hp peak
operating point. Even though the 35hp peak rating is for one minute
only, which is less than the time requared to reach steady state temp-
• eratures, the heat sinks wore sized to handle this load continuously as
a safety precaution.
It will be assumed that at the 35hp operating point the inverter-mo-
tor system has an overall efficiency of 75_ with an input battery voltage
_,_ of 115V and the maximum ambient temperature of 50°C. The average dc "
_. current flowing into the inverter in this case would be ',
=
-_, IDC [(35 _ 746/0.751/115] = 302.7A (4.2-4)
:;_ At the peak rating point, the chopper transistor QM would be on conti-
_'_ nuously ar,d would therefore have to handle IDC continuously. The in-
";_ vert_r transistors on the other hand, see this current only one third of
_ the time. Therefore QM bears the heaviest thermal load at this operat-
ing point.
To calculate the chopper losses under these conditions requires the
!_% value of VCEsa t for the value of IDC given in Equation (4.2-4). The
_ transistor data sheets, [1] indicate that with a nominal base current of '
-_;_ 4 Amperes, the collector to emitter voltage drop of this transistor at a
Z current of 302.7 [A] is 1.40 [V]. Therefore the forward conduction
_ losses are :
, =
_ii_. PD = VCEsatlDc = 302.7 x 1.40 = 423.8[Watts] (4.2-5) -'i_
"_i Assuming that the junction temperature of the transistor is limited to Tj • _.
= 115°C, then the temperature differential between the sink and the '_ _io
, maximum ambient temperature of :_O°C is
T S T A = (115 - 423.8 . 0.04) 50 = 48.048°C (4.2-6)
Consequently the max=mum thermal resistance of the chopper transistor
heat sink, such that Tj is below 115°C, is given by:
172
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TIIERMAL MODEL OF TRANSISTORS AND DIODES
tTj t Tj
F'D PD _;
RCS --"O.O'C/W RCS = 0.045°C/W
TS Ttl i "
) RSA A
-_---.-T^ _ T^
_,s,,To,s D,oD,.,
'2
FIGURE (4.2-1) Steads' State Thermal Model of Power
Conditioner Transistors and Diodes
) 't TM
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RSA = 48.048/423.8 = 0.113[°C/W] (4.2-7)
; To reduce the overall system complexity and cost, it was decidtd j
not to use liquid cooling. Therefore only forced or nat,,'r._l ventilation
usin_ air as the heat transfer medium was examined. Also since both
the transistors and diodes use a hockey puck package, it Wd_ decided
to utilize double sided cooling to maximize the heat trz ,sfer.
Based upon the size of the transistors and the mounting clamps, a
heat sink with a width of fi_ • inches and a length cf about six inches
(.152 m) was determined as the minimum size required to adequately
! mount these transistors. These specifications were met by two six inch
j long heat sinks, Thermalloy Number 6740 heat sink extrusions, Refer-
ence [3].
The maximum allowable power dissipation vs CFM of air flow for thi',
heat sink are plotted in Figure (4.2-2) assuming a maximum junction
temperature of 115°C at ambient temperatures of 25 and 50° . These ."
_t_- curves were plotted using thermal data of this heat sink from data ob-
_ tained in Reference [3]. Notice that even at the maximum ambient
:'_ temperature of 50°C, this heat sink can handle the full 423.8 Watt load
•'_ with 96 CFM of forced ventiiation. Consequently this sink was chosen -
-_. since it is close to the minimum size heat sink n=cessary for the given
•, transistor cooling configuration.
__ In the case of the diodes, the length of the heat sinks was reduced
,4: from 6 inches (.452 m) to 4.5 inches (.114 m) due to a smaller diode
package and because of the higher allowable junction temperatures of
175°C (limited to 165°C). Since the maximum junction temperature of
:_** the diodes was limited to 165°C, the maximum power dissipations versus
_. CFM at ambient temperatues of 25 and 50°C was obtained using data
,- given in (3], and is plotted in Figure (4.2-3) The diode power loss "_
_:,_._ with a constant dc current of 300[A_ corresponding to 35hp is only
_'_. 332[W]. This amount of heat can easily be dissipated by the heat sink
\. ! without exceeding the Tj limit of 165°C.
._. The above mentioned diode and transistor heat sinks were mounted .
_ in a tunnel with the heat sink fins aligned with the axis of the tunnel.
•_i Two ventilation fans were n_unted at the end closest to the chopper
_-_ transistors in order to provide the coolest air for this switch. Temper-
ature measurements of the transistor and diode temper,_tures verified
:'_:t that all switching devices remained withir, safe temper=ture limits under ' _.
all operating conditons with the ventilation fans on. _.
4.3 POSITION SENSOR ;_
In order to control the firing of the inverter transistors during *_
commutation, it is necessary to know which state of the commutation se- , , _.,
quence is appropriate. It is thus necessary to sense the rotor position ' _:i a
• 174 '- " '' " ' jZ_.,e_*
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':_ and to find in which 60°E arc the rotor is positioned. This sensing is
accomplished by two sets of three Hall sensors mounted on the stator. ""
These Hall sensors are excited by a six pole permanent magnet field
mounted on the rotor.
4.3.1 SENSOR ROTOR
The assembly of the rotor of the position sensor is shown in Figure
I {4.3-1). Each of the six magnets shown is made of samarium-cobalt
i and has cross-sectional dimensions of .008m (.3in.) by .012m (.462
in.), These magnets are mounted on a hexagonal hub .021m (.8121n.)
across the flats. After mounting, potting and grinding the magnets, a
retaining sleeve is cemented in place on the outer diameter. This
: sleeve, made of soft magnetic steel, increases the pole span and pro-
vides structural integrity for the rotor at high speed to avoid depend-
it ing on the cement holding the magnets to the hub.
The flux density in the air gap is calculated to be .315 Tesla
(20.3KL/in2). t
o
_: 4.3.2 SENSOR STATOR
The stator assembly of the rotor position sensor (exclusive of the
-_:= housing and mounteng hardware) is shown in Figure (4.3-2). The lami-
:_ nations are made of 29 9uage AISI type M-15 steel. These are cement-- l
ed together and machined to receive the Hall effect sensors These sen- I
sors are spaced 20 ° apart mechanically, which provides a spacing of
6D°E. The second set of sensors Is mounted 130 ° from the first. .:
Thus, for advanced firing, the second set of sensors is located 390°E _,
(or 30°E) from the first set. As a result of this geometry, the output
of *' _ sensors is as shown in Figure 4.4-2 of the next section.
4.4 LOW LEVEL CONTROL ELECTRONICS
'!"_j The functeon of the low level control electronics is to control the ;
_.| ffring of the power transistors of the inverter and chopper in acroc- , ,.,_
dance with the rotor position, the commanded motoring or braking tor-
i_'l. que, the desired direction of rotation, and the need for advanced fir- ,,
ing. In addition, there are several protective functions which are
= Incorporated into this system. The circuit diagram of the low level ' "
control electronics is shown ir Figure (4.4-1). The dc power supply ,,,_,,.-
--. for the low level control electronics, as well as tt, base drives, was a "_ ,
commercially available multiple output supply.
ruff QUALITy _': _"
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4.4.1 THE PROM OF POO_ (_U_L/Ty
The heart of the control electronics network is a 256 x 8 bit PROM ' ""
1 •which is composed of two N82S126 PROMs operating in parallel. Theeight" input signals to this PROM are the six rotor position outputs(normal and advanced firing), th_ forward/reverse signal, and the nor-mal/advanced firing signal. Six of the eight outputs (three on each
PROM) are used for controlling the inverter transistors. The other two
outputs (one on each PROM) are used to control an alarm circuit to
shut down the inverter in the case of an illegal set of inputs from the
rotor position sensor.
Figure (4.4-2) is a timing diagram showing the state of the six out-
puts of the rotor position sensor for any shaft position, together with
the necessary state of the inverter transistors for proper torque pro-
duction. On the basis of this diagram, the contents of the PROM are
chosen as in Table 4.4.1. In setting up this table, the input number
is the hexadecimal equivalent of the binary number a7a6asa4a3a2ala 0
where a7 = normal/advanced firing signal (I = advanced).
a6 = forward/reverse signal (I = reverse)
a5 = rotor position sensor output C'
w
a4 = rotor position sensor output B'
a3 = rotor position sensor output A'
ro,o ,eo,oo  u,
• I
t al = rotor position sensor output B .
a0 = rotor position sensor output A.
Thus, for a command of forward, advanced firing when A, A' and B'
are high and B,C and C' are low, the input number would be 10110100 _.
_'/ binary or B4 hexadecimal. _-:
ili
The output number is the hexadecimal equivalent of the binary num-
ber b7b6bsb4b3b2blb 0 where
b 7 = output 4 of PROM U4 (0 = alarm)
b 6 = output 3 of PROM U4 (0 = Q6 on)
b 5 = output 2 of PROM U4 (0 = Q5 on) , ':_
! b4 = output 1 of PROM U4 (0 = Q4 on) ._
b3 = output 4 of PROM U3 (0 = alarm)
b 2 : output 3 of PROMU3 (0 = Q3 on) :
b1 = output 2 of PROM U3 (0 = Q2 on) "_ "_-
b0 = output 1 of PROM U3 (0 = QI on)
179 -
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Reverse !
Normal Advanced
Position A B C Q1 2 3 4 5 6 A' B' C' Q1 2 3 4 5 6
0
30 000 010100 0 0 0 010001
60 000 0 101 00 1 0 0 010100
90 1 0 0 0 0 I 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 ;_
120 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
150 1 1 0 00 1 0 1 0 1 1 O 0 0 1 1 0 0
180 I i 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0
210 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0
240 1 1 1 1 00 0 1 0 O 1 1 1 0 00 i 0
270 O 1 1 1 0 00 0 1 0 1 1 1 000 1 0 _ .
300 0 1 1 1 0 00 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1
330 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 _
360 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 '_i"
Forward
Normal Advanced
A B C QI 2 3 4 5 6 A' B' C' Q1 2 3 4 5 6
0
30 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 1 0
60 0 0 0 1 0 0 01 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
90 100 100001 1 0 0 100001
120 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 C 0 1 0 0 0 1
150 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 C 0 10 0 0 1
180 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 I 0 0
210 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0
240 1 1 1 Ol 0 100 0 1 i 001100
270 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 I 10 0
300 Ol 1 001 i00 0 0 1 001010
330 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0
360 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 I 0
FIGURE (4.4-2) Timing Diagram (RPS - Inverter)
IBl
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_ Thus, for the previous example with an input of B4, the output from
Table (4.4.1) would be 11101011 binary or EB hexadecimal. It should
; be noted that this PROIViconfiguration permits advanced firing for eith- ..
er direction of rotation.
tn addition to the data inputs, each PROM chip has two inhibit
:. gates, CE1 and CE2. The presence of a positive voltage on either gate
will prevent any output from going negative and thus turns off the in-
verter transistors. One of these inhibit gates is used to turn off the
inverter during regeneration. The signal to accomplish this is taken
from the brake potentiometer through U2A and U8B to inhibit gate CE1.
• second signal which can operate this inhibit gate through U8B is the
current inhibit signal from pulse generator U9A. The second inhibit
j gate, CE2, is controlled by the flip-flop U9B, which is actuated by any
alarm signal received from NAND gate U7C.
._._ 4.4.2 TORQUE CONTROL AND BRAKING '.
_" The control of the torque of the machine in both motoring and re-
._._ generative braking modes is accomplished by controlling the current
_-_ flowing to or from the machine. This is done by measuring the current "
_,; in the chopper inductor, comparing it to a referen_.e signal coming from "
,_-,_ the accelerator or brake potentiometer, and turning the chopper tran- '
_/ sistor on or off according to whether the difference is positive or" nega-
,_ rive by a sufficient amount.
_t_- The inductor current is sensed by measuring the mmf around the
_, inductor lead with a pair of Hall sensors which will be described in the
_- next section. The outputs of these sensors are amplified by operational
,_.'=" amplifiers U1C and U1D. These op-amps also remove the bias from the
_o, sensor signals. At the same time, the output of the accelerator or ,-
;_. _ brake potentiometers is being filtered and bu'fered by op-amps U1A andU1B.
.;__" For motoring control, the output of U1A, which becomes more nega- :
:_ tive as the accelerator setting is increased, is added to the output of .
_e_ UlC, which becomes more positive as the inductor current increases.
_- The input to pin 4 of USA will be positive f the inductor current ex-
_,. coeds the commanded value and negative if it is sm_ller than the com-
:_.._. manded value. A small amount of positive feedback is provided to pin 5 . _.i"
_,'i of USA to generate a hysteresis of about 15A in the inductor current. , .;_
.:_ If the inductor current is high enough _) overcome the hysteresis of . /
".: USA, the output of this comparator wil! be low, causing the output of i :i_iI
_ij NAND gate U7A to be high, the output of NAND gate UTB t_ be low,
., turning off the 2N2222 transistor _nd, therefore, turning off the chop- _ , _
per transistor. If the inductor current is low enougi, to overcome the _ _'
_ hysteresis of USA, an opposite switc'hing effect occurs, turning on the I :,'_
! chopper transistor, providing the inhibit inputs 1 and 2 of NAND gate t, _..';
U7A are positive, i * "
182
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TABLE (4.4-1) PROM CONTENTS WUALl_
• !
PROH COI_TENTS _ S
Regenerative braking is controlled by an identical process. Addi-
tionally, when a braking command is generated by the brake potentiom- ..
eter, the output of U2A is switched negative. The negative output of
U2A performs three functions:
,i
:,. 1. the output of the accelerator comparator U5A is c;amped low;
2. the relay which switches the chopper transistor from the mo-
toring to the braking configuration is driven to the braking
position through the time delay circuit of U2C; and
3. a negative pulse is generated by the exclusive OR gates U10A
and U10B, which is transmitted through AND gate USA to pulse
l generator U9A. This triggers a 5(X)ms negative pulse, which
inhibits the firing of the chopper transistor and the inverter
transistors during the time of the relay switc',_ing. Thus, the
relay is never _:arrying appreciable current during the switch-
ing operation.
4 4.4.3 THE CURRENT SENSOR
_ .
It became evident early in the design process that the use of a
_"_ shunt for currenZ sensing would introduce a large power loss. In ord- ,
"_ er to avoid this loss, an electronic sensor using Hall effect devices was
_: designed and built. This sensor detected the magnetic field surround-
ing the wire carrying the current and generazed a voltage proportional ,
;" to the field intensity.
.,_ , The Hall effect sensors used were Sprague Electric Company type
_,: UGN-3501T Linear Output "Hall Effect" Sensors. These sensors have a '
_,_' nominal output voltage of 3.6 Volts with no magnetic field. This output _
_:-_' voltage varies by about 6.67 Volts per Tesla of magnetic flux. The
_ : maximum linear range of the device is about -*0.2 Tesla. In order to
_ ; obtain the maximum sensitivity appropriate to this application, the flux
_ density of 0.2 Tesla should correspond to 300A. Such a flux density
_" required the use of a magnetic core.
L_ A ferrite core (Magnetics Incorporated type 41605-TC materiel G)
_ was placed around the wire in order to increase the magnetic field clue
to the current. It was desired to obtain a flux density of 0.2 Tesla ' :
-,I with only one turn of wire. This would permit the sensor to be slipped , t_.
"Ji
Jl over the wire. To achieve such a flux density would require an air I
gap of .074 inches. This would be _oo smell to insert the Hall effect i ,
i devices. Thus, air of .093 inches (.236 cm) used. This i _,_°en g_P was
• air gap, at a magnetomotive force of 300 Ampere-turr_s, has a field in- '_ _
tensity of 1.27 x 10_ Ampere-t_,_ns per meter which corresponds to a i'_ _
flux density of .16 Tesla. Given the sensitivity of the Hall effect dev- _./_
ices, the output of the device changes by about 1 Volt at an inductor ,
current of 300 Ampere. _ ._
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•4.4.4 PROVISION FOR SERIES-PARALLEL OPERATION 1
7
At the outset of the project, it was not cJear whether the drive cycle l
requirements for acceleration could be met with a limiting current of
about 300 Amperes. For this reason, provision was made to double the
number of turns per phase, and so to double the torque constant, by
using two sets of coils which could be connected either in a series or !
parallel configuration. A relay was to be usrd to accomplish this
switching. Provision for driving this relay has been provided in the :
control electronics.
A switch has been provided which furnishes a si9nal to the inputs
of U2D, UIOC, and U10D. The output of U2D can be used t_ control a j
pair of power transistors to drive a relay which would accomplish the i
series-parallel switching operation. The exclusive OR gates UIOC and |
U10D generate a negative pulse any time the selector switch is operated
in either direction which triggers the current inhibit pulse generator
U9A to turn off the chopper and inverter transistors during the
switching operation. i,
A commercially available relay capable of performin9 this switching
operatioP would have been prohibitively expensive. An attempt was
made to fabricate a relay which would take advantage of the "dry |
switching" characteristic of the application. This relay did not perform | °
satisfactorily. Since it was found that the system permitted perfor- d
mance within the specified drive cycle without this series-parallel Am
switching provision, the relay an its associated power transistors were V
removed. This does restrict the accelerating capability at low speed,
even though the sytem performance is within specifications. For this
reason, the low-level electronics still retains this switching capability to
permit the addition of the relay, if desired.
4.4.5 PROTECTIVE CIRCUITS
In Section 4.4.1, the provision for alarm signals to deactivate the
PROM and turn off the inverter transistors was mentioned. There are
three such alarm signals incorporated into the system: .
=
1. The fourth output of either PROM will go negative if that PROM
, receives an illegal input from the rotor pos;tion sensor.
2. Failure of a current sensor will cause the alarm buss to go ne ....
gative. *
3. Ex;essive inductor current will cause the alarm buss to go ne- .....
gative. _,
The first of these alarm functions was discussed in Section 4.4.1.
•
The last two ful:ctions are accomplished primarily in comparator chip _.
U6. _
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Elements U6A and U6B are used to detect the failure of a current
sensor. Since the two sensors are used in opposite senses (that is,
one goes more positive and one more negative for increasing current),
the sum of the two outputs should remain near zero. This sum is
_ formed in U2B and applied to comparators U6A and U6B in opposite
; senses. Thus, an excessive discrepancy of either polarity between the
two sensor outputs will generate an alarm signal.
Comparator elements U6C an U6D are used to detect an excessive
current of either polarity through the .ductor and to generate an
alarm signal by drawing down the output buss.
It should be noted that when the output of flip-flop U9B is in the
alarm state (pin 9 low), this signal is fed to the NAND gate UTA as
well as to the PROM. In this way, the chopoer transistor, as well as
J the inverter transistors, is turned off during any alarm condition.
Any time an alarm triggars U9B, there is a visual indication of this
in the LED connected to the output of the flip-flop.
i
,h, I
" ! k_
('
I
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5.0 PERFORMANCE OF MACHeNE-PO_,,_-R CONDITIONER
SYS" EMS
In this chapter, the results of testing of the samarium cobalt and
strontium ferrite based machines, whose designs were described in
Chapter (3.0), when both machines dre operated by the power condi-
tioner detailed earlier 'n Chapter (4.0), are detailed for both the mo-
tormg and regeneration modes.
j First the test setups used in o_taining all the experimental data are
detailed in Section (5.1). The raw data resulting from the testing pro-
cess is given in Section (5.2), while the methods of power loss and ef-
ficiency calculations are given in Section (5.3). In Section (5.4), some
. resulting data corrections are introduced, in addition to MPC syste=,_
loss interpolation formulas. FinalPy, in Section (5.6) the MPC system_' -'
losses and efficiencies under the standard SAE J227-a SchedtJle D drive
cycle are obtained. -"
_< 5.1 TEST SETUPS OF MPC SYSTEMS
(!)
The bulk ef the performance test data were obtained during MPC
system tests ,,hich were conducted using a test setup (1) depicted
_ schemtically in Figure (5.1-1). In this test setup, the MPC system un-
_.., dergoin9 testing is connectd to (¢nergizgd from) adc supply which
_." contists of a motor-generator (MG) set filtered with a shunt capacitance =
*_ :. of about 0_1 Farad to simulate a battery. Proper current, voltage, and
'.. power instrumentation at the conditioner dc input side, and at the ma-
_;. chine (armature) ac input terminals is indicated in Figure (5.1-1).
,:, The machine is connected through a torque transducer and a pulley- :
":_,,_ belt system to the dynamometer. Proper torque and sr',:ed instrumenta-
: tion are shown in the schematic of Figure (5.1-1). P_uper instrumenta-
_! tion for machine and condit=oner temperatures was achieved by I
'_. thermocouples. The instrumentation for a number of these variables _
.... was connected to a data acquisition (DA) system as indicated schemati-
cally in Figure (5.1-1), and detailed for the 16 channels of the DA j _
_ system in Table (5.1-I),
it must be emphasized th.lt this se,up (1) permits the flow of power ifrom the dc supply, through the MPC system, to the dynamometer and ., '_ _'.
vice versa, as indicated by the arrows uf power flow in Figure, (5.1-I). i
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TABLE (5.1-1). IDENTIFICATION OF FUNCTIONS
OF DATA LOGGER CHANNELS. ""
:: CHANNEL FUNCTION
;-- 1 (Ambient) Room Temperature °C, e1
2 End bell (front) °C, 82
3 End bell (rear) (RPS Housing) °C, e3
4 Motor housing (center) °C, 04
5 Motor core (center of stack) °C, 85
j 6 Motor core (end of sack) °C, e6
• 7 Motor end turns °C, 87!
8 Inverter Transistor Case °C, 08
9 Chopoer Transistor Case °C, B9
-_--- 10 Inverter diode sink °C, el0
i_:" 11 Chopper diode case °C, Bll
12 Air intake to PCU °C, e12 .
13 Air exhaust from PCU °C
,_ , B13
".... 14 Average input dc current (before capactor-bank) _.
_" , amperes, I
_\ :
.o_,:., 15 Average input dc voltage (parallel to
capacitor-bank) volts, V
;_"'_ 16 Motor torque ft. Ib (Feet-pound), T
'=:,_1
i'!!
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s iTABLE (5.1-2) IDENTIFICATION OF INSTRUMENTATION IN TEST
SETUP (1) - SEE FIGURE (5.1-1). !. ""
INSTRUMENT FUNCTION IDENTIFICATION AND TYPE
V1 Voltmeter Monitor Labs, Inc., Data Logger,
Model 9300, S/N 96
(Voltmeter for Comparison: Fluke,
Digital Multimeter, Model 8012A,
S/N 2190862)
A 1 Ammeter Monitor Labs, Inc., Data Logger,
Model 9300, S/N 96 with a
200A/10OmV Shunt,
G.E. Number 50-140034RLAA
W1 Wattmeter Clarke Hess, Digital V-A-W meter,
Model 255, S/N 440, with T and M
Research Products, Inc., Coaxial
Shunt, Model K 20,000-40, S/N 7914
W2 Wattmeter Clarke Hess, Digital V-A-W meter,
Model 255, S/N 240, with T and M
] Research Products, Inc., Coaxial .Shunt, Model K 20,000-40, S/N 6011 i
_- T 1 Torque Torque Sensor-Lebow Associates,
_r_ Transducer Inc.-Model 1604-2k, S/N 406, with
_I Transducer Indicator-LebowAssociates, I c.-Model 7535,
S/N 428 (Also recorded by
_-Ill Data Logger identified above)
- N1 Tachometer General Radio Strobotac, Model
!i 1531-AB, Inland Instrument
Number E13
-- Temperatures Type J Thermocouple Wire With
:1 Data Logger identified above -Thirteen Temperatures Throughout
,_.a MPC system, See Table (5,1-1)
:4
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I
:-i FIGURE (5.1-2) Setup (1) When Testing the
_- Samarium Cobalt Machine °
?; "i
" i
I ,, -_
4 i. i¢ ! ,.;',_
(
FIGURE (5.1-3) Setup (1) When Testing the t '_ iiStrontium Ferrite Machine t \i,: '_:
192 BLAC.K AND WHITIEPHOTO(],AII)I.I _
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1Thus, setup (1) provides the capabilities necessary for testin 9 the MPC
systems in the motoring as well as the regenerating modes of operation. _'"
Proper identification of the various instruments used in Setup (1) is
given in Table (5.1-2). Photographs of the Setup (1) while conducting ,,
tests on the MPC systems are shown in Figures (5.1-2) and (5.1-3).
Setup (2)
Due to production scheduling constraints at the manufacturers' 'i
premises, a limited number of motoring test runs on both MPC systems
had to be carried out using setup (2), which is shown schematically in
Figure (5.1-4). In this test setup, the MPC system undergoing testing
is connected to (energized from) a static converter dc supply. Proper
current, voltage, and power instrumentation at the conditioner dc input
• | side, and at the machine (armature)ac input terminals is indicated in| this figure. The machine undergoing testing is solidly coupled to the
i Phase (I) machine, which in turn functions as an alternator (generator) ,
the ouput of which is dissipated in adjustable load racks (adjustable re-
sistance load), with proper o tput instrumentatio . Proper instrumen-
tation for machine and conditioner temperatures was through thermocou- ! "
pies. !
It must be emphasized that this Setup (2) permits the flow of power
from the dc supply, through the MPC sytem, to the Phase (I) machine _ o
'_! which is acting as an alternator, in one direction as indicated by the _ 'arrow of power flow in Figure (5.1-4). Thus Setup (2) provides for
4 testing the MPC systems in the motoring mocle of operation only. Prop-
- er identification of the various instruments used in Setup (2) is given
in Table (5.1-3). Photographs of this test setup are shown in Figure
4= (5.1-5) and (5.1-6).
1
The results of testing the samarium cobalt and strontium ferrite
_= based machines to determine their various performance characteristics, ;qB
when operating in conjunction with the power conditioner detailed in ._
_'l Chapter (4.0), are given in the next secion. The bulk of the testing
runs for both machines were performed using the testing Setup (1),
-- Figure (5.1-1), while the remaining runs were performed using the
testing Setup (1), Figure (5.1-4).
193 _ii: _
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J TABLE (5.1-3) IDENTIFICATION OF INSTRUMENTATION IN TEST ..
J SETUP (2) - SEE FIGURE (5.1-2)
F
,i I INSTRUMENT FUNCTION IDENTIFICATION AND TYPE
I V 1 Voltmeter Fluke, Digital Multimeter, Model
t 8021A, S/N 2190765
J A 1 Ammeter FIJ-ke, Digital Multimeter, Model
J 8050A, S/N 2856340, with T and M
J Research Products, Inc., Coaxial
J Shunt, Model K20,000-40, S/N 6Oll
i' /_ J W2 Wattmeter Clarke Hess, Digital V-A-W meter,
Model 255, S/N 440, with T and M
._ Research Products, Inc., Coaxial
Shunt, Model K20,000-40, S/N 7914
N1 Tachometer Shimpo Ind. Co., Ltd., Digitacho
_- DT-IO3B, S/N 770430 "
_!_.. A2 _, A3 Ammeters Weston, AC Ammetrs, Model 433, ..
.,. S/N 182976 and S/N 183051, with
:;:_ Electrical Instrument Service Inc., -
_., Current Transformers, Model TR-2A ,
-_;_, S/N ES9089 and S/N ES9090, '
';_ respectively
_.. W3 Wattmeter Sensitive Research, Polyphase :
__: J Wattmeter, Model PDLW, S/N ' "
".-_o_ j ES10728, With the above mentioned
,_;-. J Current Transformers. J
_S, "
_,
-,
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_:;i FIGURE (5.1-5) Setup (2) When Testing
_i i Samarium Cobalt Machine
V
t" \
_ .
d ;:
FIGURE (5.1-61 Setup (2) When Testing _Z_
Strontium Ferrite Machine \i;
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._ 5.2 Tb.ST RESULTS OF MPC SYSTEMS
• THE SAMARIUM COBALT BASED MACHINE
The samarium cobalt based machine, the design of which is detailed
t in Chapter (3.0), was built and t_sted while in operation in conjuction
•I with the power conditioner, whose design was detailed in Chapter
Jt (4.0),under various load conditions. This included a two hour run at a |!
, rated load of 15 hp (11.2 kw) motor output, followed immediately by a !
one minute run at a peak load of 35 hp (26.1 kw) motor output. For
the purpose of identification of the various load runs, the run numbers
are plotted in Figure (5.2-1), with coordinates designated by the in- *"
ductor current (which is approximately proportional to the developed
torque) versus the machine speed, that is, the points are plotted in the _-
Ampere-RPM plane. This data was recorded when the machine was op-
erated with parallel connected armature paths.
The dc inductor current is not to be confused with the dc line cur-
rent which is delivered from the source to the MPC system during too- _,
toting, and delivered from the MPC system to the source during regen- _ :_
eration. Notice that without chopping, the dc inductor current is
approx=mately equal to the dc line current, whereas during chopping
the inductor current is considerably greater than the dc line current.
Each run is identified in this current - speed plane of Figure
(5.2-1) by a run identification number These identification numbers "-_
do not follow any pattern in this diagram, but are rather based on the
sequence in which these runs were performed, These numbers have
been preserved in their original form in order to make it easier to re-
late to the raw data in these investigators' files. Thus, as far as the
reader is concerned, the run identification numbers are of no conse- ;-
quence, except for book keeping purposes. Notice, in the current-
speed plane, Figure (5.2-1), only one run, namely run 98, required
advanced commutation by 30° in the inverter bridge. This ruv, which _,
,_ is the peak load run of 35 hp (26.1 kw) motor output is designated by ._
a cross (+] rather than the usual dots for normal runs with no ad- ./'_
_ vanced commutation (firing). It should be pointed out that run 64 is ,_._
that in which the MPC system was loaded for two continuous hours at __,_._
its rated output of 15 hp (11.2 kw). _"._
The results of the various runs (for the motoring mode) in the in- _,_
ductor current-speed plane of Figure (5.2-1) are given in Table _._._(5.2-1) except for the two hour rated hp run number 64, which is i_i_<
given separately in Tables (5.2-2) and (5.2-3]. Table (5.2-2) contains , _:-=
the various MPC system current, voltage, input and output power, tot- _-
que, as well as speed values taken at increments of 5 minutes through- '_
out the test period of 125 minutes, while Table (5.2-3] contains the "_?i_,
.... '" ' "' "" 197
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TestRunsfor
) SamariumCobaltMachlne/ParallelCon_ection
309, _59 '
+9
153 154 155 68
i
149 150 151 152 67
• $ • • 7q_O 1 64
;. 100
148 7B 13 70 •66
_'__ • • • •
065
•_, _ 7tl_ 74 72 69, • • •
lO,O00• s,ooo R_
_vj _ 94 90 86 82 78
83 79
¢
1
9_ g2 88 84 80 . ',Q • • •
:., _ 1 IO_ I00 IOZ 108 i %
"_ 200' J
I lOT I05 I01 103 logQ • • • Q
.I + Advinc_ C_nmtatlon(Firing)by 30°e .k( )
• NormalC_._tation ' * .*,:,.
FIGURE (5,2-1) Inductor Current (Torque) Speed ' _ <.._-
Plane for the Samarium Cobalt Machine With , " *)/,'"
ParallelConnected Armature Paths. \'_:_kfl_
oF
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thirteen temperatures previously defined in Table (5.1-1), recorded at |
increments of ,5 minutes, also throughout the 125 minutes run 64• I ""In Tables (5.2-1) and (5.2-2), the following symbols designated the
various currents, voltages, input and output powers, torque, as well as
speed in the MPC system under consideration:
I = dc line current (not to be confused with inductor current)
of MPC system in Ampres (A),
V = dc supply voltage into MPC system in Volts (V),
Pin = total power input into MPC system includin 9 200 Watts con-
sumed by the low level control electronics, in Watts (W),
T = shaft output torque of motor in Newton Meters (NM),
N = the motor shaft speed in RPM,
and
Pout = total shaft output power from the MPC system in Watts
(W).
- Notice that in Tables (5.2-1) and (5.2-2) there is an entry for eech
_1 data set which indicates whether such data was obtained using the test
Setup (1) of Figure (5.1-1), or such data was obtained using the _est
:_ Setup (2) of Figure (5.1-4).
Furthermore, the ambient temperature, 81, the motor core (center
stack) temperature, e5, the motor end turn temperature, 07 , the in-
._ verter transistor case temperature, 08, and the chopper transistor casetemperature, 09,are plotted over the 125 minutes duration of the rated
- 15 hp run number 64, in Figure (5.2-2), when the power conditioner
,tl was tested in conjunction with the samarium cobalt based machine•
; The results of the various runs for the regeneration mode in the
current-speed plane of Figure (5.2-1) are given for this samarium co-
balt based machine in Table (5.2-4). This table contains the var.ous
;a MPC system, current, voltage, input and output power, torque as well
as speed values. Also, one must notice that in this table, P. repre-in
sents a mechanical input which is used to drive the samarium cobalt ma-
chine as a generator feeding a six legged converter (full wave rectifier
bridge) that is equal to the torque times the speed. Meanwhile, Pout
represents the gross electric power returned to the battery from the
MPC system minus 200 Wai:ts consumed in the low level control electron-
ics. These runs were performed exclusively using test Setup (1), Fig-
ure (5.1-1), where power flow reversal was possible.
Q
°.
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TABLE (5.2-1] TES_" DATA OF MOTORING RUNS FOR THE
SAMARIUM COBALT BASED MACHINE WHEN ARMATURE PATHS _ All
WERE CONNECTED IN PARALLEL
*When Test Setup (27 Was Used, These Variables Were
Obtained Indirectly by Calculations from Measured
Quantities
RUN TEST N, I, T, V, P. Pin ' out'
No. Setup RPM Amps NM Volts Watts Watts
65 1 9830 38.14 4.07 115.86 5618.9 4189.6
66 1 8960 83.98 6.75 116.23 9961.0 6333.4
67 ! 8230 127.74 15.25 115.78 14989.7 13143.1
68 1 7200 197.10 25.08 115.90 13043.9 18909.9
69 1 7140 9,72 1.69 115.97 1327.2 1263.6
70 1 7180 43.00 5.76 115.85 5181.5 4330.9 -,'
71 1 8000 119.04 14.57 116.01 14009.8 12206.1
72 1 5400 7.46 1.35 115.28 1060.0 763.4 -"
73 1 54L,_ 33.36 5.76 114.57 4022.0 3258,5
74 1 3600 5.24 2.03 115.98 807.7 765.3
75 1 3600 22.84 6.10 116.13 2852.4 2299.6
76 1 1790 3.24 2.03 115.90 575.5 380.5
98 1 6900 290.08 36.27 116.93 34119.0 26207.5 i
J
148 2 1865 14.10 6.42* 116.20 1838.4 1254.5"
149 2 1814 29 6 13.37" 115.70 3624.7 2539.8*
150 2 3600 63 1 15.34* 115.70 750.7 5784.6*
151 2 5400 85 6 15.26" 117.00 10215.2 8631 1"
•
152 2 7165 98 4 13.15" 115.4 11555.4 9864.8* ,.
153 2 1812 58 9 23.90* 115.3 6991.2 4536.1"
154 2 3758 106 50 25.13" 117.70 12735.0 9962.9*
155 2 5620 148 90 24.80 118.£X) 17804.2 1453,9"
156 2 1935 86 80 31.10 115.20 10199.4 6301.9*
157 2 3700 152 O0 32.39" 117.00 17984.0 12548.4"
158 2 5428 222 90 32.60 117.60 26413.0 18330.0*
159 2 3720 221 30 38.05* 117.00 26092.1 14824.1"
0
._.
g ,-_
3_
:A
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TABLE (5.2-2) TEST DATA OF THE 15 hp RATED OUTPUT 125 ""
MINUTES RUN NO. 64 FOR THE SAMARIUM COBALT BASED
MACHINE WHEN ARMATURE PATHS WERE CONNECTED IN
PARALLFL-TEST SETUP (1) WAS USED,
DATA TAKEN EVERY 5 MINUTES
TIME N, I, T, V, Pin Pout
Min. RPM AMPS NM Volts Watts Watts
0 8560 110.86 12.88 115.32 12984.4 11545.9
5 8510 110.14 12.54 115.50 12921.2 11176.4
J 10 8550 109.60 12.54 115.43 12851.1 11228.9
15 8580 109.82 12.54 115.39 12872.1 11267.1
20 8600 109.38 12.54 115.66 12850.9 11293.4
25 8570 110.46 12.54 115.46 12953.7 11254.0
30 8660 110. O0 12.20 115.84 12932.3 11066.0 ,..
_-" 35 8620 109.72 12 54 115.48 12870.5 11219.7
_'_. 40 868,3 109.38 12,54 115.89 12t:76.0 11398.4 ,,,,
_' 45 8700 109.46 12,20 116.05 12902.8 11114.9
",° 50 8680 110.16 12.20 115.99 12977.4 11089,4 ,
,; 55 8660 110.12 12.20 115.89 12961 8 11063,8
60 8640 110.64 12.54 115.81 13013.2 11345 9
j"- 65 8660 109.98 12.20 115.88 12944,5 11063 8 alB
_', 70 8660 110.28 12.20 115.87 12978.1 11063 8
_, 75 8660 110.64 12.20 115.87 13019.9 11063 8
':. 80 8660 110.56 12.20 115.83 13017.2 11063 8 :
,"_, 85 8630 111.42 12.54 115.88 13111.3 11332 8 '
,-_, 90 8650 111.64 12.20 116.03 13153.6 11051 1 ,,
":' 95 8650 111.88 12.54 116,18 13198,2 11359.0
, _' 100 8660 111.80 12.54 115.94 13162.1 11372 2 ,."
_'_ 105 8660 110.74 12.20 115.99 13135.2 11063 8 , F_:
:,_ 110 8660 111.40 12.54 116.03 13049.2 11063 8
_'i 115 8660 111.40 12.20 116.00 13085.6 11063 8
-_:_ 120 8660 111.14 12.20 115.94 13985.5 11063 8 '
:_ 125 8660 111.14 12 20 116.10 13135.9 11063 8
%, !
-r
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TABLE (5.2-3) TEMPERATURE TEST DATA OF THE MPC SYSTEM
(SAMARIUM COBALT BASED MACHINE) FOR THE 15 hp RATED JOUTPUT 125 MINUTES RUN NO. 64 AS INDICATED BYTHEROMOCOUPLES DEFINED IN TABLE (5.1-1)-TEST SETUP (1)
WAS USED, DATA TAKEN EVERY 5 MINUTES
Time, 81, 82, 83 94 05 06 "i
Min. °C °C °C °C °C °C
_j
0 24.2 29.2 29.1 37.7 40.4 41.6
5 24.5 36.2 33.2 49.8 57.3 5P. 7
10 24.6 42.7 38.0 60.2 71.7 72.8
15 24.6 48.6 42.8 68.7 83.6 84.4 _
20 24.7 53.9 46.5 75.9 93.5 94.1 _
25 25.2 58.6 50.8 82.2 102 0 102 6
30 25.1 62.7 54.3 87.7 109 3 109 8 _ ,
35 25.4 66.2 57.4 92.3 115 4 115 7 !
40 25.4 69.2 59.5 96.0 120 6 120 8 _ ,-
45 25.6 72.0 62.5 99.7 125 0 125 2 _.
50 25.9 74.1 64.2 102.3 129 0 129 0 |
55 25.9 76.1 66.1 104.8 132 4 132.3 _ ,60 26.1 78.0 67 6 106.7 135.3 135.2 _ ,
65 26.0 79.5 68 7 108.8 137 9 137,7 =,..
70 26.2 80.7 69 8 111.0 140 1 139.8 V
75 26.2 82.0 71 2 112.3 141 9 141.7 : .
80 26.2 83.1 72 1 113.6 143 6 143.3
85 26.4 84.0 73 0 114.8 145 2 144.8
90 26.6 85.0 73 1 115.6 146 7 146.3
95 26.6 85.8 73 8 116.6 147 9 147.6
100 26.8 86.5 74 5 117.3 149 2 148 8 _',
105 26.6 87.1 74 7 118.3 150 2 149 8
110 27.0 87.7 74 8 119.3 151 2 150 6
115 26.8 88.4 75 5 119.7 1,51 7 151 2
120 26.9 88.6 76 1 119.8 152 3 151 8
125 27.2 89.1 76 0 120.3 153 0 152 5
I
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_. TABLE (5.2-3) Continued
i Time, 87, 88, 09, 810, e11, B12, e13
• - I Min. °C °C °C °C °C °C °C
0 41.6 28.3 32.8 27.3 27.4 25.6 27 3
5 59.3 29.3 36.2 29. I 29.1 25.8 28 3
10 73.7 29.8 37.5 30.5 30.1 26.0 28 9
15 85.5 30.1 38.2 31.5 31.0 25.7 29 4
20 95.4 30.3 38.7 32.2 31.6 26.2 29 8
25 103.8 30.7 39. I 32.7 31.9 26.5 30 1
J 30 111.1 31.1 39.3 33.0 32.2 26.8 30 3
35 117.2 31.2 39.5 33.2 32.6 27.0 30 6
: 40 122.3 31.6 39.8 33.6 32.8 27.1 31 1
45 126.7 32.0 40.3 34.0 33.2 27.6 31 3
50 130.5 32.2 40.4 34.2 33.6 28.0 31 7
*L_ 55 133.8 32.3 40.7 34.6 33.9 27.8 31 8 "
60 136.8 32 7 41.0 34.9 34.2 28.1 32 1
,;_ 65 139.3 32 8 41.3 35.1 34.3 28.2 32 3 '"
*,; 70 141.4 32 9 41.4 35.3 34.7 28.8 32 6
_ 75 143.3 33 2 41.6 35.6 34.8 28.0 32 7 "
.... 80 145.0 33 5 41.6 35.7 35.0 28.3 32 8 i
_. 85 146.6 33 5 41.9 36.0 35.2 29.0 33 2 ;
_ 90 148.0 33 5 42.0 36.2 35.4 29.0 33 2 _1_
95 149.3 33 5 42.2 36.2 35.5 28.7 33 2 :* _;_,
" 100 150.5 33 7 42.3 36.4 35.6 28.9 33 5
":',_ 105 151.6 33 7 42.3 36.5 35.6 28.8 33 5
:_, 110 152.3 33 9 42.5 36.6 36.0 29.4 33 8
' 115 153.0 33 8 42.5 36.6 36.0 29.0 33 8
_._- 20 .6 . .8 .1 . .8 ,_'-
:L_- 125 154.2 34 0 42.7 36.9 36.2 29.1 34.0 :"_°1
,t .
i
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5.2.2 THE STRONTIUM FERRITE BASED MACHINE
The strontium ferrite based machine, tile design of which is also
detailed in Chapter (3.0), was built and tested while in operation in
conjunction with the power conditioner developed in the course of this
investigation, see Chapter (4.0). Testing was carried out under vari-
ous load conditions. This included a two hour run at rated load of 15
hp (11.2 kw) motor output, followed immediately by a one minute run at
a peak load of 3,5 hp (26.1 kw) motor output. The dc chopper inductor
current, and the speed recorded for each of these test runs, as well as
those corresponding inductor currents and speeds for all other perti-
nent load runs are plotted in the chopper inductor current (Am-
peres)-speed (RPM) plane of Figure (5.2-3). This data was recorded
when the machine was operated with parallel connected armature paths.
Again, the dc inductor current is not to be confused with the dc line
current which is delivered from the source to the MPC system during
motoring, and delivered from the MPC system to the source during re-
generation. Again, notice that without chopping the dc inductor cur-
rent is approximately equal to the dc line current, whereas during
chopping the inductor current is considerably greater than the dc line
cu rrent.
_-_ Notice, in the current-speed plane of Figure (5.2-3) runs 138 and
_| 140 required advanced commutation by 30°E in the with inverter bridge.
_ Run 138, which is the peak load run of 35 hp (26.1 kw) motor output
is again designated by a cross ( Œ ratherthan the usual dots for- nor-
.i_ mal runs with no advanced commutation (firing). It should be pointed
- out that run 3 is that in which the MPC system was loaded for two con-
_'_ tinuous hours at its rated output of 15 hp (11.2 kw). The current and
speed data for ;-un 3 is almost identical to run 6.
The results of the various runs for the motoring mode ; the induc-
tor current-speed plane of Figure (.5.2-3) are given Jn T, le (5.2-5),
_._1 except for the two hour rated, power run number 3, which _ given se-
_i parately in Tables (5.2-6) and (5.2-7). Table (`5.2-6) contains the
_1 various MPC system current, voltage, input and output power, torque
as well as speed values taken at increments of 5 minutes throughout the
_ test period of 145 minutes, except for a ten minute interruption between
"_1 the 65 rain. and the 75 min. points. This interruption, which was notdue to any MPC system failure but due to reasons external to the MPC
system, was compensated for by extending the test duration to 145 rain.
in lieu of the required 120 rain. test duration. Table (5.2-7) contains
the thirteen temperatures previously defined in Table (5.1-1), recorded
at increments of ,5 minutes throughout the 14`5 minutes run number 3,
except for the 10 minute interruption period. The symbolism in the ta-
bles is identical to that used and previously explained in the samarium
cobalt case given above.
Furthermore, the temperatures, 01, 05, 87, 68, and 09,which were
defined earlier in this section, are plotted over the 145 minutes dura-
tion of the rated 15 hp run number 3, in Figure (5.2-4), when the
power conditioner was tested in conjunction with the strontium ferrite
based machine.
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TABLE (5.2-4) TEST DATA OF REGENERATION RUNS FOR THE
SAMARIUM COBALT BASED MACHINE WHEN ARMATURE PATHS
WERE CONNECTED IN PARALLEL
_"* For these runs no net power can be returned to battery,
speed and torque are too low.
RUN TEST N, I, T, V, Pin' Pout"
• NO. SETUP RPM AMPS NM VOLTS WATTS WATTS
_ 77 1 8750 8.12 t. 08 116.35 989.6 744.8
J 78 1 8750 37.40 5.15 117.20 4718.9 4183.3
79 1 8720 63.22 8.81 117.78 8044.9 7246.0
80 1 8700 86.04 12.34 118.15 11242.5 9965.6
81 1 7140 6.30 0.95 116.24 710.3 532.3i
i 82 1 7140 29.54 5.15 116.91 3850.6 3253.5
_',, i 83 1 7120 49.78 8.81 117.54 6568.8 5651.1
84 1 7100 66.98 12.07 117.81 8974.2 7690.9
_;!._: 85 1 5360 4.66 1.08 116.03 606.2 340.7
_'__ 86 1 5350 21.58 5.15 116.68 2885.3 2318.0
_"_i 87 1 5350 35.90 8.68 117.13 4863.0 4005.0
_:',= 88 1 5320 47.66 11• 79 117.41 6568.3 5395.8 ,
_'! 89 1 3590 2 78 1.08 116.03 406.0 122.6 '
"_ 90 1 3590 14. O0 5.15 116.47 1936.1 1430.6 _° ¢., ,:
_:!_ 91 1 3580 22.90 8.68 116.69 3254.1 2472.2
_" 92 1 3560 30.20 11.79 109.45 4395.3 3105.4 : =
_' 93 1 1800 1 30 0.95 116.00 179.1 * *
_! 94 1 1800 6.22 5.02 116.19 946.2 522.7
"_ 95 1 1790 9 78 8.68 116.28 1627.0 937.2
__ 96 1 1800 12.10 11.52 116.40 2171.5 1208.4 •
•,_:' 100 1 5330 56.20 14.37 94.84 8020.7 5130.0
,:- 101 1 5400 55.00 16.54 95.45 9353,1 5049.8 _
:_',, 102 1 7100 77 98 14.51 115.97 10788.3 8843.3
_',,;_I 103 1 7100 78 30 15.59 82.97 11491.3 6296,5
=#_ 104 1 3600 34 10 14.78 106.79 5571.9 3441.5
:--_,-_I 105 1 3600 32 80 15.32 107.27 5775.5 3318.4
106 1 1800 12 60 14.91 115.94 2810.5 1260.8 ;"- _ 7 9 7 5.45 . 6 9 2.2 924.
'°_ 108 1 b600 98 O0 14.64 116.00 13184.6 11168.0 ,
'_i 109 1 8600 98 68 15.73 115.94 14166.3 11241.0 . _;'
_,._-,_,._
_._
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J Strontium ierr)te Machine/ParalL(.]Connection
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200
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=4)"Advanced Commutation (Firing) by 30_e ,;-._
• Normal Co,mutation '_' L_:-'
FIGURE (5 2-3) Inductor Current (Torque) Speed ',,_,,"'
Plane for the Strontium Ferrite Machine with . ._.,_;._.,
Parallel Connected Armature Paths. ,o,/_.
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TABLE (5.2-5) TEST DATA OF MOTORING RUNS FOR THE
STRONTIUM FERRITE BASED MACHINE WHEN ARMATURE PATHS n_
WERE CONNECTED IN PARALLEL '_
*In this case there appeared to be an error in the torque "
measurements which are rectified in the last two columns.
RUN TEST N, I T,* V,
,
NO. SETUP RPM AMPS NM Volts
4 1 9440 34.74 4.07 108.65
5 1 8900 61.76 7.12 107.93
6 1 8500 119.90 14.57 115.61
7 1 6950 178.74 23.73 115.85
8 1 7110 7.78 1.69 115.96
9 1 7110 40.48 6.44 115.29
iO 1 7160 104.16 14.57 114.15 _ -
12 1 5450 6.24 2.03 116.00
13 1 5450 36.96 7.12 114.83
14 1 5470 86 94 15.25 113.44
15 1 5600 168 72 26.44 111.32 _
16 1 3580 4 12 2.03 115.9017 1 3590 25 22 7.12 115.93 .'
18 1 3760 62 64 12.54 115.02
19 1 3660 108 14 24.40 116.02
20 1 1700 2 50 2.03 115.88
21 1 1850 15 10 7.12 115.88
138 1 6750 297.58 37.69 120.92
139 1 5400 222.26 31.86 114.30
140 1 5400 260 05 38.37 116.00
141 1 3600 176 04 33.35 116.10
142 1 3600 225 08 37.42 117.00
143 1 1800 87 22 30.78 116.20
144 1 1800 109 32 34.44 115.60
145 1 1800 36 17 15.18 115.70
146 1 1800 58 28 24.00 116.30
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TABLE (5.2-5) Continued
i
Pin' Pout' Corrected Corrected
Watts Watts T, Watts Pout' Watts
3974 5 4023.4 2.67 2639.4
6865 8 6635.9 5.72 5331.1
14061 6 12969.0 13.17 11722.8
20907 0 17270.7 22.33 16251.8
1102 2 1258.3 0.29 215.9
j 4866 9 4795.0 5.04 3752.6
12089 9 10924.5 13 17 9874 8
"_ 923 8 1158.6 0 63 359 6
4444 1 4063.5 5 72 3264 5
' 10062 5 8735.5 13 85 7933 5
_ 18981 9 15505.2 25 04 14684 2 .
677 5 761.0 0 63 236 23123 7 2676.7 5 72 2150 4
_'" 7404 8 4937.6 11 14 4386 3
,_" 12746 4 9351.9 23 00 8815 3 ,
_,, 489 7 361.4 0 63 112 2 ,
1949.8 1379.4 5.72 1108. ,
_'_ 36183 4 26641.5 36 29 25651 9
_; 25604.3 18016.4 30.46 17224.7
• i 30365.8 21697.7 36.97 20906 0
,,_ 20638.2 12572.6 31.95 12044 9 ,
-t_ 26534 4 14107.0 36.02 13579 2
_ 10335.0 5801.9 29.38 5538 0 • ;
12837.4 6491.8 33.04 6227 9
_o 4384.9 2861.4 13.78 2597 5
_: ! 6978.0 4523.9 22.60 4260.0
t i '
I
.j -
f\
'v a12""
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TABLE (5.2-6) TEST DATA OF THE 15 hp RATED OUTPUT 145
MINUTE RUN NO. 3 FOR THE STRONTIUM FERRITE BASED
MACHINE WHEN ARMATURE PATHS WERE CONNECTED IN
PARALLEL - TEST SETUP (1) WAS USED, DATA TAKEN
EVERY FIVE MINUTES
*Defective Data Point
TIME, N, I, T, V,
MI N. RPM AMPS NM VO LTS
0 8460 114.56 13.55 114.98
5 8760 107.24 12.88 115.63 i |
10 8840 107.32 12.54 115.62 I15 8800 108.08 12.54 114,67
20 8780 108.86 12.20 113.48 |
25 8750 109.64 12.54 112.56 _30 10 16 20 1 2
35 8810 110.32 12.20 111 •59
40 8750 111".08 12.20 110.64
45 8800 111.60 12.20 110.61
50 8720 113.10 12.20 109.65 ,"
55 8800 113.88 12.20 110.28
m
60 8800 114.40 12.54 109.75
65 8780 114.70 12.20 109.19
TEN MINUTE INTERRUPTION OCCURED DUE TO EMERGENCY
EXTERNAL TO MPC SYSTEM
80 8740 113.24 12.20 108 98
85 8800 114,34 12.20 109 02 "_
90 8740 115.44 12.20 108 34
95* 8800* 82.20* 8.81" 98 12"
1O0 8800 115.18 12.20 108 75
105 8780 115.74 12.20 108 26
110 8850 116.26 12.20 107 77 ,;.
115 8870 116,34 12,20 107 94
120 8880 116.60 12.20 107 61
125 8900 117,48 12,20 107,68
130 8900 117.48 12.20 107.74 • ,2 +135 8900 117.60 12.20 107.26 "_140 8910 118.08 12 20 107 39 ':++
145 8910 118.30 12.20 107.14 .,- +'_
,#
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TABLE (5.2-6) Continued
; Pin' Pout' Corrected Corrected
Watts Watts T, Watts Pout' Watts
J
13372.1 12004.3 12.15 10764.0
12600.2 11815.6 11.48 10531.1
12608.3 11609.8 11.14 10312.5
12593.5 11556.0 11.14 10265.9
12553.4 11219.3 10.80 9930.0
12541.1 11490.4 11.14 10207.6
12485.0 11178,8 10.80 9896.0
12510.6 11255.5 10.80 9963.9
, 12489 9 11178,8 10.80 9896.0
12544 1 11242,7 10.80 9952.6
_j 12601 4 11140.5 10.80 9862.1 .,
,_,_ 12758 7 11242.7 10.80 9952.6
•_ 12755 4 11556.0 11.14 10265.9 -,
•"_' 12714 1 11178.8 10.80 9930.0
t,
.1 D
:_ TEN MINUTE INTERRUPTION OCCURED DUE TO EMERGENCY ,
EXTERNAL TO MPC SYSTEM ' :
i 12540.9 11166.1 10.80 9884.7
,_ 12665.3 1'J242.7 10.80 9952.6 ,
'_ 12706.8 11166.1 10.80 9884.7
8265.5* 8121.3* 7.41 6828.6
J 12715.8 11242.7 10.80 9952.6
12730.0 11217.2 10.80 9930.0
i 12719.3 11306.6 10.80 10009.1 "_:12757.7 11332.1 10.80 10031,7
j 12747.3 11344.9 10.80 10043.012805.0 11244.9 10.80 10043.01
1 12857.3 11370.5 10.80 10065.7
12813.8 11370.5 10.80 10065.7
12880.6 11383.2 10.80 10077.0
! 12874.7 11383.2 10.80 10077.0
1984002382-217
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TABLE (5.2-7) TEMPERATURE TEST DATA OF THE MPC
SYSTEM (STRONTIUM FERRITE BASED MACHINE) FOR
THE 15 hp RATED OUTPUT 145 MINUTES RUN NO. 3 AS
INDICATED BY THEROMOCOUPLES DEFINED IN
TABLE (5.1-1)-TEST SETUP (1) WAS USED,
DATA TAKEN EVERY 5 MINUTES ! 1_.
Time, 01, O2 , 83' (]4' 05' 06'
Min. °C °C °C °C °C °C
0 24.2 39,8 40.8 48.2 53.5 54 0
5 24.7 41 8 40.8 56.6 64.5 64 5 , |
10 24.7 44 4 41.7 63.1 72.1 72 0 J15 25.0 47 5 43.5 68.2 78.8 78 8
20 25.2 =_ 2 45.8 73.0 84.7 84 7 |
25 25.2 52 8 48.2 76.3 90.0 89 9 ,! ,,
30 25.3 55 1 50.2 80.0 94.7 94 6 l35 25.2 57 1 52.2 83.0 98.8 98 8 !40 25.4 49 1 54.2 86.3 102.6 102 7
45 25.7 60.8 56.6 88.5 106.2 106.3 i
50 25.8 63.5 58.7 91.2 109.5 109.7 ,
55 25.7 64.1 59.9 93.3 112.6 113.0 , .;
60 25.7 65.6 61.2 95.6 115.7 116.0
65 26.0 67.0 63.0 97.3 118.5 118.8
TEN MINUTES INTERRUPTION OCCURRED DUE TO EMERGENCY !
EXTERNAL TO MPC SYSTEM
4
80 26.3 67.2 64.4 94.2 113.6 114.2
85 26.2 67.7 63.8 97.0 117.2 117.6 -'=
90 26.4 68.8 64.3 98.8 120.2 120.6
95* 26.3* 70.0* 65.3* 98.2* 118.6 118.7*
100 26.5 70.0 65.3 99.4 121.2 121.6
105 26.8 70.7 64.7 101.5 123.9 121.6
110 27.0 72.1 66.1 103.0 126.4 126.7
115 26.7 72.8 67.8 104.7 128.3 128.8
120 26.9 73.8 67.7 106.3 130.2 130.7
125 27.0 74.8 68.3 107.2 132.0 132.4
130 27.1 75.3 69.6 108.5 133.6 134.2
135 27.0 76.3 70.3 109.7 135.2 135.7 " ""
1/,0 27.1 76.9 71.3 110.4 136.7 137.1 -
1,_5 27.2 77.7 71.4 111.3 138.0 138.5 ,, .:._
* Problems with thermocouples ' '-_:
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TABLE (5.2-7) Continued ""
,* e7, e8 , e9 , e10, e11, 612, 613,
J- oc oC oC oC ° C oC oc
52.3 28.2 31.8 28.5 28.7 34.4 28.0
61.7 31.1 38.2 31.0 30.9 39.2 29.8
69.1 30.8 40.6 33.2 33.0 37.4 30.7
• 75.8 31.2 42.2 34.8 34.5 36.1 31 1
81.4 31.5 43.2 36.3 36.1 34.5 31 8
j 86.4 31.9 43.9 37.5 37.2 37.4 32 290.9 32.1 44.5 38.3 38.2 38.6 32 5
94.9 32.4 44.9 39.3 39.2 41.8 33 4
:: 98.5 32.5 45.5 40.0 39.8 39.7 33 1/
101.8 32.7 45.6 40.5 40.3 38.3 33 0
,,, :r 105"0 32'9 46"0 40"9 40"8 36"0 33 2
_ 108.0 33"2 46"3 41"5 41.5 38"2 33 6
110.8 33.5 46.7 42.2 42.1 39.1 34 0
_- 113.4 33.7 47.2 42.5 42.5 44.1 34 3
._'-;. TEN MINUTES INTERRUPTION OCCURED DUE TO EMERGENCY
"_;'= EXTERNAL TO MPC SYSTEM ,
'_,;_,.... 108.9 33.2 44 .7 41 .6 41.6 37.0 33 .4 _11!
_ 112.3 33.7 46_1 42.0 42.1 39.5 34.1
115.2 34.1 47.1 42.5 42.5 42.1 34.5 _:
' 114.2" 33.2* 44.5* 42.8* 42.8* 42.7* 36.3*
•_'i 116.1 34.1 46.6 43.0 43.0 40.8 36.7
_._ 118.8 34.4 47.6 43.6 43.3 37.8* 37.1
. '_ 121.1 34.6 46.0 42.8 41.6 .... 37.0 '_
._ _, _ ..
.L_ 123.0 34.5 44.5* 41.0 39.7 .... 35.2 .._
_._: 124.7 34.6 44 1 39.7 38.6 .... 34.7 , _::*
,_i. ! 126.4 34.6 43 9 388 37.9 .... 34.2
i 128.0 34.8 43 9 38..'1 37.6 .... 34.2
j,,;
_ 129.5 34.7 44 1 38.3 37.5 .... 34.2 ;
-_ ' 130.9 34.8 44 1 38.2 37.4 .... 34.2
'_.- i 132.2 35.0 44 2 38.3 37.4 .... 34.2 ' ":
__ * Problems with thermocouples i "
I
\_ ....................... b _:
: 0 , _' •
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|_smilarily, the results of the various -e_._ station runs, performed _
usin_ *qp (1), which are plotted in the c_,Jr,•_--;t-speed plane of Figure _ ..(5.2--.. ere given for this strontium ferr_t_ _,ased machine in Table
ii 5.2.3 I H_ THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS _:; THE MPC SYSTEMS
Thermocoupies were placed at t!,;_ _,ey locations throughout the
MPC systems to mo,_itor the tempe_-.'_.,_',;o.,..( 1 through 013, which were
defined in Table (5.1_-1). The ta,':u;_',on of these temperatures during
the two hour rated load (15 hp) r.,,_ was given for the samarium cobalt
and strontium ferrlte based system in Tables (5.2-3) and (5.2-7) re-
spectively. Five most important t.emperatures were selected and plotted
versus time in Figures (5.2-2). and (5.2-4) for the above mentioned
MPr system, respectively. Those temperatures were; the amb=ent, the
stator mid core (center of stack), the stator end turns, the chopper
transistor case, and the inverter transistor case. It mu;t be noticed
that the samarium cobalt based machine appeared to reach steady state
temperatures quicker than the strontium ferrite machine• This is
largely due to the lesser weight and smaller volume of the samarium co-
balt unit in comparison with the strontium ferrite unit. The transistor
case temperatures (chopper and inverter) appear to stabilize quickly in o
both cases. Notice that there was a '10 minute shutdown permd in the
strontium ferrite case, which was compensated for by the larger run-
ning time as shown in Figure (5.2-4).
No forced ventilation was used with the machines. However, forced
ventilation by appropriately chosen fans, and air ducting was used for
the power conditioner, as detailed earlier in Chapter (4.0).
- 5.2.4 TYPICAL CURRENT AND VOLTAGE OSCILLOGRAMS _
THROUGHOUT THE MPC SYSTEMS OBTAINED USING TEST SETUP (2)
TAKEN AT 7•5, 15, and 35 hp
Various voltage and current wave forms at approximately 7.5 hp, 15
hp, and 35 hp motor output were obained at about rated MPC system
volta9e, using test ,,etup (2), Figure (5.1-4). A list of these oscillo-
grams is given in Table (5.2-9) for the samarium cobalt based MPC
system, with oscillo_rams shown in Figures (5.2-5) through (5•2-22).
bleanwhile, a list of these oscillograms is given in Table (5.2-10) tot
the strontium ferrite based MPC system, with oscillograms shown in ' .-_'
Figures (5.2-23) through (5.2-40). _
_ r
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TABLE (5.2-8) TEST DATA OF REGENERATION RUNS FOR
THE STRONTIUM FERRITE BASED MACHINE WHEN ARMATURE
; PATHS WERE CONNECTED IN PARALLEL
* For these runs an error in the torque transducer
is corrected for in the last two columns.
_r* For these runs i_o net power can be returned to battery,
torque is too low.
4
RUN TEST N, I, T,* V,
NO. SETUP RPM AMPS NM VOLTS
22 1 8820 1.38 0.00 116.17
23 1 8820 37.34 3.73 117.23
24 1 8780 61.04 6.44 117. ("
: 25 1 8780 81.20 9.49 118. _7
,_ 26 1 7120 6.54 0.00 116.49 "
_w_. 27 1 7120 28.86 3.73 117.07
_' 28 1 7100 47 78 6.44 117 40
_ ,
_ 29 I 7100 64.92 9.49 117.90
:_" 30 1 5400 4 56 0.00 116.30
..... 31 1 5400 19.90 3.05 116.67
_ 32 1 5400 34.78 6.10 117.11 --
,_1_ 33 1 5360 46.98 9.49 117.45 -
" 34 1 3610 3.02 O.(X) 116.25
_, 35 1 3610 13.24 3.05 116.41
-_- 36 1 3608 22.72 6. :0 116.76
;- 37 I 3606 30.00 9.49 109.09
"_ 38 I 1800 1 36 0 O0 116.08
39 1 1800 6.00 3.39 116.25 ._:
,j
_: 40 1 1803 9.74 6.44 116.32 *:
;,_ 4t 1 1804 12.10 9.49 116.43
_:'J 42 1 5410 48.24 9.49 117.31
_ , 124 1 8430 66.64 13.56 117.88
_ 125 1 8450 85.4_ 14.37 115.65
_ _
";i_,_ 130 1 3600 32.10 13.83 115.00 *
:i 131 I 3620 29.50 14.51 115.00 _ _
,-,: 132 I 1810 11.40 13.56 !!3.60
133 1 1810 8.6 14.91 115.00 f _._
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i "TABLE (5.2-8) Continued
* Corrected Corrected 1 -Pin' Pout' --
Watts Watts T, NM Pin' Watts 7 _
O.0 ** 1.40 1293.2
3445.2 4177.4 5.13 4738.2
5921.2 6978.3 7.84 7208.4
8705.6 9395.4 10.89 9989.9
0.0 561.8 1.40 1043.8
2781.1 3178.6 5.13 3814.9
4788.2 5409.4 7.84 5829.1
7055.9 7454.1 10.89 8096.8
0.0 330.3 1.40 791.7
1724.7 2121.7 4.45 2516.4
3449.5 3873.1 7.50 4241.1 .-
5326.7 5317.8 10.89 6612.5
0.0 151.1 1.40 529.3 _.
1153.0 1341.3 4.45 1682.3
2304.8 2452.8 7.50 2833.7 o
3583.6 3072.7 10.89 4112.3
O.0 _ 1.40 263.9
639.0 497.5 4.79 902.9 _ii
1215.9 933.0 7.84 1480.3
1797.8 1208.8 10.89 2057.3
5376.4 5459.0 10.89 6169.6
_._ 11970.6 10013.1 14.96 13206 5 :
,_ 8684.3 8211. O 14.28 10737 0
10340.7 7781.0 15.23 11387 4 .
ii 7668.0 5895.0 14.96 8459 7 , _"
8278.7 5688.0 16.04 9070 4 " :
5213.8 3491.5 15.23 5741 6
5500.5 3192.5 15.91 6031 2 :
2570.2 1117.8 . 2835 6 :,
'1 2826.1 789.0 16.31 3091 4 . '-
':_4 o , "
r.r
, %s
•.'' .
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_'_I_'_! In these tables, the following is an explanation of the symbolism used"
oo
-" Iph is the motor phase current,
Ich is the chopper inductor (choke) current, _
VCE(inv) is the inverter traansistor collector to emiter voltage,
VcE(QM) is the chopper transistor collector to emitm voltage,
VLN is the phase to neutral voltage on the machine side,
and
/ VLL is the line to line voltage on the machine side.
These oscillograms are self explanatory, and should be examined
carefully by the interested reader (referring to the appropriate key in
- either table (5.2-9) or Table (5.2-10). Notice that Figures (5.2-7),
_" _5.2-13), (5.2-15), (5.2-21), (5.2-25), (5.2-31), and (5.2-39) ""
_- represent a magnified view of the collector to emiter voltages during
_ • the various transistor switching transisents. This is in order to "
_ show the voltage spikes which accompanied the switching process, after
_"_ proper snubbing was applied. Details of the necessary snubber circuits °
_, were included earlier in Chapter (4.0). ',
._,.: The reader is invited to observe the effect of advanced firing i_
_ at 15 and 35 hp motor output on the various current and voltage -..
__- = waveforms. Also, attention is drawn to the effect of chopping on i
_-: these current and voltage oscillograms at 7.5 hp motor output. All this t
_!_! is shown for both the samarium cobalt based and strontium ferrite based i
_'i MPC systems. _ ,
_._, In the next section, methods of calculation of the various MPC system ,_
_.- perfromance characteristics are detailed. Proper examples are given _
,_; using the test data detailed in this section. _
4 ,';':
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TABLE (5.2-9) OSCILLOGRAMS OBTAINED FROM THE SAMARIUM ,',
COBALT MACHINE SYSTEM !.
I. Motoring, QM Fully on, 0 ° Advance, 115 V, 151 Hp (11.3 kw) 1
at Load Rack 1I 20 mV/div .5 ms/div Figure (5.2-5)
ph _
= .0002488_)(Rshunt
VcE(inv) 20 V/div .5 ms/div Figure (5.2-6) !
VcE(inv) 50 V/div 5 lJs/div Figure (5.2-7)
VLL 50 V/div .5 ms/div Figure (5.2-8) !
VLN 50 V/div .5 ms/div Figure (5.2-9)
II. Motoring, QM Fully on, 30° Advance, 105V, 15.8 (11.8 kw)
Hp at Load Rack
Iph 20 mV/div .5 ms/div Figure (5.2-10)
. ( Rshunt = "0002488_)
!J_ !
_ III. Motoring, OM Chopping, 0° Advance, 115 V, 7.5 Hp (5.6 kw) '
i at Load Rack _
,_ Iph 10 mV/div .5 ms/div Figure (5.2-11)
( Rsh u nt = "0002488_)
VcE(QM) 20 V/div 50 u_/div Figure (5.2-12)
-_| VcE(QM) 20 V/div .5 us/div Figure (5.2-13) -._
VcE(inv) 20 V/div .5 _s/div Figure (5.2-14)
.._= VcE(inv) 20 V/div 5 _s/div Figure (5.2-15) ;:
-
,, VLL 50 V/div .5 ms/div Figure (5.2-16)
_J VLN 20 V/div .5 ms/div Figure (5.2-17) ;:
- 'i
- S
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-i TABLE (5.2-9) Continued
IV. Motoring, QM Fully on, 30 ° Advance, 120 V, 35 Hp (26. kw)
at Load Rack
VLN 50 V/div .5 ms/div Figure (5.2-18)
VLL 50 V/div .5 ms/div Figure (5.2-19)
VcE(inv) 20 V/div .5 ms/div Figure (5.2-20)
: VcE(inv) 50 V/di_ 5 _s/a,v Figure (5.2-21)
I 50 mV/div .5 ms/div Figure (5.2-22)ph
J (Rshunt = .00024881LI )
_am
4, _-,
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TABLE (5.2-10) OSCILOGRAMS OBTAINED FROM THE STRONTIUM
..
FERRITE MACHINE SYSTEMS
I. Motoring, OM Fully on, 0 ° Advance, 115 V, 14.2 Hp (10.6 kw)
at Load Rack
I 20 mV/div .5 ms/div Figure (5.2-23)ph
(Rshun t = .0002488_)
VcE(inv) 20 V/div .5 ms/div Figure (5.2-24)
VcE(inv) 50 V/div .5 _s/6iv Figure (5.2-25)
"_..G JVLL 50 V/div .5 ms/div Figure (5.2 _ _
.. VLN 50 V/div .5 ms/div Figure (5.2-27)
II. Motoring, QM Fully on, 30° Advance, 105V, 15.8 (11.8 k.v) ._
Hp at Load Rack
-_ Iph 20 mV/div .5 ms/div Figure (5.2-28)
(Rshun t = 0.0002488_2)
- 4
_ III. Motoring, QM Chopping, 0° Advance, 115 V, 7.6 Hp (5.7 kw) qlF.at Load Rack '_
=_'i_l Iph 10 mV/div .5 ms/div Figure (5.2-29)
(Rshun t = .0002488_) .,
VcE(QM) 20 V/div 50 gs/div Figure (5.2-30) __
VcE(QM) 50 V/div .5 us/div Figure (5.2-31) '-'
=| VcE(MV) 20 V/div .5 ms/div Figure (5.2-32)
VLN 20 V/div .5 ms/div Figure (5.2-33)
•;1 VLL 50 V/div .5 ms/div Figure (5.2-34) -:
Ich .5 V/div .2 ms/div Figure (5.2-35)
(37.8 mv/A) ..:
:J_ ....
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i_ _
TABLE (5.2-10) Continued
IV. Motoring, QM Fully on, 30 ° Advance, 120 V, 33.9 Hp (25.3 kw)
at Load Rack
Y
: VLN 50 V/div .5 ms/div Figure (5.2-36)
VLL 50 V/div .5 ms/div Figure (5.2-37) .-
VcE(inv) 20 V/div .5 ms/div Figure (5.2-38)
VcE(inv) 50 V/div 5 us/div Figure (5.2-39)
' Iph 50 mV/div .5 ms/div Figure (5.2-40)
(R = .00024881LI ) i
] shunt
<
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_" 5.3 METHODS OF CALCULATION OF MPC SYSTEMS
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
One of the most important parameters, which determines how satis-
factory the performance and design of a given MPC system are, is the
system efficiency. In order to determine this efficiency, one requires |
knowledge of the total input power into the MPC system and the total
output power from the system. The difference between the input power
and the output power is the system losses which can be broken down
into ohmic, rotational, switching, and stray loss components. However,
the switching losses are related to the rotor position, and its speed.
Hence, they can be associated with the rotational loss component.
In this section, the method of determining the input and output
powers for both test setups (1) and (2), Figures (5.1-1) and (5.1-4),
will be outlined. Based on such input and output power data, the effi-
ciencies will be calculated. It will then be shown that, due to an error
in the torque measurements taken by means of a torque transducer, for
the strontium ferrite based MPC system on a certain date, the corres-
ponding effic!ency values were found to be unrealistically high. Upon
close examination of those torque readings, in conjunction with all the
other data collected with it on that date (input power, speed, etc.), it
was found that there exists a constant torque offset in all these read-
ings. The determination of the magnitude of this offset is explained la-
ter in this section. It must bt pointed out that no correction was re-
- quired for the test data associated with the samarium cobalt based MPC
system, the data of which were taken on other dates.
_i__ After making the necessary offset correction in the torque values,
the input power, output power, system losses, and efficiencies were re-
calculated for the strontium ferrite based MPC system. On an inductor
'_1 current-speed plane, curves of constant efficiency were plotted for both
MPC systems, as will be given later on in this section. Finally, on the
basis of the loss data obtained from the various test runs, generalized
.- loss formulas for the calculation of losses and efficiencies of both MPC
- systems, for motoring and regenerating modes of operation, as functions
._ of machine speed and torque, were developed. These equations were
obtained using a least squares fit of the system loss data obtained by
tests for both the samarium cobalt and strontium ferrite based ma-
chines.
237
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9,t 5.3.1 METHODS OF CALCULATION OF SYSTEM INPUT AND OUTPUT| POWER FOR TEST SETUPS (1) AND (2) WITH EXAMPLES
i Setup (I_): For test setup (I), in the motoring mode, the input power,
:' " P. was calculated as the product of tl)e dc line voltage, V, read by
In"
voltmeter, V 1, Figure (5.1-1), times the dc line current, I, read by
ammeter, A1. That is
" P. = V • I  200Watts. (5.3-1)in
The 200 watts term represents the power consumed by the low level
control electronics, which were supplied independently in this setup.
However, in an actual vehicle situtation this power must be supplied by
the battery. Justification of neglect of the effect of the voltage ripples
_ f in the dc line voltage on the input power, Pin' was based on observa-
tion of this ripple magnitude on an oscilloscope screen, where it was
found to be in the millivolt range and consequently insignificant.
- ]
_-I Upon examination of the test setup (I), Fi9ure (5.1-I), it becomes
!_ obvious that the output power, Pout' can be calculated as
'p. i
_ Pout = T ° N(2_/60) Watts (5.3-2)
':_i where, T is the torque reading of the transducer, T I, in Newton Me-
i
-_" ters, and N is the machine speed in RPM, measured by the tachometer, "
_:. NI. A pictorial display of the above is given in Figure (5.3-I). _.
"_';. Example (1): Consider motoring run number 67 in Table (5.2-1) in
_ which; V = 115.78 Volts, I = 127.74 Amperes, N = 8230 RPM, and T =
_ 15.25 NM. For this run we have,
i-.; P. = 115.78 x 127.74 + 200.0 = 14989.7 Watts _:-
., ) In
'i
" Pout"_-i = 15.25 x 8230 x 2_/60 = 13143.1 Watts
_.__" Therefore, the overall motoring system efficiency, _system' at this tot- ;:
_i que and speed is
_?_ nsystem = (Pout/Pin) x 100_
_ = (13143.1/14989.7) x 100 = 87 7_,. • ;_,
_ For the regeneration mode , • ,_.
the input power, Pin' is the mechanical power delivered by the dyna- ,._.,;
mometer, and hence can be calculated as follows • " _"':<_
Pin = T * N(21/60) Watts. (5.3-3) .: _,'_:
ORI(_INALPA_EIII
oF POORqUALn'Y
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All symbols are as previously defined, t
The output power, Pout' is the net electrical power returned to the "._
battery. That is +.
Pout = V • I 200 Watts (5.3-4)
where the 200 Watts represent the power which must be supplied from
the battery to the low level control electronics of the MPC system in an
_* actual vehicular propulsion situation.
i Example (2_): Consider regeneration run number 108 in Table
(5.2-4) in which; V = 116.00 Volts, I = 98.00 Amperes, N = 8600 RPM,
and T = 14.64 NM. For this run we have,
P. = 14.64 x 8600 x 2_/60 = 13184.6 Wattsin
Pout = 116.00 x 98.00 - 200 = 11168 0 Watts. ."
Therefore, the overal regeneration MPC system efficiency, nsystem, at .,
this torque and speed is t
= (Pout/Pin) x 100_
_system
-- (11168.0/13184.6) x 100_ = 84.796. _IB
setup (2): For test setup (2), which functions only in the motoring
mode, see Figure (5.1-4), the input power, Pin" was calculated as the
product of the dc line voltage, V, read by voltmeter, V 1, Figure
(5.1-4), times the dc line current, I, read by ammeter, A1. That is +;;
P. = V • I * 200 Watts. (5.3-5).in
Again, the 200 Watts term represents the power consumed by the low
level control electronics, which were supplied independently in this set-
up. However, in an actual vehicle situation this power must be sup-
plied by the battery. Again, the voltage ripple effect in the dc line
was _ound to be insignificant as mentioned above.
Upon examining test setup (2) of Figure (5.1-4), it becomes obvious •
+:r
that the output power, P is the sum of three power components.out'
These power components are:
1 = the output power of the permanent magnet alternator, "_, _.,+
given by the reading of wattmeter, W3, which is the power , z+
dissipatated in the resistance load. +-
1984002382-246
_ 2. paltohmic= the ohmic losses in the armature of the permanent
magnet alternator, which is given by knowledge of the armature
*o
" current reading, !air', of ammeter A2 or A3, and the armature
resistance per phase, ra, of that alternator Thus, pelt is" ohmic
pelt = 3 • (lalt) 2 • r Watts(5.3-6)given as, ohmic a "
alt
3. Protational = the rotational losses of the permanent magnet al-
ternator, which are determined once the speed is read by ta-
chometer, N1, and is read from an experimentally obtained
curve of these rotational losses as function of speed. This ro-
tational loss curve is given for convenience in Figure (5.3-2).
Accordingly, the output power, Pout' in test setup (2) is given by
= pa]t pelt ,_a]tPout out " ohmic _'rotational (5.3-7)
A pictorial display of the above is given in Figure (5.3-3). ,"
/rib.
r.
.;_ Example (3): Consider motoring run number 158 in Table (5.2-1)in --
which; V = 117.60 Volts, I = 222.90 Amperes, N = 5428 RPM, Pout =
' 17889 Watts, and Ialt" = I09.5 Amperes. At a speed of 5_(_ RPM, the '
_": rotational losses of the permanent magnet alternator, Protational' is :
_ read
from Figure (5.3-2) as
- palt'_ = 193 Watts.
,. rotational
_._ For an alternator curates't, Iair" of 109.5 Amperes, the alternator arma-
_ ture ohmic losses, Pohmic' for an armature resistance per phase, r a =
_:'_° .01246 Ohms at 35°C (r a : 0.01206 Ohms at 25°C)
_. pa1t
_;_ ohmic = 3 x 0.01246 x (109.5)* = 448 Watts. :
_" Hence, Pout of the MPC system, Equation (5.3-7), becomes, -
P = 17889.0 * 448 ° 193 = 18530.0 Watts.
_ out
_ Here, the input power is , ._
_i P. = 117.60 x 222.90 = 26413.0 Watts.
: Therefore, the overall motoring MPC system efficency, _system' at this ° "_:_
load is '_ _ _'
nsystem = (Pout/Pin) M 100_ s
= (18530.0/26413.0) x 100_ = 70.2_. ORIGINAL PAGE Ig _. _ "_
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It may be of interest to some readers to separate the MPC system
losses into two components, one loss component would be losses in the _.
machine and the other would be losses in the power conditioner. Ait-
I
If hough, this will not be done here, because of lack of need for such
I loss identification, these authors wish to provide the data base onwhich Su_n loss separation can be accomplished. In order to accomplish. this task one needs to know the rotational losses as f-ruction of motor
speed for both machines, as well as the resistance values per phase of
" the armature windings of both machines, i
Figures (b.3-4) and (5.3-5) contain plots of the rotational losses
obtained by test versus machine speed for the samarium cobalt and the
strontium ferrite based machines, respectively. It should also be
pointed out that the armature resistances per phase for parallel path
connection, (line to neutral) at 21.7°C are 0.00238 Ohms and 0.00236
Ohms, obtained from tests performed on the samarium cobalt, and
strontium ferrite machines, respectively. These data may be of interest
to those who may wish to separate the MPC system losses into motor
losses and power conditioner losses.
5.3.2 IDENTIFICATION AND CORRECTION OF ERRORS IN TEST DATA ,
TAKEN AT LOW TORQUE POINTS - DETERMINATION OF TORQUE
OFFSET
During the analysis of the test data of the strontium ferrite based
MPC system, see Tables (5.2-5), (5.2-6), and (5.2-8), a discrepancy •
became apparent when unrealistically high efficiencies were calculated at
various operating points in both the motoring and regenerating modes.
In order to find reasons for this discrepancy, the electrical power, Pe'
and the mechanical power, _ were ploted versus torque _ speeds of
,m 3500, 5400 and 7200 RPM, for both the motoring and regenerating
modes, as shown in Fi9ures (5.3-6), (5.3-7), and (5.3-8), respective-
ly. Notice that in the motoring mode, the electrical power, Pe' is the
input power, Pin' into the MPC system, and the mechanical power, Pro'
_ is the output power, Pout' from the MPC system. Meanwhile, in the
regeneratm 9 mode, the electrical power, Pe' is the output power, Pout'
returned to the battery from the MPC system, and the mechanical pow-
er, Pm' is the input power, Pin' into the MPC system. ' _
.5
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_'-_! Upon close examination of Figures (5.3-6) through (5.3-8), it be-
l comes evident that the discrepency in values of MPC system efficiency ..
could be accounted for by a shift of the P curves by a certain torquem
value. This shift compensates for a constant error (offset) in the tor- _
•: que transducer readings. The magnitude of this shift is determined
such that at no load (zero torque, that is zero mechanical power, Pm)
the electrical power, re' is equal to the rotational losses at the given
speed, plus the 200 Watts of low level control electronic losses, plus a
: reasonable no-load loss in the power components of the power condition-
er. This torque magnitude was found, on the basis of Figures (5.3-6)
through (5.3-8), to be equal to 1.4 Newton Meters error in the torque
transducer readings. Accordingly, after the application of this shift,
Figures (5.3-6) through (5.3-8) yielded Figures (5.3-9) trough
: J (5.3-11).
• The above means that an increase in the torque reading for the re-
, generation runs ancl a decrease in the torque readings for the motoring
_ _ runs by 1.4 Newton Meters of torque at any speed is necessary *"
i throughout Tables (5.2-5), (5.2-6)and (5.2-8). This yields the addi-tional corrected torque, and output or input power columns given in
these tables for the strontium ferrite based MPC system, for motoring
_ and regeneration, respectively. °
5.3.3 DETERMINATION OF INTERPOLATION FORMULAS FOR SYSTEM
LOSS.
The performance data for both the samarium cobalt and strontium
ferrite based MPC systems were given in Section (5.2) in terms of _
speed, torque, current, voltage, and input as well as output powers. .:_
From the input and output powers, the system loss corresponding to a _._
given speed and torque was easily obtained as shown earlier in this
section. However, in order to show the system loss (or system perfor-
mance) at various speeds and torque, cumbersome tables were given for
both MPC systems operating in the motoring and regenerating modes as
shown in Section (5.2). Presenting the data in this manner makes it ,
rather difficult to utilize such information, as in the calculation of the
system drive cycle efficiency. Furthermore, the tabulated data pre-
sents no direct insight as to how parameters such as the speed and C
torque may affect the system losses. , ,_
.,. i',rj'
I ,_tr --'r,
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FIGURE (5.3-6) Plot of Electrical and Mechanical Powers ) ":
_' Versus Torque at 3500 RPM for the Strontium Ferrite _ :;
MPC System Before Torque Shift _l '_'
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FIGURE (5.3-9) Plot of Electrical and Mechanical Powers
Versus Torque at 3500 rpm for the Strontium Ferrite
MPC System After Torque Shift
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Given the above disadvantages of tabulating the data, one needs to
present the data in a simple and more accessible form; that is in a ..
mathematical Form. This calls for curve fitting the given MPC system
loss data using a suitable mathematical loss expression. Various inter-
polating techniques are given [1,2] in books on Numerical Methods.
The technique used in numerical curve fitting of the system losses cor-
responding to the samarium cobalt and strontium ferrite MPC sytems in
the motoring and regenerating mode is that which is based on the
least-squares Approximation method. This method offers a means for all
points in the test data collection, by minimizing the square of the er-
ror.
Consider either the motoring or the regenerating mode of operation
of eitherthe samamum cobalt or the strontium ferriteMPC system. The
i (rotational] losses in the machine portion of the system are dependent
on the shaft speed and torque. This also applies to varying degrees to
the stray losses in the machine, the switching losses in the power con-
ditioner, and the ohmic losses in the MPC system. In other words, the
: system loss, SL, can be written as follows"
*='_ SL = f(=, T) (5.3-8)
_. where w is the shaft speed in radians/second, and T is the torque fn o
\=. Newton-meters. Let SL be a polynomial function as follows"
,_. SL = Clhl(u,T) + c2h2(u,T) *'"" c h (u,T)n n
_:: n
..... = Xi=I cihi(w,T ) (5.3-9)
...;'__. where the hi(,._,T) are various combinations of u, w2, "'', T, T =, ..,,
"_t,. wT uT 2 w2T ,.. and the coefficients c. are chosen so that SL gives a
,._ ' ' ' I
best approximation to the system loss data. For each pair of u and T, ""_
",'*" an equation can be written for the system loss as given by Equation
(5.3-9). Thus for m pairs of u and T (or m data points), m equat0ons .
.:;. can be written. In matrix form, these equations are given by
:='_' SL1 hl(=l T1)h2(= 1 T1),,,hn(W 1 T 1) "C,'I "%2 ' # P
:-'_ SL h (_.).T)h2(u.),T2)°'°hn(U?,T2 ) C.,I '2 . 2 ....
° _ • ! ° • I
J .I
o • • • _ _ ,-
"::_ SLm! hl(urn'Tm )h9(win'Tin)""hn (urn'Tin) CnI t. .-,! .'
J or ":
" SL = H " C " "_'
1' :?C;:
- (5.3-10) _......
Let the actual system loss be given by the vector SL a. The error in- _!_"._._"_;
troduced by approximating SL a with SL is given by _..,._,
= -. ': .
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ISetting the error vector, to zero and solving for C in Equatin (5.3-11),
one obtains the following:
C_.= H -1 _1=a (5.3-12)
I Equation (5.3-12) can be easily programmed and solved by such _,eth-I ods as Gauss Elimination, Gauss-Seidel and so forth [1, 2]. By trying
: various combinations of the basic functions, hi(u,T), a vector C can be
T
obtained which minimizes the square of the error, E • E
In our case a computer software package [3] was available to help
_ solve Equation (5.3-12) subject to the smallest E • E T possible. The;f - -; results (system loss interpolation formulas) corresponding to the samar-
i ( ium cobalt MPC system in both the motoring and the regenerating modes
|_ and the strontium ferrite MPC system in both the motoring and the re-
. ' generating modes will be given in the next Section (5.4).
oF poor (j.TY
o
5.4 CORRECTED TEST RESULTS AND INTERPOLATION
_ FORMULAS FOR SYSTEM LOSS CALCULATION
The corrected values of torque and output or input power for the
strontium ferrite based MPC system were arrived at as described in
Section (5.3), and tabulated in the corrected torque and output or in-
put power forms of Tab;es (5.2-5), (5.2-6) and (5.2-8). There was no
appcrent torque transducer error in the test dat_ of th,_, samarium co-
balt based MPC system.
/
Application of the MPC system loss int._rpolat;on method described in
Section (5.3.3) yielded the following general MPC system loss formula,
which is valid for both machine systems at hand, in the motoring and
regenerating modes of operation:
_ MPC system losses = Cl*C2T'c3T=+c4T=+cbT4"c6 T_
_" us. u3"cloUT c11uT
+ 2
:=, c7u c8 c9
,:: *c12u=T*c13uiT= Watts (5.4-1] ,
:. where T is the machine shaft torque in Newton Meters, and u is the :
: machine shaft speed in mechanical radians per second. The constants
c1 through c13 are given in Table (5.4-1) for parallel connected winci-
: ing paths per phase, for the samarium cobalt based and strontium fer-
_*_ rite based systems respectively Notice also that equation (5.4-1) isI * "
,_ ! not valid for loss calculation at a shaft speed u = 0. This !oss formula
_ I includes the 200 Watts of losses in the low level control electronics as- ,
_,:_ sociated with the MPC system for both machines.
Accordingly the relationship between the input power, output pow-
_ I er and MPC system losses given by Equation (5.4-1) can best be un-
_'_, r derstood for the motoring and regenerating modes by the power flow , :
._ : diagrams of Figures (5.4-1) and (5.4-2), respectively. On the basis of
•_: these figures, the MPC system efficiencies for motoring end regenerat- .
_._ , ing modes can be expressed respectively, as follows:
.... Pout/Pin
_ _ VlMotoring = = [T.u/(T.u*MPC System Losses)] x 100_ (5.4-2) _
"-j and
-t = = [(T.u-MPC System Losses)/T.e = _
"_i _Regenerating Pout/Pin i ....100_ (5.4-3) ;,
At this stage, examples of application of the loss and efficiency cal- i ",_
culition formulas (5.4-1) through (5.4-3), to specific test runs in Ta- : _"
bles (5.2-I) through (5.2-8] would be very useful, t _ *
256 ;:,_
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TABLE (5.4-1) CONSTANTS OF MPC SYSTEM LOSS FORMULA, l
EQUATION (5.4-1) t"
1 i
Constants i
cI c2 c3 c4 c5 I
'3
Machine j ;
and Mode t
Samarium
Cobalt -2648.02442 1189.4347 -58.88318 1.55152 -0.03042f
Motoring I
Samarium f "t
Cobalt -515.57409 995.91247 -328.54064 47.64375 -3. 17101 !
Regeneration _f i
Strontium j
Ferrite -3432.20449 25.84914 127.05699 -12._ 176 0.43403 i
Motoring I
t
Strontium I
Ferrite -1602.39470 1172.56686-211.82710 20.27762 -1.006331
Regeneration j
I
J
257
i
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J TABLE (5.4-1) Continued
) Constants '-
,_ I c6 c7 c8 c9 c10
f Machine
P and Mode
SamariumI
1 Cobalt 0.00026 3.85509 -0.00005 -5.01872 O. 15377
I Motoring
J I Samarium
I Cobalt 0.07896 0.49068 -0.1X)091 O. 00000 -0.16417
- I Regeneration
( Strontium
_.. } Ferrite -0.00,i99 18.75077 -0.02882 0.00002 -1.03153
•-_ 1 Motoring
" I Strontium °
:_ t Ferrite 0.02091 -1.91232 0.01115 0.00000 -0. 74595
-_ J Regeneration -'
L
P
j'
_%-
258 :,
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lCll c12 c13 '_
Machine _"
and Mode !
Samarium
Cobalt 0 15377 0 00594 0 00017
Motoring
Samarium
Cobalt O.03466 O.00012 O.00012
Regeneration
_1 Strontium
Fer rite O. 04923 O.00052 -0.00003 . ".4
Motoring
Strontium
Ferrite O. 05301 -0.00049 O. 00002 . -
Regeneration
d
p
_.", { , • _-e a ,z_,
.... ,'.,., _,_ 259 il._ _ '_:
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POWERFLOW IN MPC SYSTEM (MOTORING) "-
Pin V.I T._o
i t
:.. HPC System Losses
"_:_ FIGURE (5.4-1) Power Flow - MPC System (Motcring)
" ;'C_
;5;
,_- POWERFLOWIN HPC SYSTEH (REGENERATION) ,
_Tr'
'_" ' Pin ;" T._
_: , V. = Pout
#
HPC System Losses \
FIGURE (5.4-2) Power Flow - MPC System (Regenerating) '_ _,:;_
I
@
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Example (1): iConsider motoring test run number 68 for the samarium cobalt _ ""
based MPC system, Table (5.2-1). This run had a speed reading
of 7200 RPM and a torque reading of 25.08 Newton Meters.
Substituting 1
u = 7200 x 2_/60 = 754.0 Radians/Sec. ,!
and T = 25.08 Newton Meters into Equation (5.4-1) yields an
MPC system loss of 4211.7 Watts. Substituting this MPC system
loss, and the above torque and speed into Equation (5.4-2) yields an
MPC system efficiency, _Motorin9' of
_Motoring = 81.8%
The above should be compared with an MPC system loss value, based on
test, of 4134.0 Watts and an MPC system efficiency of 82_o. Notice that
the MPC system loss and efficieny values obtained from test are very -
close to the corresponding values obtained from the "curve fitted" loss
interpolation formula.
Example (2):
Consider regeneration test run number 79 for the samarium cobalt
based MPC system, Table (5.2-4). This run had a speed reading of _;
8720 RPM and a torque reading of 8.81 Newton Meters. Substituting,
_1 = = 8720 x 2_/60 = 913.2 Radians/Sec.
:=:._,!i and T = 8.81 Newton Meters
!
into Equation (5.4-1) yields an MPC system loss of 810.0 Watts.
Jl Substituting this MPC system loss, and the above torque and speed into
Equation (5.4-3) yields an MPC system efficiency, rlRegenerating,
of
!l _Regenerating = 89.9 _o
The above should be compared with an MPC system loss value based on
test of 798.9 Watts and an MPC system efficiency of 90%. Notice
- that the MPC system loss and efficiency values obtained from test
are very close to the corresponding values obtained from the "curve
fitted" loss interpolation formula.
261
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Example (3):
Consider motoring test run number 10 for the strontium ferrite based
MPC system, Table (5.2-5). For this run, we have ""
_" _ = 7160 x 2_/60 = 749.8 Radians/Sec.
-- and the corrected test reading of the torque, T, is
T = 13.17 Newton Meters
Hence, from Equation (5.4-1) we have
MPC system loss = 2353.0 Watts
and it follows from Equation (5.4-2) that
/
nMotoring = 80.8 _o
The above should be compared to the following obtained directly from
corrected test data:
,=,_ MPC system loss = 2215.1 Watts
:_ and
=81.7 96.
_.. nMotoring ,
_! " Example (4):
_ Consider regeneration test run number 126 for the strontium ferrite
.:, based MPC system, Table (5.2-8) For this run, we have "_. :"
w = 7180 x 2_/60 = 751.9 Radians/Sec.
, and the corrected test reading of the torque, T, is
_' T = 14.28 Newton Meters. ._
' : Hence, from Equation (5.4-1) we have
._'_.... MPC systen, loss = 2567.9 Watts
_._- and it follows from Equation (5.4-3) that .:
;t =76.1 _o.
• -_ nRegenerating
i
J_
_ 262
i compared following di rect_y _'_* The above should be to the obtained from !
corrected test data: !
MPC system loss = 2526.0 Watts
and
nRegenerating = 76.5_o.
Furthermore, Tables (5.4-2) through (5.4-5) give a comparison between
the MPC system losses obtained directly from test data, and the
" corresponding MPC system losses obtained from the loss iterpolation
• formula of Equation (5.4-1) at various torques and speeds, for both
: j samarium cobalt and strontium ferrite based MPC systems in the
• motoring and regeneration modes. Furthermore, the equi-efficiency
contours based on test for the samarium cobalt, and strontium ferrite
based MPC systems are given in the Ampere-RPM plane in Figures (5.4-3)
and (5.4-4), respectively.
r_:': The MPC system performance at rated (15hp) 11.2 kw and peak
"--* (35 hp) 26.1 kw motor output including MPCsystem test voltage,
*_ test current and corresponding losses and
_; efficiences obtained from test are given in Tables (5.4-6) and (5 4-7),
_,_ repectiwly, for both MPC systems developed and tested in this
_ investigation. Observe that advanced commutation by 30°E was
_ necessary to attain the 35 hp peak motor output for both machines.
_'**- Detailed discussion of the effects of advanced commutation was given
r_. earlier in Chapters (2.0) and (3.0).
_" At this stage, the calculation of the cycle efficiency when such an MPC
_;,_ system is used to propel a 1364 kg (3000 Lbs.) vehicle over a standard
_ 122 seconds SAE drive cycle is in order. This is given next.
!J
'*'=b .
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!:_ TABLE (5.4-2) SAMARIUM COBALT (parallel) MACHINE - MOTORING
oo
SPEED TORQUE LOSS(TEST) LOSS(FORMULA) _(RPM) (N-M) (watts) (watts)
8230 13.25 1849.1 1817.6
7200 25.08 4137.6 4211.7
8000 14.57 1806,0 1789.2
5400 1.35 296.7 305.0
• 5400 5.76 765.5 804.8
3500 6.10 553.2 520.9
6900 36.27 7916.5 7909.0
" J 1865 6.42 584.8 534.5
1814 13.37 1085.4 1228.8
5499 15.26 1587.5 1480.1
7165 13.15 1690.6 1734.8
_, 1812 23.90 2456.9 2307.63785 25.13 2776.3 2865.4 ""
'_=_" 1935 31 10 3898.7 3944.4
_-::
.... 5428 32.60 7886.1 7824.6 _"
_ 3720 38.05 11272.2 11284.6
j.,.
_. _'t'* ! .; _.
" '_ _ _l' _._,._
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4E_)UI-EFFICIENCY CONTOURS OF I_IPC .SYSTEYl FROI_ITEST
(Samarium Cobalt Machine/Parrallet Connectz,m)
:.o*
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FIGURE (5.4-3) Equi-Efficiency Contours - Samarium
. Cobalt Case \, _,,
"'" " llllilllI II ,t
eoO_qe,e.ll_. _6s
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TABLE (5.4-3) SAMARIUM COBALT (parallel) i
MACHINE- REGENERATION _ ,.
SPEED TORQUE LOSS(TEST) LOSS(FORMULA) J "_
(RPM) (N-M) (watts) (watts) i _
- ;
8750 I. 08 244.7 259.1 f
8750 5.15 534.8 53557 t
8720 8.81 797.3 810.0 ' ,_8700 12.34 1274.8 1268.1
7140 5.15 596.4 542.6
7120 8.81 916.4 873. I _
7100 12.07 1281.6 1373.0
5360 1.08 265.4 264 6
5350 5.15 566.8 558 0 "
5350 8.68 857.1 871 7
3590 5.15 505.2 562 6
3580 8.68 781.3 819 5 -
3560 11.79 1289.1 1200 8
1800 0.95 288.2 215 7
1790 8,68 689.5 676 6
- 5400 16.54 4301.6 4308 1 °
_•g 3600 14.78 2129.3 2085 8 '
"= 3600 15,32 2456.0 2482 7 'IL.--
•_ 1800 14.91 1549.1 1593 8 IV
_" 1800 15.45 1986.9 1970 7
;| 8600 14.64 2014.14 2015 5
I 8600 15.73 2922.6 2900 7
_,
";t
! ORIGINALPAGE W
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' TABLE (5.4-4) STRONTIUM FERRITE (parallel)
MACHINE - MOTOR:NG ..
j
SPEED TORQUE LOSS(TEST) LOSS(FORMULA)
(R PM) (N-M) (watts) (watts)
9400 2.67 1335.6 1370.2
8900 5.72 1535.7 1528.8
8500 13.17 2341.0 2278.8
7110 5.04 1115.1 975.2
7160 13.17 2216.9 1353 0
5450 O.63 564.4 561 2
J 5450 5.72 1180.2 1292 4
• 5600 25.04 4300.5 4403 9
3760 11.14 3019,3 2974 7
3600 23. 011 3932.8 3799 4
1850 5.72 841.9 843 8 .
:._ 6750 36.29 10536.3 10562.1 "
_=" 5400 30.46 8382.4 8204.0 ,.,
:. 3600 31.95 8595.6 8745.2
_ 1800 29.38 4798.0 4956.5 .
-_, 1800 33.04 6610.7 6471.6 ,
,, 1800 22.60 2718.8 2703.8 ,
• Ip
_F
_ ,
LI:
£t., M
,4 268 L
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TABLE (5.4-S) STRONTIUM FERRITE (parallel)
MACHINE- REGENERATING ..
I
SPEED TORQUE LOSS (TEST)
LOSS(FORMULA) (RPM) (N-M) (watts) 1(watts) I
8820 5.13 559.9 563.6
8760 10.89 592.6 571.2
5400 1.40 461.2 462.4 2
5400 7.50 367.3 362.3 i5360 10.89 793.6 794.01000 4.79 405.2 393.71803 7.84 547 0 576.51804 10.89 848.1 828.4 |
8430 14.96 3190.9 3322.7 |
8450 15.77 4273.1 4228.1
7180 14.28 2523.9 2567.9 "
7140 15.23 3604.3 3368.8
5400 14.96 2563.1 2649.8
5400 16.04 3380.7 3525.8
3600 15.23 2249.0 2255.3 °
3620 15.91 2837.6 2693.9 ,
1810 14.96 1717.2 1714.2
1810 16.31 2301.9 2339.3
-IB
i
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TA3LE (5.4-6) PERFORMANCE OF THE SAMARIUM COBALT AND
STRONTIUM FERRITE MACHINES AT RATED POWER CONDITION
.o
I" 7
I
I Quantity Armature DC Line DC Line Speed t
I Connection Voltage Cu trent (RPM) I
I Machine (Volts) (Amps) I
I Samarium Cobalt Parallel 115.8 110.6 8640 I
I Strontium Ferrite Parallel 115.6 107.2 8760 I
I I
L J
j
Quantity System Input System Output System
L._ Machine (Watts/hp) (Watts/hp) Efficiency
" Samarium Cobalt 13013.2 11345.9 (17.4)
_: (15.2) 87.2 "
t
z Strontium Ferritte 12600.2 10531.1 (16.9) :
(14.1) 83.6 i_-
T
*;J
, ORIG_IAI PA_ 19 ,.
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/,_-i
='_1 i
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I
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I TABLE (5.4-7) PERFORMANCE OF THE SAMARIUM COBALT ANDSTRONTIUM FERRITE MACHINES AT PEAK POWER CONDITION _11""m
-. _1
Quantity Armature DC Line DC Line Speed "i,_ :
Connection Voltage Current (RPM)
Machine (Volts) (Amps," _
Samarium Cobalt Parallel 116.9 29_. 1 6900
Strontium Ferrite Farallel 120.9 297.6 6750
o
Ouantity System Input System Output System
Machine (Watts/hp) (Watts/hp) Efficiency (°o) ..
I Samarium Cobalt 34119.0 26207.5 (45.7) ,(35.2) 76.8
Strontium Ferrite 36183.4 25651.9 (48.5)(34.4) 70.9
o,
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FIGURE 15.4-3) Equi-e;fici_ncy Contours i _ :
Samarium Cobalt Case _: _..
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5.5 VEHICULAR DRIVE CYCLE EFFICIENCY
In this section the samarium cobalt and stontium ferrite based MPC
systems will be assumed to be utilized in the propulsion of a 1364 k9
(3000 Ibs.) vehicle, subject to the standard SAE drive cycle
J227a-Schedule D shown in Figure (5.5-1), which depicts a typical ur-
ban pattern of driving. The performance of the two MPC systems de-
veloped during the course of this investigation is quantified here, sub-
ject to: (1) vehicular characteristics such as wind and tire
resistances, as given in Reference [6], and (2) the above mentioned
drive cycle.
Accordingly, the SAE J27a-Schedule D cycle efficiency of each of
the two above mentioned MPC systems (when these systems are assumed
_. to propel the above vehicle is calculated here. That is, the vehicle
_:_-_= characteristics are always the governin 9 factor in determining the MPC
.:. system torque and speed. This is accomplished by dividing the drive
cycle into five regions, Regions (1) through (5), as shown in Figure
_. (5.5-1). Furthermore, each region is divided into many time incre-
. ments, At, during each of which the MPC system torque, T, and speed,
u, are calculated on the basis of the drive cycle and vehicle condttions,
•._ and are considered constant throuqhout the given At at their value at
.i_ midpoint throu9h At, see Figure (b.5-1). Once T and w are calculated
for each time increment, Equations (5.4-1) through (5.4-3) yield the
_'" MPC system losses input and output powers and efficiency, whether
._.._ the system is in the moto,'in9 or regenerating mode of operation. The
;,_:. input energy into the MPC system and the output energy from the MPC
.:_ system are thus calculated for each time increment (At) i , i = 1, 2, ''',
L, where L is the total number of time increments in a given region, j,
•.. under _nsidzration, where j = 1, 2, o.o, 5. Hence, for a region, j,
'- one Cd,_ write the following:
._;._"' W(Iosses)j = I:i=1(MPC Losses.) (Ati l Joules (5.5-1)
W(input)j = I:i=l(Pini) (Ati) Joules (5.5-2) '
:_ )j Ei=l Pout. Ati i_-.' W(output = ( )( ) Joules (5.5-3) I
:!._ where, W(Iosses) i, is the total lost energy in region, j, the MPC syste=n
._ using Equation (5.4-1) to obtain the system losses, (MPC Lossesi), and -
• W(input)j is the total input ener wy for the duration of region, j, into ,_' \t" "• _ ,_"
the MPC system. Notice that, if motoring , _._
Pini = (Tiumi) + (MPC Lossesi) Watts (5.5-4)
and if regenerating, .... _:.,;.
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_ t !
_; " Pin. = (TiUm.) Watts. (5.5-5)
I I
Here, u is the machine speed for the ith increment. Also, W(output)j• m.
is the toal output energy for the duration of region, j, from the MPC
i_" system. Notice that, if motoring,
Pout.- (Ti=m.) Watts (5.5-6)
! I
and if regenerating,
Pouti (Ti_mi) - (MPC Losses i) Watts. (5.5-71
The net input energy, WINTOT, from the source into the MPC system is
/ given by
WINTO T = (I_ j-1 W(input)j) - W(output) 4 Joules (5.5-8)
because regeneration takes place only during region (4). The net use-
__-_ ful MPC system output energy to the drive shaft, WOUTTOT, is
Y WOUTTOT = _ j=l W(output)j Joules (5.5-9)
" because there is no useful output to the drive shaft in re9ions (3)
_.Z"=. , e
_ (4), and (5).
_; Accordingly, the overall cycle effficiency is the ratio between the
._. net useful output, WOUTTOT, and the net input energy, WlNTO T, that
_.":. is
.':__' = "
,C X
"._,'-'-"., ncyc] e WOUTTOT/WINTO T 100 9o . (5.5-10)
_L" Now the methods of calculation of all these powers and energies during ",,
_,_' each of the five regions are detailed next.
C •
¢_._ REGION (1): •
_f'_ ! In this region, Figure (5.5-1), the electric vehicle must be acceler-
-._,,. ated (propelled) from zero velocity to a cruising velocity of 72Km/h (45
J_ mph) in 28 seconds subject to the forces shown in the schematic of Fig- ,ure (5.5-2). Suppose that this region is divided into two subregions
I where the first subregion consists of accelerating the vehicle from;*
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VEHICLE DYNAMICS
H = Mass of Vehicle, KG
Fpropulsion = Propulsion Force, N
Freststance = Tire (Road) and Wind (Drag) Resistance
Force, N
a = Vehlc|e Acceleration, H/SEC 2
v = Vehicle Speed, M/SEC
FIGURE (5.5-2) VEHICLE MODELING FOR DRIVE CYCLE
CALCULATIONS
.L
i._ zero velocity to a velocity, vGS, at which the gear is shifted. In this
-- }j
- application, VGS is taken to be half of the cruising velocity, vCR.
The second subregion is the region from the velocity, vGS, to the vel-
: ocity, vCR.
Let the time corresponding to the velocity vGS be tGS. Also let the
constant acceleration of the vehicle within the first subregion be a1 and ,,
the col.stant acceleration of the vehicle within the second subregion be
a2. Assume that the gear ratio at velocities below vGS is GR1 and the _
gear ratio at velocities above vGS is GR2. The gear ratio is defined i
: here to be the ratio of the angular speed, wm, of the motor to the an- i
J gular speed, uW, of the wheels of the vehicle. For rectilinear motion in ;
the first subregion of region (1). j
;. vGS = a 1 • tGS (5.5-11) '
_. and for rectilinear motion in the second subregion,
-_ vCR vGS * a2(t a tGS ) (5.5-12)
_;- where ta is the time corresponding to the velocity vCR. Substituting ,
:_..: Equation (5.5-11) into Equation (5.5-12), where vGS = vCR/2 and as- ; _1t
_,'": suming that a2 = al/2, and solving for a1, one obtains the following: -.
,__ a1 = (2vCR vGs)/t a = 3 vCR/2t a (5.5-13)
,._ _ from which
...._. , t a -_ - t = /a = /3 (5.5-14) _-. GS vGS 1 " :
';_" ! For the ith instant of time, t i, where;,,
_;. t i : ti_ 1 * &_ (5.5-15)
_'-_ ; where &t is a constant time increment used throughout the drive cycle
_. _ in which to 0, one can write the following /or the first subregion:
_r "_ Vi = alt i. (5.5-16) • ._
,!_ The accelerating force (Newtonian) is given by I '_ '
_'i Fi = M * a1 (5 5-17) _ <_
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where M is the mass of the vehicle under consideration. The rate of
work done by this force is ..
P. : F.v.. (5.5-18)I I I
Let the gear efficiency which is the ratio of the power supplied to
the wheels to the power developed by the motor be k. In subsequent
calculations for purposes of this work, k is taken to be unity (100_
gear efficiency). Then, the power developed by the motor is given by
P = P./k. (5.5-19)
m. I
I
If tL,e radius of a wheel is RW, then the angular speed of the wheel is
given by
.=
uWi vi/R w (5.5-20)
and the angular speed of +,he motor is given by
urn., : GR 1 • uWi. (5.5-21)
The motor shaft torque is therefore given by
Tmi = Pmi/Umi . (5.5-22) ,
Now the system losses, MPC Losses i, during motoring as a function of
u and T are then calculated using Equation (5.4-1) where the cons-
m. m,
i i
tants are given in the first and second rows of Table (5.4-1) for the
two MPC systems developed in the course of this investigation. Hence,
the total input power into the MPC system becomes
Pini = Pmi + (MPC Lossesi). (5.5-23) '_..
Therefore, the change in input energy to the MPC system from time,
ti_ 1 to time, t i is given by
&Win. = Pin. " &t. (5.5-24)
I I
The change in output energy from the MPC s), _tem from ti. 1 to t i is
given by
=
_4= &Wouti Pro.=" &t. (5.5-25)
Thus, the total energy into the MPC system ",'ore time (= 0) to time (=
- tGS) becomes
m
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_,_:, n11
W. : Z A, (5.5-26)
'n11 Jni
. i=1
:'" and the total energy output of the system in this time becomes
nll
Woutl 1 --"El: 1 AWouti (5.5-27)
where nll : tGs/At.
Writing an equation similar to Equation (5.5-16) for the second su-
bregion•
.: v i : v.._l  a2(titi-1 )' n12 -> i > nll
; = vi_ 1 * alAt/2, n12 -> i $ nll (5.5-28) .
_b- where nll and n12 designate the beginning and end of the second su-
j_:_ bregion in region (1), respectively. The accelerating force is given by
w
-_ , F. : M * al/2 (5.5-29)
_ I
:_. e
,j_.; and the rate of work done by this force is given by Equation (5•5-18).
: Also, the power developed by the motor and the angular speed of the
_:_ i wheels of the vehicle are given by Equation (5.5-19) and (5 5-20), re-
;. spectively, for n12 _>i > nll_,: . The angular speed of the motor is given
_{' urn. = GR2 * UW.. (5.5-30) '
i"_i The corresponding motor shaft torque is given by Equation (5.5-22). ,
.i:,. { As described earlier, the losses, MPC Losses., in the MPC system, the ._
. i {
,:-_ change in input energy to the MPC system, and the change in output
._,-_-_
;,_,'_ energy for a duration of At seconds within this subregion are given by .
_"_' Equations (5.5-23) through (5.5-25), respectively• Therefore, the total
_' energy into the MPC system from time (= tGS) to time (= ta) is given ':
_-.i n12 i "\
:_ W. : ]: &Win. (5.5-31) t
-' In12 I i ....
11  :_I i=n \ .-4,,.:
and the total energy out of the MPC system for this period becomes
- n12 i , ,,
Woutl 2 : Z &Wouti (5.5-32) _'_ _'..
_-_ ,
i=n11.1 _ _:
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n12 ta/&t. > ..
Hence, for Region (1), the total energy into the MPC system is giv- _ O
en by Equations (5.5-26) and (5.5-31). That is, '_
J
nll n12 -_
= + I:i=nlWin i l;i=l _Win._ | +1 AWini" (5.5-33)
The total energy output of the MPC system for Region (1) is given by
Equations (5.5-27) and (5.5-32). That is,
nll n12
Woutl = Zi=l &Wouti + Zi=n1 +1 &Wout." (5.5-34) +i
REGION (2):
In this region, Figure (5.5-1), the electric vehicle must be main-
tained at the cruising velocity of 72 km/h (45 mph) for 50 seconds. . ..
This implies that the acceleration of the vehicle is zero and
,+11 1 °
_1 vi = vCR' n2 > i > nl 2 (5.5-35) #
- where n12 and n2 designate the beginning and end of Region (2],, re-
::| spectively. In addition, the power developed by the motor, P the
:1 mi'
e angular speed of the wheels, UW., the angular speed of the motor, urn.,
I I
the developed motor torque, T , the input power to the MPC system,
_= mi ..
'l Pin.' and the changes in input energy, _Win., and output energy,
-- I I
• &Wout., remain constant at their values at the end of Region (1), J :
I
_ n12.
I
1 Therefore, the total input energy into the MPC system in this re-
gion is given by
- n2 ."
Win2 = _-i=n12  1&Wini
= [ (n2-n12)*AWinili=n12 (5.5-36)
and the corresponding total output energy from the MPC system is giv- _.:
en by _"
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.... Wout2 ]:i=n12+1 AWouti
) * AWout.]i=n12 (5.5-37) ""= [(n 2 n12 j
where n2 = (t a  tCR)/6>t.
REGION (31:
In this region caJled the coasting region, Figure (5.5-1), the elec-
tric vehicle must be decelerated at a constant rate from the cruising
velocity of 72 km/h for 10 seconds. This deceleration is accompl;shed
by the resistance force acting on the vehicle clue to the wind (or aero-
J dynamics), tires to road friction, and chassis losses, see Figure
(5.5-2). The above resistance was given in terms of power(in kw) as a
function of velocity (in km/hr) in Reference [6]. This information is
repeated here in mathematical form, as a polynomial function of velocity
in Equation (5.5-38) below.
'_=_ Res(v) = -33.3 * 201.5v - 0.11v = * 0.36v 3 (5.5-38)
,,i where Res is the equivalent power of the resistance force in Watts and
_ v is the velocity of the vehicle in meters per second. -
,0/_ At any instant, i, within this region (n 3 2 i > n2), where n2 and '
:, , n^ designate the times at the beginning and end of region (3), respec-
.: i tively, the deceleration can be assumed to be equal to the deceleration
-:._ at instant, (i-1), so long as the time interval &t between i and (i-1) is
._i small enough. Let this deceleration (given below as negative accelera-
_,_._ tion) be a3. Then applying Equations (5.5-17) and (5.5-18), a3 is
" given as follows:
• ' ?i
_*i a3 = "Res(vi-1)/vi-1 " M. (5.5-39)
.-*._ The velocity, v. at instant i becomes
;''._,_. v.t = vi- 1 * a3&t. (5.5-40)
_i The angular speed of the wheels is given by Equation (5.5-20) and theangul r speed of the motor is given by Equation (5.5-21) or Equation : *.
(5.5-30) depending on whether the velocity, v i is less than or greater , ,"
_= than the velocity, vGS, at which the gear is shifted. "_
By coasting, we mean t._at the accelerator is no longer applied, and r
the pwoer supplied from the battery to the MPC system, except the
power (200 Watts) supplied to the low level control etectroniccs, is im- _ _'/
mediately interrupted That is,
1984002382-287
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mi 1
Also, the vehicle attains its current velocity, v i, by virtue of its
stored kinetic energy or momentum less the energy spent to overcome
the wind and tire resistance, as well as chassis losses mentioned earli-
er. This implies that the mechanical power out of the MPC system is
zero. That is,
Pout. = 0. (5.5-42)
I
Therefore, the total energy supplied to the MPC system is given by
n3
= Zi=n2 Pin iWin3 * et = 200(n3-n 2) * &t (5.5-43)
and the total energy delivered by the motor is given by
n3
Wout3 : Zi:n2°l Pouti * &t = 0 (5.5-44)
where n3 = (t a + tCR * tco)/6t.
REGION (4):
In this region, Figure (5.5-1), the electric vehicle is retarded until
it attains zero velocity in 9 seconds. It is important to note that in
this region the machine ceases to act as a motet but acts as a genera-
tor, returning its output power to the battery. To best understand
what takes pl&ce within this region, consider that it is divided into two
subregion_: a regenerative braking subregion and a mechanical braking
subregion. The reason for applying mechanical braking is the fact that
at some point within the region, regeneration ceases to be possible be-
cause of low machine speed and generated emf. In order to stop the
vehicle, mechanical braking is used to bring the vehicle to stand still
(zero velocity).
Consider the regenerative braking subregion. Assume that the
vehicle is retarded at a constant rate a4 meters per second, until it at-
tains zero velocity. Then far rectilinear motion of the vehicle from
o_ some velocity, vi. 1, at instant ti. 1 to zero velocity at the instant (t a *
_ tCR * tco * tb), the retardation (or negative acceleration) can be
written as follows:
a4 = -vi.1/(TTB - ti. 1) (5.5-45)
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_ where n4 _> i > n3. ]herefore (i-1) 2 n3 and ti. 1 z t a + tCR + tCO'
* + * t b, shown inNotice that in Equation (5.5-45), TTB = ta "CR tco '.
Figure (5.5-1). Also, notice that n3 and n4 designate the instants in
time at the beginning and end of Region (4), respectively.
The velocity, v i, of the vehicle at instant, t i becomes
= * a4 • &t. (5.5-45)v i vi. 1
The angular speed of the wheels of the vehicle is given by Equation
(5.5-20), from which the angular speed of the motor, urn, will be given
=
by either Equation (5.5-21) or Equation (5.5-30), depending on whether
/ the velocity of the vehicle, v i, is less than cr greater than its velocity,
vGS, when the gear is shifted.
From instant n3 until such a time when regeneration is no longer
_,= practical, the brakes are applied essentially to instruct the control "
electronics of the MPC system to cause regeneration. In which case the
machine is producing a torque opposite to the direction of the torque
__ during motoring, that is, it produces a retarding torque. Notice that
r_ the machine torque in this case is opposite to the machine speed, um.
*:_,. From the plots of power versus torque shown in Figures (5._'-9)
"-;_ through (5 3-11) for the strontium ferrite MPC system and from similar _1_
_:, plots for the samarium cob__!t NtPC system, optimum torque values of
,,. about 10 N-m and 14 N-m for the strontium ferrite and samarium cobalt
"_ machines, respectively, were found to regenerate the most power.
:'_*, Hence it will be assumed here that the brakes are applied such that a
_ constant retarding torque of 10 (of- 14) N-m is developed. That is,
Tmi = TOR N-m (5.5-47) ,_
i where TOR = 14 N-m or 10 N-m d_pending on whether tn_ m_chine is
S_,_, the samarium cobalt or strontium ferrite type. The corr,_s_ond_g loss- :;..
_,. es, Loss i, in the MPC system are given as a function of the speed,
_"-:._, Wm.,= and the torque Tmi in Equation (5.4-1) with the cor..tants nf + le "
_ second and fourth rows of Table (5.4-1_.
I The mechanical power from the machine is given by
, _ _"
,i
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= Tmi . (5.5-48)Pmi " Wmi
Since the power returned from the MPC system to the battery is in a a
direction opposite to the input power from the b ttery to the MPC sys- Jtern, the former direction of flow of F ,wer will be assigned a negative
direction to preserve the chosen convention. In other words, the input
power from the battery to the MPC system during regenerative braking
is given by
= -P " (MPC Lossesi) (5.5-49)Pin i mi
the c_.ange in input energy into the MPC system is given by Equation
(5.5-24). Since none of the mechanical power developed by the machine
is used to propel the vehicle, the "useful" output power and change in
output energy are zero. Thus the total "useful" output energy during
regenerative braking is given by
Wout4rb = 0 (5.5-50) I ""
and the total input energy into the MPC system is given by
n4r
Win4r b = Ii= 1 Pin i * 6t (5.5-51) ,
= - *J't ,o,,.
where n3 < n4r < n4, n4 TTB/&t and n4r t
instant at which regeneration ceases, when the motur speed is below a
certain threshold beyond which regeneration is impractica, r,
NOW consider the mechanical braking =ubre9ion. This subregion
begins where reg,._erative braking stops. This point corresponds to
the instant at which no net power is returned to the battery. There-
ii fore, the input power into the MPC system is solely given by Equation ;
(5.5-41), which is the 200 Watts supplied to the control electronics.
The velocity of the vehicle and the instant at which regeneration ceases *
was determined by a simple iterative process. Let this instant be t r,
and let an instant, ti., < t r be when regeneration still holds. Instant,
t i > t r, is when regeneration is no longer practicable. Notice that (t r ;
ti. 1) < (t i tr). This iterative process to find t r co,-,ists of suc-
J
cessively halving the interval &t between ti. 1 and t i until t i approaches
-- t r. This is the point where the power, Pin i at instant, t i returned to ' ;_..
the battery is zero (or is within some previously chosen tolerance va- '
lue). :_:
Z8S
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j# Beyond instant, tr, mechanical braking takes place. Notice that
when the mechanical brakes are aplied the control electronics are de-
• signed to deactivate the entire MPC system. In this case no powe¢ i_-
consumed by the MPC system, except for the 200 Watts w_,;ch must be
_ delivered continuously to the control electronics. That is, the total en-
ergy supplied to the MPC system is 9ivP.n by
Win4mb : 200 (n 4 - n4r) • At. (5.5-52)
The "useful" output energy is zero
Therefore, for the brakin9 re9ion, the _otal input energy into the
MPC system is given by
/ Win4 = Win4r b ° Win4mb
n4r
1 Pini " At • 200(n 4 - n4r} • At. (5 5-53)
r*
a
The "useful" output energy from the MPC system is given by
_, °
=,
: O. (_.5-54) ,
';_ Wout4
NEGION (5):
+'_ By idling, Figure (5.5-1), we mean that the electric vehicle is at a
_._ standstill for 25 seonds. The only power consumed in the MPC system ,
%_. is the 200 Watts taken up by the low level control electronics. The to-
-'_ tal energy supplied by the battery to the MPC system is wr.;:ten as fol- .._
- _' lows :
W. : 20Or. (5.5-55)
_' In I
_:_: where t i is the idling time, Figure (5.5-!), not to be confused with the .
!_* ; general time instant, t i, used throughout this development. ]he output
;_' energy from the MPC s>,_,tem used to propel the electric vehicle in Re-
\'-i_ I 9ion (_, is th.r.for, z.ro. "'h,t i_,
:' Wout5 i
Thus for the entire vehicular driv_ cycle, the total energy, . :::,
WINTO T, supplied from the batery to the MPC system can be written ss _"
follows: _ t,:_
PAQE I "r";
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+ _.',in3 + + .WINTO T = Win 1 + Win2 Win4 WinS (5 5-57)
Also, for the entire vehicular drive cycle, the total output energy,
WOUTTOT, from the MPC system is given by
WOUTTOT - Woutl Wout2+ Wout3 * Wout4 + Wout5. (5.5-58)
Therefore from equations (5.5-57) and (5.5-58), the vehicular dr,re
cycle efficiency, ncycl e, is given by Equation (5.5-10).
This method of drive cycle analysis described above was applied to
the samarium cobalt based and stror, tium ferrite based MPC systems. In i_
the case of the samarium cobalt based MPC system, a cycle efficiency, 1ncycle = 83.6_ was obtained. Meanwhile, in the case of the strontium
ferit oased MPC system, a cycle efficiency, Tlcycle = 75.0% was ob-
tained.
The above cycle efficiencies were obtained subject to the following
vCR = 20 meters/second = 72 km/h
vGS = 10 meters/second = 36 km/h
M - 1364 kg
GR1 = 20. 1448
GR2 = 10.0724
R = 0.279 meters
W
and
At = 1.0 seconds.
These cycle efficiency calculations complete the design, construction
and testing of the two improved electronically commutated brushless dc
machine systems developed in the course of this investigation. In the
following chapter, conclusions, assessment of results and experience
gained from this work, and prospective future effort is outlined.
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"_ 6.0 CONCLUSIONS AND PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS ,'T_
a:
,,_
i/ In this chapter, conclusions are drawn on the basis of the work re-
_; ported on in Chapters (1.0) through (5.0) of this report. In addition,
_ suggested options for future improvements on such brushless Machine-
!i; Power Conditioner system components are discussed in light of the find- "_
ings of this investigation.
_" 6.1 PROJECT ACCOMPLISHMENTS ._]
% The samarium cobalt and strontium ferrite based machine-power con-
ditioner (MPC) systems developed in this investigation were dynamome-
L
_ ter tested under rated 15 hp (11.2 kw) output conditions. These tests
c were run for each MPC system for a period of two hours. This was idone to ascertain the thermal characteristics of each MPC system, and
:_ determine its ability to operate continuously under rated conditions.
These tests were conducted successfully, and revealed overall MPC sys-
.; tern efficiencies of about 88° and 84°, for the samarium cobalt and stron-
_ tium ferrite based systems, respectively, at rated 15 hp (11.2 kw) con-
{ ditions.
The two MPC systems were also dynamometer teoted successfully un-
der peak load conditions of 35 hp (26.1 kw) for more than one minute
each. These tests were made to ascertain the ability of both MPC sy,J-
_ terns to deliver high values of output power for short periods of time "
for purposes of acceleration, hill climbing, and other overload condi-
tions. These tests revealed efficiencies of about 77° and 71° for the
_' samarium cobalt and strontium ferrite based systams, respectively, at
peak one minute output of 35 hp (26.1 kw).
-_ Other loading conditions covering the entire range of output from
zero to peak value were conducted successfully for purposes of obtain-
ing the loss and efficiency characteristics for both systems. On the
basis of thee tests, the SAE J227a Schedule D drive cycle efficlencies
were ".alculated for both MPC systems developed here. These drive cy-
cle e,,iciencies were found to be about 84°o and 75° for the samarium
cobalt and strontium ferrite based systems, respectively, when propell-
ing a vehicle of 1364 kgs (3000 Ibs). Accordingly, the goals of this
project have been accomplished, and the experience gained here points ,-
to a number of possible future improvements which are discussed next. '_
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6.2 PROPOSED MACHINE IMPROVEMENTS
An additional mechanical gear should be considered in lieu of the
series-parallel switching arrangement which was designed into the too-
'- tor. For both machines developed h6re, test results have demonstrated
that the acceleration time of 28 seconds can be met using the parallel
connection only. For faster acceleration or less battery drain, an addi-
tional mechanical 9ear would be more economical than the switching ar-
rangement. In addition, an entirely mechanical gear shift would be less
confusing to the operator than a hybrid mechanical-electrical system.
Sophisticated computer aided design tools have been perfected since
the inception of this project. These tools are namely; 1) the ability to
determine, with high degree of certainty, the magnetic loading condi-
tions, and motor parameters using the method of magnetic field analysis
by finite elements, 2) the ability to vary machine geometry in computer
modeling, and study their impact on machine parameters, and 3) the
ability to include parameters numerically obtained above in predicting
MPC system dynamic performance. While the use of these tools would
_,_ not be expected to achieve spectacular improvements in system perfor-
mance, significant improvements would be anticipated. Perhaps the
most significant benefit of this approach is the radical reduction of the
risk of costly design mistakes with their consequent prototype recon-
struction.
Resorting to a higher voltage, lower current system would result in
:2 some advantages in the motor fabrication process and may lead to re-
duction in battery drain during starting and peak power conditions.
;',,,. Further discussion of the impact of higher voltages on the system per-
"_.:'" formance is given in the next section.
_ The rotor position sensing could be accomplished with four detectors ,
_r_L, anstead of the present six detectors. The magnet structure which ex-
cites these sensors could be simplified. Furthermore, the resort to si-
' nusoidally shaped phase currents through power electronic control tech-
niques can lead to some improvements in commutation, and associated _"
r_. _'
:_i_ motor performance, including possible reduction of losses.
_" 6.3 PROPOSED POWER CONDITIONER IMPROVEMENTS
;,,_ Since the beginning of this project, significant improvements in _
,_ characteristics and capabilites of solid state power switching components
_:_, ,. have been introduced into the market. In any future effort of rede-
emS. signing and building MPC systems similar to the two systems developed
here, these new and improved solid state switching components (tran-
i_ sistors and diodes) can have significant impact on design simplification, , _.
and improvement of efficiencies of such systems, i "!
_'_,_'! These improved transistors and diodes make it more feasible to eli-
",:. minate the choke and chopper from the present power conditioner cir-
_.., cult, and merge their function of dc line current, torque and speed
_-_
,_-,
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control into the inverter/converter bridge portion of the power -_
conditioner. This would simplify significantly the physical layout and ,_
packaging of the power conditioner. It would also permit the additional _
operating mode of plugging, and would provide for continuous full re- __.
generative braking torque through zero speed. _'
Built-in "flyback" diodes available with improved power transitors .!
make it possible to choose smaller heat sinks, and further shorten
leads, and other- conections involved in the layout and packaging of
such systems. This reduces system inductances and has beneficial el- _
fects on commutation characteristics, and accompanying Josses. Liquid
cooling schemes should also be considered for purposes of achieving _
packaging and layout improvements. _
-::
Improved power switching components, and reduced inductances of
lead connections, resulting from improved packagang and layout, can
ead to significant simplification of snubber and clamping circui[ry, and
achievement of higher MPC system ratings, if desired.
Resorting to higher values of rated supply voltage can lead to sig- -_
nificant reduction in system current magnitudes, and hence can lead to _,
improvements in system efficiencies. The newer improved transistors _"
mentioned above are generally designed for higher voltage, lower cur-
rent operation, and thus would be suited to the suggested higher oper- Jt
ating voltages. This reduction in current magnitudes can also simplify
the phase commutation process, and lead to alleviation of (L di/dt) ._j_
problems associated with the commutation process. Namely, this would
reduce voltage spikes associated with commutation. These are the vol-
tage spikes which are a main cause of solid state switching component
failure.
Much room is left for imp-ovement of protective systems suited for
use in these brushless dc electronically commutated machines. Such fu-
ture improvements should be directed towards increasing user abuse re-
sistance of such MPC systems. In additicn, faster "turn on"/"turn off"
times of the low power level control electronic components would enable
turning off most of the control electronics during idling and coasting
periods. This would lead to further power conditioner performance im-
provements.
Finally. the acomplishments of this inves.igation, which were de-
tailed above, should serve as a solid base from which future improve-
ments can be launched.
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APPENDIX (1)
_ " ON THE MAGNETIC FIELD ANALYSIS BY FINITE ELEMENTS
_,: Fouad, F. A., Nehl, T. W., and Demerdash, N. A., "Magnetic Field
_4 Modeling of Permanent Magnet Type Electronically Operated Synchronous
Machines Using Finite Elements," IEEE Transactions on Power Apparatus
and Systems, PAS-Vol. 100, 1981, pp. 4125-5135.
© 1981 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from the IEEE Transactions on
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MAGNETIC FIELD MODELING OF PEPJ_LgNENTMAGNET TYPE
-_ ELECTRONICALLY OPERATED SYNCHRONOUS MACHINES USINC FINITE ELEMENTS
F. A. Fouad, Student Member, T. W. Nehl, Member, N. A. Demerdash, Senior Member
Virginia Po!ytechni: Institutc and Sta:c Unlvcr_ity
Blacksburg, VA 24061
Thi_, however, is not the case for electronically
operated synchronous machines with nonsinusoidal arma-
Abstract-The finite element method is applied tothe sure currents. In this case, the field xs no longer _I_
analysis of electronically operated permanent magnet smoothly rotating, but rather a discretely forward
type synchronous machines. In this class of machines, stepping one. Hence, the classical approach mentioned
the armature F_dFis a discretely forward stepping one above is not applirable. Therefore, a new approach,
of high harmonic content. The discretely stepping MMF based on a series of finite element solutions, is
Is accounted for by a series of finite element field £n_roduced. In this approach, the stepping
solutions as the rotor moves throughout one complete _dF is accounted for by a series of field
cycle of the ac armature current. Because of the solutions over one complete ac cycle of the armature
discretely forward travelling _IF, a series of finite current. This series of solutions corresponds to
element grids depicting the rotor at various equally equally spaced rotor positions over the ac cycle. Based
spaced locations, covering its movement during one on the resulting series of solutions, a number of Impcr-
cycle of the armature current, is required. This is tans performance characteristics are calculated. These
accomplished by means of an automated algorithm for calculated characteristics include core los_es, eddv
generation of the required finite element grids. This and hysteresis, in which minor loop effects due to
allows one .o match any starer grid to any rotor grid distorted flux density profiles are included. These
for any given displacement between the two grids, calculations include _idgap flux density waveforms,
This matching is done in the air gap region by fitting induced mldgap EHFs in the armature, magnetization and
it with a suitable row of triangular elements. In demagnetization pattervs in the permanent magnets, as
addition, a permanent magnet model is developed based well as other parameters. I0
upon the magnet geometry and material properties.
This method was applied to the analysis of a 15 hp Further use of this type of field analysls in the
samarium cobalt machine at both rated and no load determination of key machine parameters for purposes of
conditions. The calculated results were in excellent dynamic simulation of machlne-power conditioner inter-
agreement with search coil measurements at both of action is given in a companion paper. 14 It is shown in
these operating conditions. These solutions were reference (14), how helpful sach a magnetic field model
then used to determine the mldgap EMF waveforms, is, in the prediclton of machine performance in the
The calculated midgap EMF was in excellent agreement absence of actual hardware for physical testing.
with an oscilloR _imof the actual EMF in both wave-
shape and magni_uOe. The core losses at rated and no SYSTEH DESCRIPTION
load conditions were also determined on the basis of
this field analysl_ and foLmd to be closer to test The method of analysis presented here is applied
results than those calculated using standard design to s three phase, 15 hp, 7600 rpm,120 volt. 4 bole elec-
calculation procedures, ironically operated samarium cobalt permanent magnet
synchronous machine. This machine is fed by a transls-
INT_RODUCTION torlzed power conditioner. The machine-power condi-
tioner unit is shorn in Figure (I).
; Electronlcally operated permanent magnet type
synchronous machines are finding increasing use in
actuation, machine tool drives, vehicle propulsion,
tots,aswellaso herapplications, this classof •  'JNImachines, the armature MMF is a discretely forward
stepping one of high harmonic content.
qlg
A review of the literature reveals that the bulk, "I_
if not the totality, cf previous investigations of ..
magnetic fields in synchronous machines, uslng •
various numerical techniques, was directed towards the •
study of large synchronous generators of the cylindri- .d_'.,,-
cal and salient pole rotor type. 1-7 Also, Erdelyi et
a116 have investigated the ripple effect on the flux "#'_
picture due to the movement of rotors versus starers in
brush type dc machines. In these investigations, clas- _ •
_'_ sical syn:hronously rotating, or _tstionsrv _fF con- " _ "_ _• J
_ cepts were used. That is, the l_WfFsdue to the armature
. and field were considered stationary with respect to
_i." each other for a given load condition.
. Flguxe I. Machine-Power Conditioner Unit in its Final
Form
A schematic diagram of the combined machlne-power
' conditioner unit is depicted in Figure (2). The power81 NM 179-1 " A paper recommended and approved by the nditioner consists of a two quadrant hysteresis type
_'_ _ Rotating Machinery Committee of the IEEE Power dc current chopper and a three phase transistorized
_' _ ,_.nserlng Society /or presentr'lon at the IEEE PES i,tve_Lcr-cunvarter br2dsc. The cLoppcr controls the dc
_ q Winter Meeting, atlanta, Ceorgla, February I-6, 1981. line current which feeds the Inverter-converter bridge.
._ This _s equivalent t_ controlling machine torque. The
_ Manuscript submitted September 2, 1980; made available bridge converts the dc current into three phase acfor println_ December I, 1980.
m
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curreut_ of apgroxlmatcl7 rectangular shap# as ideal- Using thiaspatlal distribution of the phase
ized in Figure (2). Notice that during one complete windings in conJunctlon_Ji_h the xdealzzed p[,asecu::_'_
_/ cycle, there are six switching or current s_ates; The given in Figure (2),one obcalns the spatial dlstrx-
"/'f switching from state _n state is qontrolled by s rotor butlon of the armature MMF for selected points, over
_'_" position sensor _ _ted on the motor shaft. The rec- one complete ac current cycle. Each current cycle
_'_ tangular current block_ produce a discretely stepping consists of six states as mentioned earlier. At the
/ stator (armature) }_F wave in the air gap as described beginning of each state, during the motoring mode, _he j,
next, stator _F leads the rotor _F by l/O electrical
/ -0c_ow,_stj_, degrees in the direction of rotation. This angle
-FtLTEnCAMC_TOR decreases at the endof the state due to rotor/_- CHOl_'1_S ---,NVERTER _I_E
Sam_
,/ ; / _ /-- motion _ad the fact that the armature _F remains
[:o,j therotorpositionsensorsi, alsthe owercond. o.er
_c _{ & _ ,_--_MOTO_ 60 electrical degree forward Jump (or step) of the
__ L j atlaature _ in the direction of rotation. At this
I To.W ----Q, r Q_ Os , ,j cal degrees. This process is rep_ted six times overI, _0_ _ each ac current cycle. These repetltxve, discrete, I ___0" _ armature _F jumps ad to a machine op r,txon which _s
_----_---_- ........ analogous to a conventional synchronous machine
-_ _ ,o- ,_. ,_._*_-_oe._ _ tt_ operating with a variable torque angle that fluctuates
ac cycle. Such operation would produce a pulsating
torque profile.
'S
c ' : : : _ TO slmula_e the electromagnetic interactions
duringthesecurrentsta es,heSo.tinsof roto
_ with empect to the stator must be determined. Figure
f State# I 2 3 4 5 6 I (5) depicts the currents in_,Oe the orator slots at the
" " beginning of the first state. The resulting spatial
" _ Figure 2. Machlne-Power Conditioner Schematic and distribution of the armature _4F is given immediately
Idealized Phase Currents. b_low the stator slots in the same figure. Notice that
=his waveform is uns_etrical due co the fracrlonal
REPRESENTATION OF THEDISCRETELy STEFPING AI_MATUREt@/F slot winding, The position of the rotor n_gnetic (MMF)
axis lags by 120 electrical degrees at the beginning of
• The behavior of permanent mgnet synchronous chls state as shown in Figure (4), while at the end of
'_ machines with discretely stepping (or nontmifora_y the same state, this angle reduces co 60 electrical
_ rotating) armature MMFs becomes :lear upon examination degrees as shown in Figure (5). Figure (6) shows the
" beginning of the next state.
, of the electromagnetic Interactions inside such a
machine. Figure (3) gives a cross sectional view of
the 15 hp machine described earlier. Included in this In order to adequately represent the stepping
figure are the locations of the individual phaJe nature of the magnetic field picture inside this
_ windings. ^. B, and C In the fractional slot stator machine, thirty field solutions, spanning one ac cycle,
core. were obtained using the =*shod of finite elements. " _
-_LU_INUMV_US|NG Consequently. each of the six current states is re_re-nest d by five solutions. The implementation of these
AMINA_ON$ _RmaNtNt solutions requires the ability to rotate the rotor
\ _stT_o_o_ finite element grid with respect to the stator grid."- Details of this process are given next.
r,
G_NERATION OF MACHINEFINITE ELEMFiTrGRIDS
The thirty field solutions mentioned above requite
thirty different finite element grids. Generation _f
theme gria_ _anually would be extremly tedious because
of the complex topologlea involved and the fact that all
four pole pitches suit be included due to the fractional
slot winding in this case.
The stator grid is generated automatically by
meant of a gener&llsed statot slot pitch module st
shotm in Figure (7). The rotor grld is generated In a
similar manner using the generalized rotor pole umdule
given In the saue fi_re. These modules aretotally flexible
in the sense that all major |eom_trical dim*salons can
be specified at will. Furthermore, thv number of
lessor and rotor modules in a given grid is completely
controlled by the user. This allows one to model
either a single pole pitch or the entire machine cross
section if required.
_smatue¢ emo0_l The _/_Lte elmnt s:tds for the thirty field solu-
tlorm are generated by fix£n| the stator grid with res-
Figure 1. Machine Cross Section Viw_rlthLocat/onof pact to the coordinate axes and rotating the rotor grid
Three Phue W£ndlngqr__ _ _ _th respect to the stator for the thirty positions.
1984002382-300
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,a At each position the rotor and stator grids ate Joined the atator and rotor grids are generated onlv once durlnR
_ogether in the air gap by means of a row of elements this sequence of solutions. The stepping of the rotor is
"_... that zs uniquely determzned for each position by means accomplished by rotation of the nodal coordinates that
all ct an air gap fitting algorithm, details of which are to form the rotor grid• However, the element equations
oe found in Appendix (A)• It must be emphas±zeJ that that represent the rotor and stator 9oxtions are in-
"/,
- " _ L L- _7-,_..,_L- -_- " ',
v+ v.' +., . 4t
u__.+...... J_
StAff NG_ 1.., /,•- 1¢• 0 PU
F_g. 4. Spatial Distribution of Stator and Rotor l_IFs ,;
'1 at Start of State (1)
-_ r_-_X_r_r_r_L_ r_r_..-_ Fig. 8. _inlte Element Grids at Start of State (1)
' -: i+.o' .".I+_ +c,, [,_, I+.._+_ ++'++"_ [% '"- -' ,w
+x_ • J+U+JeJ_J®LI'-. j+U_.+'_L.J@"
"---+--v • " i , . , , __. +'.+++,, -X__+5+-_,_.
++'_.T'_t+,,, 1,... I + I . c _
r',j + _ .l_',
"- at End of State (1)
,_ _k_,,, Fig. 9. Finite Element Grids at End of State (l)
_/_ _ variant to this angular displacement(or stepping) and
- hence ere calculated only once. This co_nterclockwi_-
-_ ' _- --[ rotation of the rotor grid varsus the Btator is clearly
•_ _--'"°-- shown in Figures (g) an_ (9) which depict the rotor
positions st the beginning and end of state number one,
+ -- respectively. In the next section, a merrier model
_------_---------rr---_ applicable to the tinlte element method is derived. _
--+1--+-+ This model is baaed upon the magnet geometry and
='_'__,_ _... _,.c t.., _ material properties.
I, ,I - # .,._",'+ l
PEKNANFJ_T HAGNET MODEL
F_g. 6. Spatial Distribution of Stator and Rotor t_IFs
A permanent magnet model suitable for use with the
at Start of State (2) finite element method is derlveo in this ssctlon in
terms of the magnet geometry and materiel propertzes.
Consider the IiIple Ignetic circ_It conaiiting of a
\\ \ ] /: permanent magnet in aeries with an iron core and sir
gap, as shown on the left side of Figure (I0), If one
neglects the MMF drop in the iron core_ the operating
point of the magnet is obtained from the intersection
_. _,' of the magnet's normal demagnetisation characteristic
and the air gap line. This intersection is marked by
point #I on the right _.Ide of Figure (I0). Inclusion
of the _$nettc saturation in the iron core (that is,
the MMF drop in the iron), sl;ifts the operating point
to point #2 a_ shown in the figure.
_hie sa_letic circuit can be replaced by an equi-
valent c_rcuit conaistin_ of a coil in series with the
I same iron core _d a, t gap. This coil has the same
dtmenslon_ and asgnetizatio_ profile as the mallet.
:;: _ Fig. 7. Pinite Element Grid of I Stator Slot end a itMver, the intersection of this profile vlth the M
_ Rotor Pole Pitch Modules (field intensity) axis is shifted from the point, -HC
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I tf.,pp] Under rated load condition a number of field ,,(,lu-
_ Alm-_ tiou_ I_ tequlled gut _a_h u[ r.hc_i_ _td[_ Ill_it._
_. AO,-tW* ,, \ / -ycle. Five solutions per state were found adequate.
_ J ,,V__ _etistheratedloadco_dltionwassimulatedb_ •
,>_ _ thirty field _olutlons, which cover one complete a¢
_. cycle, in order to include the effects of the steppln_
!brmio_ml.I II % mine the core losses in the stator lamina<:--, Three
ca. of of these thirty field solutions are depir. 'Z-
NI= urei (12) through (14), by means of mas_: . _ -e'
Hc'hp / i) _ potential contours, corresponding to t_ ..egiRnl,_
middle and end of state numOer one res<.<:elveS". I
_ assumed all al ng in theee solutions tha_ magz_etostatlc
- - -_l++l 0 " h
-Hc field formulation holds in spite of any r.t_oredd; cur
rent disturbance caused by the sudden Stdtor ,_r j_._F'_.
Fig. IS. Operating Point of a Magnetic Circuit
Containing a Permanent Magret The radial air gap flux density wavefo_ms _or the
beginning and end of state number ,_neare sh,_wnIn
(coercively), to the origin, Figure (10). The a_pere Figures (15) and tlr), respectively. The effect of
turns, NI, of c_ls equivalent coil are obtained by the slot openings and the rotor movement are c]carl',
: multiplying the nelght of the magnet in the direction visible in these figurel. The radial air gap flux
of magnetization, hpH, by th¢ coercively, Mr, in the denlities are used later in this paper to generate the
case of rectangular shaped magnets, phase mtdgap EHF profiles.
For r,onrectangular magnets, such ae the one shown
in Figure (Ii), modifications Co the above mentioned No Load Case
approa h are required. The curved porclonl of such
magnets are represented by a series of infinitely thin The field distribution and raoial air gap flux
rectangular layers which approximate this curve in a density wavetnrms ,_.tno _oad were obtained fo: elgnt
staircase fashion. Thil yields the continuous current equa).ly spaced rotor positions spanning one stator _loc
sheets sho_ also in Figure (11). Thid technique hie pitch of 24 mechanical degrees. Covering only one _lut
been successfully applied to the 15 hp machine In- pitch during no load operation is sufficient co accu-
troduced earlier. The accuracy of this approach i8 racily account for the effects of flux pulsations due
verified later in this paper by means of search col) to slotting.
flux and flux density _.eelurements, under both rated
and open clrcu:_ conditions. Calculated sad osclllogram The field distributlOh inside [be machine, at oh,.
waveformel of the midgap F.NFi were also in agreement first of these eight r_tor positions. 1_ given in
both in shape and magnitude as _,ill be shogun later in Figure (17). The correlponding radial air gap flux
this paper, density profile is given in Figure tie). This profile
_....-_,._ i_. _ ...... is used to determine cow no load (or open circuity b_,k
' " " , " "" _ EMF _mveform later in this paper
_ SEARCH COIL VERIF(CAT[ON ,)F R,_L'L_S ,
SI'ht'FI< h l The machine, analyzed in the previous sectt,m. _
wee constructed with two search coils for fl_x measur_.-
nil mints, One of these coils was wrapped around a stat,_r
tooth near the air gap Co mtasure the average t_,och
flux denaitT, The other coil wa_ wrapped around three
y N _ teeth in order to give an approximate value of t_e
_|'(h,#h}*u__. _ _ _ total flux per pole. The exact flux per pole cdn list
be measured by such means in thls machine due to the
fractional slot utnd/ng.
_i'i'l_H , _tlit The iliduced search coil voltages under tared and/H
U no load conditions were recorded by an _,scith, scope.
rl Theee voltages were then Fourier anatvzed and _ntegrat_d
to yield flux profiles, sO the flux profile, of the ._
Fig. ll. Equivalent Rapresenla'.'ionof Samarium Cobalt coil around one tooth, wal iubseqt_ntlv divided by the
Hagn_t of the 15 HP Machine cross-sectional erie of the tooth stem yielding the
av_ra_ tooth flux density waveform.
FINITE ELEMENT SOLC_rIONSOF TIlE 15 RP _IIACHINE The average tooth flux denlity profiles, based on.
search coil lasutem_:._l a: tired and no load, are
The automatic grid pn0raCion procen and the mal- given by the Iolid line curvil in Figures (19) and {20)
net model were applied to the analysis of the elec- reepmcciv_ly. The corresponding finite element calru-
Cronically operated 15 hp lelritm cobalt persmnent laced flux deneltiel In each of the fifteen teeth are
magnet synchronous machir, e. The no load _nd rated load indicated by the circled points. These flux densities
field distributions wer_ obtained by means of the
were calculated by averaging the elemental radial f'ux
finite element method for two dlnslo_al nonlinear deniltlel in the lower tooth steam. Examination of
magnetos/stir field problems, The nonlinear algebraic then figures reveals excellent agreement between t
equations were solved by the Newton Raphar., Silo- measured and calculated results. tritha_,9,10 Furthermore, chela relultl ai_ tmed tocalculate core loelel and back _ waveform luringooth no load and rated load operation. ommaA mr'r P_OR QUALITY 297
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Th_ _e_aured prof*.lc3 o£ the _ntal £1ux pa_sing ah.b, _are .lw.[._e vah,_a o_ lh_ F,,,,l_,.t "_,_:'-
through the search coil that spans three teeth are flclents corresponding to the set ,_f rot,_r .
£1ven by the solid llne curves In Figures (21) and (22) p_._Itlons per state.
for raced and no load operation respectively, The The hsrlonlc cowpor.ents of the flux per pole, ;h, are
correspondin 8 finite element flux values are indicated then calculated from the gachine _eometrv and the air j_
by the circled dots in the figures. These points _,ere gap flux density, equation (1). as follows:
obtained by calculating the total flux pssslng through
fifteen consecutive sets of three teeth. That _.s, flux el, " w_£n_p[ih sin(h8) + hhC°S(hO)j/h (2)in teeth (1,2,3). flux in teeth (2,3,_) .... , and fl
in teeth (L5.1,2). Examination of these figures where: _ is the effective _chine length _stator ax$<1_
reveals excellent airaeaent between measure1 and cslcu- n length tines sticking factor)fated results.
Ls the pole pitch sr mid air gap
": KASE I_ K LINES-aO0 P
t -
M _ _ F_ [-_ F Once t._,_ harnmnic flux per pale Is known, the _lalap EHF
:/ d wavelets, eph , is obtained fro*,the ti_ rate of chao_
/ \ °_ / ' of this flux in conjunction wi_h the harmonic windln L
*' _\ / \ factors, _, and the number of series turns _er phale,
/ \ / 'I Tph , as fellers:
: , _. \ " -Tph L l kwhdt t3)
; t_ / l? 8t51 IN v_LT$. _0._
/ '\ _
i/t _FiR. 21. Flux Throush Three Consecutive Sister Teeth at __Rated Load *- -- - ' :
_: Y BASE IN K LINES-_00 Fig. 23. Hldgsp EHY Per Phase at _ated Load
./ ,' ,, :C.- ---,," x A,'----_"7-_.... _1.... " ........ 't ,.:-=,
:" / t i " I Fig. 24. Hldlap EHF Per Phase at No Load
,, i ,, -
. \ /
_i '" "_-._ _' ,..m ' / ','i '
Ill. 22, Flux Through Three Consecutive Starer Teethat / " /
No Load / ', /
_his siriiment betvien search coil meal.resents q _/
_;" and the finite eletnt results confirlll thl villdity
"_" of the _In_t model for tb_i clali of iichln,_s. Such Fig. 25. bleasured D{F Per Phase at No Load t¢ipen Clr-
{ accurate valuis of local flux densities and total flux cut[ Peak Vo,tage - 61.5 V)
<t_ ire necessary for the precise deteru_nation of core
"' losses and lidlap _ iavifol, respectively. The The ntdlap (HI profiles for the i_ hp _achlne ,it
calculation of tnele parameters Is dlacueled next, rated and no load wlre CalCl_Id[dd usin I tiis procedure
at a I_eed o{ 77_0 rpm. The rated end no Load m_dgap F,aF
CALCULATION OF THE NIDGA]P I_t _J_Vl[7OiH profiles for these cond,illons are given in Ftlure_ (2})
and (26), reipnrtlv_.ly. These wivefor_ include all 15
The nldlap OIF ilVefOr_m during riled and no los,: harlnici u( .o a_,leivls the radial _ir lad f{ux _vn-
operation were obtained from tim finite elmnt solu- sity wavefo;'_l D:e injured I llivefom per phase
:tons liven earlier. The ltlrtiq llein_ for thl_+, oil- (open ctrc_ _ I_) at no load at a ipeed of 7750
Culstton Is the radial air |el fltll ,ieellty dlitrlbu- rpm L| siren 'i ,.,_ osctllo|ram of Figure (23). Co_-
lion. This distribution le real'elected by a Fourier pirison of .<._..',,, l:ad EM_, Figure (2_) _nd "_,
reveals excellent slreelent in both WlVilt,ape and l
series si fullers: ipllU_ll (vlthin _.2l). ]'he I profiles are near _, I
lh llnusoidsl due to '-he frsctlunal slot windinl. As
J
Ig(O) • _ [i, lsin(h0) + bheZ/i(he)] (l) expected, t,_l _tdi, ep _r undir load drops from lZs n,) *
h-i load value due to the demegnettzstion effect of the
lit where: El(#) is the radisi air gap fiml density armature react/or.. However, _.hls dcJp in the _ql is
very slight becaaae of the properties ot sanarius -ohal¢
d is the spice angle (electrical delrlel) _ilgnets which h_,ve s permeability close to that of air.
h is the harmonic order That Is, armllu[,, deallnetila(ion il ailst .elllli, _le. ,l is the total nler of hlipie
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These midgap _r waveforms are used in a.network _ B_5_ IN LINES/50. "_. - 76_3S
described in a compan!on paper. I_ This model is uses
[_, slmuia/e the d_amlc in[eractiuns between che
machine ar:a its associated soild state power condi-
tioner. A further app]Icst!en cf those field _olutions i_ i
for the decerminatlon cf core losses is glven next.
7;C.. ULAU]rq_ OF }{YSTERESIS _;D E_DY CVRRE_ CORE LOSSES _ _ M" '_t_ _'"
Due to the nature of the _gnetJc fields in this
zlass of _chznes, flux density varlations with ti_ in
man_ regions of the stator !a_nated core are not slnu-
soldal, Put rather highly distorted waveforms with
,-cnszderable hamonlc content. Thi_ is particularly
t:,e _ase near the tooth tlpG. Uncer such condltlo: ._,
an actual fluy density wavefo_ (radial and tangential _tLt,t,_ .0. |5 __TS,GE,TI_t CO,PO,E_
components) in the various parts of the stator lawns- _utt LORO __SRD|_L [O_P_£_
lions must be used to obtain a better esti_e of the
core losses. Fig. 27. Flux _nslty Profile i_ the Stator Tonth Stem
at _ted Load
_e of the salient advantages of using the finite _ BASE JN _Ig£S/5a. _N. -5_18g
ele_nt method in this analys,_ is that one can obtain ._
the flux density profile in _ach part of _he stator core _ ',,
the i_fluence of the switchi_g pattern of the given
power conditioner to which the _chine is connected.
Using t_ 30 finite ele_nt solutions described earlier,
_he radial and tangential fl_ denslty_ofiles over one \ /
-. complete ac ¢y,le of the rated armature current is ob- _- i- ,_-_._,,_t-_,- i '"
taxned for each of the twenty four ironele_ntsln one slot m
_" pitch module, Figure (7,. Threeof these flux denaity pro- ×= 1 \\ /; f les are given in Figures (26), (27) and (18) for ele_nts
core, respectively. Notice that all of these profiles
\
are nonsinusoidal. Also, notice the flux density in _'] _//\____/
the tooth stem _s essentially radial, as expected,
while in the core ic is mainly tangential.
r EL[M_NIN_ _ __T_ .gENTI_L[_PC_FNT
h similar procedure was followed to obtain the flux rULt t_a0 __Ssg]_t [0.e0.[,_
density profiles in these elements at no load. Fo_ a Fig. 28. Flux Density Profile In the Stator Core at
given no ioad solution the tangential and radlal flux Rated _ad
• density values are deter_ned in each element of a
given slot _odule and its corresponding sister elements The combined eddy and hysteresis losses per unit weight.
in all other _d_es of the core. These f1_,;een flux wt, can be e_ressed as follows:
density values are _istributed with a shlfc of one slot w t - we + w h (4)
; _Itch from one another. This process is re_eated for
_ B_ ;N _]NEb/5_.IN. • q3197 where w e is the eddy current loss component given by
_ wh = khC2fB (6)
ele_nt in the core is obtained fr_ the flux densitv
" _ _ profile of that element such as sho_ in Figures (26)-
(28). The frequency, f, iS the tundamental freqt,encv
and a are deter_ned from t_ Epstein loss characteri_-
tic for the _tven la_tlon, which is based on
- slnuaoldslly tl_ varying flux densities. This loss
- characteristic can be expressed _the_ticallv as a st_
'_t£_ NO _ ___._Ngt_m tO_OStS_ of the eddy and hysteresis components as follows -15FULL LOg_ _RROI_L COMPON[N7
clf2B2 c2fBa7_, 2_ Flux Densir,, Profile in the Stator Tooth Tip w - + (7)q ""
at Fated L_ad _e correction factors _ and k h in equations (5)
and (6), which account for the effect of distortion of
,:acn of the eight no load solutions in which the rotor tile f)ux density wavefo_ are determined on the basis of
,,as shilted zn equal _teps over e stator slot pitch su har_nzc flux density magnitudes and flux density rever-
_ ,:escribed earlier. _his is in order _o a_l_re accurate sals, respectlvely, as outlined in a _thod successfully
riux density pro+iles, introduced by Layers, et al.ll,12,13
4 The hysteresis and eddy current core losses at The =t_d outlined above was applied to the 15 hp
_ rated a'_d no load are calculated using these flux
" '_ _chine given earl_er, The resulting core losses under
%_; ¢_ensitv profiles and the measured Epstien loss curves.
ORIGINAL_ I$ ,-
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4132rated and no load conditions are given zn Table (i) for CONCLUSIONS
a speed of 7750 rpm. Also given here is the core loss
: fable (i) Core Losses Results The essential components ,,fa finite element moael
[ ! Finite Element _esi_es t_ for the simulation of th_ elcctrumaguetic pctformdnce
i I of electronlcallv operated permanent magnet synchronous
f v oral - -
Calculation _alcu_r e machines were introduced. These included a model for
I Rated LoadINo eoa_ation_osse_ simulating permanent magnets, based upon geometrlcal
i I _ I ' and material properties, and a generalized automatic "
_ddycurrent loss(watts) 121.5 i24.5 -- , -- element grid generator which allows rotation offinitei
_ysteresis loss (watts) 70.3 70.5 1 -- i -- I any rotor v_rsus any stator grids. The steppirg nature
_otal core loss (watts_ I 191.8 195.0 _36.5 ] 330 o_ the armature MMF was accounted for 0y taking a
series of field solutions corresponding to the movement
calculated by standard design techniques that account of a rotor during one cycle of the armature current.
only for the fundamental component of flux density. It
must be noted that the core losses obtalned from testing This approach was applied to a 15 hp samarium
actual machines are generally 1.5 to 2.0 times higher cobalt machine. The rated and no load field solutlons
than those calculated values. This is due to interlaml- for this machine were verified by means of flux and
nations short circuits resulting from the high pressure flux density measurements obtained from search coils.
applied to stator cores to improve the stacking factor, £xcellent agreement was obtained in all cases between
etc. Reference (15) contains detailed explanations of measured and calculated results. The mzdgap EMF wave-
this phenomenon. One must notice from Table (I) that forms were cal=ulated with excellent agreement
the finite element based core loss values are much closer between numerical and corresponding _est results
to test than those given by standard design calculations, in magnitude and profile. The core losses in the
stator core were also calculated =nd were closer to
test values in comparison to those calculated by
standard design procedures. The approach given here
_ is presently being extended to include the calculation
of winding inductances for various ro_or positions and
levels of saturation. Machine parameters which were
; calculated on the basis of these field solutions were
key elements in a machine-power conditzoner network
model which was used to simulate the dynamic inter-
actions between the electromagnetic and electronic
• :_ parts of such systems as outlined in reference (14).
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APPENDIX (A)
i The grld fitting (matching) whlch must take place - -_ - - _ - - -- 51_ (II)
_n the air gap to combine the stator and rotor grids, (_}
at each of these rotor positions, was accomplished by
m_ans of an algorithm designed for that purpose. _hls Fig. 31. Automation of Rotor and Stator Finite Element
algorlt_m t_es the two grids by the generation of a row Grid Matching in the Air Gap
of eleraents in the air gap region. The unique feature
_, of this algorithm is that it is independent of the
number of rotor poles or stator slots, and can be used
to match any two FE grids with a conrmon boundary. The
two node ]i_es shown in Figure (31-A) represent the
For biographical scketches of the authors please
'- £_nermost and outermost layers of nodes of the stator
refere to other papers in the IEEE PAS Transactions.
and rotor grids, respectively.
The following steps summarize the ssllent features
of this algorithm:
i. The number of nodes along the inner end ou_e_-_o_tlayers of the stator and rotor grlds,re8pect_vely, 8ze
_"_ counted. The one with the fewer number of nodes is
• _ designated side (I) and the other is designated side
.... -_ (II) as shown in Figure (31-A). If both sides have the
_ same number of nodes, then one side is arbitrarily
desi_,tated side (I) and the other, side (II).
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_._ Oiscussit, ns Some questions for the authors that come to my mind are:
Stephen H. Minnich (General Electric Corporate Research and I. Did you establish bounds on the aspect ratio of the triangular
: De_,elopment. Schenectady, NY): This paper provides a valuable il- elements generated by :he air gap fitting algor:thm?
lustratton of the application of the finite element method to the analysis 2. Did you use the solution obtamed at a particular time as initial
- condition to obtain solution at the subsequent time step'?
of an electrical machine of complicated geometry. Of particular value is 3. What harmonics are present m stator tooth tip at rated load (Fig.
: the demonstration of a method for automatically stepping the rotor
-: 26)? Did your loss calculation take into consideration all har-
: poruon of the finite element grid in angular position to simulate the
totamm ol the rotor. While the pap-r seems basically well done, the monies?
"_ followmg comments are offered.
:. In equation (2), it appears that the sines and cosines should be inter-
chapged in the two terms inside the brackets. If (2) was derived from (1) REFERENCES
. by integrating the flux density to obtain the flux, the sine would in- ill F. J. Young and H. L. Schenk, "iron Losses Due to Eltlptl,:a!ly
tegrate into the cosine, the vice versa. The authors then proceed to Polarized Magnetic Fields" Journal of Applied Physics, Vol. 37.
derive a quantity called the "midgnp EMF" which is compared with the No. 3, pp. 1210-1212, March 1966.
"'measured EMF waveform". Was the "measured EMF waveform" the [2] T. Yamaguchi and K. Narita, "Rotational Power Loss m Commer-
terminal voltage, or was it actually derived from a measurement in the cial Silicon-iron Lammations" Electrical Engineering in Japan.
atrgap? The authors say that comparison of Figures (24) and (25) Vol. 96, No. 4, 1976.
_3: "reveals" excellent agreement in both waveshape and magnitudes.
Clearly this comparison cannot be made by the reader, since (24) has no Manuscript received March 2, 1981.
;- _oltage scale, and to the eye both (24) and (25) look smusoidal, if a
_, numerical figure of merit .was used on the waveshape to g¢: the
_" numerical figure quoted (2.2070), that figure of merit should be describ- F.A. Found, T. W. Nehl, and N. A. l)emertlttsh: We wish to thank the
discussors Mr. Lakhavani and Mr. Minnich for their interest in the
_:. ed. The authors further state that the "midgap EMF" drops only slight.
ly under load. A numerical comparison of the calculated value versus paper and for their stimulating quesuons which help complete the
:_ the measured valu_ at load could have been given, and the term, record on this work. We will first respond to the point_ raised by Dr.
'._ "'slightly", could have been quantified. Lakhavani, then to those raised by Mr. Minmch as follows:
• In any event, the "midgap EMF" bears only a quan;tative relation- i) Dr. Lakhavani is correct in pointing out that the nature of the
';--" ship to the terminal voltage. It is a classical approximation used when magnetic field in many regions in the core, particularly those
_ no further information is available, and is not appropriate to use in pro- where the teeth and yoke join, is mdeed elhptlc. This cons_dera-
cessmg finite element results, tion has been taken into account in a manner very similar to the
Rigorously, the phase terminal voltage is the time derivative of the dr- procedure described in references (!) and (2) in the discussion.
. mature phase flux linkages. The flux linkages for any single armatu e 2) Dr. Lak avani r ises the point of whemer criteria were estabhsh-
turn can be found from the difference between the vector iaotenuals of ed to avoid creation of elements wl,_ large aspect ratios by the
__ the two conductors forming the turn. The vector potential for each airgap fitting algorithm. The design of t_t logic of this algorithm
/transposed) conductor is the average of the vector potentials over the included provisions which would circumvent the problem ,:, prac-
area of the conductor (and clearly must be evaluated in the slot and not tlcal cases. However, in extreme cases wnere large dlscr:pency ex-
in the airgap). The total phase flux linkages, for a given rotor position, tits between the number of nodes on the two sides (boundaries) of
are found by summing the individual turn flux linkages, if the flux two adjacent grids, one can not rule out ill cond,tloned (large ._
linkages are thus determined for each rotor position, the time waveform aspect ratio) type elements. This was never encountered in all the :
of the armature flux linkages is determined, and differentiation of this cases we have solved using this algorithm. _:
time waveform gives the terminal voltage. The authors had this infor- 3) We answer th": second questions (2) raised by Dr. LaKna 'am m the
marion available from their stepped finite element solutions, and the affirmative. The solution obtamed at a particular roto, positron .-,:
paper would have been more meaningful, had tt been used. (time) was used as the initial condmon in obtaining tt'e solution at -,
Further, the finite element solution is two dimensional. While the the next rotor position (next instant m time).
length of the machine is not mentioned, it can be assumed that the 4) Harmonics up to the fifteenth order were of _rgnfficance m the
machine ts short enough that end effects are important. Apparently, no flux density waveform of Figure (26). The loss calculation mclud- L_,
correctaon for end effects was attempted. If so, and tn view of the inex- ed the effect of all harmonic components which could be ,
act estimate of the terminal voltage discussed above, isn't the degree of calculated with reasonable accuracy based on the number of flux :-'
agreement of the calculated and measured terminal voltages somewhat density data points u_ed in forming the elemental flux density _/
less meamngful than implied in the paper? waveforms.
A similar comment applies to the core loss comparison. The fact that 5) Mr. Minmch is correct In noticing the t_,pographica[ error m equa- "
the present calculated value was higher than a conventional one and tion (D This equation should read as follows: ""_
that the measured losses were even higher is a rather vague justification.
The coarseness of the core toss profiles indicated in Figures (29) and Nil '
130) belies much exactitude in calculat,on described, ag('_) = L [.i h Cu_(h'p) - bh Sit) (hu) ]/)_ _I )
The paper remains a valuable illustration of a useful and necessary It t
lechmque in the application of finite elements. ]'his discussor wished 6) In response to one of Mr. Minmch's questions concerning the
only to pontt out a conceptual error in the terminal voltage calculation comparison between the calculated and measured emf
i and to mention other obJective factors bearing on the comparison of waveforms, we wish to state that the test waveform v,as obtained
the results with test. under no load condition, and represepts the no-load phase to
neutral voltage waveform. For this conthtion, the flux ts almost
Manuscript recewed March 2, 1981. entirely radial through the teeth, see Figure (17), and hence, the
induced emf can be calculated from the mldgap flux with _:.
S. T. L,=khtvini (Westinghouse Electric Corp., Pittsburgh, PA): The reasonable accuracy in that class of machines. This, however, Is
authors are to be commended on their contribution to finite element not the case in problems involving large synchronous machines
modeling o1 losses in electric machines. Accurate prediction of core loss with significantly higher degrees of saturation in the teeth. In such
_s _mportant to the lectric machine design r particularly for the design cases with high saturation one should calcul t flux hnkages and
of high el'fic_ency machines, induced emfs from the mean magnetic vector potentials in the
The existence of rotational flux ts clear from Figures 12, 13 and 14 in conductors, as was done earlier in the work of Demerdash, et. al..
I the region where the tooth stem joins the stator core. Perhaps the see references (4) and (5) tn the, paper, as well as reference (17)
authors would like to incorporate estimation of rotational losses in given below.
regions where these occur. These losses are also known as iron losses It is worth pointing out that the peak values of the calculated and
due to ellipttcall_ polarized mangetic fields and can be estimated I_ytak- measured emfs are 62.1 volts and 63.5 volts, respectavely The
iCtg the sum of t e individual alter ating power loss due to t calculat d value ol the emf und r load is 60.4 volt . Incidentally.
magnitude of the major and minor axis flux densities.' _ Taking rota- all this information is in the paper, see Ftgures (23) through (2_).
tlonal loss into account could lead to further improvement in the 7) Mr. Minnich pomts to the fact that "Rigorously, the phase _ 'r- "_
'_ I prediction of core loss. O_Q_,, _E r_ minal voltage is the time derivative of the armature phase flux
1984002382-308
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•ll hnkage". We are well aware of that and as pointed out above measured values, see reference (15). Accordmgly, the method m-
have used this approach since 1971. However, these emfs troduced here represents some improvement over previous ef-
generated here were intended for further use as forcing functions forts. Also, the resulting loss density distribution, F_gures (35)
m a simplified mach,_ne-power conditioner model (18L m which and (36), are of value to designers m predicting, poss,ble iocat_on_
mdw_dual machme winding inductances must be represented, of hot spots.
That meant that the emfs behind these inductances mus! be used. Finally, we hope we have responded adequately to all !he :nterestmg
It must be pointed out that this approach gave numerical results and pertinent questions raised by the dJscussors.
of machine-power conditioner current and voltage waveforms
that were m excellent agreement with corresponding test data as #
evidenced in reference (18). Obviously, this approach would not
be valid m machines with considerable saturation such as tur- REFERENCES
bogenerators.
8_ With regard to end region effects on the reduced emf at no load in [17] N. A. Demerdash and H. B. Hamilton, "A Simplified Approach
such machines, our exper,ence confirms that these effects can be of Determination of Saturated Synchronous Reactances of l.arge
neglected. Under load, the flux linkage through three teeth (ap- Turbogenerators Under Load," IEEE Transactions on Power Ap-
proximately a phase belt span) was measured by a search coil, paratus and System, PAS, Vol. 95, 1976. pp. 650-569.
Figures (21). Plotted also m that figure are the calculated values [18] N. A. Demerdash, T. W. Nehl, and E. Maslowskt, "Dynamic
of flux without end effects, where one can see clearly the agree- Modeling of Brushless Motors in Electric Propuls:on and Elec-
ment between calculated and measured data. This would not be t.romechanical Actuation by Digital Techniques," Proceedings of
true if end effects were significant a, suggested by Mr. Mmmch. the 1980 IEEE Industry Applications Sooety Annual Meeting, 80
9) The core loss calculations inherently contain many uncertainties CH 1575, Cincinnati, Ohio, Sept. 28-Oct. 3, 1980, pp. 570-579.
due to factors such as interlammauon shorts, etc. it is generally
recognized that calculated loss values are usually 50_0 to 60% of Manuscr,pt received May I1, 1981
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APPENDIX (2)
ON MAGNETIC FIELD ANALYSIS BY FINITE ELEMENTS
Fouad, F. A., Nehl, T. W., Demerdash, N. A., "Permanent Magnet
Modellng for Use in Vector Potential Finite Element Analysis in Electrical
Machinery," IEEE Transactions on Maclnetics, Vol. MAG-17, 1981, P_2-
3002 -3004.
._ _ 1981 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from the IEEE Transactions on
__ M_a_netics, Vol. MI_G-17, pp. 3002-3004, 1981. ---
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._ PERMANENT,MAGNETMODELING FOR USE IN VECTOR POTENTIAL FINITE ELEMENTANALYSIS IN ELECTRICAL MACHINERY
F. A. Found T.W. Nehl N.A. Demerddsh
!
Abstract - A method for simulation of permanent
_ magnet effects on the magnetic field in electrical
•achines is given. The method is suited for use with
analysis of magnetic fields in electrical machines con- _ I
talning permanent magnets. The method was applied to _,_ _ _ ,.
the solution of magnetic fields under no load and load _._T W z''^'
in two 15HP, 120 volt ferrite and samarium cobalt per-
manent magnet type brushless dc machines using finite _ I
elements. Search cull measurements of both flux and
flux densities in the two machines were used to verify
the present permanent magnet model. The numerical _
analysis and measurement results of the flux densities ........ _ ........... I/l /
were in excellent agreement.INTRODUCTION "',u .,.". --",\ /'' "\'_I_":':"I" ..... / i :' i _i_j--/,!. f::_,_,Prevzous investigators introduced a number of per- /!_ I "
......... j ':\manent magnet models for field calculations, some ex- " "'"--
amples of these can be found in references (I) and (2). / ':i\ I / _ \\
l .Manyof these methods contained assumptions which re- / !i \
stricted their use. In this paper, a simplified and /"
practice, way of modeling peru.anentmagnets for humeri- ' ..... _ / \
cal field solutions is introduced. The method is appli-
:" cable to magnet structures of various geometries and Fig. (i) Operating Point Fig. (2) Operating Point of
materials, of a Magnetic Circuit Con- allEquivalent Magnetic
< Experimental verification of the validity of this raining a Permanent Magnet. Circuit.
magnet modeling approach was carried out by applying
this model combined with the finite element method, to
the analysis of the magnetic fields in two 15HP elec- This means that a permanent magnet whose cr,ss-
_$ ironically commutated brushless dc machines. These section along the direction of magnetization is rattan-
machines were designed and built for use in propulsion gular, is magnetically equivalent to a piece of mag-
of cOmmuter type electric passenger vehicles. One of netlc material, with the same dimensions and 8-H pro-
these machines contains a 6-pole strontium ferrite No. file, shifted to the origin, that is excited by an
8 rotor structure, while the other contains a 4-pole equivalent current sheet ,_s shown in Figure (2). This
\ _' 18 MGO, samarium cobalt rotor structure, current sheet must be oriented such that it magnetizes
1_,, the material in the same direction as the magnetization
,_ PERMANENT .MAGNETMODEL of the original magnet. The value of the MMF of this
_iQi current sheet is given by equation (I).
:_'._ Consider a simple magnetic circuit which consists Application of this approach must be modified for
of a permanent in series with an iron core and airgap cases where the magnet geometry is nonrectangular such
_- ! as shown in Figure (I). If the MMF drop in the iron as in the examples given next.
• core is neglected, one obtains the operating point of
; _he magnet from the intersection of the magnet's normal Example (I):
_- demagnetization characteristic and the airgap line, Consider a nonrectangular magnet, such as the onu
_ ,_, point #l in Figure (i). Inclusion of magnetic satura- shown in Figure (3-A). To apply the above method to
> finn in the iron core shifts the operatlng point to such a magnet, the curved portion is approximated by
._o point #2 as depicted in the figure, finite number of thin rectangular layers in a staircd_.'
This magnetic circuit can be replaced by an equi- fashion, as shown also in Figure (3-8). The values ol
_[ relent one which consists of a coil in series wlth the the _dFs on each side of these rectangular layers can
same iron core and airgap as shown in Figure (2). This be obtained as described above. If one increases the
['_ cull and its core have the same dimensions and magneti- number of these layers to infinity, the magnet model
Y _ zation profile as the magnet. However, the intersection will consist of two pairs of current sheets as shown in
_ of this profile with the H axis is shifted from the Figure (3-C).
::_:_. point, - HC (coerciv[tv), to the origin as shown in the
,_ figure. The flux densities at the operating points #I Example (2):
%_ and #2 of this circuit would be identical tO those of In this example, the permanent magnet is tnn_en-
)_. the previous magnetic circuit, Figure (I), if the fol- tially oriented with a trapezoidal cross-sectlon as
i_ lowing relation is satisfied: shown in Figure (4-A). The equivalent system ,)fcurt,,,1
"_)I NI = HC • hpm (1) sheets for this type of magnet can be approximated hv %
where NI is the coil's ampere-turns (_F) and hpm is dividing the trapezoidal shape into a series ,)f thin i
°_ the height of the magnet in the direction of magneti- rectangular layers as shown in Figure (4-B). The ,_v.q-
_,I zation, all effect of the simultaneous presence of all these
_'I Manuscript received March 23, 1981. current sheets leads to a cancellation process at tht,
Thesa authors acknowledge the financial support of interfaces from layer to layer with only a residual :.,:r-
4_ the following contcacta: I) DOE/NASA LeRC contract NO. rent sheet left to represent the difference between the
i DEN3-65 and USAF/SCEEE Contract NO. SIP/78-17. We also current sheets of two adjacent layers, Figure (4-C).
_ wish to acknowledge Inland Motor R&D, gadford, Virginia The final configurations of _he equivalent currentin the design, fabrication and testing of the machines sheets, when the number of these layers reaches tnfinztv,
studies here. is shown in Figure (4-D).
_" T.W. Nehl F. A. Fouad, and N, A. Demardash are One must notice that in this modeling approach, the
_, ' with the Department of Electrical Engineering, Virginia current sheet equivalents are independent of the number
_ Polytect.nic Institute and State University, BI_ lfrl used toe=plainthemodelingprocess. -'308 Virginia 24061, U.S.A.
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Radial flux densities in stator tooth stems closest °_
/ corre_pondlng waveform is given in Figure (7). Also,
i . plotted in the same figure are the corresponding radial
._ , flux densities calculated using the p',-esent magnet
_i',:ii I model. It is clear from this figure that the mea-
sured and numerically obtained flux densities are in _:
...... i :  _=121 closeagrsemeot.
., l- ', H _,._ ,,T 3_5E. IN,L/SO. IN: 7_178 --=-
" M /t ---4_.,'. !.
i_) (D, '
Fig. (3 Equivalent Repre- Fig. (4) Equivalent Repre-
sentation ot a Composite sentatlon of a Trapezoidal.
\
Shape R,rliallv Oriented Tangentially Oriented Hag- o _ --5£_t. t T -;
..'.l.,_.,e_. net. 7 8_'°_TM • ,,,,,E_.E. ._
Fig. (7) Experimental and Digital Results of :;
APPLICATION OF THE MAGNET MODEL the Average Tooth Flux Density zt No Load of
TO PRACTICAL PROBLEMS the Ferrite Magnet Machine. ,_,
l-
The model detailed above yields current sheet equi- The Load Case
vaients of permanent magnets. These current sheet equi- _-
v,,l_.nt,, can be converted to nodal currents on the outer Under load, one must inject armature phase cur- "<
i,o,*lld.tr_es_)f these magnets in any finite element (4) or rents in these finite element grids at stator slot lo-
tHlite diffel'enc_. (5) magnetic field simulation. Ac- cations accordin_ to the actual phase belt distribution, ;,
cordinglv, this model coupled with the finite element as detailed in a previous paper by these authors (5). ",
m,.lhod w_is used in the calculation of the field distri- The stator currents are directly related to, and elec-
hUl j,n_; in-;hh' the two, permanent mapnet brushless dc tronically controlled by the rotor position as explain-
., H hlu,'._.v,t'ntioned earlier, under n,, load and load con- ed in references (5), (6) and (7). It must be pointed
our that proper design of these machines requires that
._,'_nl:., 'l'h_ nonlh_e;_r pi_rttd] differential equation
the armature MMF (reaction) be weak in comparison with
.,,v.r llir th(. l ield', in these machines is (3, 4):
the equivalent magent _{F to avoid permanent magnet de-
-_.( -LAA + :fl__(:./.,A)= _ j (2) magnetization (8).
,,x ,,x ,,y ,,v Accordingly, the magnetic field distributions un-
wh,'r_.A ;ll_d.] are. tim Z components of the magnetic vec- der rated load conditions in the ferrite and samarium
t,,r i-,l_.ut_.d (MVP), and current density, respectively, cobalt machines mentioned above were calculat__d and are
wl.i!, ,' *_ the nonlinear material reluctivity, depicted by the equal MVP contours of Figures (8_ and
(9). Comparison between the calculated and search coll
N,, L_,nd Case measured radial tooth flux densities in both machines
Th( brushless dc machine with strontium ferrite under rated load are given in Figures (I0) and (ii) for
N,. 8 ma_netr: A suitably finite element (FE) dis- the ferrite and samarium cobalt cases, respectively.
; _-..t_z,tth,nof tlm cross-sectlon of this machine is Close agreement between measured and calculated densi-
_I_,,_ in Fi_urc (5). The no load magnetic field dis- ties are evident. This confirms the validity of this
ihution was determined and is depicted by the equal magnet modelin_ approach under load for the two magnet
}',! contours of Figure (6). types.
• .. _'o\
}i_. (5; finit6 Element Fi E . (6) Flux Distribu- Fig. (8) Flux Distribution Fig. (9) Flux Distribution
_,rid ol the Ferrite Magnet tion at No Load of the a_ Load of the Ferrlte at Load of the Samarium
ua,,hinc . Ferrite Magnet Machine Machine. Cobalt Machine.
om at m
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CONCLUSIONS
"" A permanent magnet model suited for use with the
", two dimensional magnetic vector potential finite ele-
/ ment method was presented in this paper. This model is
:. simple to implement in practical problems in the form
of equivalent current sheets. These current sheets are
functions of magnet geometries and material character-
" istlcs. This magnet model has been used in the numerl-
_ cal solution of the magnetic fields in two machines
-. with ferrite and samarium cobalt magnets. The compsri-
. son between the search coil test and numerically ob-
"._-'-'_'. rained flux densities reveals the validity of this meg-
_ net model in the calculation of the magnetic field in
.... such machines under no load as well as load conditions.
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DETE_NINATION OF SATURATEDVALUES OF ROTATING MACHINERYINCREMENTAL
,] AND APPARENT INDUCTANCES BY AN ENERGYPERTURBATIONMETHOD
'_ T. _q. Nehl, Member F.A. Fouad, Member N.A. De=erdash, Senior Member
'! Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
, glacksburg, VA 24061
Abstract - Energy and winding current perturbations _Fs are no longer sinusoldal in many cases, and the
form the basis of a method for calculation of the satu- armature MMF no longer rotates unlformlv but ratller
rated apparent and incremental inductances of rotating Jumps in discrete steps. Therefore,the concept of a
_achine_, as functions of rotor position and machine unlform,y rotating d-q.o frame of reference, and its
winding excitation currents. The method is totally gen- associated direct and quadrature reactances is ill
eral and utilizes numerical field ca!culation techniques suited. This is due to the fact that the relative
in obtaining stored energy in the magnetic circuits of angular position of stator _F with respect to the
such machines. Thus, it can be applied to a wide class rotor d-axis is cyclically alternating between upper
of machinery with practically any cross-sectional con- and lower bounds (equivalent to a pulsating load
tours and number of windings. It can be used at any (torque) angle). These bounds are set by the phase
given set of excitations (any loads). This method was current colmutation timings. Also, in such electroni-
applied to the calculation of the apparent and Incre- tally operated machines the time rates of change of
mental inductances of a 15 hp samarium cobalt permanent currents (di/dt) are much higher than those encountered
magnet synchronous machine. The necessary numerical in conventional ones, because of the fast (high ire°
field solutions were obtained by finite elements at both quency) electronic swltchlng involved. Accordingly,
rated and no load conditions. The calculated induc- in order tc _redict accurately the dynamic behavior and
lances, at various rotor positions, were compared with performance of such machine systems one must have accu-
those obtained during laboratory measurements and the rate knowledge of values of the self and mutual incre-
agreement between calculated and measured values was mental (d_/di) machine winding inductances, rather
consistently very good. The advantage of this method than the apparent values (_/i). This is because in-
over the more traditional calculations of only the ductive voltage term_ (d_/dt) encountered in such
direct and quadrature axes inductances (or reactances, machine models can be readily expressed as [(d)/di)
_- including transient and subtranslent components) is that (di/dt)] when saturation is an important factor.
the entire n . n matrix of incremental inductances that The crucial role played by such machine inductances
truely govern the dynamic performance of an n winding is demonstrated in references [8,14,15] in which the
• machine can be determined regardless of the validity of performance of a 15 hp ferrlte permanent magnet machine
" a rotating d-q-o frame of reference, was analyzed for two different winding configurations
(inductances) corresponding to 12 and 9 series turns
:; per phase. For the winding with 12 series turns, the
maximum power attainable at the rated speed and voltage
INTRODUCTION was only 4 hp. Reducing the number of aeries turns by
: three to a total of 9 turns and _dlfication of slot
The accurate calculation of machine winding appar-
ent and incremental inductances and their variation with configuration reduced the machine inductances drastlcal-
sa_uratlon and rotor angle is crucial to the dynamic ]y. This permitted an increase in the peak horsepower
output capability of that machine to over 34 hp for the
analysis of such devices. This is especially tr_q in same supply voltage. This example clearly illustrates
the case of electronically operated machines [i-JJ, the need for accurate knowledge of such inductance
which are often characterized by nonslnusoidal current values during the design stage.
:I waveforms, and consequently nonalnusoldal _ wavaforms. In this papar,an approach for accurate calculation
These _<F waveforms often move in dlscr_te Jumps rather of the apparent and incremantal self and mutual Indue-
than the familiar uniform rotation when slnusoldal cur- lances of rotating machinery in terms of saturation
{ rents are involved [4J. Such machines are finding in- level and rotor angle is given. This approach is baaed
creasing acceptance in many applications, on the perturbation of the magnetic field distribution
Previous investigations have centered almost ex- inside the machine for a given eel of winding currents
clusively on the calculation of saturated values of the (saturation le,'el)by means of small current increments
steady state and transient reactances such as the (perturbations). The magnetic field distributions and
direct and quadrature synchronous reactances, etc. see
' the energy perturbations due to such currant increments
references [5] through [9]. [18]. Such reactances are are determined by means of the finite element method.
useful when both the machine current_ and _I:'are sin- For a machine with n windings, this method is used to
usoidal, in which case one can resort to a uniformly determine the complete (n x n) inductance matrix for
' rotatiog d-q-o frame of reference for machine modeling each set of specified winding currents and rotor angle
[10,11]. Rowever, with the rapid increase in the use (position). gy obtaining these inductances for & series
of elect:o_eallv operated machines, the currents and of current sets |pannln| one complete ac cycle of oper-
._ atlon, one can calculats the variation of these induc-
tances during both normal and abnormal modes nf opera °
i tlon.
To experimentally verify the validity of ti_|s
approach, the inductances of a prototype 15 hp samar/us
cobalt permanent magnet synchronous machine are ralcu-
. fated for both no load and rated loed operating condi- t
' tlonl as functions of the rotor angle. The ,,ahulated
A and experimentally measured valuer o! lnduct_m',, wen.
found to be in Rood agreement.
82 WM 237-6 A paper re¢o._nended and appr,)vedby the ENERGY STORED IN MULTI-WINDING ROTATING MACHINES
TEEE Rotating Machinery Ce_s.ittee of the IEEV Power
Engineering Society for presentation at the I"EE PES Any multi-winding rotating machine consisting of
1982 Winter Meeting, New fork, New York, January 31. n coupled windt" la (coils) can ba electrically nodeled
February 5, 1982. Manuscript _ubmltted September r4, in terms of the carnal voltage, vj, the winding cur-
! _gSl; made available for prlntln_ December 2,'Iq81.
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_ rent, ii, and the total flux linkage, ij, of the Jt_h .inc dil inc di_ Linc _t.
coil •s-follows: vj = Rj ij + Ljl d-'_ + Lj2 -_ +'''+
_. d_ jJ dt
_: vj - Rj i +--k (1) " ".- J dt di
_: +...+ Li.nc --_ n ,_,
where j = Io 2, 3...., n. ]n dt
_i_ A special case of such a machine with 3 coils on the
_'_ stator and two coils on the direct and quadrature axes The instantaneous terminal power of the jch coil,
pj, can be obtained by multiplying equatzon (5) by the
_ of the rotor is shown schematically in Figure (i). coil current, I_, that is
dl I di2
_ pj vj lj Rj i] 2 + ij" = -- + lj incLinc,_ _1 _t Lj2 dt
f _ t6).inc i Llnc dl
,_ 1 The first term in this eq_tion, which contains g,,
_ represents the instantaneous power dissipated tn the Jc__h
coil, while the remaining terms represent the instanta-
neous ma_netlc energy stor=ge of the jch coil. Accord-
"_:, ingly the stored magnetic energy, w|, due to the flux
linkage, _j, can bc expressed as follows:
' n f_,,t>
_ wj " _ ..Inc ij) di k (7
"_" k_l ZJ'k(O) (LJk
Therefore. the total stored global energy, w, associates
_ / vs/ with the entire system of n coupled coils can be writ-
_- _r-- r -= Rotor tan as follows:
% w = _ W_ = ..inc ij) dik 1
Figure (I) A Schematic of Representation of a Rotating J-! J J-l_k-I / (LJk _ (H)
.. _k(O)Machine with • Three Coil Armature and a
,: Two Coil Field Windings. If one disturbs the n currents by increments ot
Due to magnetic saturation, the total flux linkage current. Alj, j = 1,2 ....n, which •re so small that the '_
of the jch coll becomes • nonlinear function of tha n- incremental inductances. L_ c . can be assumed to remain
winding currents _t a given rotor angle, e. Therefore, constant, one can express _he corresponding incremental
_ one can write change, _w, in the total energy, w, _s follows:
_'.. lj - lj (i1,12.... lj.....in' e) (2) n _ n .Inc Iik + _ik _ _'_
Accordingly. for the J_h coil, equation (1) Can be ex- _w .. I _ _ Ljk j (lj) dl k; _9)
: panded using the chain rule as follows: J°l_k=l
: _j di I 3;j di 2 alj dig ik
•: vj = Rj ij + 3i 1 #t + _i 2 dt +'"+ _ij dt: 5pllttlnl the summation in equation (9) into the self
(diagonal, J - k) term and mutual (off diagonal, j _ k)
'+ tints yields the following:
+ ;,_jdi n a;.j de
+ ...... + + (3)
" _I dt _e dt
n
: _V ! J_C il_ "AI L_However, for # fixed rotor poeltion the last tens "_ I (lj) dis
+
in equation (3) equals zero beolu_e (de/dr) which equals ljthe rotor _|ular speed would be equal to zero. _lere in
equation (3) the partial derivative o_ tM flux l_J_aSe, i k + _
.... n) is the incremental inductance, L_ , that "= (ij) di k
_=l I elk (lO)
Inc
Ljk " a_ (4) (k#J)
where J . 1, 2 .... , n and k - 1, 2,... ,_. Accordir.|ly, In order to nuamrlcally perform the integration in
for a given fixed rotor position, upon iubstitUt_J_ 8 equation (10), the mean value concept (trapezoidal role)
equation (4) in:o equatlor (3). one obtains the tenLtnsl is assumed to prevail re_rding the current functions.
voltage of the Jthh coil l: termJ of the incremental in- Accordingly, squntion (I0) can be rewritten in summation
ductance coefficients cs follows: form as follows
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n
- ,i.  Ij212)LP'c0o+ pre..ilinsi. hle| j,,_ _ r_s_r _ the apvlicability of this me_hod in cases
I w_'rt t_ a_u_l inductances are not eoual.
n _ ,: J._-_.- ._ can write the following:
J-1 "_: J LJk J
(k_P_ .: a20
,.." _(_Ij)_(_) (20)
Hence, t_- total energy stored in the magnetic
field, Incl_d_n_ _he e_feet8 of curreut perturbatlon, ,,- the Slob_l tmar_y, w, calculated at an oporec-
tbsP. is th_ _ (perturbed) slobal energy, _, asancl- #
a_ed wi_h _he ..._ se_ of currente ((i_ + _i_), _ - 1,2, _. _ ":_t wi_h perturbed excitat_n currents, (I_, 17,
_ ± _i_), ..., i ), be referred _o as w(lj-: _11).
.... n) can be _;_,-ee_ed ua the sum of'w end-bw of eq_- ,." , _et th_ global e_er_7, w, calculated at an oper-
_lone t8) and (1;' _epectlvely, that is
'_ _,;_ poin_ with perturbed excitation currents, (il,i 2,
. ,,(i_ _ All) .... ,(i k -_ Ai k) .... ,in), be referred c,>
w(il ± All, i k * Aik) Mere, J - I, 2 ..... n and
@ - w + _t_ '" ' ,-. " 1.2,,..,fi.
From e_andard partial difference equations, see
CALCb_.ATIO_ OF INDUCTANC_ FRO_ _ERGY F_R_%_._A_.';-_ reference [13], the parClal deriv_tlvee in equacion_
,inc (17) end (20) _.hst define the incremental inductances,
Since the inctementdl inductances, "'k' ar_ _:_ .inc . .inc _ .
e_d to remain co_-8tan_ around the qules_en_ p,.i:_. _.]j ann Ljk , can ve wrltten in terms of the perturbed
i_(J - l, 2,...n) th_ee inductances are conslde.-_c_ in- Si6bal enerlin_ defined above as follows:
d_pendent of the smell variations in _he winding cur-
rents, _ij(J - I, 2 .....n) that Is: _2@
L inn = [w(i_ - _lj) - 2w + w(ij
j_ a(_iJ)2 + AI_)] (t, ij) _
- 0 (13) (21)
(,_13) and
Furthermore, the slobs1 aner_y, w, aeloclated with the
qulescen_ point i8 independent of the incremental cur-
Hence,ren_per urbatlone,wehave _lj,(J - 1,2 .... ,n). _k'Inc . _(_lJ)3(_'ik)_2_ J [w(lj + _lj, Ik  _ik)
= 0 (14) - w(lj - _ij, ik + _ik)
_(/ij)
Therefore, - w(ij + _lj, ik - _ik)
+ w(ij - _l_, £k " _lk)]/(4 " 41j • _i k) (22)_(_lj---'_"  }(_ij)" _(Llj)
IMFL[R_I_TATI_ OF _I/_F.l_l_b'YP_]t_URBATION
eubetltutins for Aw fro_ eqmstion (II) into equa_inn -_"_'O_-_OIt IgDUC_A_CI_ CALCU',ATIONS
(15) yields che followinI:
The _lobel stored mlllPmtic energy w for 8 liven
set of wXadin 8 currents (11, 12 .... .i n ) end • liven
_@ +k!lAik(Ljk_ _c)/2 (,6) (fixed) rntor positicm. O, is calcttlsted by means of the_(_ij--'--_" (ij + _.ij),inn inc + ,'J_ J no_tlineer, ttm (Ltamasiotml f_lte elmmnt method ee
(keg) described in reference (14) The nonlinear a'4ebraic
equxtiowJ tt_t remit from the finite element discrete-
Taking the p_rtial derivative of equation (16) with sateen ere eolv_ uein 8 the qumdrstically convergent
reep?c_ to (Aij) lives Itwton laphson entbe4.
The aoalL_esr f/site elmmnt snlucion yields the
inn _2_ (I7) flux density in each trl_nlu_ar element of _he chosen
L## - 8rid. C1_ these flux densities, one c_ define r.he
_(_i_) _ operitla8 Im/_t sloe I the I_-H curve of each elelmn_ asShOtm _a ]_llp_r_ (2). l_te_ oa this operatinf, point one
def£ae two vltl_ of relu_tivlty; lnc:e_nral. ,_etnc ,
Furthentore, taking the partial derivative of eqtmttoa _md _lutrm_t. _. for each element, e. as follows:(16) with reepe*.t to (_) yielde
I '
(Ljk  _(_lj)_(_Ik) (18) ;IS quiescent
aotmver, for this type of amchine, the a_tu_l i_du_- vIPp • _ l (2;)
t_ncee ere betb_ten win_in_e o5 equal _mher nf turns. • i
_ence, even under uturstlnn, these matuale are equxl, lq uieecent
ttmt is : l
inn . inn where the Slmb01 i indicates t_t th. expres-
Ljk " Lkj (19) 'qt'iesceat
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_'_ effects are negligible for this type of machine con- values of the same _nductance for the series connection
9tructlon as shown in the work of Nagarketti [19], given in Table (1). _"_e difference between the test
nonce no damper windings are considered. Accordingly, and calculated values is due to the inductance compo-
the in_uctance matrix representing the armature wind- nent associated with the end turns, which is included
zngs, for a given (fixed) rotor position, 8, can be in the measured values. This end turn inductance is
[ u_i:tcn as ........ not included in the calculated values. Thi_ is because
the caleul .tlons are based on t%_ dimensional field
rL(e) L(OCq solutions which do not include the three dimensionalL(0)
armature winding end effects. The phase (a) winding
i aa ab ac i apparent inductances when connected parallel, were ob-
L(e) = iL(e) L(0) L(0)l (28) rained from calculations and from test measurements and
-abe { ba bb bc ' arc given in Figure _7).
' Repeating the steps described above for calcula-
IL(,) L(0) L(O) i tion of the magnetic eneugies using current perturbationice cb cc t
L -, (+Aia) and (-&is) , while using the incremental reluctlv-
itles of equation (23) in place of the apparent reluc-
tlvlties for the finite elements in the field solution,
where L (9)- L (o), l (0) = L (0) and L (o) L (0) because one obtains the incremental self inductance of phase (a)
b b ac ca bc = "b
the num._er of _urns per phase for the a, b'and c wind- at a given rotor position. Varying the rotor position
lags is the same. These inductance coefficients can over 360* electrical and repeating the perturbation
represent either the apparent or incremental valt',s process one obtains the incremental inductance, incLaa (_),
depending on the type of analysis and application under as a function of the rotor position, 0, as given in
consideration. These coefficients were determined Figure (6) and (7) for the series and parallel abase
using the method presented above as described next. winding connections, respectively. As one expects,
whenever some degree of saturation is present in a
_nductances at No Load - The Self Inductances given magnetic circuit, the values of the incremental
inductances are less than the corresponding apparent
At no load, the only flux sustaining excitation is inductances, see reference [17]. This is exactly what
:" that associated with the permanent magnets on the rotor, the results presented here reveal. One would expect
•i,. Accordingly, a quiescent field solution point i_ that
that the incremental inductance values _ould be re-
:. in which the armature (stator) windings carry no cur- duced further from the corresponding appare:tt ones as
rent. The magnetic vector potential (m.v.p.) contour the degree of saturation in the magnetic circuit, at
lines for a quiescent point at a given rotor posltlon, the quiescent point, is increased. It must be pointed
C @, are given in Figure (3). An entire cross-sectlon is
out that in permanent magnet machines such as the one
:, covered in order to render the algorithm readily appll- at hand only moderate levels of magnetic saturation are
,_ cable to cases with fractional slot windings, encountered.
_,_ In order to obtain the apparent self inductance of The self inductance terms L_gP(8), Lbbinc(o), L_P(_ _)
: phase (a) of the armature winding, equation (21) in and L_C(8), can be directly obtained from L_P(0) and
conjunction with the apparent reluctivltles of equation L_C(o) by phase shifts in the curves of Figures (6)
(24) are used. Equation (21) requires two current per- and (7) of 120" and 240* electrical, respectlvely. This
turbatlonb Jn the phase (a) winding. These current is because of the inherent symmetry in the three phase
perturbations, (+Aia) and (-_ia) ' _here Aia is about armature winding at hand.
_ 10% of the rated load current produce two m.v.p, con-
' ' tours for (+Aia) and (-_ia) at the given rotor position
, as shown in Figures (4) and (5), respectively, for the Inductances at No Load - The Mutual Inductances i
'" s¢ los ar__mture winding connection, The magnetic field
f energies at the quiescent point and the two perturbs- In order to determine the mutual inductance terms
• tion points were thus determined and substituted in Lab(e) , ibc(O) and Lea(0) of equation (28) at no-load,
equation (21) to yield the apparent self inductance of using equation (22) above, one starts with a no-load %
phase (a) for the series connection, qulesce1_t field solution for a given rotor posltion
Repeating this process at different rotor position such as the quiescent field solution of Figure (3). In
angles .vlelds the inductances term Lappaa(8). Th_s addition, when one wishes to determine the apparent and
apparent _hase (a) inductance is plotted in Figure (6) incremental values of sa_ Lab(0), o-. must obtain fot,r
': over a complete cycle of 360* electrical range of the perturbed field solutlors corresponding to four set of
rotor angle, 6, for the series winding connection. The current perturbations teals, +_ib) , (+_ia, -_b ),
_" test measurement values of L_P(o) are also plotted in (-Ai s, +Ai b) and (-_i;., -_ib). In one calculation,
the same figure. One can see that the range of calcu- one must use the appocent values of elemental reluctiv-
- laced values of L_P(o) varies slightly with the rotor Itles at the qulesce:t point, to obtain four solutions
position between about 156.5 and 158.2 micro denrles and energies for ca'.culatlon of the apparent inductance,
(uH). This should be viewed in comparison wlth a LapP(0). In anoth, r calculation, one must repeat thel
range between 169.8 and 168.1 _ for the measured procecs u_Ing the incremental values of elemental re-
J
_._ Teble (I) Measuredl Inductances of _he Y-Connected 15 H_ Samarltm-Cobalt Pef_a-m_t Magnet S_chronous Machine
._?'I I Phase _/Iduetence [,_'I verS. Rotor An_Ie
._< Test I Winding ..... t
_; I Connection Rotor Angle - Elec,_ical Degrees
1 o" 4s" 90" l ° +so° 225' 220"I ns" ,I360*
_'++_"i_ Phase to N:utrsl Series 168.1 169.3 169.5 , 168.9 168.5 168.1 169.8 169.0 168.3
iPhsseto Neutral Parallel 42.1 42.5
42.4 i 42.4 42.0 42,2 42 4 42.4 _2.2
....... 37"_,, Line to Line Series 376.7 375 363.6 361.5 364.7 6.2 375 364.3 365.7
I
+_;?; i Line t_ Line Parallel 93.8 93,3 90,9 89.9 90.8 93.9 93.5 91.0 91.0
-_£" i
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values are frozen at the quiescent point as explained
earlier, see Figure (2). The process is repeated for _ 60 120 180 240 309 360 _20 DEC. ELEC.
as many rotor positions, (_, as one desires. Again, in 1 _ _ ' 1
this case the current perturbations _i a and bib were t . _ ;
i
about 10% of the rated load current, inc a
Upon calculating the values of e_P(8) and Lab (8) I : i
over a range of rotor posxtxona coverxng a complete [ ; , i I i ' :
cycle of 360* electrical, for the series and parallel | _ I 1
phase winding connections, the apparent and incremental ib I i J
values of the line (a) to line (b) inductances, i I
L _ a)-line (b) and Llin_ a)-line (b)' were calcu- t _ _i
fated by means of equation (27). The results of these 1I
calculations are given in Figures (8) and (9) for the i
series and parallel phase winding connections, respec- c
tively. A/so, given in the same figures are the mea-
sured values of apparent llne (a) to line (b) indue- STATE # 1 I 2 ' 3 4 5 6 1
tances. It should be noted that the calculated appar-
ent values of this i_ductance ranged from 335 to
3_i uH for the series connection, while the corre-
sponding measured test values ranged from 362 to Figure (i0) Idealized Phase Current of the Analysed
377 oH. This represents very good agreement between Electronically Operated Synchronous
test and calculations when one takes notice of the fact Machine.
(mentioned earlier) that the calculations do not in-
clude the three dimensional armature winding end of- Current perturbations (ia + &ia, ib) and (id
recta. This is because all the numerical field anal- £ia, ib) were performed using the apparent reluctivl-
/sis given here are only two dimensional, ties. The corresponding perturbed field solutions are
shown in m.v.p, contour form, in Figures (14) ana (15)
respectively, for the initial rotor position in state
inductances at Load - The Self and Mutual Inductances #i, which is shown in Figure (ii). The process was
In this type of machine only two phases of the repeated for the two other rotor positions covering the
armature winding carry current of equal magnitude and state, and the apparent self inductances of phas= (=)
- were calculated. The resulting three values of appar-
-_ onposlte polarity under load, except during very short ent self inductances under load wer_ calculated from
periods of time when phase current coTmutatlon takes
the resulting values of perturbed energies according to
{ place. That is, throughout the 360* electrical of
equation (21). The process was repeated using incre-
:_ armature current cycle one can represent the armature
mental reluctivities in the elements, from which the
current by six current states, #i through #6, as shown
_ schematically in Figure (i0), where the very short incremental self inductances under load were also ob-
_! commutation periods are neglected, tanned at the three rotor positions covering state #].• Results of both apparen and incremental self indue-
Accordingly, during state #I, the armature winding tances of phase (a) under load are plotted in Figure
carries current in phase (a) and phase (b) only. Hence, (7) for the parallel phase winding connection. In-
with magnitudes of armature current at their rated load spection of this figure shows the effect of load on
value (115 Amperes), the phase (a) and (b) windings, the values of the self inductances. This load effect
each in the parallel connection mode, were ex-lted ac- is not as pronounced in this type of machine, in which
_ cordingly. Thus, a quiescent field solution represent- the magnetic circuit is not heavily
saturated. How-
_ ing state #i was obtained in this machine at a rotor ever, such an effect would be much more pronounced in
position corresponding to its location, with respect to other machines in wnich considerable saturation is
the armature windings, at the beginning of the state, encountered in their ma_ynetic circuits. Such an
This solution is shown in m.v.p, contour form in Figure effect would tend to d_.''eaE2 or increase such induc-
(ii). Two more quiescent field solutions were obtained tance values depending on whether the armature load
I for the appropriate rotor positions at the middle and current tends to magnetize or demagnetize the magne-
end _f state #I, as sho'_n in Figures (12) and (13), tic circuit of a given machine, respectively.
_espectively.
,1
,!
Fig. (11) Quiescent Field Solution Fig. (12) Qu-_escent Field Solution at Fig. (13) Quiescent Field Solu-
at Rated Load, Rotor Position st Rated Load, Rotor Position at Middle tion at Rated Load, Rotor Posl-
Beginning of State #i. of State #I. tion at End of State f_i.
J
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Figure (14) Perturbed Fle±d Solution Due to a Perturb- Figure (15) Perturbed Field Solution Due to a Perturb-
ed Current (ia + bi a, Ib). ed Current (i - Ai , ib). _
i, A process of current perturbation and corresaond- mination of more accurate values of such machine ,nduc- "_
ing perturbed field solutions was carried out using tances at any desired normal or abnormal loading condi- ,/
?, apparent then _:cremet, tal finite element reluctivities, tions.
_7 starting from the aforementioned three quiescent load )
F: points (with three rotor positions) covering state #1.
The perturbation currents were (ia + Aia, ib + Aib) , ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS -
(ia + Ai a, ib - Aib), (ia - Aia, ib + Ai b) and
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Discussion Rr ;"ERENCES ' •
S. H. Minntch (General Electric Co., Schenectady, NY): The authors
have made a distinction between two kinds of reluctwity (permeability) I. Bozorth• Ferroma,_t,_t_sm, Van Nostrand, New York, 1951, pp 6, ':
._- which can be defined at a given operating point on the B-H 539ff, 845ff.
characteristic. Their use of the term "incremental" reluctivity, m the 2. Magne,c Clrcalts and Transformers, Staff, Electrical Engineeringsense they have defined it is a natural one, in terms of the common Departmer, c- MIT, MIT Press, 1965, p. 198.
meaning of that word. Unfortunately, in magnetics, the term "in- 3. S. H. Minnich, "Incremental Permeabilities for Transzent Analys_s
_., crementai" has a special, and different, meaning.l,2,3 Figure I shows of Large Generators by the Finite--Element Method," J. Appl. ;th "i cremental" loops which ar obtained when small perturbati n Phys. 52 (3), March 1981, p. 2428.
in H are applied around a fixed operating point• The slope of these
_ small loops is the incremental permeability ManuscriptreceivedFebruary2_, 1982. .
T. W. Nehl, F, A. Found and N. A. Demerdash: These authors wish to *"thank Mr. S. H. Minnich for his interest in the paper, and offer the
/ .,=__14,< t _ following in response to the various points and queries put forward by
1OK Mr. Minmch: >:
/_O_K I ,/ [ I1 The use of the term "incremental permeabdtty" as utdized in ourp,,per is an accepted way of refering to the physical process and method
_G of calculation explamed in the paper. Identica, utilizataon of the _me
_ : AUSS ] _ _._[,= term can be found in many textbooks, an example of wh;ch ts a book by _Fano, Chu and Adler, which is Reference (17) m our paper. In this par- .:
_. ticular type of application (samarium cobalt permanent magnet ':
machines, with MI5-29 Gauge Stator Laminations), subject of th=s _r
i paper the hysteresis effect is almost nonex_stant. That is, the B-H $
characteristic of the stator core lamination material is a single valued ,_
•*, r_. curvefor all practical purposes. Hence, the slope of the minor hysteresis i
loops, refered to by Mr. Minnich as the "'incremental permeability" Is
. equal to the slope of the tangent to the single valued B-H charactenst)c ;used in the paper. Again, minor hystere is loops are almost nonexistant _"
:g Figure 1. Schematic Representation of Incremental Minor Loops in this class of applicat)ons. .¢#
• _! 2) The authors wish to point out that the use of _he term "apparent
The technically accepted terminology for the concept to which the permeability" in place of what Mr. Minmch refers to as the "normal _!Y
_. authors refer is "differential" permeabitity.l It is the slope, dB/dH, of permeability" is an acceptable usage in many
textbooks on magnetic
the B-H characteristic at the point in question. 1believe that the above fields, an example of which is again Reference (17) in our paper.
distinction is widely recognized. The authors should consider changing 3) Because of the almost nonexistant hysteresis effect in the type ot"
their terminology to minimize future confusion. A possible terminology application subject of our paper, the distinction suggested by Mr. Min-
for the inductance corresponding to the differential permeability would nich between 'differential permeability or inductance" and "incremen-
be the differential inductance. Although it is not so crucial, I would tal permeability or inductance" is negligible. Hence, for all practical
point out that what the authors call the "apparent" permeability is call- purposes, the two terms are one and the same in this class of apphca-
ed the "normal" permeability in [1]. tions. The above line of reasoning is further enhanced by the low level
It appears that the no-load inductanc= measurements the authors of saturation which mherently exists in magnetic circuits of permanent
refer to were made with a locked rotor, in which case it should have magnet machines of the type at hand. This ts in addition to their I_rge
been (for small signals) the incremental permeability that de.¢,cribedthe effectwe airgap reluctance in proportion to the ferrous portion ot the
B-H path in the stator iron. In that case, the measured value might have magnetic circuit reluctance.
been expected to be smaller than a value corresponding to the "ap- 4) We wish to confirm that the no load inductance measurements
parent" permeability or to the "differential" permeability; the latter were made with a locked rotor. Also, the incremental and apparent
are the calculated values which the authors use for comparison, and the permeabilities as defined in the paper were 'Jsed in the corresponding
measured value was actually larger than either. The authors correctly calculations. The inductance measuremen' was carried out using a corn-
point out that the end winding inductances would have to be subtracted merciaIly available inouctance bridge.
from the measured value for a true comparison. It is not possible to However, we wish to point out to Mr. Mmmch that the main reason
comment further without understanding the kind of iron used in the both the calculated incremental and apparent inductances are lower
stator, and the open-circuit operating point on its B-H characteristic, than the measured inductance values is due to the fact mentioned in our
Since permanent magnet machines have magnetic circuits which are (ef- paper, namely that the contribution of the end connections (with it,,
fectively) mostly air, the inductances may be insensitive to any assump- three dimensional magnetic field nature) to the values of inductances
tion made about the stator permeability, it does not appear that the could not be included in the two dimensional field calcuition, while tt
comparisons made are significant in sorting out the different kinds of naturally is included in the measured values. Thus, the fact _hat the
inductance, measured inductance values were greater than those calculated from the
The authors have couched all their calculations in termsof the energy two dimensional field model is consistent with what one would have ex-
method of evaluating inductances. It appears that the same concepts petted as a result of the inability to account for the end turn connec-
would apply if the inductances werecalculated in termsof flux Unkages. tions in a two dimensional field model. It m:lst b¢ pointed out that the
Only one calculation would be necessary per inductance in that case. proportion of the end connections to the effective length of the ar-
Would the authors comment on this point, mature conductors burried in the armature slots ts not insignificant.
In the middle of the second column of page 1, the authors describe an Therefore, without including the three dimensional end connection ¢f.
increase in machine capability obtained from a decrease in the number feet, one could not possibly have expected to have measured values of
of turns in the phase windings. This argument I somewhat irrele, inductances that would be less than those calculated ones. This ts par-
rant. Decreasing the number of turns from 12 to 9 will decrease the in. ticularly the case in view of the lightly saturated state of the magnetic
ductances by (3/4)2 or nearly a factor of one.half. This has nothing to circuit. Accordingly, wecould not agree with Mr. Minnich in suggesting
do with any magnetic calculation procedure. It is mentioned that this in- that the measured values should have been less than the calculated ones.
crease in capability was obtained at the "same" supply voltage. This is In fact, based on "educated intuition" one would expect the opposite
a rather artificial result. The selection of the number of turns in the of what Mr. Minnich suggested.
winding and the selection of the rated supply voltage are interrelated in 5) Mr. Minmc_. raises the question as to why we chose to calculate
a well known way in order to assure that the machine draws rated cur- the various machine winding inductances through energy calculations,
rent (a number usually set by thermal limits). If the turns are changed rather than directly by flux linkages with the various windings. The
without changing the terminal voltage, one or the other of the con- choice of the energycalculation concept was made because it is indepen-
:. figurations was not a consistent design. Perhaps the authors would like dent of the degree of complexity of the contours of the ferrous (iron)
to clarify this point, and current carr,/ing parts of any magnetic circuit under considerat=on.
q984002382-324
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----,, Thus, the same algorithm of inductance calculation can be utilized, in which operating speeds vary widely. Mr. Mmnich states in his discus-
•,d conjunction with any two-dimensional magnetic field calculation sion that, "the selection of the number of turns in the winding and the
algorithm, to determine the inductances associated with any given elec- selection of the rated supply voltage are interrelated m a well known
trzc device. On the other hand, had we chosen the flux linkages ap- way in order to assure that the machine draws rated current." We wish
proach, the resulting algorithm would have been limited to the contours to point to Mr. Minnich that this relationship becomes very direct and
of the case at hand, or at most to that class of contours for the par- simple only if one is dealing wxth smusmdal current and voltage
ttcular type of machin: being analyzed, waveforms, and when the machine speed is function of a given supply
6) The decrease of .he values of the machine inductances by a factor frequency in addition to the number of poles (synchrnnons speed). This
(3/4)2 due to reducuon m the number of turn from 12 to 9 per coil is a is not the case at hand, where the phase currents are from pure
_ey factor in the design of the type of machine at hay, d, where high rates sinusoidals, and the rated speed of a given machine is only limited by
of current switching Js encountered (as high as 400 Hz for the inverter the upper bounds of mechanical stresses on the rotating members.
sw_vching). Th+s leads to the imposition of a limitation on the rate of Accordingly in the case of the machine at hand, one can keep the
phase current build-up from the instant of "switching on" of a given same supply voltage, while reducing the number of turns and increasing
phase, which is inversely proportional to _he value of line to line the rated machine speed for the same magnetic circuit flux per pole (per-
machine inductance. This is because the rate of current build up, manent magnet) while maintaining that level of supply voltage. Thus,
(d_/dt), per phase ns equal to (neglecting resistance): reduction of the number of turns pen' phase was how lower machine
winding inductances were achieved, in order to allow the necessary cur-
(di/dt) _I/L (E - e(t)) rent buildup rate, equation (1). This is in order to reach the required
[1] current levels during the fast switching periods to which the machine
winding ns subjected. Based on the above, we could not disagree more
where E is the dc voltage source, while e(t) is the ins;antaneous value of with the statement made by Mr. Minnich that, "If the turns are chang-
the back emf induced in the phases by magnet rotation. Thus based on ed without changing the terminal voltage, one or the other of the con-
equation (I) above, the higher the inductance, the lower the (di/dt). figurations was not a consistant design." Thus, one can see the key role
Thns is while the available switching time per phase in an ac cycle is of the inductance values in setting machine current build up rates, and
cletermmed by the reverter frequency, and hence no flexibility is possi+ hence machine current leveles during the avmlable "on" time per phase.
hie mnts duration. Therefore, unless the current build ap rate, (di/dt), Notice, the machine power capability is directly proportional to the
_s higher than a minimum value (function of the inverter frequency), machine current level.
: one may not be able to reach the desired value of armature current per We hope we have responded adequately to all pertinent points in Mr.
phase within the period of time during which this particular phase is Minnich's discussion. We finally wish to express our apprecmtion to
"swntched on", see the "on" and "off" periods in the phase current Mr. Mmnich for his interest in the paper, and for his various queries,
cycle dnagram Figure (10) in the paper, which we are sure were very helpful in enabling us to clarify ambnguities
The fact _hat the peak current values, and hence peak power (and in in this investigation.
some instance_ rated power) capabilities of thns class of machines are m-
: deedheavilydependanton themotor inductances,arewelldocumented
m a number of earlier papers and publications by these authors, see REFERENCES
Reference (15) of the paper, as well as References (18) and (Iq) listed
:_; below'. 18. T. W. Nehl, F. A. Found, N. A. Demerdash, "Digital Simulation
In all such investigations, one must have access to reliabP; values of of Power Conditioner-Machine Interaction for Electronically
" machine winding inductances during the design stage in ord,,,r to predict Commuta:ed IX:' Permanent Magnet Machines." IEE£ Transac-
.' the current build-up rate given in the above equation. Designers, in so lions on Magnetics, Vol. MAG-17, No. 5, 1981, pp. 3284-3286.
far as we know, are usually unable to provide such data with certainty, 19. T. W. Nehl, F. A. Found, N. A. Demerdash and E. Maslowskz,
" and hence the use of a method such as the one given in this paper for "Dynamic Simulation of Radially O,ien+ed Permanent Magnet
":.- obtaining these inductances is almost indespensible for accuratepredic- Type Electronically Operated Synchronous Machines with
' uon of performance of machine systems of this tyrJ¢. Parameters Obtained from Finite Element Field Solutions." IEEE
The line of reasoning offered by Mr. Minnich in the relationship be- 7ransa.:tions on Industry Applications, Vol. IA-I8, Number 2,
'" _, tween the number of turns, the supply voltage, and rated current is valid 1982, pp. 172-182.
for constant speed machines. However, it is rather simplistic and totally
mconszstent with the basic destgn facts of (.Ills class of machines in Manuscrnpt recewed June 22. 1982
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; ON CALCULATION OF MACHINE WINDING INDUCTANCES
• BY ENERGY PERTURBATION AND FINITE
ELEMENT METHODS -..
Demerdash, N. A., Fouad, F. A., and Nehl, T W., "Determination of :
.,., Windin9 Inductances in Ferrite Type Permanent Magnet Electric Machin-
ery by Finite Elements," IEEE Transactions on Magnetics, VOL.
MAG-18, 1982, pp. 1052-1054. _
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DETERMINAT!CN OF WINDING INDUCTANCES IN FERRITE TYPE PERMANENT MAGNET ELECTRIC MACHINERY BY FINITE ELEMENTS
: N.A. Oemerdash, F. A. Fouad, and T, N Nehl*
Abstract
tance, L, the lower the current buildup rate (di/
_. A key design factor in ferrlte type permanent dr), the longer it takes to reach the necessary
magnet machines is the accurate knowledge of the rated current. This is while the available switch-
values of machine winding inductances during the ing time during which current buildup can take
design stage. In the present paper, a method which place is limited in an ac cycle of armature current
is based on perturbation of the energy stored in by the aforementioned 3 phase inverter/converter
the magnetic field, and on numerical models of slm- frequency. Further details on these aspects are to
ulatlon of such permanent magnets is used in calcu- be found in reference [2]. Accordingly, the accu-
fating machine inductances. The effect of change rate calculation during the design stage of winding
in the values of these winding inductances with inductances in such permanent magnet electronically
magnet position throughout the cycle of operation commutated machines is of paramount importance•
_f such machines is given. These inductances also BACKGROUND OF METHOD OF INDUCTANCE CALCULATION
include the apparent and incremental values, whose paperi3] 'definition is di c ly related to the choice of ap- In a previous these authors presented
parent or incremental reluctivltles in the energy a method, which is based on perturbations of w_ndlng
perturbation process. Results of application of currents, and the associated incremental change in
this method to the calculation of inductances in a the energy stored in the magnetic field, to calcu-
15 hp 6-pole ferrlte type electronically operated late such machine inductances. This approach co-
permanent magnet machine are given. These calcu- ables one to circum_vent the difficulties associated
fated values of inductances are in good agreement with calculating such parameters using the flux-
with the measured values, linkage approach, particularly in the presence of
INTRODUCTION complex, and continuously changing contours (due to
rotor position change) in rotating machinery. This
" Permanent magnet machines are finding in- perturbation method will only be briefly descrlbed
_,. creasing acceptance and use in many applications, here for the sake of continuity. The perturbation
These applications include machine tool drives, method at hand is applied in the calculation of the
electro-mechanlcal propulsion in electric vehicles, 3 phase armature winding inductances of the above
t and recently in robotics. In most of these appll- mentioned 15 ferrite type permanent magnet brush-
cations, solld-state control and operation of these less dc mPchine, a schematic representation of
machines is used. In applications where machine which is g_ven in Figure (2).
welgh£ and volume must be kept to a minimum, The method of finite elements [5] is used to
• $amarium-cobalt (rare earth) materials are most determine the field distribution under no load, as
preferred for use in manufacturing the needed per- well as some load cases. Representation of the
manent magnets. However, because of the relative- ferrlte permanent magnet pieces mounted on the to-
" ly high price, availability, and problems of secu- tot was catrled out in the finite element magnetic
rlty of supply of cooalt, ferrite type magnets are field modeling according to a method described by
proving to be Just as effect:_e in the manufactur- paper[4] "'" Ing of machin s with p r ormance equivalent to these authors in a previous In this ap-
' magnets[1 ] proach a permanent magnet is replaced by an elec-those manufactured with samarium cobalt • tromagnet who_e excitation is supplied from a con-
,... This is done at an acceptable sacrifice In increase
stant current source, Figure (2), and whose to'a/
in machine weight and volume, and represents no ampere turns are functions o F the permanent magnet
difficulties in many of those applications where geometry _nd coercivity.
: weight and volume limitations are ,or stringent. _
An example of such a machine is a 15 hp, 120
volt, 6-pole, 8840 rpm electronically co_utated _ *
brushless dc machine (operated from adc source
through a 3 phase solld-state Inverter/converter)
which was built and tested for possible use as a _....
propulsion unit for electric vehicles, a cross-sec-
tion of which is given in Figure (i), The armature =_..._ _ ,._ ._._
•_ (stator) winding of such a machine is of the 3 _ {
phase type. A successful design of such machines _./,'_>_'__/__' ,+L..
the armature winding self and mutual phase induc- --..,...__ .........
tances. The crucial role played by these Indue- --"
_ fences is due to the fast electronic switching of _--'-"_'_=_''_"
._ the phase currents during commutation, 8ante, the Fig. !. Fig. 2.
_. L(di/dt) terms play m major role in determining the
_/ ability of the machine and its corresponding else- The current/energy perturbation method of cal-
_, ironic controller to achieve the necessary current culation of Inductances [3] is baaed upon considera-
%' buildup rate and level to matt the rated power and tlon of the total energy stored in the magnetic
_- peak power requirements. The phase current buildup field of a given device comprising n windings.
_',, during commutation (di/dt), can be approximated by: Consider the voltage at the terminals of the Jthh
._ (di/dt) = [E - e(t)]/L (1) winding, one can write
; where g is the dc source voltage, while e(¢) is the 81] dl I _l_ dl 2 _
vj - Rj ij . _ --
instanteous value of the back emf induced in the _i I d--_- + _i 2 d--_ _ " " + Ji] dtgiven phase undergoing commutation. Thus, on the
" "_ basis of equation (l> above, the higher the indue- _ di" + _ n dO
_"_ *Manuscript received June 20, 1982. " .... Ji dt + 8_ d-_ (2)
_ n
The authors are with /trginia Polytechnic
Institute and State University, glacksburg, However, for a fixsd rotor position the last
,_ VA 24061. term in equation (2) eouals zero because (dM/dt)
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_,hich equals the rotor angular speed would be equal _._.
to zero. Here in equation (2) the partial deriva-
tive of the flux linkage, I with respect to a
j ¢,,
_ '
% cremental inductance, Linc _¢" \
._- jk " Therefore the total _ . . .
stored global energy, w, associated with the system /--_I
G: n-coupled windings can be _itten •S: ___4_..L_ _]
w - Z w. - Z Z (Linc dik (3)
'_ j-l J J-l k-l i ) jk
_L£i" In reference [3], it was shown that the self Fig. 3. ..._.... Fig. 4. _..__..,_
and mutual inductance terms of the various n wind-
-'" ings can be expressed as the partial derivatives of saturation characteristic by th_ quiescent w_lue of
the global stored energy, w, with respect to various reluctivity (permeability) shown graphically in Fig-
winding current perturbations, aij. These deriva- ure (5). Also, t,,_ magnetic energy stored i_ thefield within each element is equal to the pcoduct of
t_ves can, in turn, be expanded •round a "quiescent" the shaded area of Figure (5) times elemental area
magnetic field solution obtained for a given set of
winding currents, in terms of various current per- times the effective axial length of a given machine.Once a nonlinear fieJd solutton is determined
turbations ±&i t and ¢A£ k in the Jth_h and kth wind- throughout the continuum (the quiescent solution),
windings, an i the resulting cnange in the global the incremental and apparent reluctivittes for each
energy. For the type of machine at hand where Ljk element are known, and are graphically displayed forgiven iron element by the tangent and cord passing
- Lkj , this process yields for the self and mutual :hrough the quiescent point as shown in rigures (6)
inductance terms the following: and (7) respectively. A perturbation of the excita-
tion of any winding in a given machine yields a
32w change in the field intensity in an element which is
Ljj )2a[w(ij-_ij)-2w+w(ij+_ij)]/(Aij) 2 (4) shown by (_AH) in Figures (6) and (7).
_(Aij Should one desire to obtain the incremenca! in-ductances, one must carry out the perturbation pro-
and cess to the field solution along the incremental re-
luctivitv line as shown in Figure (6). In thls pro-
.2 tess the incremental reluctlvitles are "frozen" at
L = d w a [w(lj+ All, Ik + Aik) their quiescent point values. This is done while
Jk _(_i;)_(Lik) . solving for the effect of excitation perturbation _
throughout the field region, using a linearized fi-
- w(ij - aij, ik + Aik) nits element solution (along the incremental reluc-
tivlty line) around the quiescent point. This pro-
- w(ij + Aij, ik - Aik) cess yields for every element an excess or deficite
+ w(ij - Aij, ik aik)]/(4 • aij • aik) (5) energy per element due to the positive and negative '" current perturbations, respectively. These energies
Here, the global energy w at the quiescent point is are represented schematically by the shaded areas in
calculated from a magnetic field solution whose ex- Figure (6). Thus, thz new global energies, ._
citation current •st in the n windings is (iI, i2, w(lj t Aij) are determined as the algebraic sum of
....ij .....ik'"'in )" Also, the global energy the elements,quiescent and excens or deficit energies for all ._
w(i. : Ai.) is the energy calculated from a magnetic Substituting w(lj ± Aij) in equation (4) ylelds ;fie_d sol_tlon w os xcitation current set in the n
windings is (iI, i2,.........,(ij ± Aij) .....,in), the incremental self inductance, Lincjj, of the jth__ _
_nd the global energy w(ij ± _ij, ik ± _ik) is the winding. Pe_t,_rbing two currents ij and ik in the
,.ucrgy calculated from a magnetic field solution JJJ and k windings, one can aimilsrily obtain the
.nose excitation current in the n windings is four global energies, w(ij ± Aij t k _ _ik). Upon
('I' i2' (lj i Aij) ......(Ik ± Aik),. ....in).
..... substituting these four energies in equation (5),
_° The perturbed field •olutions can either _e ob- Lint
rained using the incremental or apparent reluc.ivi- one obtains the incremental mubual lnduct_,nc_, _k "
ties of the various finite elements, thu•, yi•ldlng A similar process, with the perturbed field so-
: the incremental or apparent winding self and mutual lution• having been determined, using the values of
._ induct•rices as will be •horn in the next •action. the apparent reluctivitles •t the quiescent point of
MODELING OF THE P_T_B _-n[XCITATION CURRENTS Figure (7), yield• the apparent self and mutual in-
Upon obtainin_ a eolutlon to the nonlinear ms|- ductances L and Lapp respectively. Results of
-Jk'
" netlc field problem in the cross-soctlon of • $i_en such calculations are compared with measured Induc-
machine, for • given •el of via(ling excitation cur- lance value_ for the above _entioned 15 hp ferrtte
-ents (which will be referred to as the quteaeont
,olution point for that set of excigatlon currents), permanent magnet machine, and are given next. _,_
one obtains a given value of relucttvity for each RESULTS
_lement within the cross-section, Including those The method described above wa_ used to calcu- ,i;?_
_ :_enta in iron. Samples of such quiescent solu- late the inductances associated wltn the three phase
:_ons are displayed graphically in Figures (3) and
armature winding of the 15 hp ferrite type permanent .;
_,_) for a no-load case, as veil as rated load case, magnet electronically commutated brushless dcma- _
_,,spectively, for a given rotor position, chine mentioned above. These i5 hp machine winding _
_" At any such given quiescent solution the status inductances were also measured in the laboratory, --
,.f each iron element can be represented lu the _-H
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IneTee._o_ _elufllvLc,_J | l_¢r_ta_ _l_,_lvl,v_ _ _rr_eal m. hl, rlvll,
F,//.-" ..... ' ...........
_..,,,_,o,._...r_*._ checked versus measured v_lues of inductances in a
using a commercially available digital inductance 15 hp ferrlte-type permanent magnet brushless dc ms-
bridge, chine, and good correlation between the calculation
The results of calculation and measurement of and measurement values was obtained. The method can
phase to neutral self inductances, Laa, at various therefore be most effectively used durinR design
rotor positions, e, which cover the entire 360 ° stages of such machines, to determine the sultabill-
electrical cycle are given in Figure (8), These are ty of machine Inuuctance vaiur° from the standpoint
the values of the familiar term of the self indue- of high speed switching (,.[ettronlc commutation) ap-
tahoe per phase. The calculated and measured values p]Ications. This is to allow the determination of
were obtained at no load, and are compared in the necessary design modlftcations in the magnetic cir-
same Figure (8). cults of such machlnes before final choices are made
It must be pointed out that the measured values in the manufacturing process of such equipment,
of self inducrances naturally include the contribu- which would help avoid costly design changes at
tion of the end connections of the coils of the later stages.
windings. However, the end connection contribution _' _'_ _" "" "',_ _ _'_ '' ' '
to these inductance values is mot included in the 1 • •
calculated values, because the calculation algorithm _"/_--_-'_+-_ '_" _ _ )_""I
is based on a two dimensional field solution, while _i ilsuch end effects would require three dimensional , .:
field modeling for their Inclusion in the calculated _i _i
values. Because of the small contribution of the "_
end connections, this was not done in the calculated .__ _, :_ _,_. '_e____" _& '_ _ _:r;
values. This also explains the slight difference _n !'_.'='i:_..... ::"_"" :=;_-"" :="_""
values between the calculated and measured inductan- ".............
ces which are plotted in f_gure (8).
The results of calculation and measurement of Fig. ',. Fig. 9.
the llne to llne inductance, Lllne(a)_llne(b ), which
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Dynamic Simulation of Radially Oriented Permanent
Magnet-Type Electronically Operated Synchronous
Machines with Parameters Obtained from Finite
Element Field Solutions
THOMAS W. NEHL, _zMa_n;. ierm, FAKHRY A. FOUAD, NABEEL A. DEMERDASH, szmoR MF_UrJEnt,tEF.Z,
_V EDWARD A. MASLOWSKI
(
P
Abarrt_t--A dylMmmbt _ tW zhlmiJtiomd the tl'amalmtthi- invalid and can lead to substantial errorswhen used to predict
t_matm lmwma rmlitlly .¢knmd Ire'arums mttm-ty_ _,m- the performance of such devices [2].
¢kr_ mmdtimm _ tlml_ t'_ t_ t,m'ttttt
In this paper, a totally digital approach to the simulationtorte _ t'e_lkkmmm h _. _ key titchJlte peemm-
tm_ hi tim dy_ todd w_e obt_m_ from t_U _ammt of the instantaneous interactions between such maclune.power
_mi_m. 1"_ dy_ mak.I wm trod to _m_ t_ trot conditioner systems is described and verified against measured
i,, htteroakm betwm a IS-_ _mmarimmeelmlt radially awkmtul results. This modeling approach combmes use of the tw_-
permmem mqpm ,ttmmtka_ elntrautedsymlwmem ma¢ldm_ dimensional finite element method for solving nonlinear
its emiall ime_ _imtw. TIk.,.mackhm,m t'mutrutt_ magnei _tatic field problems and associated machme param-fur _ tdtlit-_I_- gleolkmt ¢oerelaliolb_wm verllt_m
digittilyaln_mulmMlacmait_m_rr.mamlveblp,avef_-tm, im eter determination [1], [2]. [3], with a di_re,_e time non-
vertem _ et tim --,Idm-.ee_litlemr mtwm'k, tm INs= Linear network model based on generalized network graph
_btevul. _ rtm_ a_ Idv_. _ nmddiq aMmmdtis _ theory concepts [2], _6]. The advantages of the approach
te mhimm dzrlml tim Jadp zta4pt,wltere tim finite eleamm presented here over those used in similar problems by other
nm4kdh_btlmqmlywaym_l_ahttlmmcumu, yau_hin_pm'mmtt,_ ,_vestlgators [7J-[13] can be summarized in the followingfor dymam_ dmtdatkm. It b _mw_ bow st_lz a combi,,=tkm ef tl_
COmlm_r-_ld_ld_ t_b c_ I_lp ill Wr_v_ttm or _ aW points.
j_ttta _ t'am prove cwt|y to _y _ tin Itm_wm_ ie in 1) The machine parameters are determined by the finite
, p4Kt. TI_ t. dim tltrmgltamtctul d_dp tum_ _ u mlatti_ud element method. Therefore. the nrnpact of machme winding
m_him I_iq mm_fact_rt_lf_r ekmri¢ I_tm ap#kmiom, and geometry changes on the overall system can be assessed
without the construction of costly prototypes.
INTRODUCTION 2) The voltage drops acrou all "ower switcl, ing elements
(transistor'.-,thynstors, diodes, etc.) are mciuded.
LECTRONICALLY operated permanent magnet.type 3)The entire machme-power conditit,ner network lax.
synchronous machines are finding increasmg applicati_mas eluding the snubbers) are included in the analysis u_mg only
prime movers in actuatnon, machine tool drives, and vehicle one network graph. No reduced order network models torte.
propul:ion [2], [3], [5]. These machines, when operated sponding to the individual switching states of the network are
from squzre-wase current-sours.c-type power conditioners, used because the voltage drops acrou the switchmg elements
experience discretely steppmg armature mag_etomotive forc.,:s are not negJected. This greatly simplifies the modeling of sys.
(MMF's), rather than the smoothly rotating MMF's of clauica] terns wzth a large number of different switching states, since
systems with sinusotdaUy time-;trying armature current_. For only one network graph and its corresponding state equations
this reason, clar_ttcal frequency dotnain.type approaches ire need be used. Furthermore, the use of one network graph to
cover tU states and modes of operation results in a model that
mmort general.
,_ PaperIPCSD81-22,approval by the IndustrialDriv_tCommltt_ 4) No rotating reference frames, which tend to obscure the
_. ",. of the IEEEIndustryApplicatio_$oclmtyfor prmmntatiodmtthe19110 :.
_: IndustryApplicatton_SocietyAtmt_JM_tL,_ Ciaciamti,OH, Sup- phyticti interpretation of parametersand remits, are used.
lumber_11-O_tobe_3. ThispQImrwu tmoDort_lby U.5. i_t_/tment of ComequenUy. all model parameters can be obtamed dire,'tly
Eneqly/National Aeronauticsand Spa_ Admbti_tratnonLeRCContract from test measurements, if ,variable. or by rtwansof the finite
No. DEN3-_$and U.S. Aix Force $CEEE Contta_tNo. SIP/711-17. element method and/or from deugn calculations.
_. _ Minute;aptrela_d forpublkationJuneI, 19111.
T. W Nehl,f. A. F_uM,aM N. A. Demer_tthu, withthe D_p_t- 5_ The instantaneous branch volta_s, _urrenu, and powers
ment of ElectricalEn$im_tin$, VirginmPolytechnt_Institute _ throughtmt the system, as well as the instantaneous electro-
'_ StateUniversity,BIAcksburlt,VA24061.
_ E.A Maflowfltiis withtheNASALt,w_,Re_ch Center,Cleveland, magnetic machine torqueand power, are calotlat_d and auto-
?-:_. OH. maritally plotted versus time
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; 6) Furthermore, the status of all power switches (transis- therefore governed by the coupled circuit equauon (1). ex- ._:.t
tors, thyristors, diodes, etc_) is determined and automatically pressed in matrix form as follows [2] :-.
, plotted versus time. " "
accommodated, including the dynamics of the rot_.,,.L.:.gn_atses R_, 0 _ ib 8 ,"
[21, [51. u_ 0 Rc ic
tointegrateheqiffrrentialequations,whichresultinhigher 0 0 R/ /
r'- ?r n)The combined finite element field analysis and the discrete a, Lat, l..c in/ t
In this paper are applied to two prototype systems. The first + - • {1)
is., 15.hp 120.V samarium cobalt permanent magnet (radially
.rlented) synchronous machine for a electric vehicle propul- LL/_ L/t, L/c L.I.J _
s_on. which is operated from a current-source-type power
conditioner. The no-load back electromotive force (EMF) where Ra, Rb, Rc are the phase.to-neutral winding resistances :,
wavefonns for this machine were obtained by means of the [_] ; P/is the field winding re.stance If2} ;L_a, Lt, t,, L_c are ;i
finite element _nethod. These waveforms are in excellent agTee- the phase-to.neutral self-inductances [H] ; l,.ry-ts the field wmd-
"_. ment with the measured waveforms [1], [2], [3}. The finite ing self.inductance [H}; and L._, -.-, L/.. are the mutual :_
element calculated EMF's are subsequently used, as will be inductances [H}.
•_" shown in a later section of this paper, asforcing functions for In reality, the permanent ragnet (field excitation) system
'.- the dLscretetime machine-power conditioner network model, is equivalent to a comtant current field winding, whose ampere
'_ Excellent agreement between simulation and measured voltage turns are proportional to the coercivity of the permanent mag- _ .
and current waveforms is achieved, net material and the magnet geometries [i ] therefore the _
': This method is then applied to the design of a similal' sys- field current i! is constant. Also. it was found from magnetic :'(
tern m which _ ferfite-tyix, magnet machine is the prime field search coil measurements [ 11, for :his class of machines,
mover. The effects of winding inductances, stator riot skewing, that the armature currents have little (or neghtcble) effect_ on
_. and commutation advance on the overall sTstem performance the magnet flux dist:ibutlons under normal load operating
.t: are given prior to actual construction. Sign!n.':.ant design conditions. That :s, no significant demagnetiTati,.ms are experl-
_ "pitfalls" were avoided as a resul_ of using this approach, as enced as long as the armature current remains within the same
will be seen m later sections, order of magnitude as the rated design values; see [ l ]. There- ,
_, fore, "he mutual inductance te.',._s Lf4, L/.a, and Lft, which
•;- NETWORKMODEL FOb RADIALLY ORIENTED represent the armature re"u,J,, can be dropped from (l)
4" PERMANENTMAGNETSYNCHRONOUS without significantly affecting the accuracy of the modeling -?:_-:'_ :.
MACHINES approach, Therefore, for this clats of machines, (1) can be
. A lumped parameter network model for radially oriented rewritten as follows: '
permanent magnet synch,'mous machines based upon a four- .,
windings repre_nt the th__e armature phases, a, b, and c, The ,_
i.. Iourth one. f. is a fictitious winding, which is an equivalent v_, ,,,= R_, i_
field winding that representsthe permanent n_-_gnetsystem on 0 Rc ic
shown,hat,be .ec,ofthe ' th" d ]L.. ,... )with Its corresponding dc field _nent it equivalent to a set of + _ l
'_ three.phase back EMF waveforall that can be readily obtlin_ dt LL. L,e L,d ,c
from testing the actual hlldwlre, if i_llble, of by _ of
the finite elementmethod ulblg t:lilll dllE if luch hardin d IFl'_f • i!_ _'
Is not available Ill. [2]. [3]. It'" iij:' (2,Because of the poor electri_ll co_sohJctlvltielIIIociated with dttamarium cobalt and ferdte.type Ill,tabu. ,,,adthe rebltive]y LL¢I •
low level of induced eddy cunete._ in the thin high remtivity
stainless steel deeve used in retaining the magnets 141, rotor The lamarium cobalt or fertile-type per+nanent magnets
damping effects can be m_kcted for the nutcEinel stuCied used in the radially oriented rotor structures exanuned here
here without affecting the accuracy of the simulation retults, have l_rmeabilities close to that of free space. Ther,'fore,
Hence, no damper windinlP are included in this model. The udiency effects nor_utlly associated with such structures can
.. voltages and currents of the various machin" win_Lqp are be nel0ected. This was borne out by measurements of the line.
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!l[, to-line winding inductance of the 15.hp samanum cobalt Also, because of the nature of the floating neutral Y-
machines, which is analyzed later m this paper and used in connection to the attached power conditioner units, the phase
comparisons between simulation resul:s obtained from this currents must satisfy the foUowing
model and corresponding test results. In this machine, the
maximum variation of the line-to-line inductance with respect ia + in + ic = 0, (9)
to the rotor position was only -+4.8 percent from a nominal
value of 105 oH; see [2]. Consequently. the self inductances that is,
Laa, Lbt,. and Lcc. as well as ".hephase mutuals Lat_, Lt,a, Lac,
Lea, Lbc, and Lcb. are assumed constant and independent of din + din + die
.... 0. (10)
rotor position. Accordingly. in a balanced three-phase case, dt dt dt
_uch as the cases for which this model _s intended, one can
write Substituting from (8) arid (10) into (6) gives, after simplifi-
cation, the following _ystem of tirst-order u,fe ...... al equa-
Laa = L t,_,= Lcc = L (3) tions which govern machine dynamics in this case:C
Substituting from (3), (4), and (5) int_ (2) yields the following: mveJ 0
vt, = R 0 it_ + L + 0 (L-M) 0
0 R_ i _ M 0 C) (L - M
"dtJ(fl + f_tt " (6) dt it, + e2 • (ll) :
L'eJ ktcrJ
This is a simple decoupled system of equations in which
The mutual inductances between the field and the phase the inductance term (L-M) is equal to half the open-circuit
windings Laf, Lt,[, and Lcf. on the other hand, are functions
of the rotor position 0(t). Therefore, the last vector term of line-to-line inductance (2L-2M). This can easib, be calculated
, (6) can be rewritten as follows: [3] or measured if the hardware ts available. The accuracy of
: this model in predicting instantaneou_ machine voltage and
, , " " current waveforms during various modes of operation is
-, aLaf(O) demonstrated later in this paper by comparison with oscillo-
a0 grams obtained during dynomomenter load testing of a 15-hp
d FLaf(O)7 OLt,prO) dO samarium cobalt machine of this type. In the next section, the '
if. -_t Lt,f(O) J = if .... _0 dt (7) machine model is combined whh a network model of the elec- .<
tronic power conditioner unit which is used to drive thistrco)j
":' OLcf(0 ; machine.
i_0 COMBINED MACHINE-POWER CONDITIONER
-" The derivative of the tutor angle 0 (t), with respect to time, is NETWORK MODEL
, the angular velocity w of the rotor. Inspection of (7) reveals The radially oriented permanent magnet synchronous ma-
that the reduced voltage in the phase wi,)dings due to the per. chines can be driven in a variety of ways. These mclude slnu-
: manent magnet rotor is proportional to 1)the strength of the soidal voltage and current sources as well as nonsmuso_d',d
magnets i[, 2) the speed of the rotor _; and 3) the rate of voltage or current-source power conditioners. In particular,
..: change of the magnetic coupling between the statot and rotor the simulation of the instantaneous interactions between such
% ,;. at a given rotor position 0. Consequently, this vector term is machines and a nonsinusoidal current source inverter-converter
,._;, the no.lo_d phase-to-neutral back EMF vector with compon- (or power conditioner) is examined here.
:-_ ents, Ca, %, and ec. Therefore. (7) can be written as foll,_ws: The schematic diagram of a transistorized current.sourceT
" "_t .'1 power conditioner and its attached machine is given m Fig. 1.
'-:o_ _a_ / The powerconditioner consists of 1)a two-quadrant hysteresis-
_ -, 0La.fl = iii (g) type current chopper for current magnitude controi; and 2) a
o;.-.,_, three-phase inverter--converter bridge wluch inverts dc into ac
_ _ eb . during motoring and vice versa during regenerative braking.
:,_:_ ;)a / c The switching of the inverter transistors during the motoring
o_ i mode is controlled by a Hall effect rotor positron sensor ,,,
_" .0O ,d mounted on the rotor shaft. The power conditioner produces '
" 328 i :
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/ .... 0¢ I_OWF.la$t.lt_v (';:
/ / .... ,,LrER¢A_C,rO_ where G, H, L, and M are functions of the network topology'
, : .-- ...... 12]• Oil
_---_/--'_- ...... " The nonlineal _tate model, (12), is lniegrated forward Ul
:" I: ] o_ "-;_0, _.L_%_;-_L___,', time over equally spaced time intervals r. These time intervals
_ ,t ]5 |,q or0_ are taken small enough so that the nonhneal coefficient •
_:: = ) _ mamces A and B can be assumed constant over the integration
_: T; T -'-\- _ interval (nonlinearity of A and B is caused only by the status
:" i ! _ _ of the diodes and transxstors and not by machine inductances
..... which are assumed constant throughout for this type of
system). The integration was performed by a modd]ed ex-
T 60" 110" ll_ t _40_ _Q(_ _ 4_0" _" [LEC, , , : : ] ,
'" .,_ i : : [---" ponential series in which the state variables at the tk+l instant
: ! _ : of time. x(t_+_), are related to the state vanabtes and inputs
,. E : ' i : i at time t k,x(tk) and u(t k) by
L_
-- ]
__ l lg 1 Machme-power condmoner schematicand idealized motor where _(k) and 8(k) are the state transmon matrices [o]
currents• calculated at time t = tk.L
• _ a three-phase armatme current which is rectangular in nature. The back EMF's which constm_te part of the input forcing
_,-:- as shown m the _deallzed current waveforms m Fig. I. function vector u in the machine-power condmoner network ._
The machine is modeled by (I 1). This equation is eqmva- model are obtained either from test measurements ff the hard- _
_.. lent. on a per phase basis, to the phase-to-neutral winding ware _savailable, or from fimte element solutions of the mag-
i,. resistance, one half of the hne-to-lin¢ wm&ng inductance netic field over the cross section of the machine under mvesw
_ (L-M), and the phase-to-neutral back EMF voltage, all con- gation [1]. [2], [3], [5]. In either case, the EMF profile _s
_' netted m seres. The three phases are wye-connected with a represented by a Fourier series of the following form:
_, floating neutral. The attached power conditioner is also
_ represented by _ lumped parameler network model I21.The e(O R c_)= _ ah sm -- + ¢_h
_ switching actmn of the ant_parallel transistor diode pairs _s '
: _;_. represented by nonlinear resmances. These resistances assume n= _ _
, ,_ low values corresponding to the forward conduction resistance (p_., 0n + _ )] (lo) _-_:_
_ .. . while m the "on" state, and assume large resistances to simu- + b_ cos ,
_. late the "'off" state [2], [5]. The status of the nonlinear resis-
t,,rs representing the power transistors _scontrolled by Boolean where
representations of the chopper and inverter switching logic•
The status of each of the d_ode resistors is determined on the e EMF constant [V/mech, rad/s], ...
basis of the diode voltages themselves, forward or reversed N_ number of harmonics,bmsed. The other components of the power conditioner are %, b_ Fourier coefficients [V/mech rad/s].
_, modeled by standard lumped parameter circuit elements. The OR rotor position [mech. rad],state equatmns for this nonlinear, nonplanar network are ob- ¢)_, phase shift [dec. rad].
tamed using network graph theorems [2], [5], [6] in the p number of poles.
sta_dard form. The back EMF's. ea. %, and ee, can therefore be written m
terms of e(On, _) as follows.
x=A "x+B'u (12)
eo = we(OR, 0), e_ = we(OR, (-2rr/3)).
where x _s ',b; state vector which consists of the capacitor
voltage, the current through the chopper inductor, and the ec = _e(On,(-4n/3)) • (17) _
currents through two of the machine inductan_s, and u is the
forcing function vector consisting of the battery voltage and These EMF waveforms were obtained from finite element field _-i"
,he three backEMF',s, ea,%,andec, and A and B are the non- analysis and from test. Excellent agreer_ent between calcu.
hnear coefficient matrices of the network [2]. lated and measured EMF's was achieved as demonstrated in ._
The branch voltages oo and currents in throughout the [I], for the 15-hp machine analyzed in the next section.
network are completely defined in terms of the state vectorx The modeling approach outhned here, and given in detail
trod the forcing function vector u as follows [2] : in [2], is applied to the analys_s of a 15-hp samarium cobalt
synchronous machine designed, fabricated, and tested for use
vt_ = G.x + H. u (13) in electric vehicle propulsion. It will be demonstrated that _
l combmmg the finite elemem method for EMF determmatmn ,"
and with the machine.power conditioner network model gves
excellent results when compared with actual hardware test
_', iI_=L.x-r-M'u _ (14) data. "_oo
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EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF THE COMBINED
FINITE ELEMENT FIELD ANALYSIS AND
MACHINE-POWER CONDITIONER
NETWORK MODEL
The discrete time machine-power conditioner model in
conjunction with the finite element field analysis method were #
applied to the simulation of the 15-hp 120-V radially oriented
samarium cobalt permanent magnet synchronous machine m1,s_sE :, v0Lrs, so.,
tested for use in electric vehicle propulsion. The machine is
operated by means of a current-source power conditioner :_. , , , ; _. ,_
similar to the one shown in Fig. 1. " "" " " " " ""
The back EMF waveforms for this machine were deter- _ ./
mined by means of the finite element method, as described in o]_,_ _.j-'/
detad ui [11. For the sake of completeness, the back EMF B. [MF-A
voltage waveforms, obtained from the field analysis under
rated and no-load conditions at a machine speed of 775Or/min, Fig. 2. Finite elemenl-determined back EMF's at rated load .Jr thesamarium cobalt machine
are given in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. The peak of the no-
load back EMF agrees to within 2.2 percent of the measured II 1' BRSE IN VOLTS- 62. I
I,,. reaction at rated load has a negligible effect on both the shape =
and peak magnitude of the EMF's, as expected. The finite
element determined no-load EMF waveform of Fig. 3 is rep- =_ ..... .,. ,,, ,.. ,_,. _,=
resented by (17) in the discrete time machine-power condi- \ t
tioner model, m_'_ _J..This machine-power conditioner system was tested under a
r- variety of operating conditions using the dynamometer test B. EMF-Iq
setup shown in Fig. 4. Table I summarizes the modes of opera- Fig. 3. Finite element-determinedback EMI"s at no-load of the
tlon (motonng or regenerati:'e braking), the commanded cur- sam=riumcobaltmathine.
rents (or torque), and the machine speeds for the three repre-
.__ sentative test cases against which the model is verified here.
The oscillogram and computer-simulated waveforms (CSWF) II
: '- of the machine phase current for case 1 are given in Fig. 5. g
Excellent agreement between the two is evident in both over- ".... .
,j
all waveshapes and magnitudes and in the frequency of the ".'(_ _.
sawtooth component caused"by the current chopper. The it- ,,_
central commutation spikes, which are clearly visible in the _ ' .ii "
, CSWF. can be seen in the original oscillogram but were too maP_a_. _" _,-.:P_ mM
falntglvenfOrrep oduction, agreement _ .-!i__.
The oscdlogram and CSWF of the phase current for case 2 x, __,_..
:: IS m Fig. 6. The between the measured and " _''" - __#¢_1..,--- ---
simulated results is excellent. Notice also that in this case the
; phase current failed to reach the commanded current of 300 Fig. 4. Dynamometer testing of the samarium cobalt machine.
A. This is due to the current-limiting effect of the winding
inductance at higher speeds. This can ham a significant impact TABLEI
:,: on the overall system performance, as will be demonstrated in SUMMARYOF TESTRUNSSIMULArED
-. the next section. The oscilJogram and CSWF of the line-to- _:=.. is.do of c_.,._ ,o_o__._, '
,_ '_" line machine voltage, for this case, is given in Fig. 7, Again the _=_._tov._otto, co_.___.at^l 1_= _
:_ agreement between measured and calculated results is excel- ii _iii!ii _.i.=_e.s(too) n0.,7_,,_¢:kr lent, ttonl 9L,(I 7440
_' The first two cases verified the accuracy and validity of the L
: model for simulating the machine power-conditioner operation
_,_'_ in the motoring mode.
_ The oscillogram of the machine phase current during re-• generative braking, case 3 of Table 1, is in excell t agreement
_ with the corresponding CSWF, as shown in Fig. 8. Additional
D,
•_. machines c,f this type.
'_" 330
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Fig. 5. Oscillogram and CSWF phase current, motoring at 3100 r/rain, cut'tent command of 68.5 A.
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-II APPLICATION OF THE COMBINEDFINITE ELEMENT .L_
FIELD ANALYSIS AND NETWORK MODEL TO THE
PREDICTION OF THE DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE -/-r--.: -y',, \
OF A PROPULSION UNIT PRIOR /, , ',
The primary application for this simulation model is as a
design tool to save on prototype development costs and to >
speed up the design process. "lhe design optimization proce- __//
dure, using the mode_ng techniques described in this work,
can be summarized as follows.
1) First, the ratings oI the machine and the power condi-
uoner nit are determined from the basic sys e requirements
and constraints. Fig. 9. Finite element discretization oI the Ierrite machine.
2) The machine horsepower and torque requirements are
then used to obtain a specific machine vo;ume and geometry
depending upon the requ/red performance of the machine.
3) The selected machine geometry is then inputted into a
nonhnear fimte element magnetic field analysis program,
which was given ;,a [1], from which the motor open-circmt
EMF ,,'avefolms, ln:tuctances, flux distributions, and core
losses are calculated [I 1, [3].
-t_The calculated machine parameters are then fed into
the system network model aleng with the preliminary power
conditioner parameters.
5) The simulated performance _s then used to reiterate the
machine and power condiuoner designs.
6)Steps I-5 are repeated until the opt'mum machine- Fig lO. Finite element-determined no-load flux distribution in the
power conditioner design for. the given specih_.ations and territe machine.
constraints is found.
Thin design procedure eliminates much of the guesswork phase. The fractional slot winding of the samarium cobalt
out of the deszgnprocess, and at the same time provides better machine was abandoned dac t_ the higher fabrication costs
accuracy than less sophisticated methods commonly used at involved with such windings. The calculated line-to-hne induct-
present, ance of this configuration was 173.2 tall.
The usefulness of this modeling technique in the design In order to predict the performance of this preliminary
process can best be illustrated by an actual design example, machine design, it was necessary to obtain accurate back
: Specifically. this approach was appLiedto the analysis of a new EMF's for the machine-power conditioner network model.
design for a radially oriented permanent magnet synchronous This was accomplished by means of a finite element solution
_, machine for electric vehicle applications. In this proposed ma- for the magnetic field distribution inside the machine at no-
chine, use is made of cheaper fernte permanent magnets for load, as described in [I]. The finite element grid used to
the magnet structure as an alternative to the more expensive discretize the cross section of the ferrite machine ss given in
samarium cobalt permanent magnets used in the aforemen- Fig. 9. The corresponding no-load flux distribution, assuming
tioned 15-hp prototype motor• a worst-case magnet temperature of IOO°C, Is given in Fig. 10.
This proposed ferrite machine must conform to similar The: radial air-gap flux density profile was then obtained using
I_erformance specifications required of the samarium cobalt the procedure outlined in [1]. This profile is given in Fig. II
.t_mt.descr.lbed earlier. That is, the machine must have a 15- over one electrical cycle. Notice that the peak air-gap llux
_hp contl'nuous 2"-hrating and a peak l.min rating of 35 hp. density for the ferrite machine is only 16 000 lines/in: corn-
The machine is connected to a current-source power ¢ondl- pared with 50 000 lines/in 2 for the samarium cobalt machine
tloner whzch has an absolute maximum current rating of 400 [! ], [2], [3].
A due to the transistor switches. This conditioner is energized Once the air-gap flux density profile is known, the back
from a 120-V dc battery supply. The desired speed at rated EMF's are obtained in terms of a Fourier series using a pn)ce-
conditmns is 9000 r/rain; however, this rated speed does not dure given in [1 ], [21.and [31. Since a fractional slot winding
represent one of the design constraints and can be adjusted to is not used in this case, it was decided to examine the effects
higher or lower values if required, of stator slot skewing on the back EMF's m order to eliminate
A first cut design of this machine consisted of an 18-slot harmonics as well as to reduce the tendency for cogging. The
stator and a O-pole rotor structure. The pole pieces were de- impact of skewing was accounted for by means of a skewing
signed using M8 ferrite mags.ets with a residual induction of factor [14]. The finite element calculated back EMF wave-
3.85 KG and 3.25 KG at 20°C and IOOOC,respectively. The forms corresponding to a skewing factor of zero, one halt',
lnmal three.phase winding consists of 12 series turns p_, and one slot pitch are given in Figs. 12, 13, aad 14, respec-
332 ' "
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FINITE ELEMENT-DETERMINED PEAK PHASE-TO-NEUTRAL _
_+'+ BACK EMF VOLTAGE SENSITIVITIES (V/mech. Tad/s) OF
_" THE FERRITF MACH1NF
e t --4
_./_ /*_ l Amoun_ of Slot-Skewlnh 1
_. i / V _ i None ]t Half Slot i Full Slot
Pitch I Pitch [ "@
:." 1 9 lurn$ 1 ] j
¢+ I per Phase 0.06095 I 0.05230 0.04954
12 Turns +
.per Phase 0.08127 0.06973 i 0.06605 j
TABLE !11
I,, ,. -..J _. ,.,. ,_p_ _. FERRITE MACHINE SIMULATION RESULTS !
Simulation R'Jn Identification +
Run VllRun #21Run #3_Rtm #4 Run *51
Speed lrpt] I 8000 I 9000 9000 950O 10000 .,.'
"Series Turns ; '+
12 ! 9 : 9 I 9 9 r
Per Phase + I + i + '
Line to Line 173,2_ 92.8[ 92.8, 92.81 92.81
Inductance [l_t] ¢ I '_ +
CommutatlOn[elec.tieR. AdVance 0 I 0 ,i 30 -_l 30 ,i 30 Jr
' Peak Phase
63.3] 43.41 63.4 45.8" 48.21
Voltage IV] I a. J I
• IR01RT- I Peak Phase i 287.4 r
Current EAt 30.01 3_6.1 ! 307.61 272.2t
+" NO LOAD + J J
_ Peak Electro- 36.3j_..81i l'lg. 1 1. l-mite element-determined no-load radial air-gap flux density magnetic Power lhp_1 4.0 t 25.9I 38,71 + "+ '
profile of the ferrite machine. N°ne]l sl°t_l " i .... '• , Skewing tlotil slot 1 sloc ,'
-_ LA1 , .... ,
II v BASE IN VOLTS/MECH. BAD. /SEC.-0.06095
_ ' tively. Inspection of these figures clearly demonstrates the
_' .*L_ h _ ._. , harmonic filtering effects produced by skewing. The peak
,._. ,. +- ",,.',,,_.-._.%_3_ ,.- ,,._/- -.. ,,. .... voltages per mechanical radian per second for these three ,j
'-':: • -- -- . _ cases are given in Table I1 for windings with 9 and 12 series _
L turns, respectively• "_
These back EMF profiles were used as input forcing func- +._
_. B.EMF-A tions to the combined machine-power conditioner system :-
'_. Fig. 12. Finiteelement-determinedno-loadbackEMFprofileof the model in order to predict the system response to changes in "_
_.. ferritemachinewithnoskewing, the following system parameters: 1) winding inductances (9 _ {.
and 12 series turns phase); 2) stator slot skewing; 3) com-l _ BASE IN VOLtS/MECH. BAD. 15EC.-0.05230 per ._ .
The commutation advance angle is the relative displace- ' .
, ment between the peak of the fundamental of the phase cur-
,*' _ _-- _-_--"'"_,_*" " ",dR/_ '_ "" "_ .... rent and the peak of the fundamental of the phase back EMF. _,
._: ,I Zero commutation advance means that the two peaks have 'J
_'_(, _t.l zero displacement between them. An advance of 30 electricald grees means that the phase current leads the phase EMF by
B. EMr-_ 30 electrical degrees. 1
l.+g. 13. iqmte element-dete_mined no-load back EMF profile of the Five different simulation runs were made using the system .1ferritemachmewith half-slotpitchskewing, model. These runs are designated run 1, '", run 5, and are
given in Table 1II. The results of these runs; the phase current
, _oAs[_NvO_S/,eC,.,a0./s_c..0.0_sq and thedevelopedelectromagneticmachinepower arealso
:,'7"-
_ ' ! ! i / l The first timulation, run 1, was made with the high induct-
'_'a-_, __,_. , _,, ante winding (I 2 turns per phase), zero commutation advance,
+ *" "w,_r.dt _'" _" _'" '" and no skewing. Under these conditions, a peak developed
electromagnetic power of only 4 hp was well below the re-! x /
'l_ _ ' quired 35.hp peak rating. This is due to the fact that the
B. EMF-A phase-current steady-state value dropped from an initial value
I tg 14. lqr.de element-determinedno-loadback EMI"profileof the of 150 A to a final value of only 30.A peak at a constant
ferritemachinewi_hone-slotpitchskewing, machine speed of 8000 r/rain, as shown in Fig. 15. This rapid
decay of the machine cur,eft is due to the fact that the rec-
ORIG_ PAGE _ tangular phase cur:ents, produced by the current-source
QUALrr_ inverter, see Fig. I, produces discretely forward stepping arma.poOROF
3,_3
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Fig. 15. Simulated current decay in the ferrite machine for simula- Fig. 17. Simulated current buildup in the ferrite machine for simula-
tion run 1. tion run 2.
C. "
_, , ............. ,_
i,
/
k_ ,, ,, i ,, " ' ,, i ---: ...... :......
¢,
.... gr£_I]._-_g , trcaNns-p, u
°'_" 0 OZGIUtt ADY_t:Z 0 _ KOVI_JCI_
Fig. 16, Simulated developed electromagnetic power of the ferrite Fig. 18. Simulated developed electromagnetic power of the ferrite
machine for simulation run I. machine for simulation rue 2.
ture MMF's [IJ, [2], [.3]. This means that the field picture I z,
" insid_ the machine must change almost instantaneously to _ _ _t_ "
. follow the nearly instantaneous change in the armature cur- |_ I It!
:. rents at the six switching point.; during an ac cycle (Fig. 1). _!'
Obviously, the rate at which these currents can change is '"
limited by the inductance of the winding. Therefore, as the
machine speed (and he ce inverter freque cy and gnitudes |
of back EMF's) increases, the amount of currentb,jildup during 1___..__ ,Eea,,os-;u
. .. the decreasing period of an ac cycle drops dramaticaUy, as 2m_ccam,mv_g't '_
displayed vividly in Fig. 15. This drop in the phase current Fig. 19. Simulated currant buildup in the ferrite machine for simula-
produces a corresponding drop in the developed electromag- tion run3. "
•_ netic machine power, as shown in Fig. 16. This inductance
limiting effect is much more severe in systems of this type .
than m machines with sinusoidally time-varying currents. Con- ...........f ..........
sequently, applying clas'.ical frequency domain-type analysis _..............
p-,
to such devices can only lead to gross errors in the prediction _: ,,
of the performance.
To alleviate this current limiting, a secondwinding design
: consisting of nine series turns per phase, which reduces the ,
inductance almost in half, was analyzed. Four additional s_caaas.,u
simulation runs (runs 2, 3, and 4) were made (Table Ill). In- _ mmtt _Aact
"_ spection of the results of these four simulations reveals that Fig.20. Simulateddevelopedelectromagneticpowerof theferritema-
.,z reducingtheinductancenearlytn half (andhen_ droppingthe chineforsimulationrun3.
_. '. EMF's by 25 percent) produces nearly an order of magnitude
_," difference in the maximum machine output. This is clearly The fourth and fifth simulation runs demonstrate the
illustrated in Figs. 17 and 18, which show the current and trade-offs between machine speed (or EMF) and maximum
power buildup, respectively, cocresponding to an initial phase current and power. These trade-offs are very critical in tran-
._,_. cur,ent of 150 A and a machine speed of 9000 r/man. The sistofized power conditioners, where the peak currents must
current, and hence machine power, at this speed can be be held below a certain threshold value to prevent device
'0_._ increased e,,en further by initiating the phase-current buildup failure.
when the opposing EMF is zero (commutation advance of 30 This design example demonstrates the usefulness of this
_,_ electrical degrees), as shown in Figs. 19 and 20. The penalty modeling approach in the design evaluation process in point-
tbr this is increased torque or power ripple, which can be ing out windings with suitable inductance values which permit "-
_ clearly seen by comparing Figs. 18 and 20. fulfilling the specified maoMne output. The cost of a typical '
OIaalNALPAGEIS
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simulation {constant speed) run is $7.87 and requires 74 s of machinescontrolledby series connectedsemiconductorswitches.
central processing unit (CPU) time on an IBM 3032 digital IEEE Trans. Power App. Syst.. vol PAS-87, no 2. pp 597-605. :_,'1968.
computer. For this modest expenditure of computer resources, [Sl P. C. Kr•use and T A, Ltpo, "An•lysts and stmphfind repre-
the engineer obtains plots of all 23 branch voltages, currents, .,.entatmns of a rectifier-reverter reduction motor drive,'" IEEE .
I and powers versus time, a plot of all logic signals versus time, Trans.PowerApp. Syst.. vol. PAS-88.no. 5, pp 588.-596.1969
: as well as plots of many other variables as specified by the 191 T A. Ltpo, "'The •n•lysis ofindueuon motors with voltage control -:by symmetrically triggered thyrtstors.'" IEEE 7ran_ Power App #
user. Syst., vol. PAS-90. no 2, pp. 515-525, 1971
CONCLUSION I101 T. A [Jpo and F G Tumbull, "'An•lysJs and compan,_on of two
, types ot square w•ve reverter drives,'" tEEL Jran._ lnd Appl , vol
_ A modeling approach, which combines the finite element IA-I I. no. 2'.pp 137-147, 1975. _i
_" [I 1] G, Smgh and B C. Kuo, "'Modeling •rid s_mulatton of vartable-
._ method for machine parameter determination with a discrete
/_ time machine-power network model, was successfully applied printerreluctanCesystem,"stepmotorslEEETransWtth•pphcatJOnlndAppl , tOvolaIA-hlgh'perf°rmancel1. no 4, pp ,_
to the simulation of solid,state operated, radially oriented 373-383. 1975. , _
permanent magnet synchronous machines. The approach was I12] T A Llpo and E. P Cornell, "State-v•nable stead_r-st•te analysts
of • con•roiled current mductton motor drive," IEEE Trans Ind :.
applied to the smtulation of a 15-hp samarium cobalt syn- Appl., vol. IA-II. no. 6, pp. 704-712, 1975 ""
chronous machine connected to a current-sou,'ce power condi- [13J R. L. Stetgerw•ld •nd T. A, Llpo. "Analys_s of a novel force-
¢.
_ tioner, which was design•d, built, and tested for use in dec- commutationst•nmg schemefor • load-commutatedsynchronous
_ tric vehicle propulsion. Exc'.llent agreement was obtained be- motor drive." IEEE Trans Ind. Appl.. vol IA-15. no I. pp
" 14-24, 1979
tween computer and measured voltage and current waveforms [14] M.G. Say, The Performance and Design of Alte,na_mg Current
throughout this system. Machines. London: Pitman and Sons, 1963
The model was then applied to the design of a similar
system using less expensive ferrite permanent magnets. The
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APPENDIX (6)
ON SIMULATION OF MACHINE-POWER CONDITIONER
DYNAMIC INTERACTION OF BRUSHLESS DC MOTOR SYSTEMS
Nehl, T. W., Fouad, F. A., and Demerdash, N. A., "Digital .Simulation
of Power Conditioner - Machine Interaction for" Electronically Commutated
DC Permanent Magnet Machines," IEEE Transactions o__nnMagnetics, Vol.
MAG-17, 1981, pp. 3284-3286.
© 1981 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from the IEEE Transactions on
Magnetics, Vol. MAG-17, pp. 3284-3286, 1981.
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j_ DIGITAL SIHULATION OF POWERCONDITIONER-HACHINE INTERACTION FOR ELECTRONICALLY COHHUTATEDDC PEP_J_ENT PL_GNET,_tACHINES
T. W. Nehl, Member F.A. Fouad, Metaber N.A. Demerdash, Senior ' _IbPr
i
Abstract - The electro,mgnetic _nteractiuns be- 1) The impact on the induced machine EHF , _.,..
Cween a transistorized chopper-invert_r power condl- Ing the stator core by zero, one half, and _ne .,,t w
tloner and its associated permanent magnet machine is pitch. This is determined by means of the fin. .._,,.
analyzed digitally by an experimentally verified tL_e ment method as detailed in references (4) and , . .:
domain state model. The model is appl!ed to the design will be sho_m that, for non-fractional slot _it_ :_s,
of a system based on a ferrite type machine. The _J=- skewing greatly reduces the harmonic content o', :_
pacr on the overall system performance of skewing the EHF anJ _hus reduces losses, noise, and the te_ .,:nc./
stacor core to reduce the harmonics in the induced for cogging,
machine _F is determined using this model. The EHF 2) The combined effects ,)f the machine i ....cc-
wavefo_s for zero, hal_, and one slot pitch skewing antes and _ waveshapes, for the above three t ._ a:
are de(ermlned by finite element analysis of the fields skewing, on the overall system performance is : rer-
inside the machine. Furthermore, the _Japact on the mined using the system state model.
system performance of varying the co_utation ,angle to 3) The effect of varying _he commutation ,.:.,!__ .
C overcome inductance caused performance limits:ions is machine performance for the three cases of ske, .a_ 2_
examined for each of the three cases of stator skewing, studied.
INTRODUCTION HODEL DESCRIPTION
Electronically co,mutated permanent magnet dc The ferrite based machine-power conditio_r_ ,,,'c.:=
machines are finding incrsesing use as primemovers in analyzed here consists 3f a current chopper in .-.e_
actuation, industrial drivel, and vehicle propulsion, with a three phase inverter-converter brid_e. Jl_
When operated from square wave current source power power conditioner is in turn connected co the '. roe
conditioners, such machines .xhibit arl_ture ,_Fs which phase permanent magnet .machine as shown schemer: _11.,'
_. rotate in discrete steps or _ps of 60 electrical de- in Figure (I). This enclre system is represent _ 'w ,
crees each. For this reason, irequency domain type nonlinear state _odel, reference (3), as folio:..:
novels based on smoothly rotating ,_rs are inadequate.
[n this paper, a discrete time model of such a machine X - A x + B u ,i_
power conditioner system Figure (1) which includes and Y - C z + D u
the voltage drops across the power switches, references '_-'
(I) through (3) is used in conjunction with machine where x is the vector of stats variables
_- parameters determined by f/nlte elements (rE), refer- u is the vector of forcing functions,
_" ences (_) and (5), _o simulate the dynamic interactions A,_ are nonlinear coe_ficient matrtc,_,
between the _chine and its associated power condition- Y ts the vector of output variables
er, during the design process of a 15 HP, 120 V ferrite (branch currents, voltages, etc.), md
_ _oent magnet brushless dc machine This system was C D are nonlinear coefficient marrice_
designed as a prime mover for the propulsion of elsc- The nonlinearity is due to the fact tha_ rhe _tus _t
_. trlc passenger vehicles. In this paper three aspects the diodes and transistors is simulated by low :_s£s-
' of this design process will be analyzed in detail, tances during conduction and high resistances ,iur_n_
haply: -_c._._.s_._. the off state. The status of the transistors ; d:ter-
" ' '. --c_._•""[_c_,_0. .... ,_,(.,[_ e_,_ mined by boolean logi¢ which |lmulates the accost con-
_. trol logic of the system, The status of the _Lcdss !_
'_='_-_r!-'_--_=_=-w :" I determined after each time integration by an ;_cratlv*
' "_., _% ' J, l0 ;-_ 10z_ i0_ procedure which lets the diode resistances _cc ,rding ::
, __ ... _T,_, • ._ the voltages across these devices.
: ,_" This model has been successfully applied , _or_
:_ ,..,. " an elect_c, aechanical actuator for flight runt: I _pp;.-
_• _ _.j'_ _j_ _ * cations and to an electromechanical propulsion _n'._ ::
' ,. eeotricvehlcle,with.oellentagreement
_'* cillogram_ and computer s._mulated uaveforms, -,,;erenc¢,
. ).._- _o. _. t._ _ _. ,zo- _e__-. (1) through (4). For the sake of completene._ , _._ .,
_" , _ _ of these resuJts i_ included here in Figures _:) _nd
_--'-_-_ for a similar electric vahicles propulsion .mAc that
. , : , I_e the same performance apecification_ but u,_.:s a
",__i _ _ __ as_arlml cobalt based machine Examination )i [h¢_@
,c flgurme reveals excellent agreement between the simu
L ' la_lone end test. Further comparisons are giwn _r _ ¢
references mentioned above
r
-_. Figure (1) Schematic of the I/achtne-Pover . .m_m_ _r. .*_"
, Ifamuscrlpt reeelvtd l_rth 23. 19iX
/_ The'e "t;th°rn acim°wled" the financial 'uplmrt °f _, I, i'i_ _ _'the folloein$ contracts: 1) _OE/NASA LeltCcontract _0
"_ D_M_-6$, and USAIr/SC_EJEContract NO SIP/78-17. We also i I '
wieh to ackno_ledp Inland Hotor RkD Rndford Virginia _:_
; in the deSilPt, fabrics[Ion and testing of the Imchlnee L _
scud| el here.
" T.W. NehX, F. A. Found and M. A. Demerduh are m¢luamw
_'-_-" with the Department of Electrical Engineering, Virginia Figure (2) O_ciXlo|ram and Computer $imu_tea
_,, Po[ytechnlc Institute md State University, SlacksburE, Uavefonm of the Phase Current a¢ ..,
Virginia 24061, U,S,A, lb NF of the Samarium Cobalt .!,..hi_. t
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_, if_ _7 _ o,.................. Slnusoidal EMF waveform, Figure (i-C). The effects of
. " _ " - theme different stator cores .)n the overali system per-
' " ', ,' formances will be determined next.
_ _ _ I .... '
c . )j ' i" !r IXj ' ' t/ i f
° ;_s' I_) n L;P
Effect o| Stathr Skew and Climmuraticm Advant'e on th_
Overall Machine-Power Conditioner Perform.it,<(-
;/ I1I I_lidlll CSWF
The thret. EMF w;ivt, form_ given in Figur*' (4) wvr_.
Fl_;r_ 'J) Oseillogram and Computer Simulated used as forcing functions for the ._vstem state' model
Line to Neutral Phase Voltages at 16 described earlier. The system performa_Lce wa,, the_
obtained for the three cases of skewing w_tiL comur:ition
ttP of the Samarium Cobalt Machine.
advances of 0 ° arid 30 u electrical, respectivel_, at ,,
machine speed of 8000 rpm nnd a batter', volt,iRe ol lO0.
c oA comiutation advanc_ o, 0 means that th( pt,,ls,_ cur-
( Thi,"m,,dcl wll! now be used to assess the impact
;:ator ,lot skewing and commutation angle on the rent is injected 30 ° electrical alter th_ zero crossing
;j[: _ tern performance of a new ferrite based de- of the no load phase EMF. A commutation adv,in<e ot 30 u
el_ctrical re£ers tt_ the injection of the phase current
,. at the instaut of zero crossing of the EM_'. Advancing
"" hPP; :v..\TION OF MODEL TO TH£ FERRITE MACHINE the conmlutation allows a larger buildup of current dur-
inl_ heavy, loading sznce the motor voltage opposing the
;'. :c_t of qkewinR the Stator Core on the EM_ current buildup is reduced. Commutation advanct i_ of
• particular importance in square wave, current _o,:rLe
:" The :.retie machine consists of an 18 slot, three type inverters since the stator MMF ]umps In discrete
_'' ., arm,flirt' winding and a b pole, ferrite permanent
_, - steps at _he six eomanutati_n points in an ac cycJe.
: .-_: r,.: ,r structure. Since there is only one slot
llr _>. - ._..]t i,t.r phast, one expects a large harmonic content Plots of the xn_tant,ineous machine phase currents +
t :_e t_ucvd phase voltages. These l:armonics increase and electromagnetic torques for skew_t,g of zero, ont,
"_" -aKn'.tudl" of the torque pulsations and they tend to half and one slot pitch, all with zero commuta_h)n ad-
_.
_: ._c tat buildup of phase currents at heavy loads, vance are given in Figures (5) through (7). Inspection
'_ ..':._crm:,r. , the even number of slots increases the ten- of these Figures reveal._ that th-" torque riptide _s re-
c_ of :r,t machine to cog due to the variable reluct- duced by 50 percent as the skewing of the StdtOr _n-L
_° < bet_ vvn the stator and rotor, creases _rom 0 to one slot pitch. Tile reduted F2IF
_ I:l ,,rler to reduce the EMF harmonics and the ten- harmonics, as skewing is increased, slat, allows th_
., . ..:v 'or ogging, it was decided to explore the possi- current to buildup to larger vaiue_., as demonstrated by
_. ..;:v _t skewing the stator core over one half and one- the current wave£orms, from 201 to 227 Amperes (peak). ;
ff ... _I(:, ;,itch. The Induced phase to neutral E/IF was a
_ "ermlnt,'b" a two dimensional nonlinear finite element "'
._._ ._oldtion over the cross-section of the machine as The effects of the commutation advance on the
and (5). The effects of three cases is clearly evident by comparison between i"
references (4)@
: .,wtn_ w,re accounted for by means of hari_nic skewing Figures (5) (6), and (7) and the corresponding three _'
:or_ ,i',l,ltt,d to the flux lint ,le per phase, see cases with commutation advance of 30° electrtc_l given 7_
z in Figures (8) (9) and (IO) respectlvelv In all_< ,r_n'*.. ('_) and (6). , , "
Ft_u:_t's(&-A) through (4-C) display the predicted three caleb, significant increases in th_ phas_O(e'urrent_ I:_I
.. t_. ueutral f2_F for the ferrite machine for zero, were realized by advancing the comniuta_ion by elec- :_
_ "_al, .lot pitch, and one full slot pitch skew,re- trical. An Increase in the current buildup oi up to " _.
f ..':iv_r. Notice the large third harmonic component 287 Amperes (peak) is demonstrated. Th,. o:te neg,tive
• :h_ 'm_kewed stator core. Increasing the skew of zspect of advancing conlmutacton ts _h¢. tncr_-,_se tr.
_t.:'..' _or_ to one slot pitch results In an almost torque ripple which i_ clearly evident tr_ the._e ttgure_. +._'
+ i!!
• _, , t I _ 1 1 _ ' CONCLUSIONS
• ' '/ i , i . t
_, f, i_i 1i 16 ; _, 6,
. _. --_l_N_, ............ J The lmpacI or skewing the stattJr core (if <i terrltl
:- -_ ......... " i permanent I_gnet machine on the overall Feriurmance of
tem _or e'_ectric palaenger vehicles was determined. It :_
"' I ,, was found that skewing the e3_e by one blot pitch re- _.
i'_ W '_: _ L I _' _' Id I ! doted the torque ripple by 50 percent. Furthermore, it ;;.wai found thit the _achlri phale currents reached 7
........ / ..... I values hi|her by ==ore th,m 13 percent for the skewed ._>
• -..-._. .... r _'_,II_-- statOrll. ?
• ,.<,.,.<.o,.,v.o<,,,<=.<.,,oo<.,, ,:_ " I ' current buildup under heav_ loads was aluo determined, _+
_:' _ / : _1 , It Wll found In allcasesthat advancing the ella-
; ' ' ' ' , tion significantly lncreaieo the maximum level of the +:
' I '',/ ,_ ''. '/ ', phas_ current by. as high as 44 percent. Based on these i
_.. i resulta a ne_ prototype ferrit¢ permanent magnet brush-
",.,ur, (aJ Phase to Neutral Open Circuit Volta&e lesa dc machine was constructed and ib currently under-
Waveform for a) No Skewing, o) Halt going testing.
Slot Pitch Skewing, c) Full Slot Pitch
Skewing. _ M _ :
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F%g_re (5) _ar.hLn_ _hue Curren_ Pigure (6) HathLne Phase Current
_nd Electro_agnet_c Torque, Un- and Electro_Knet£c Torque, Stator Flsure (7) ._lachlne Phaee Curr_ _t
skewed Stator, Zero Co_mutatLun Skeved One Half Slot Pitch, Zero and ElectroL_gnetic Torque, .%t..'or
Advance. Co_mutatlon Advance. Skeved One Slot Pitch, Z_r_ (',,_.-
mr,Cation Advance.
.... , ..... I, ._ I I_ II !I b
_. .. "'_ --" . ....... - , " .,,_,,,_,.,_//.'/,','H_7.',_//¢3;_,.&','. ' "._/¢N_, ".
.... _ _....... .,.," _ _th_,_'#_##,_._,_'tt#,';#c;_'tt/';''''
....,,;,,",' ..,. ,.,,,,,,,,,;_.,,,;,'I_;,;. z: .i ' V¢_
' i 1
F_.llu¢e (8) HachJne Phase Current PLKure (9) Hachlne Ph_e Curzetzt YLliure (I0) ,_lachtne Phmee 'Curren'-
_nd Eiectro_agnerLc Torque, Un- and Electrosu_Bnet£c Torque, Stacor ,rod [lectr_Iplet_c Torque, St_t .r •
ske_e_ S._tor. 30° Co_mut-_tion Skewed One H=_f Slot Pitch, 30° Skeved One Slot Pitch. 30° Com-
_dvance. Co_utatL_n Mvance, mutat$on Advance.
{]] N. A. D_merdash and T. W. Neh1, "Dynmsic H_h- 1,_
or' Brushlese 0C Hotor_ for A_rosp_ce Acutu_t_ _,"
- R,I[FI_,_IICF_ I_l[ Tranuct_one on A_ros_ace and rlectron/,
_, Vol. _ZS-lS. _o. 6. 19a0. pp. _11-_- L.
[1] T. _;.._ehl, "A Discrete Tile Nodal of a Pover Can- [&] P. A. Poua_, ;. W. Nehl, end N. A. Denerdash,
dit/oner F_d Pemanent N_ltM |ruehlesl DC Hotor '_(a|nettc PLe_d Hodeltn8 o_ Pemanent Hal_nec . ,pe
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APPENDIX (7)
ON SIMULATION OF MACHINE-POWER CONDITIONER
DYNAMIC INTERACTION OF BRUSHL"SS DC MOTOR SYSTEMS
Demerdash, N. A., and Nehl, T. W., Dynamic Modeling of Bushless De
Motors IEEE Transactions on Aerospace _nd Electronic Systems, Vol.
AES-16, 1980. pp. 8"_1-821.
S
" e 1981 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from the IEEE Transactions on
Aerospace and Electronic Systems, Vol. AES-16, pp. 811-821, 1980. --
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Dynamic Modeling of
Brushless dc Motors
for Aerospace Actuation
N.A DEMERDASH. Senior Member, IEEE
T,W NEHL. Member, IEEE
Virglma Polytechmc Institute and State
University
Introduction _. ""
The bulk of the simulation models and studies of *!
Dy 'namic Modeling of solid-state power conditioner-fed electrical machines
were based on either steady-state phasor-equivalent _,
Brushless dc Motors circuit concepts or hybrid-analogue simulation of /power conditioner-machine dynamics. Details of these i
for Aerospace Actuation studies can be found in the literature in references •such as 111through [10]. These methods were proven
useful in many cases. However, there are other ap-
plications in which a totally digital approach with an
_ abandonment of the bulk of classical steady-state
: machine theory concepts may prove more advan-
tageous. The work reported on in this paper lies
within such a category where these authors believe a
digital approach is most suitable.
In this paper the ingredients of an instantaneous
N.ADEMERDASH,SeniorMember, IEEE machine-power conditioner dynamic modeling ap-
T.WNEHL.Member,IEEE proach aregiven. This approachis part of an overall
" Vlrgmia Polytechnic Instituteand State electromeehanical actuator (EMA) model which is to
'_ Umvers_ty be reported on in forthcoming papers. The power
: conditioner-machine (PCM) modeling approach is
used in the development of an instantaneous simula-
_, Aintraet tion model to predict the transient performance of a
" k discretelime modelfor dmulalionor the dynamicsof samarium power conditioner (PC) fed samarium-cobalt perma-Ih.. _._
nent magnet brushless dc machine. Features of this
eoball-lypepermanentmallneabrushk_sde machinesispreseuled. _
_:' "ritesimiialionmodelincludesmodelingor the lulernettoubetween PCM prototype and the accompanying EMA system
are given in the followingsections. .:thesem_chinesand theirstitched powerconditioners.Theseare
_ Numerical results of this simulation model reveal,
_ transistorized¢ondilionerunits.ThismodelIspartof anoverall
_" _ when compared with experimental test data collected _:
discrete-timeanalysisof thedynamicperformgce of elec- from the EMA-PCM a high degree of cor-prototype,
__ Iromeclkaukndactuators,whichwasconductedas partof prototype relation in both amplitudes as well as profiles of _
_. developmeatof suchactuatorssiadled andbuiltfor NASAJohnson various instantaneous currents and voltages. !
i Spate Centerasa prospectiveadlernalivetohydraulicactualOrS Results of this analysis presented here include also
presently usedin sbullleorbiterUplUdiCulJous.The mulling the determination of motor torque and dc line current , •
' numericalsimulationsof ihevariousmachineau0dpowercoadi- profiles during normal closed-loop actuator applica-
.. lionercurrentandvoltagewsveformspve excellentcorrelationto lions.
I the actualwsveformscolJectedfromactualhardwareexperimental Overall System Description
testing.Thesere,sail%uumeri¢ldmadexperimeuud,Ire presenled
hereformachinemolortng,rqenerstionanddynamicbraking The 17-hp, 270-V, 8-poJe, 9000 rpm bJushlessdc
modes. Application of Ihertnmlting modelIo the dieleYn|nalJonof motor, subject of this paper, was built as a prime
" machinecurrentaid torqueIra)fliesduring c'iosed-ioopactuator mover in an EMA system. This system was manufac-
operationwerealto mudyaedandthe resultsareIlhet. here. Tlkete tured for the NASA-Johnson Space Center for the
ullsaregivenkeliUhlof amoverallviewof theactuatorsysl'em purpose of studying possible replacements of presenthydraulicactuatorsystemsin aerospacecontrolap-
tl components.The8pplicabililyof Ibis m4Mhodof iBDJJ3_JIStodl_lll plications. The main incentives for such an actuator
optimizationandtronM¢_tmoflngIn suckI_OtotYIRd_4oNg_l b replacement are weight and volume reductions, in-
ahmditcmaedin lightof the rtmdUat had. creased reliability, facility of maintenance, reduction
of fireandtoxicityhazards,controllabilityaswellas
=__=_ possibleeconomicbenefits.
i"-'gl_ The EMA for which this motor was built consists
.;- gllt_ ManuscriptreceivedDecember14. 1979;revikd April12. I91KL of four independent servo-loop channels, a functional
Thisworkwassupportedbythe NationalAeronavtifsandSpace block diagram ofwhich is shown in Fig. I. EachAdministrationJohnsonSpaceCenterContractNASg-1509I.
channel consists of a Iow-levci control electronics
Authors'address:[kpartmentof ElectricalEngincerinlhVir|inia
PolytechnicInstituteandSlateUniversity.BlacksburlhVA_1, (LLCE) package, an electronic power conditioner(PC) which consists of a chopper iitverter arrange-
ment, a PC-fed 17-hp permanent magnet-three phase
0018.9251/80/11004)811$00.75(_) 1980IEEE stator wound bru_hless dc machine and a gear box
IEEETRANSACTIONSONAEROSPACEANDELEL-rRONICSYSTEMSVOL.AES.16,NO.6 NOVEMBER19110 811
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.__ CONTnOLCOUUAt_00.- [LECTnOmCS Fig. 3. Assembled rotor.
column, t Fig. 4. Power conditioner machine ,;chemadc.COMMAND irL[C_ S
I
r- .... DCIn.NEll$UOIPI.'¢
Fig. I. Functional block diagram of EMA. / /-_ F_LTe_C_UqUC:TO_
._ig. 2. Cross section of EMA motor. ,,'/J / V/°w/'--c_,'Im F--'Nv[nT_ emtocE
-- ' °_ ._ , ),o
2 I..... ._
torqueof 13.5_8N-m 020 Ib-in)ata ratedline
voltage of 270 V and a dc line current of 60 A.
The power conditioner shown schematically in Fig.
* 4 consistsof an input filter (capacitor), a combination
* series/shunttypechopper for dc line current
- . magnitudelimiting andcontrol, a chopperinductor,
assembly which couples the active (rotating) motor and a confguration of six transistor-diode switches ""
outputs to a common hinge output actuator shaft, which form the three-phase inverter/converter bridge• ' "_
This bridge has a capability of allowing the machineDescriptionof Machineand PowerConditioner to function in three modes of operation, namely,
,.,
Of particular interest in this paper are the tristan- motoring, plugging (dynamic braking), and
taneous dynamic performance of the machine-power regenerativebraking, in both the forward and reverse
conditioner portio,_of each channel and the means of rotational direction for each. Also shown in Fig. 4 is
: digitally _imulating such performance. A salient the currentpath through which the conditioner and
feature of this 17-hp motor is the 24-slot 7-rail machine during one of the six switching states which
vanadium-permendur laminated stator structure hous- take place during motoring.
ing the three-ph_e PC-fed stator winding. This is a Shown in Fig. :5in idealized form are the A, B,
:_ sealed stator assemblywhich can allow the circulation and C machine phase currentsduring a forward
of a coolant fluid through the partially filled stator motoring mode. These phase currents, with their
" slots [i i, 12]. Another salient future of this motor is block (rectangular pulse) nature, produce a stepping
_+ "" the 8-pole samarium-coMdtpermanent magnet rotor (hopping) armature (stator) at each inverter switching
structure.This rotor l_mbly consists of 48 blocks (6 instant. This magnetomotive force (MMF) stepping
;" blocks per pole) of 18 MGO samarium-cob_dtmaterial occurs every 60 electrical degrees, as demonstrated
mounted on an octagonal rotor shaft. The magnet re- schematically in Fig. 5 for this 17-hp machine cor-
....+, taining scheme consists of fiber glass banding cured in responding to points (I) and (2) before and after a
.!
_ epoxy compounds. A cross-sectional view of the rotor switching instant, as marked in the idealizedcurrents.
_ and stator is given in Fig. 2, while a photograph of Torque is produced as a result of this angular
i the actual rotor is given in Fig. 3. Under rated 17 hp, displacement between the position of the peak of the
_+_ 9000 rpm conditions this motor produces an output armatureMMF and the corresponding position of the
1112 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON AEROSPACE AND ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS VOL. AES-16, NO. 6 NOVEMBER 1980 + .-,
' + .
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peak of the rotor MMF (the rotor MMF Is produced r A .c a .,= c .s
by the permanent magnets). This torque is propor- • /, _ _ _,
tional in magnitude to the product of the two MMF
amplitudes and the trigonometric sine of the angular I _ARMATUR[" MMfAT INSTANT1_, " '
displacement between the two MMF peaks (18). The J (" __. I __. "" • "_ : -_.
._. torque angles between the stator and rotor MMFs are -
depicted at the beginning and end of a switching state ,./ir j/I///J/II//rI/IJ/FII/IIFFr/rJ/IIH/Ir/F "tII _rINI
in Fig. 6. The expectedmotor torque profile is also T A .c . ,, . -A c . B 1
_hownmthe figure. This predicted profile will be i_" _ _ _/_..._i_ ,.,.,,.,, ,,,,,, ,,,,.,., _ _ -
confirmed in the results of this dynamic simulation
_:e- given in this paper. Accordingly, the rotor is forced /"----L'_-_A,'_., I RMATURE MMF AT INSTANT _2
:_:': into a rotational motion in a direction which tendsto d." ,_. ,To.,_o- _o_,. _:
_: decrease the angular displacement between the two
:: peaks (rotor MMF tries to follow armature MMF). ARMATUREMMFDISCRETEJUMPS"HOPPING"
This continue_ until the next switching instant, at c. _ ,zo. ,_" _o. _o.
which time the armatur,. MMr moves forward in a
_ discrete stepping fashion as explained earlier. This in ' 'turn maximizes the angular displacement between the ---_---_ '.
, L I
two MMFs, and increases the torque, and the _roces_ _ ' 1 ]or rotor motion is repeated to diminish this angular ', :
• _ displacement. This results in a pulsating torque profile _ , ,
versus angular rotor position (or time) such as _ ,, 1
demonstrated schematically in Fig. 6. " : J 'c '
The initiation of switching of the inverter trans- 1 i + Iislors is accomplished by means of low-level logic t [ ;
s_gnals generate_ by a rotor position sensor (RPS). _ _DEALIZEDMOTORPHASECURRENTS
The RPS-generated signals insure a switching sequence Fag. 5 Armature (stator) MMF nmmediately before and abet a :"
which guarantees that the armature MMF would re- sw_tchnng instam. .:
main leading :he rotor MMF (magnets) in the direc-
tion of motion during the motoring mode, while the F_g. 6 Torque angles and torque profile due to condmoner switch-
opposite is the case during the plugging mode. The ms.
'rZ RPS sensors are part of the LLCE depicted * "_
schematically in Fig. I. Another key element in the ._._._u,_ .._ _s_,,,ro_l '_
"_: LLCE package is adc line current sensor which is I_ ,zo'_ - _ "/ ::'/_
";. used to control the duty cycle of the chopper tran- [.----¢=---J_" _o_oau=_ TO_Ou_,.,.s S,__0"
sistors (on/off periods) in accordance with the torque =.--T: ; i'_'_ :]'"_ ; 1 ; : : : } ' ' ::(or curre t) comman , it is important to not that
._'; for this class of machines the average electromagnetic STARTOFSWITCHINGPERIOD _
-. torque is linearly proportional to the magnitude of the _. .
_, average dc line current. Hence in this case, current .
:_ commands and torque commands are synonymous. | _ ¢
Machine-Power Conditioner Modeling Approach ; ; ; _
_" This model is used to predict instantaneous To_o_. _...s s,, _o- ':
':' [
_,- machine currents, voltages, torques, speeds, as well as , , . . . , ; : :
%
_ inst,"ntaneous voltages, currents and power dissipation ENDOFSWITCHINGPERIOD
P
.._ thr( aghout the various components of the PC. It also
gives the instantaneous values of the various control /_ocmz¢0
._ signals throughout the EMA system. Therefore, this ,,, ^ ^ ^, ,,
: model is not to be confused with any frequency do- ___"-_¢_'__
main type approachesfor prediction of EMAdynamics. The state-space discrete time approach [IH ,- _-_teaus_c
is utilized throughout. This includes the machine
model, the PC, the control system, and the rotating _. _ _ ,zo. ,w _,_. _o. .o.
masses.
The model, in its present form offers the capabil- EXPECTEDTOROUE-TIMEPROFILE
ity of simulating the entire closed-loop operation of
the EMA. This is accomplished by means of a
" DEMERDASH/NEHL: DYNAMIC MODELING OF BRUSHLESS i')C MOTORS FOR AEROSPACE ACTUATION 813 ;""345
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........ t ¢:,........ ward bias (based on the voltge drop across a diode at
-"" f 't rated current}, and extremely high values during
•it i reverse bias.
•" :_"_o_ _ =,_,o,.. __.,-_, __.% Other discrete components of the PC are the input
.... _" _ .'" .... *' _ _,IX.... jr rl_ J filter capacitor which is represented as a time m-
_'"_,_""_ ! ! 3- - .............. "[ | T variant capacitance, the battery which is modeled as
j t ' ] / ! an ideal emf source in series with a resistance which
[ 1 ' | represents the internal ohmic dissipation in the bat-,,o_, .,_,x.... .o..,. J tery, and the chopper inductor which is represented as #
] ,_,,,.,,,,, ,,, ..... a nonlinear time variant inductance whose value is
dependent upon the saturation status in the inductor
core• This time-variant inductance is therefore depen-
Ftg, 7 Functtonalblock diagram of overallEMA m dent upon current through the choke winding.
single-channel format.
Ftg _; Pov.er condJ,oner machine nelv,ork graph. Machine Representation
=,.,= In this model, each phase is represented with itsN_ N4 _lt,R_
:: --- -_ ..... leakage inductance in series with the active self and
'- "."Y , [ _,,,., =3E3 mutual components of the phase inductance, where
i _ ,,,.,,,/ . _,o ,,,3 the active self and mutual inductance voltage drop isr"" _'*'"J_Ill6.mO " "P IIZ$ L4
/ / , 'z3"_'a,3.,_' 0___zt nothing other than the induced back emf due to the
[ _,z,._z _,,, resultant flux distribution linking the stator windings.
[ ) / , '_zz.L3 '_ ,,,z.'...w. I Further, in series with this emf-leakage inductance is a
L. _ I_ / ' l resistance representing the ohmic dissipation and
ts.c, _ voltage drop in each phase.
"'_ I ",S _ f 1 "'t'
"'*' X'X, _t i''°'''° Power Conditioner-Machine Network State
L t _ i Equations (PCMNSE)
- ,,t, ,,o - Substitution of the component models described
above in the PCM schematic of Fig. 4 yields the
nonplanar network graph shown in Fig. 8. This net-
work is nonlinear because of the inherent
fourteenth-order state variable model• The model was
nonlinearities in the component characteristics as
" used in obtaining instantaneous values of the system detailed above.
state variables in response to a given input position The heavy-lined branches in this figure represent
command (step, ramp, etc.). In this simulation the the twigs of the chosen tree. The thin-lined branches 7
dynamics of all the major components of the EMA belong to the cotree, see [14]. The assumed direction (
are included. An overall block diagram representation
of the components of this model and their interactions of the current in each of these branches is indicated ,
is depicted in Fig. 7. Further details on the complete by a solid arrow for the twigs, and by the outline ofan arrow for the links. The sense of the branch
; EMA model will be given in forthcoming papers•
Also, 111] contains details of this portion of the voltages with respect to the assumed current orienta-tions is determined by employing the consumer (load)
study, system of notation.
For purposes of identification, each branch is
Representation of Components of the
characterized by two different labels; a branch label
" Power Conditioner and a branch compon-.nt label. The branch label iden-
An essential element of the composition and tifies the branch number and is denoted by the prefix
5 development of this model is the representation of in- B and the branch number. For example, BI denotes
dividual components in the PCM network. All tran- branch one. The component labels are identified by
_ -.. sistorsare representedby nonlinear resistances. These the prefixes C, E, L, and R (capacitor, emf, inductor....
_,: resistancesassumeextremely low valuesto simulate and resistor) and the component number. In addition
;': the "on" states for such devices. The value of this to the branch labels, each node is identified by the _
resistance is based upon the collector-to-emitter prefix N and the chosen node number• Node NO is
-_.. voltage drop at rated transistor current. Likewise, ex- taken to be at ground or zero volts potential and is
tremel_, high values of resistances are used to simulate therefore used as the reference for the other node
: - _ the "off" state of such transistors, voltages.
., Diodes are remesented by similar nonlinear resis- Branch currents are denoted by the prefix IB
.;_. tances which assumeextremely low values during for- followed by the appro_.riate branch number. For ex-
346
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),
' _/:_: Similarly, the branch voltage is symbolized by VBI6. of equations can De written in abOrevmtecl mamx .
The state variables for this network the branch
are notation as follows:
- voltages of the twig capacitors and the currents
through the link inductors. This corresponds to VB5, F..x. = G..x. + H..u.. (1)
., '- IB21, IB22, and IB. 3.
In expanded form, following the branch current and
:- Standard graph theory techniques [14] were ap-
voltage notations explained above with reference toplied to this network, from which one obtains a
_y:,tem o[ firsl-order differential equations whose Fig. 9, (1) can be rewritten as follows:
_ coefficients are nonhner (chopper inductor, back ¢t
CI 0 0 0 VB5 1
0 L2 0 0 d IB21 /t
0 0 LI +L3 L1 dl IB22 [
I0 0 LI LI + L4 IB23
.J
¢
-J/RI0- I/(RI + RIO) I - RI/(RI + RIi) -(C13 + C23 + C33) -(CI4 + C24 + C34) VB5
-(CII + C21 -_ C3l) -(C!2 + C22 + C32)
-I + RI/(RI + RIi) RI RI/(RI + Ril) R2(C13 + C23 + C33) R2(C14 + C24 + C34) IB21
R2(CII _- C21 • C31) -(RI  R2+ R3)
= +R2(CI2 + C22 + C32)
Ci3 R4 - C'23R5 --(R4 + R7) + _
'. 1_. S IB22 _
-:. CII R4 - C21 R5 C!2 R4 - C22 R5 --(R4 + R5 * R7 + R8) CI4 R4 - C24 R5
-(R4 + R7) C!4 R4 - C34 R6
: IB23
CIi R4 - C31 R6 C12 R4- C32 R5 +CI3 R4- C33 R6 -(R4 + R6 + R7 + R9)
%
_ 1
: _ 0 0 0 _ El , =
RI0 _4_,-
_ 0 0 0 0 E2
;_ • (2) :
_- 1 -1 0 0 E3
'_ ! 0 -1 0 E4 "_'
N$
Equation (!) was transformed to the standard state- _,
space format by premultiplying equation (1) by the in- _
_, verseofF. whichgives: "._
,_ X.= (F.'"6.)'X.+ (F.'"H.)'U. (3) _':"
._ where F:' is given as follows: _
.g
I 0 0 0 _-
CI
I ;-
0 0 0
L2 :_
F:' = (4) _
0 0 (L! 4- L4) -LI
LIL4 + L3LI + L3L4 LIL4 + L3LI + L3L4 ,,_
.
i 0 0 -LI (LI + L3) "_"
LIL4 + 1.3LI + L3L4 LIL4 + L3LI + L3L4 _
DEMERDASH/NEHL: DYNAMIC MODELING OF BRUSHLESS DC MOTORS FOR AEROSPACE ACTUATION 815 _:"
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TABLEI method [19]. Thus the PCM model was put in the
form x = ,4 • x + B • u, where the values of the
Summaryol Exp_rlmentalTest Case_
state variables at the (K -_. I)th time instant are
modeo! operation motor speed ICMD'_anaperes related to the values of the state variable,, at lhe (k)th
m rpm time step by the state transition matrices ¢,(r) and
Motoring (forward) 4500, 500(I, 5025 41.5, 31.5, 32.5 O,('r) as follows:
Regeneralmg (forward) 5101 -38.0
ptugs,,g ,orward) 240 32.0 X(t_., ) = qJ_(T) "x(t, ) + O, (r)" U(t,) (5)
where r is the chosen time increment. Here. one must
PHRSE R MACHINE CURRENT r IAI reemphasize that the matrices ®, and (9, may be
reevaluated at every instant k in the time solution,
depending on the status of changes in the network
parameters. These parameters are in turn functions of
the state variables and switching commands as out-
lined earlier.
This approach wa'; used in conjunction with a
solution algorithm which is detailed in 1111and [121 as
well as [191. In this alg.orithm successiw "'acrementa-
tion of time takes place over the transient period
under consideration accompanied by nonlinear net-
work iterat:ve techniques to ascertain the status of all
the diodes m the network, in the following section,
:,..- results of practical application of this algorithm are
compared with corresponding experimental test data
":" '" "' " 'l_,,t I1[,,,.dl_,, ,'£. t _ "" "' obtained from the actual EMA hardware.
_A) Comparison Between Numerically and Experimentally
:" Obtained Performance Data
---_ _',p j _ L:_ ! A number of conventions must be estab,ished to
_1_ m this paper, that the time origin in all the waveforms
facilitate the comparison between experimental and
; numerical data included here. It will be agreed upon,
' W included here is at the farthest left-hand side of ti_c
_ --l_......I_1 --_ ....... Ir --r[::" "]'¢_I_I figures. The edge of a positive half waveform closer
. . to the time origin will be referred to as the "leading .
rl _ % rl_. edge." on the other hand, the edge of a positive half
- J :._ f i wavef°rm farthest fr°m the time °rigin will be refer ,
r -- "" .. red to as the "trailing edge." The computer simulated '
? _ waveforms for various currents and voltages which '
were obtained using the model presented in this paper,
will be referred to by .the abbreviation CSWF. It
tl_) should be pointed out that various CSWFs and their
Fig. 9. (A) CSWF of machine phase A current dunng forward corresponding oscillogram counterparts have been ob-
motormg. Speed 5000 rpm, ICMD 31.5 A, and 30* cnmmutat:on tained under slightly different operating conditions
_. advance. (B) O,_cdlogram of machine phar_ currents during forward (sl:_ed, current, command, etc.). This is because of
motonng. S;x'cd 5000 rpm, ICMD 31.5 A, and 30° commutauon the fact that these investigators had no direct control
:_ advance.
over the experimental test proceduresand conditions,
since they were performed at a different facility.
in this final formulation of the PCM model, all The PCM model is verified by comparisoas of
matrix manipulations were carried out in explicit CSWFs with actual oscillograms obtained frosa tests
parametric symbolic form in order to minimize corn- performed on the EMA. These comparisons art' made
putational effort and time. This is the case since a for modes of operation, speeds and dc line currew
number of these coefficient matrices have to be up- commands, ICMDs which are summarized in Table
dated at every increment for which the network for the actual test conditions.
parameters' values change. Fig. 9(B) shows experimentally obtained osciilo-
The discrete-time solution approach was based en- grams of the machine phase currents at a speed of
tirely on a modified exponential series (state-space) 5000 rpm and with a commutation advance of 30 elec-
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_'" _ Fig,.I0. (A) CSWF of currentthrough QI-DI inverterswnch dur- _;:
" ' !__ mg forwardmotoring.Speed500rpm, ICMD 31.5 A, and 30° __ _l_ ' ' _:
commutaÁionadvance.(B) Oscillogramof current throughQ2-D2 _ - _ .....
inverter switch during forward motoring. Speed 5025 rpm, ICMD (B) _i ' i
32.5 A, _.nd30 ° commutation advance. Fig. i I. (A) CSWF of IM during forward motoring• Speed 5000
rpm, ICMD 32.5 A, and 30 ° commutation advance. (B) _" -
_ricaldegrees. Examination of the current waveforms Oscillogram of IM during forward motoring. Speed 4500 rpm, " :
_' reveals the same characteristicovershoot and under- ICMD 41,5 A, and 30° commutation advance. '__
_ shoot at the leading and trailing edges of the "_ :
i osciliogram and the CSWF given in Fig. 9(A). The Fig. ! i(B) depicts the oscillogram of the main dc ii
i_ positive peaks of the current oscillograms shown in line current for a motoring mode. Notice the current _
- _ Fig. 9 are indicated by an X on the corresponding dips which are occurring at regular intervals. The
_ CSWF. Botl,.the oscillogram and the CSWF display almost identical ripple and dip pattern is also evident _i"" _ the same chopper frequency of 9 peaks per half cycle, in the CSWF given here in Fig. I I(A). Again the
Notice also the two slope current transient present in agreement between the numerical and test results is
both cases in the middle of the positive and negative excellent.
curre_..t,cycle. _Th._c__n_ .attHhmet]to the ._witehina Fig. 12(B) gives the osciilogram of phase current .
"on" of diode DR shown in Fill. 4 during commuta- for the generating (or regenerativebraking) mode at a
tion. rotor speed of 5101 rpm, while Fig, 12(A) depicts the
Figure iO(B)depicts the mctllngrtm of the current corresponding CSWF of one of *hethree phase cur-
through one of the transistor-diodeswitches in the six- rents at the same speed. Again agreement between the
legged inverter-converterbridge leading to the oscillograrnand the CSWF is excellent.
machinephases.A correspondingCSWF isgivenin Fig.13(B)depictsheoscillogramofthephasecur- _
Fig. 10(A). Excellent correlation between the various rent obtained while the PCM was operatin_cin the
ripples and pulses in the oscillogram and the CSWF braking mode at a speed of 240 rpm. The correspond.
are self-evident upon examining these figures. Time ing CSWF for the same phase currentis given in
1
congruencebetween the occurrence of the various rip- Fig. 13(A). Again, excellent correlation can be seen
pies and pulsesi alto evident in these figures, between the two waveforms.
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tA) (A)
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_- Fig.12. CSWFof machinephaseA currentduringforward L
,-. regeneration,Speed5]0l rpmandICMD -]8.0 A. (B)Oscillogram ' . ....................................
of roach,nophasecurrentdur,n$forwardregeneration.SIx'Zd5101
rpraandICMD-38,0A. (B)
Fig.13. (A) CSWFof machinephaseA currenlduringforward
A major performance characteristic which is a key pluilging.Speed240rpm, ICMD40A, and._O°commutationad-
in determining the dynamic performance of the motor vance.(B)Oscillogramof currenthroughphaseB (topcurve)and
iS the developedelectromagnetic(electromechanicai) currentthrough02-D2reverterswitchduringforwardplugging.
' Speed240rpm,ICMD )2 A, and30° commutationadvance.
, machine torque. This was calculatedas the sum of the
products of the phaseback emf times the phase cur-
rent for the A, B, and C windings, divided by the flap position command. This is demonstrated in the ,.
machine Slxcd, The resulting transient electromagnetic profiles given in Figs. 15 and 16 for the machine cur-
, torque profile is given in Fig. 14. As expected, the rent and torque including the effect of all components
: resulting profile givesa pulsating type torque with a in the servo loop. Here, positive current and torque
nonzero averagesuperimposed on which is a torque representmotoring mode, and negative values indicate
_ ripple of substantialmagnitude. This confirms the regenerativeor dynamic breaking, depending on
earlier prediction associatedwith the variable torque machine speed. The profiles in Figs. 15and 16corre-
angle betweenthe armature and rotor MMFs, due to spend to a step command of 2.75 ° mechanical in flap
_ the "hopping" nature of the stator MMF. This is position.
• equivalent to a classicalsynchronousmachine in Basedon the _ Of` r.J_.L,Jtsprc._cntcdabove, and
which (he torque angle v_les in a cyclical fashion, the excellent correlmion between the digitally
: This torque is a key component in the determina- simulated and experimentally obtained data, one can
_. ";. tion of the overall EMA servo-loop performanceto see clearly the validity of the modeling approach
"" various input position commands. Results of this presented here for the PCM package. This is a major
_ additional work have been rq_orted on by these authors incentive towards further application and use of this
in (12] and will be expmnded on and reported on in model in the simulation of desig:, modifications and
;-,_ ,
.... _, forthcoming papers. For instance, this present model new designs of this class of motors and power condi-
_. can be used to predict the torque and dc machine line tioners. This can save significant prototype production
_} current throughout the duration following a step input costs during optimization (design improvement). Also,
%,xq
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Fig. I}. Machine current following 2.7} ° nap command '
_ "' " " "_ "_.,_ _](,(cb_'$.._
FIB, 14. Transient ¢orque of ,',otor during forward motoring.
Speed 5(W]Orpm, ICMD 32.5 A, and 30 _ commuta.on advance.
Fig. 16. Machine torque following 2.75 ° flap command
this model can be usedas a trouble-shooting tool as
will be outlined in the next section, namely in trouble- HI::ICHINE TORQUE ITM)
shooting related to electrical transients in such a ,'7
system.
Use of Switching Logic Diagram in Diagnosb of
Design Problems and Trouble-Shooting of Transients
In studying the electrical transients which are pro-
duced during the operation of such a PCM package,
one is confronted with the extreme difficulties
associated with the fast changing state (topology) of
the network. This is due to the many electronic
switching operations involved
Upon examining the voltage and current "1
waveforms throughout the machine-network combina-
tion, one can easily spot spikes and pulses in such
:_ waveforms, where at first glance it is extremely dif-
ficult to attribute such transients to their proper cause .. .. .. ' _ '_,,( t1(s((_ _'_ ," -_' "_
(source). To alleviate this difficulty of identification
of the cause (source) of a specific transient, a logic
tdiagram was computer plotted with the help of the, present EMA-PCM model, Fig. 17, in which thestatusof the various on-off periods of all the switches For example, one can trace the relationship, on a
--" ":-"-" in the network arc iivcn ..... thc -_-'"- one-:o-one b-,.._._,,_,tw..-en. the on-off _,_'riod.¢nr ,h,,_| |lldl qbl|q_q_ _ lIJ V Ih,| _)lllll !,4|el .......
tion of duration of operation. The notation in Fig. 17 chopper trandltor QM and diode DM during the
corresponds to that in Fill. 4. If the time (x axis) scale motorinl mode, the on-off status of which are shown
is chosen properly to correspond to the obtained cur- in Fig. I'/, and the ¢orruponding sawtooth-like corn-
rent and voltage waveforms, one can superimpose this portent of the phase current evident in Fig. 9.
graph of Fig. 17 for the forward motoring mode, or Another example of identification of the cause of
others similar to it in other modes, on top of any cur- a transient, using the logic diagram of Fig. 17, is the
rent waveforms such as given in Figs. 9-13. This is to congruence, in the time frame, of the undershoots
help identify the specific switching operation which is (negative) and overshoots (positive) in the phase cu_-
the cause of a particular spike or pulse contained in rent waveforms preceding each of the negative and
these waveforms, positive half cycle with the "on" periods of the
DEMERDASH/NEHL:DYNAMICMODELINGOFBRUSHLESSI)CMOTORSFORAEROSPACEACTUATION $19
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c,, Lo_=¢_t_,,_ This model will be further improved by the addi-
_,-,,.- ............. u=mmm,au,,muam=m_ tion of a motor magnetic field analysis capability US-
,S%__-----r-_-------,---'_L--L----_-__---_n....-.L.- ----,:_______L__ ing the method of finite elements. This will enable one
___, _.i_-__.__ -.___._ - to use the present model as a comprehensive design
,..______ _ _ , ,--1 ,__ optimization and analysis tool in lieu of costly pro-
_ .... totype fabrication and testing• Also, it will bring the
!_:--_--_ ._--_ r-.-_ performance of prototypes of such devices, whenever
:_--_'::::::::__.-4--_ r------_ _ ___ they are fabricated, closer than ever to the ultimate
--+ r-'----a ___,
•___---_-- goals and constraints set for them. it will help identify--4-- -- _- P'
___:----_ . . _ unreasonable or impractical goals• This in itself results
--_ in substantial savings in deveiopmen.t costs in
laboratory and shop work• Further, this technique can
be extended to encompass other power conditioner
; configurations.
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APPENDIX (8)
ON IMPACT OF INDUCTANCES OF MACI_INE WINDINGS ON BRUSHLESS
DC SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
Nehl, T. W., Demerdash, N. A., and Fouad, F. A., "Impact of Winding
Inductances and Other Parameters on the Design and Performance of
Brushless DC Motors," Paper Accepted by IEEE-PAS, for publication in
the IEEE Transactions on Power Apparatus and Systems.
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I:_PACl,iFWINDING INDUCTANCES AND OTHER PARAMETERS ON THE DESIGN
AND PERFORMANCE OF BRUSHLESS DC MOTOR5
T. W. Nehl, Member N.A. Dwm,rdash, Senior M_ber
F. A. Fou,ld,Member
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University P
SUMMARY Thls model was used to predict the max,mum power
developed over-the desired speed range for _e four
The computer aided design process applied to t_o cases consldereo here. The effect of the 7:ro and
electronically operated brushless dc motors It_tended thirty degree commute*ion advance (detaileJ ;n ._
for use _n electric vehicle propulsion Is descrlbed, paper) on the performance of the system,._-_.,,s, _e-
The components of this process are a time domain dynam- termined. A sample of these results is clsp,a>ed in
:c siPulation _del of the brushless dc motor system in Figure (2) for the samarium cobalt math+he
wnlcn the machine parameters, inductances and emfs, are
obtained entirely from finite element field analysi: -_-
of the magnetic circuit ar.ived at by the designer. ,
This computer aided design process is used to determine
the correct winding configurations for two machines. +,
One of these machlnes utllizes a samarium cobalt per-
manent magnet rotor, while the other utilizes a stron-
tium ferrule permanent magnet rotor. Both machines *=
•- are requlred to achieve, as a minimum, IS hp continuous
and 35 np peak motor ratings subject to the constraints : •
of a maximum+dc supply voltage of 120V, a speed range
of 6000 to g000 rpm, and a maxlmum current of 400A.
This 400A limit Is due to llmitatlon_ on the available
power swltch+ng components. A schematic diagram of
_re mJ1n components of these two systems, is given _n -. _.
F_gure (i).
-- 0¢ J_MrFR _v
- _IL?ER "_*PICITOI
+._ I:_",_.+,_ _--_ Figure (2) Maximum Powe+ Curves for the Samarium
i + : "_' _' :i"_h",I,,,'H_ Io+"_ I_ Cobalt Machin-.
" "_-'-'.... + % designs with the lower number of series turns were, , _ __1_._'ti)_ w Based on this ccm_A teraided p edic io , the two
_o,, _"_,_o_ C_'P_ _, '" +mplemented, see Figure (3) and subsequently tested.' +--_ , _ In these test , both machines met th desired per-
',
L._ "-_ "_ _ formance goals for rated and peak power conditions '
_=--* ........ _- -. - - r - ----_
.o-,o",_o',.c-_ _w_,_o-xo _(c wlthOUt any design modif,cations. This de_nstrates
__. the usefulness of such a computer aided design approach
"__'_w_, - in the design of electron;_ally operated machine
: systems.
'.__ _
c ; _ r
_OTO_ 14_WER CCQ_OIT_ON(I_ _M(M&_'IC ANO IO(AL_Z(O
_OTOR CU_R(NTS
C_,lr_ !l/ _cnematic of Brushless DC Motor System.
T,hecc._ter _i_ed design process is used to
analyz_ two preliminary winding designs per Nchine
trot _ppeared feasible based on standard _slgn prO-
cedure_. The difference between the various pr_|imln-
i ary de;;gns was the tota_ number of series tur_s per '_
phase. $"
The windirg inductances and the induced back emf
waveforms (fundamental and harmonics) are obtained by
f_n_te element field ana]ysis of t,ese pre]_minarv Figure (3) The AsSembled _otors (S_mar_um Cobalt -
designs. These key machine parameters, which cr_ti- _.hortMachine).
cally _mpact the performance of the system, are then
_sed In the dynamic slmulatlon _odel O: the entire
macnlne-_wer condltioner ur,_tthat forms the brushless _ _dC machlne,
O_ POOR._J_Lrtv&,
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_ IMPACTOF WINDINGINDUCTANCESAND OTHER PARAMETERSON THE DESIGN
AND PERFORMANCEOF BRUSHLESSDC MOTORS'
T.W. Nehl.Member N.A. Demerdash,SeniorMember
F.A. Fouad*,Member
VirginiaPolytechnicInstituteand State University
ABSTI_CT The co_uter aideddesignprocessof two The major difficultyin the implementationof this
_ically operatedbrushlessdc motors intended designprocessat its early stagesis the uncertainit_
Foruse in electricvehiclepropulsionis described, of the valuesof machineinductanceano emf parameters
The co_N_onentsof this processare a time domai._ obtainedby establisheddesign techniques. For this
dynamicsimulationmodel of the brushlessdc motor reasona numericalmethodfor the calculationof these
systemin which the machineparamenters,inductances parameterswas chosen to bridgethis gap in the design
and emfs,are obtaineoentirelyfrom finiteelement process. The finiteelementmethod [6] is well suited
fieldanalysisof the _gnetic circuitarrivedat by to this task. In thiswork the winding inductances
the designer. This con_)uteraided designprocessis are calculatedby means of an energyperturbational
used to determinethe correctwindingconfigurations approachusing the finiteelementmethodwhichwas
for t_ machines,the permanentmagnetrotorone of detaileoin earlierreferences[7], [8]. Due to the
which isof samariumcobalt,and of ferritefor the low levelof saturationin the coresof the machines
other. Bothmachinesare require_to achieve15 hp consideredhere, [9], the inducede_nfwaveformsresult-
continuousand 35 hp peak ratlngsas motors,subject ing from the armatureflux linkageare calculatedfrom
to the constraintsof a maximumdc supplyvoltageof the midgap flux densitywaveformswhich are obtained
!20 V and a maximumcurrentof 400 A due to limitations _rom finiteelementfield solutions[9]. The use of
on the availablepowerswitchingcomponents. In numericallydeterminedparametersas inputsto the
addition,the effectsof changesin the firingangle dynamicsimulationmodel representsa powerfulcomputer
of the invertertransistors,with respectto the in- aideddesignstep for such systems.
ducedwindingemf's,are examined, lhe resultsof _his
work demonstratethat the )erformanceof such systems In this work, the abovementionedco_uter aided
is inductancelimitedespeciallyin high speed (fre- designtoolsare appliedto the designof two brushless
quency}applications.The two machinedesigns selec- dc motors,for electricvehiclepropulsion,subject
ted as a resultof this analysiswere fabricatedand to the same set of performanceand systemc_nstraints.
subsequentlytestedin the laboratory.Both machines One of thesemotors is basedon a samariumcobaltper-
met the desiredperformancegoalsas pr_icted by the manentmagnet rotor,while the Qther is basedun a
cc_nputeraideddesignprocess. Theseresults,as well strontiumferritemagnetrotor. The analysispresented
as thosefrom previousinvestigations,demonstratethe here is restrictedto ti,eselectionof one of two
usefulnessof this approachin analyzingelectronically possiblewindingconfigurations,obtainedfrom a pre-
operatedmachinesystemswith nonsinusoidalphase liminarydesignfor each machine. The selectionof
currentsand emf's whichcannotad,quatelybe handled th_ correctwindingstakes intoaccountthe effectsof
by classicalfrequencyd_,_inanalys_s, changingthe firingangle of the inverterpower
IN ODUCTTON switchingtransistor_ The selectedmachinedesigns
were impl_nentedand oothmet all of th_ requiredper-
Electronicallyoperatedbrushlessdc motorsare formanceand syste_nconstraints,therebyvalidating
presentlybein9 investigatedfor possibleuse in a this designapproach.
numberof applicationssuchas electricvehiclepro-
pulsionIll and flightcontrolactuation[2], [3]. SYSTEMDESCRIPTION
This is due to the potentialperformanceadvantagesof
these.n_torsuch as reducedweightand volume,re- The basicconfigurationof the two brushlessdc
ducedmaintenance,and ,ncreasedreliability.The machinesystemsunderconsideration_s shown in Figure
, machinephase voltagesand currentsare highlynonsin- rl). Each of thesesystemsconsistsof a 120V supply
usoidaldue to the switchingactionof the powercon- batterywhich is a constrainton the ratedvoltageof
ditionerswitches;therefore,classicalfrequencydo- the system,a transistorizedpower conditioner,and a
; main techniquesare not well suitedto the analysisof threephasepermanentmagnetmachine. The intended
such systemsE4], [5]. For this reason,a timedomain applicationfo_ these systemsis electricvehiclepro-
dynamicsimulationmodel suitablefor implementation pulslon. For'this applicationthe requi_edperformance
on the digitalcomputerisJesirable. Such a _del is .pecificationsare:
availableand has been used successfullyto predict
the dynamicbehaviorof both an electromchanical ,. A continuoust_Q hour ratingof 15 hp correspond-
_. flightcontrolactuator[4] ard an electricvehicle ing to a vehiclecruisingspeed of 55 mph
propulsionunit [5].
2. A peak ratingof 35 hp for one minute for hill
climbing.
Noticethat theseperformancespecificationsmust be
met with a maximumsupplyvoltageof only 120 V
C (batteryconstraint).Under this constraint,the
',_ machinewindinginductancesbecomea very important
factorinwhetheror not these performancespecifi-
cationscan be met. This low supplyvoltagealso
imposeslargecuFfentsof severalhundredamperes
whichmust be switchedby the power transistors.Con-
sequently,the transistorratingsmust _Iso be con-
sideredin the designprocess.
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Power ConditionerDescription regenerativebrakingmode in order to recoversoem of
th_ k_neticenergyassociatedwith a _ving vehicle
One p_er conditioneris used to drive eitherone duringbraking. Duringthis_de the six inverter
of the two machines. This powerconditionerconsists transistorsare turnedoff resulti,_gin a threephase
of a transistor!ze_currentcnopp_rfoF current_ag-- fullwave r_ti fie_ b_idge, Thl_ paperwill deal only
nitudecontrolone a threephase transistorized with the _toring _de of operation,consequencly
inverter/converterbridge_fqrinvert!ngdc to t&ree regenerationwill not be cons'der_ here.
phaseac and vice versa,LiJ. The ChOpperand inverter
both make use of Toshiba2SD648monoliticdarlington MachineDescriptions
pow'ertransistorsratedat 300 VV_ _(_.US)anda_ 400 A
maximumcollectorcurrent. ,hesellmltsmus_ be The above_ntioned p_er conditionerwas de- (
satisfiedat both the continuousand peak ratedoper- signedto operateeitherone of t_ machines. _e
atingpoint_. _chine uses high energyp_duct samari_ cobaltper_
manent_gnets while t_ other one makes use of
Voltagetransientsseen by these transistorsare cheaperand are readilyavailablestrontiL_nferrite
affectedlargelyby the transistorswitchingspeed, pe_anent _gnets. Fr_ previousexperiencewith a
circuitlayoutand by the snubbernetworks. It will four pole, fifteenslot sa_rium cobalt_tor of the
be assumedin this _rk that the snubbernetworksare same rating;itwas decidedto increasethe n_r of
capableof keepingthe voltagetransientsbelow300 V. poles to six and the n_r of slotsto eighteen. This
Thereforeche snubbernet_rks will not be considered was done to decreasethe machinevolu_eand _ight as
here. The currentrating,hoover, was imposedas one well as reducethe c_piexity of t_e n_cninewinding.
of the constraintson the syst_ duringthe design Since the fractionalslot windingwas abalone, it
process, was d_ided that both armatu_s _uld _ skewedone
full slot pitch to r_uce harmonicsin the backer,
.. The basic functionof the po_r conditloneris [lO]. _sed upon theseassumptions,the s_tor l_-
illustratedby the idealizedcurrentwavefo_s during inationsand _tor st_cture _re designedusing
the motoringmoae of operationshowobel_ the circuit stan_a_ _gnetic, thermal,and _chanical design
diagramin Figure(1). Duringthismode of operation, procedures. The resultingp_limina_ designsof the
- -_ _o-E_s_,_t_ s_mari_ cobaltand ferrite_chines a_ sh_n in the
_-_ .... Nv_,+[,_ _t cross-sectionalviewsof Figures(2) and (3), _Sb_-
tively.
i: ' _J I'L_# L# _ __
,E c ' L ,I I __
! °-
: .+r ' ' . : : , ' Figure (2) Cross-Section Figu_ (3) C_ss-section
_ _ _ of the SamariumCobalt StrontiumFerriteMachine _chine
+r-_, i L--_. The desiredspeedrange for the rated 15 hp pointwas
'_i : _ i [_]---_ chosen_tween 6,000 and 9,000 r_ due to core loss,
, _ mechanical,and otherdesign considerations. .
F_gure(1) Machine-PowerConditionerSchematicand
IdealizedPhaseCurrents For the samari_ cobaltmachine,the preliminary
designprocessindicatedthat windingswith twelve
the po_verconditionercontrollogicreceivesinfor- and fifteenturnsper phase_re feasible. For the
'+ _tion on the positionof the rotor via two sets of stronti_ ferrite_chine the choicewa_ foundto be
thre,equally.pacedHall devices,Ill. One set of betweentwo designs,one with nine and the otherwith
Hall devicesis used for nomal firingwhile the other twelveturns per phase.
set isused to advancethe firingby thirtydeqreesat
high load condition_, [I]. The rotor?ositionis Thereforethe designprobl_ at this stageis re-
_+ translatedintoone of six discretecurrentstatesas duced to pickingthe correctnumberof turnsfor the
: sho_nin Figure(I). Each currentstate producesan armaturewinfiingsof the t_ _chines. The varies
,f
a_ature _fwhich r_ains fixed in space for sixty factorsinflu_clng the fi_l choiceof the winding
_ electricaldegreesuntil the next c_rrentstate. After configurationa_ dlscuss_ _xt.
the rotorcompletessixtyelectricald_r_s,f _-
"( tion the phasecurrentsare, ideally,switched FACTORSAF_ECTI_ _CHINE PERFORMANCE
instantaneouslyinto the succeedingcur_nt state.
Thiswould resultin a seep or hop (of t_ armatureB,nf) The cor_ct choiceof the n_ber of turnsfor the
of sixtyelectricaldegrees_n the directionof rota- two machinedesignsgivenabove dependson a n_ber ofi+ tion. This is pe'tedsix tl_s per elec rical factorsSUCh a the back_f constantof the machine,
process
revolu ionresultingin a O,scretelyj_ping r h pping he wind ginductances,and the angle betweent_
_f, [4], [5]. In an actualphysicalsyst_, h_ever, phasecurrentsand _fs (commutationangle).
the magneticfieldsinsidesuch a machinecannotchange
instantaneouslydu_ to storedmagneticenergyasscci- Impactof _fs and In_dctances
ated with the currentsfl_ing in the windings. There-
",. fore,thesewindinginductancesplay an importantrole The machinewindinginductancesmust _ I_ enough
._ in dete_ining the overallsystemperfo_ance espe- so _hatthe currentcan buildupto the _quired values
ciallyat high frequencyand high load conditions,[5]. at continuousand peak operatingpoints,under the
; abovementionedsupplyvoltageconstraintof 120 V.
-:_ The Dower conditionercan also functionin the Als), the maxim_ allowablevalueof this inductance
\
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is stronglydependentupon the numberof poles since
this determinesthe frequencyof the phasecurrents. _,.
If the _nductancesare too large,the requiredpower
mus_ De ubt_rh_d at a lower spe_d (f_ecuency_ _nd hence
reducedbackemf. Therefore,the ,_agnitu_eof tee -.
currentmust increasecorrespond_ly to keep the
machineoutputpower constant. Th_s situationcan be . _.
toleratedso long as the maximumcurrenthandling
capabilltyof the t_ansistorsis not exceeded. "
The win_ing inductance varies with the square of '.y_-c.,"
the numberof turnswh_le the inducedbackemfvaries "-*-
linearlywlth speed. Therefore small changes in the _'_ .--,_
totalnumberof turnsreducesthe no load speed only •._ < \ _
linearilywhiledramaticallyreducingthe inductances. _ _'
Such smallchangesin the windingcan producedramatic Figure(4) MachineModel
changesin the maximummachinepoweroutputat a given The emfs can be calculatedin thismanner becausethe
speed and supplyvoltag_,as will be shownlater, statorcore and teethare only !Ightlysaturated,hence
!deal!y,the inductanceof a machineshouldbe kept as almostall the airgapflux links equallyall the armature
:ow as possiblefor a given emf constant. This can be conductors. The effectsof the one slot pitch skewing
accomplishedin a numberof ways such as operatingthe of the statorare includeoin the emf calculations,
core at higherflux densities,improvedpermanentmag- [!0]. It has been Shownin earlierwork, [9], that
net materials,reducingthe slo_ and end leakagein- the backemfsare relativelyindependentof the armature
ductances,and so on. reactiondue to the smallmagnitudeof armaturemmf in
relationto the equivalentmagnetmmf in the normal
l_pactof the CommutationAn_le operatingrangefor thesemachines. For this reason
_-- Another factoraffectingthe machineoutput is there is practicallyno differencebetweenthe no load
the anglebetweenthe injectedphasecurrentsand the and load backemfs.
_nducedphasevoltages,[l], [lO]. Normally,current
is injectedinto a phasewindingthirtyelectrical The finiteelementcalculatedno load backemf
degreesafterthe bacxemfpassesthroughzero (zero waveformsfor the _amariumcobaltand strontiumferrite
conTnutationadvanceor normalfiring). Since machinesare glven in Figures(5) and (5) respectively.
the periodof conductionis l?O electricaldegrees, These were calculatedby finiteelementsusing the
the phase currentand emf waveformsare centeredw_th permanentmagnetdemagnetizationcurvesat 25°C.
respectto each other. TMs maximizesthe volt-ampere Noticethat both emfs are nearlysinusoidal. This is
productfor a givencurrentand machinespeed. Under due to the one slot pitchskew in both statorcores.
"i :_-- -_r-_--_heavy loads this firingangle limitsthe maximumvalue -_ __"---- _ ....
: of currentbuildupsince the currentis injectedonly '
after the backemfreachessin(30°) of its peak value _i . I _ , , ,:' _ i, i I i i
(for sinusoida!backemfs). Sincethis emf opposesthe i L _ : . _ ; i _ ! I . _ "
currentbuildup,itmay be necessary,underpeak load "'___'i_''"',_._Z'_L_'___'"_" " .....
: conditions,to advancethe firingof the inverter _ .....
transistorsby thirtydegreesto the pointwhere the Figure (5) Nn Load Backemf Figure (6) No Load Back-
inducedbackemfis zero (thirtydegreecommutation Waveformof the Samarium emf Waveformof the
advanceor advancedfiring). This reducesthe volt- CobaltMachine StrontiumFerriteMachine
ampereproduct,howeverthis is more t_an compensated
for by the substantialincreasein currentmagnitude, Comparisionof the calculatedemf constants,in Volts/
as will be seen later, mechanicalradlans/second,with the measuredvalues, ._
see Table (I), revealsexcellentagreementbetweentne
The followingtwo sectionsw."_ describethe ma- two sets of numbers. The emf waveformsare represented
chine-powerconditionermodel used _n the computer by a fourierseriesand the magnitudesare assumedto
aided designprocessand how the machine"parameters vary linearlywith speed.
are determined. These computeraided designmodels Table (1) FE Determinedand MeasuredPhase to Neutral
are then appliedto the preliminarydesignsof the two EMF ConstantsVolts/Mech.Radian/Sec.
machinesmentionedabove to determinethe effectsof
the emfs, inductancesand cnmmutationadvanceon t_,e i !I SAMARIUM COBALT FERRITE
overallsystemperformance. ! I; 12 Turns/Phase 9 Turns/Phase
c Ll ...........
MACHINEMODELAND PAPJkMETERDETERMINATION i FE i_ 0.0693 0.0594
The electricalbehaviorof the two wye connected Measured 0.0658 0.0573(floatingneutral)brushlessdc machinesIs modeled I
by a wye connectedthreephase net_rk consistingof The inductancesIn the machinemodel of Figure (4)
a seriesconnectedresistance,inductance,and voltage are equal to one halfof the line to line incremental
sourceper phase,see Figure (4). inductance,see reference[5]. These inductanceswere
The justificationfor this rathersimplemodelwas calculatedusing an energyperturbationappracncoupled
givenearlierin reference[5]. Also, this model has with the finiteelementmethod,[7], [8]. In that,ork itwas found that he variationof theseinduc- •: been used very successfullyin the amal_slsof similar
-_'- machinesin previousinvestigations,[4], [lO]. tancesis virtuallyindependentof rotorangle because
of the largeeffectiveairgapin such machinesdue to
The voltagesourcesIn the threelegs of this the low permeabilityof the magnets. This fact was
model representthe inducedbackemfsper phasepro- also verifiedby testmeasurements,[8]. The calcu-
ducedby the rotatingpermanentmagnetrotors. The fatedand measuredvaluesof one halfof the line to
backemfwaveformsare calculatedfrom the midgap flux line inductancesare given in Table (2). Noticethat
densitywaveformswhichare obtainedfrom two dlmen- the measuredvaluesare consistentlyhigherthan the
sionalnonlinearfiniteelementfield._nalysis,[g]. calculatedones. This is becauseend effectswere
neglectedin the two dimensionalfiniteelementfield
calculations.
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Table (2) FE Determinedand Measured(Line In this model,=ne machine-powerconditionershown
'_ to L_ne/_ inductances schematicallyin Figure (I) is replacedby a lumped
parameternonlinearnetworkmodel shown in Figure (7).
:_ Inspectionof this figurerevealsthat the machine is
SAMARIUMCOBALT replacedby the simplifiedmachinemodel of Figure (4)_
ii_ Turns/Ph_s_! !5 Tur_!P_ase The power switchesar_ n_ode!edby nonlinearresistances
-- _ '- I which take on low valuesduringconductionano high
FE _I 41.85 _H 4 65.35 _H
._ valueswhen switchedoff.
I I _ Turns/Phase 12 T.urns/Phase! I
In summarythereare three basicsimplificationswhich _.
lead to this r_thersimplemachinemodel and whichare _'? 1 7 _!justifiedon the basisof the physicalnatureof these
brushlessmachinesat hand. Thesesimplificationsare Figure (7) Machine-PowerConditionerNetworkModelas follows:
I. The seriesinductanceper phase in the equi- The dynamicsimulationmodel is written in standard
va]entc_rcu_tmodel _s for all practicalpurposesin- statespace form as
dependen_of the rotorposition,as determinedby both
- Ax + Bu (I)
fin_t_elementfieldanalysisand inductancemeasure-
ment from the actualhardware,see reference[8]. This where_ is the vectorof state variables_hichconsists
is largelydue to the large effectie airg_pthat is of the cotree inductorcurrentsand the tree capacitor
inherentto suchmachines. Th_s largeeffectiveair- voltages,_ is the derivativeof x with -espectto
gap is causedby the fact that the magneticpermeability tir,m A, B-arecoefficientmatric[s,whichmust _ re-
of magnetmaterials,samariumcobaltor ferriteis calculat_whanever a diodeor transistorchangesstate,
practicallyequal to air. and Z is the vectorof forcingfunctions,which are the
batteryvoltageand the backemfs, lhe branchvoltages,
2. The permanentmagnetsare electricallyand currents,powers,etc. are referedto as the eutput
electromagneticallyequivalent_o a fieldwindingwith variablesand are symbolizedby the vector£. _hese
a constantexcitationcurrent. Hence,the transient can be definedin termsof the state variables,A, 'md
inductancephenomenonand correspondingtime constants the forcingfunctions,_as follows:
associatedwith ac armature- dc field ipteraction
duringdynamicconditions_s not presenthere. _ = Cx + Du (2)
3. The edoy currentdampingeffectsin the rotors whereC,D are coefficient_trices which must be up-
of suchmachineshave been shown to be ratherinsingnif- datedwhenevera transistoror diodechangesstate
icant in comparisonto machineratings,see the work of (switcheson or off). Since the statemodel is a func-
reference[12]. Accordingly,the subtransientin- t_on of the statusof the diodesand transistors,the
ductancephenomenon,and correspondingtime constants four coefficientmatriccsmust be recalculatedwhen-
associatedwith ac armature- rotor_ampinginteraction ever the networkchangesstate. A simplifiedflow chart
duringdynamicconditionsis absenthere for all of the algorithmused to i_lement this _)del is given
practicalpurposes, in Figure(8). Furtherdetailson this model can be
found in re#erences[4] and [Ill. Samplecomparisions
The above threefactorslead to the ra_4ersimple betweenphasecurrent, "_nslstorswitchvoltage,phase
model of an inducedarmatureemf in serieswith an in- to neutraland line to voltagesobtainedby this
ductanceequalto the phase to neutralself inductance model and from test a;, _ted from reference[Ill in
m_nus the mutualphas_to phase inductanceper each AppendixA for convenien_ The applicationof this
leg of the threephasesin the machine. Furtherdetails model to the two machinesue_,:ribedearlieri_ given
were includedin thisaspect in references[5] and [8]. next.
This machinemodel is incorporatedinto the _ ........
dynamicsimulationmodelof the entiremachine-power 1_ '
conditionersystemwhich is describednext. y"
MACHINE-POWERCONDITIONERDYNAMICSIMULATIONMODEL - J
• The dynamicsimulationmodel used here to analyze I _'_:_:_
.%" the abovementioneomachinedesignswas develo_d orig- J
inallyto analyzea similarsystemin_endedfor use as [ _._,!_i,i_ \; an electromechanicalactuatorfor flightcontrol ......... _..,_.,,/
!il!I
fullyappliedto the analysisof an electronically
commutatedbrushlessdc motor for electricvehiclepro- s
pulsion,[5]. In this previouswork, someor all of _<.
tne machineinductancesand emfs were obtainedfrom ..............1
testmeasurements. However,in this work at hand, both
the machineinductancesand backemfswere calculated
usingthe finiteelementmethodappliedto the given Figure (8) Flow Chart of Machine-PowerConditioner
preliminarymagneticcircuitand windingdesigns. DynamicModel
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b RESULTS ....r _
The two ._achinesdescribedearlierare required ' " I i ....
to proauceat least 15 hp continuousand 35 hp peak _
,c_,n_ usingup to the _"" ZhirZj_,....._ co,,_tation _-i
advancei',necessary. These power ratingshave to be , _ I '
_ _.._........_ ..............developedunder the followingconstraints: : _
I. Maximumsupplyvoltageof 120 V, " - = _ " : ' .
2. Maximumtransistorcurrentsof 400 A, and _ _"_ _ " "\i I . .
! \ \\
3. Machinespeedsshouldfall in the speedrange _ '.. ,
of 6000 to 9000 rpm if possible. - _..... I "_ "'_
In orde, to determinewhetheror not the two machine _ ._ _--_designsare capableof deliveringthese ratingsthe b I
followingsimulationstudiesusing tne data of Tables .I
(1) and (2),were performed: ..... ......... 7. _ -
Study (11 Figure(9) MaximumPowerCurves for the Samarium• CobaltMachine
The performanceof the two samariumcbaltand the Figure (lO) Peak CurrentCurvesfor the SamariumCobaltMachine
two ferritemachineswas calculatedfor speedsof 6000, _F
7500,and g000 rp_ with a fixed batteryvoltageof 120 _ _ .......
V, with the choppertransistorQM fullyon, and with .....
zero commutationadvance. _":_""_ " " ....
{i _",
Study(2) _ ..F. _ \ __
The runs describedabovewere repeatedexceptthat ..... .._'_ " "L_-.....J "\ ,othe commutationadvancewas increasedto the full th-ity .. _ .. , \
degrees. _ _ :'" "j
Portionsof these resultsare displayedin Figures '<"
(g) throught(12). The maximumpowersand peak currents _.
developedby the two proposedwindingdesignsof the I.................._ .........
samariumcobaltmachinebetween6000 and go00 rpm are ' _% .
plottedin Figures(g) and (lO),respectively, in-
spectionoF Figure(9) revealsthat the fifteenturn i
versionof :he samariumcobaltmachineis unableto ..... ,. -- _ '.... ._ _
achievethe _5 hp peak power_ithin the desiredspeed Figure(ll) MaximumPowerCurvesfor the Strontium
rangeeven with the full thirtydegreecommutation FerriteMachine
advance. The twelveturn versior,on the other hand, Figure(12) Peak CurrentCurvesfor the Stontiummeets all of tIe performancespecificationswith phase
• currentsless tlan 400 A, see Figure (lO). Noticethat FerriteMachine
the 400 A pointsarc indicatedin Figures(g) and (II) i_
by the 'x's.
Inspectiono: Figures(II) and (12)revealeda i _ _ _ '__ ,__ _ '__ _ _ _ ,_i__ ,_
similarpicturefo- the two designsof the strontium _.i' _ !t1: ._.r;.l!:I _ i,,[I_ _ ii,
ferritemachine. _he versionwith the twelveturns _'''r_rhP_/'"'F_'_i_''_r_'_'
was unableto meet the performancespec;fications _.,_._. , _ , _ '
while the nine turn v_rsiondid. Noticethat the _ _ fl _ _ fl fl _ '_'__ _ '__ _ _ _ '_' i
ferritemachineproducedmore than 15 hp throughoutthe _ I
specifiedspeed range. This is no problemsince the ] _-'- _ i
15 hp ratingis a minimum-atherthan an absolute Figure(13) PhaseCurrentof the SamariumCobalt
rating. Also the copper transistorQM can be switched Machinewith the i2 Turn _indin5at BOO0 rpm and 0°
to produceany outputless than the maximum. :ommutationAdvanceST'_ _,. _ Nil
Samplecurrentand power waveformsootainedfrom _ "_"°'"
the varioussimulationruns are given in Figures(13) -_ _ _ _ _ ,._I__ I_'_._'__, _i_ _
through(16)for the twelveturn versionof samarium = _ I, ) ,__ t _I. ,i :_ _'._, _r_ I''!il
lliiii!! ,li,,,l,,l:i!,I.! " 'i
cobaltmachineat go00 rp_ and the two firingangles. _ ' _ _i_i_,_r, ' " 'r_I
The phase currentsat zero and thirtydegreeco_utation ? r , _,,, _, t
advancesare displayedin Figures(13)and (14)re- |,!lilJ!=il I I_" il,ii
:_iiill::rI_
spectively. Noticethat with zero advlncethe phase _ | _ _ _ _ _ _ _ | _ _ _ _ _ _ iiI.currentdecaysfrom its initialvalueof 150 A to a
finalpeak valueof 87 A. Advancingthe firingby Figure(14) PhaseCurrentof the SamariumCobaltthirtydegreesproducesa dramCticincreasein the
magnitudeof the steadystate phase curre,tsover the Machinewith the 12 Turn Windingat _000 rpm and 30° k
previouscaze. CommutationAdvance f
The impactof the commutationadvanceon the Based upon theseresults,the samariumcobalt
electromagneticpower,is also clearlyshownin Figures machinewas constructedwith twelveseries ._.msper
(15) and (16). Noticethat both the magnitudeof the phaseand the strontiumferritemachinewas constructed
power as well as the percentageof the power r_pplein- with nine ser(esturnsper phase,see Figure(17).
crease_ith increasingcommutationadvance,see F_gure Thesemachineswere testedin the lab and bothmet the
(16). requiredperformancegoa_, =_ documentedpreviousljin
referenceIll.
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--;'";;:; ....... --_ .... _'_:" _'_......... Future efforts In this area should be directed to-
wards more detailed machine models sulted for more
'rr_mmmm_m_,_mmm,m_m_,m_,,_m_,_mm_m_m_ complex systems iP which the inductance variations due
to rotor position and saturation level cannot be ignored
'-; - in their dynamic simulations. Results from th_s design
example demonstrated very strongly the usefulness of
sucn computer aioed design _ools in the dndly_i_ an_
design discussions taken in the course of this project
...... _La_. _..... of brushless dc motor systems with their nonsinusoidal
Figure (!5) Electromagnetic Power of the Samamum voltages and currents.
Cobalt Machine with the 12 Turn Winding at 9000 rpm
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given c_puter aided deslgned aporoach. The performance IA-18 Number 2, 1982, pp. 172-18_.
of two brushless motors, one based on samarium cnbalt
magnet3 and the other one on strontium ferrite magnets [6] Chari, M. V. K. and Silvester, P. "Analysis of
was obtained from a time domaln dynamic simulation model Turbo Alternator Magnetic Field by Finite Elements."
of such sys'tem_. A time domain model _s necessary since IEEE _ran_aetions on Power Apparatus and S_s_ems_
'; the majority cf the voltages and currents are nonsinu- Vol PAS-gO, Ig71 pp. 454-464.
soidal. The motor _mf and _nductance paramters used in " '
this simulation were obtained directly from finite [7] Fouad, F. A. "Finite Element Analysis For Design
elemert field analysis of the preliminary machine de- * of C_assica] and Electronically Operated Machines,"
signs. Ph.D. Di_r_=£on, Virginia Polytechnic Institute
__.!. The analysis demonstrated the importance of the and S_ate Unlver_ity , Blacksburg, VA, May 1981.machine inductances on the p rfor_nce of such syst ms [8] Nehl T.W. Fouad, F. A. and De_mrdash, N. A.
_._,_ over a g_ven speed (frequency) range. Further_re, * "Determination of Saturated Value_ of Rotating
, _ varying the commutation advance was shown to produce Machinery Incremental and Apparent Inductances by
dramatic changes In the machine output over the entire and Energy Perturbation Method," Paper accepted
speed range. Based on these results, the designs of for publication in the I_E _ae_ions on P_rthe two machines were finalized and implemented. Sub-
_._ Apparatus and S_ms, presented at the PES Win_er ,
> sequent testing of the two machines confirmed their
ability to meet all of the design goals as predicted, meeting, New York, January 31 - February 5, 1982.
Accordingly, th_s computer aided design approach pre- [9] Fouad, F. A., Nehl, T. W., Demerdash, N. A.,
sented here is well suited for the design of such * "Magnetic Field Modeling of Permanent Magnet Type
systems.
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i Electronically Operated Synchronous Machlnes Using . .... ,_ .,.........
Finite, Elements," ZEEE _so_iona _n P_er ", !/'_ ..... _,
.4pp_(B a.-ulSy_8, Vol. PAS-IO0, NO. 4, Sept. ._ --_ _/'_ / _ / '.
1981, pp. 4125-2135. ./ _ ._ . _, ._ '_ '
[IO] Nehl, T. W., Fouad, F. A., and Demerdash, N.A., . ;d )',, ,'/
* "Digital Si_lation of Power Conditioner - Machine :_'Ld , ._ _"
Interaction for Electronically Commutated DC __ _ ,,_,_.,_ :
Permanet Magnet Machines," IEEE _z_nsaetio_ on Figure (A-3) Oscillogram and CSWF of the Line to Line
_#neties, Vo!. MAG-17, No. 5, 1981, pp. 3284-3286. Voltage. [Horlzontal: l ms/div, Vertical: 50V/div]
Ill] Nehl, T. W., "A Discrete Time Model for s Power _--_i' i I/_'-''_ i-_
* Conditioner Fed Permanent Magnet Brushless DC Motor ' ,
System for Aerospace and Electric Vehicle Appli-
cations f_r Design Purposes Using Finite Elements _-- _-_ .....
for Machine Paramz:terDetermination," _h.C,. _
_8_e_t_tiom, Vi,-_iniaPolytechnic Institute and
State University, Blacksburg, VA, May 1980. " -"
Figure (A=4) Oscillogram and CSWF of an Inverter Tran-
[12] Nagarkatti, A. K., Moham_md, O. A., and Demerdash, sistor Voltage. [Horizontal: l ms/div, Vertical: 50V/div]
* N. A., "Spe_r_ialLosses in Rotors of Electronically
CommentatedBrushless dc Motors Induced by Non-Uni-
formly Rotating Amature MMFs," Papaer presented
at the i_8_.P_ Win_er Power Mee_ing_, New York,
NY, and will be publishe_ in full in the I_E
_ae_ior_ on Power Appca_..*u_and Sgst_.
* Names and Affiliations are Blanked Out During the
Review Process in Accordance with the IEEE-PES Author-
Reviewer Anonymity Rules.
APPENDIX
The dynamic simulation model used in this work was
verified using oscillograms obtained during laboratory
testing of similar brushless dc motors from previous
investigations, see references [4], [5], and [Ill. For
the sake of completeness, portions of the_e results will
be repeated here.
Prior to the design and construction of the two
motors described in this paper, _he model was verified
using test results obtained from a four pole, fifteen
slot samarium cobalt brushless dc motor for elec{ric
vehicle propulsion, [5], Ill]. The continuous and peak
ratings of this macine were i_entical to those of the
two machines subject of this paper•
Various oscillograms and their corresponding
computer simulated waveforms (CSWF) during the motoring
mode of operation, at a speed of 7750, are given in
Figures (A-i) through (A-4). Inspection of these
figures reveals excellent agreement between the two
sets of results. Further verification of this model
can be found in references [4], [5], and Ill].
i
Figure _-I) Osc_llogram and CSWF of t_e Phase Cur_'ent.
LHor_zontal: i ms/dlv, Vertical: 50V/dlv] .
f
, _ Flgure (A=2) Oscillogram and CSWF of the Phase Voltage.
[Horizontal: 1 ms/div, Vertical: 50V/div]• o
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¢remanent _agnets (p.m.) which are of rare earth cobalt, At the common boundary the continuity of the
.%,_ -_vea partly flat internal surface which one could electric and magnetic fields yields the relations:
• ;_tead s_fely assume to be circular. However, in Ezl(C) - Ez2(C) and H@I(C) - H_2(c). By Ohm's law the
crierto f_rthe: simplify the analysis, and since the
:adxalthlckness of the p.m. IS substantial, we have former becomeq Jsl/Cl = Js2/C2, while by use of
,,$umedthe p.m. to extend to the axis, except in the equation (3) the latter condition yields H_l(C) -Js2C2 .
:_:er_agn<tregions where epoxy fills the space below
:_esle_'.'L.This greatly simplifies the calculations Using these values for the sleeve in equations (I) and
r.tmakc_ the analysis somewhat approximate. We just- (2), one obtains:
.:_th1_ ,n the light of a more drastic assumption 02
.suall_r.,dcin such problems, namely that the currents A = Jsl(Kl(XlC) + Ii_I C2Ko(XlC)I/F(c,c),
,.epuz_,' axial as though the conductor is isolated.
[his_, _._iud end effects that exist in finite length 02
-_ (q(_,c)-_l_C2_o(hc))/F(c'c)'conductor--are ignored. B TSlFor _ sinusoidal time variation of the current
c_em_)• represent the rotor current density vector as
_r,_,z,t)-_J-rms (r,_,z) cos(_t-O), where w _2nf. where the denominator is defined by the function:
_e spac_ components of the r.m.s, vector _rms are Jr, F(x,y) =II(_IX)Ko(TIy) + Kl(XlX)lo(_lY).
". and Jz, which are themselves r.m.s, quantities. From equation (i), one obtains for r - b,
Thecurrent being assumed axial, hence, Jr m O, J_ m 0
and 3Jz,'Z = 0 everywhzre. Consider a whole composite = = . °l
:_i_nder.with a solid inner core of the p.m. envelop- Js Jzl(b) JslCl Js2 --o2C1 '
ec by a stainless steel sleeve of radii b and c, where
e _ c. ,,u'symmetry consideration, BJz/B_ - 0. Then c2
_ro= _a_e11's equations it follows that Oz oatisfies where C1 - (F(c,b) +_1 C2G°)/r(c'c)' (7)t_e hei_'_oltz equation, that is [2,3]
d'Jz_ dJz 2 with GO = _l(Ko(ZlC)Io(Xlb ) - Io(ZlC)Ko(Xlb) ). (8)
+ _-_-r _2Jz " O, where -Juo_, J = v-_, u and
nr From equations (2) and (6) one obtains:
:. _ are u_c relative permeability and conductivity of the
_ter_al. This is a modified teasel equation of order H_l(b) ffiJsCc" (9)
zero. Its general solution may be expressed as:
¢2
Jz(r) = A Io(xr) + B Ko(Xr) , (i) where Cc - (GI +_I C2F(b'c))/(CiF(c'c))' (10)
where I,,and Ko are the modified gessel functions of
the farst and second kinds, both of order zero, and A with G1 . i
sad B are constants (see references [3] and [5]). _i (ll(_lb)K1(_ic) - Kl(_Ib)II(_ic)) (ll)
The r.m.s, electric and magnetic fields satisfy
the relations: curl Erms =- J_rms and _rms " _rms/O. The power loss in the sleeve may be found in the
The currert being axial, the only non-zero components same manner as in the p.m. However, to avoid solving
of Erms antiHrms are Ez and H$. These relations then many integrals in this case, we use the fact that thetotal dissipative loss per unit length in the composite
yield the following: system is the real part of" the product of the conjugate
aEz -1 _JZ -x (A I_(_r)  BK_(xr)) of the total r.m.s, current I in the composite con-
- -J._H,;=--_-r -_--_-r =-_ - ductor, and the r.m.s, voltage drop per unit length[3]. "
hence, one can write The latter being the same throughout the conductor as 6
# the surface value which is Js/cl. Now by Ampere's law
: ¢ _ _r,- ! IA ii(rr) . B Kl(_r) j (2)T
I = H_1(b) 2_b - JsCc2_b. (12)since Io - I1 and Ko = -KI, where I1 and K1 are the
mod_!_e_ Bessel functions of the first and second kind,
both ,_f order one [3]. Except for these functions, the Rence the total loss in length t of the composxte con-
i subscript I will denote quantities for the sleeve ductor ;:• whiic subscript 2 will denote those for the p.m. It 2 I Real (Cc)2Wb£. (13)
_s a_sumed that the rotor surface r.m.s, current P " oS
denszty Js is known.
Applying eq. (I) to the p.m., and letting B - o, The loss formula for the p.m., equation (5), can be
.... I'!• rt _,ectively. Then Jz2(r) • A(Io(x2r)) where P2 = sk : Is_/Io(r2c). and x 2 = (ju202w) _. Accordingly, %
fr equation (2) we obtain the field on the surface Therefore, th_ power loss for length _ of the sleeve is
,': :he p.m. as ,_
.(c) = Js2 C2' (3) Pl " P " P2'
dereC2-_l(T_C)/[r2Io(Tzc) ) (4) or P1 " J. 21_i R..l [Cc. C_ 2 °2_]2_b_'_ (15)The power loss fur length [ of the p.m. is given ICl]Ib: c
I 2 2ntrP2 • Jz2 -o2 -dr" If the system consists of the sleeve only, theloss is still given by equation (15) or equation (13)
o after substituting 02 - O. This makes P2 = O, and
O.e obtains the following result [3]
I 2 1 Cc - G1/F(c,b). (16)
_2 = Js2 02 Real (C2) 2.c£. (5)
_I[CI[J)_NGPAG[ BLANKNOTFlUI[D 3 _ _ '_ S_ q
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_" Omitting the factor 2_b_ or 2_c_ in the loss for- F 2 A x pole pltch
. J_ mulas one can evaluate the loss per unit surface area m = _ m 2
of the sleeve and the p.m. Integrating these losses
over the total area of these members we obtain an esti- If the stator bore is of radius a, then the pole
mate for the loss in these members for the given system pitch - _a/p, where p is the number of pole-pairs.
configuration.
When evaluating Cc and the other constants of Am = Fm P/'" (19)
Be_sel functions with complex arguments involving r are
encountered. These functions are then themselves tom- This value of Am cannot be used directly in
plex, and are expres81ble as shown in equations (17) equatlcn (18). This is because as seen by a rotor
below in terms of Kelvin's functions which are well point, the excitation function will be in general a
tabulated {3,5]. dlscontlnucus periodic sinusoid, as will be explained
in(jl/2x) -n below. Howecer, this function can be resolved Into" J (bernx + J beinx), (17a) _,rmonlc componen s using he above value of Am. Each
haz_onlc amplitude can then be substituted for Am in
Kn(J I/2x) = jn(kernx + J ketnx). (17b) equation (18) to obtain Js corresponding to thatharmon_ _. The losses are then found by applying the
The loss formulas stated above require a knowledge loss form_']as to each harmonic.
of the rotor surface r.m.s, current denslty Js, which
we now proceed to determine. Further details are in EARMO.;IC_ OF STATOR EXCITATION FUNCTION
Ref. [6]. We shall consider only the fundamental component
of the stator m.m.f, and ignore the effect of the
TANCENTIAL FIELD ON ROTOR SURFACE space harmonics of the latter. To simplify the
DUE TO STATOR CURRENT analysis we will regard the fundamental to be cLntered
on the polar (direct) axis even though it is displaced
Figure (3) shows a portion of the stator current for the latter, when on load, by the load angle. Now,
sheet idealized as a thin layer of conductors, and also different points on the rotor surface will be swept by
the m.m.f, and current sheet space relationship. Con- different 60 degree bands of the stator m.m.f, wave
_" sider the loop 1-2-3-4-I of tangential width, W. and during a switching operation. This is because the
negligible radial height, with the side 3-4 lying very portion of the stator m.m.f, wave seen by a rotor
close to the rotor surface (r-b). From Ampere's law point is a function of Its position, which we designate
we have the approximate relationship: by its angular distance 7 fro_ the interpolar
H_l(b) . 2W - r.m.s, current enclosed by the loop. (quadrature) axis. As seen b> a rotor point the ex-
citation function, which is the sea,or current sheet,
Let A and Am represent the r.m.s, value and the will therefore have waveforms such as depicted in
amplitude of the stator current sheet in amperes per Figure (4) depending on its position angle y. Clearly
unit circumferential length. Then the right hand side these waveforms possess substantial harmonic content,
of the previous equation has the value AW. Henca besides a non-zero average when _ _ O. These wave-
H_.l(b) - A/2. Combining this with equation (9) and forms may be represented by the general formula[6].
noting that A - Am//2 we obtain
A(e) - Am cos(e - _+ _). (20)
^m (  Iccl) (lg) where 0 4 _ _ ./2, and Am Js given by equation (19).
The general waveform, which has the period T - 2./6
If Fm is the amplitude of the eta,or fundamental can be represented by the following Fourier series:
m.m.f, wave, a quantity that is known fr,m the motor
design details, then from basic theory and with refer- za =_l(a nence to Figure (3), one has the relatLonshlp: A(8) - + cos nO + b n sin nO), (21_n
T
2_ r2,nel.^where an _ A(0) n .• cos[_j._, = 0.1,2, ,-
,-._--.............._, Substituting for A(e) from equation (20) and solving "
these integrals, one obtains for the harmonic ampli-
tudes the following results, in which Kin = (6n-1)_/3, _
K2n- (b_+l)w/3, and t ° 2w/3 - _:
an " Am(aln + a2n), (22)_
where Sin = s_n(Kln + ,) - sin _ /Kin
!["'-_1_--_ = sln(K2n - _) + sin * /K2n, '"
-[cos ,-cos(Kin + ,))/Kin, ;
Bln" " !
 igur, at,or CurrentSheetand,.,.F. ,veform " ic°` " "
Relationship. !
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radians, and as there are p le-palrs.
Step:lO Increment n by unity, and repeat steps 7
'. through i0 until all harmonics found slgnlf_-
,) aT _ _.j, _,s _ wa_ _u _ as _Aow_ cant have been consldered. •
_A,_ •../2 Step:ll Repeat steps 6 thraugh 10 for all o_he_ iliLe_- ,
val angles, namely 72, Y3, ''., and add up the
j.,. harmonic loss components.
IO" _" _O" ,|_ ,St #e@" |K_ 240"
A(#j.A_. cJac#--_*).Am. ¢o,(e-z-/3••) SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The foregoing procedure was applied in the c_,_e o_
z) AT_ mT_m'OL__z,Sr.(WAy(_,S AS_',_WS a 15 hp, 120 volt brushless d.c. motor, the relevant
#a¢#) •.o details of which are stated in Appendix (A),/
losses. Tables of the Kel_in functions in equation
(17) were stored in arrays, and interpolation was done
by cubic splines. The results obtained are surmarized
At#).J...C..C#-2./_).A_.O._0-2-_3-_ below for two speeds and three different curxents,
while the variation of the losses with the position
angle Y, at one particular s?eed and current, is
3JJrAN,POm* o_,s .,.=_.=_2v.i**_ woa..s[_[sS¢_ts depleted in Figure (5). Further results can be
found in Reference [6].
-1
i I gO00 _e"!
Figure (4). Waveforms of Stator Exciter,on Currents. _J,
SLE£VE
m MQ_NEI
PROCEDUR, FO' CALCUI.J_T'_G PO_IER LO'S _i I
_ The loss at a rotor point is clearly a function _ _(
• " of its position angle y. A closed form solution that _i_
: _ alms at integrating the power loss per unit area over
the range of y is not practicable, partiy because of _ _-
_, the varying geometry of the rotor. As such one has to
resort to numerical integration. For this, the range _¢'_ ,C"
._ of y is divided into a number of small intervals, and _" g •
the loss for each interval is calculated based upon ## !_
the value of y for its mid-point. The procedure is
outlined below[6}. _ ,----L..__._._
_. Step: 1 Obtain value of Fm and other motor particulars _ s
_ from motor design sheet. _ _ _' _ "Step: 2 Calculate value of Am from equation (19). _ '
from f - 6p w R.P.M,/60, where p is the number Figure (5). Eddy Current Loss Densities at Different
, of pole-pairs and R.P.M. 1_ the rotor sp_ed in Position Angles for 9000 •.p.m., 250A. .
revolutions per minute. The factor 6 is for
the number of switching opera_ions per cycle. _
Step: 4 Divide the region between the quadrature and
direct axes into a number of s-all intervals. Speed, i Current Loss in Loss in Total i _
Assign position angle values YI, Y2, Y3, ''" :.p.m. A sleeve, W p.m., W loss, W i
to the mid-points of these intervals. Conver: i
mechanical degrees _nto electrical redians by 9000 I 250* 15.6 25.9 41.5 I
multiplying the former by p¢/180, l 180 8.1 13.4 21.5 I
Step: 5 Starting with y = YI' determine the excitation --_
_ function harmonic amplitudes using equations 9000 _ 110 3.0 5.0 8.0
(22) ,rod (23). 4500 I[250" 9.2 18.6 27.8 I
') Step: 6 Set n _ 1 to begin with the fundamental. [I
7 Find value of Cc frmt aqtuttion (lO) caries- 4500 [ 180 4.8 9.7 14.5Step: t
ponding to the ha•mollie frequency mr. Where 4500 Ii 110 i.8 3.6 5.4 Ionly the sleeve exists _et $_ • 0. or obtain
Cc from equation (16). *_ia corresponds to about a 35 hp peak rating (for one
Step: 8 Assign value cf harmonic aaplltmle to _ in sAnute operation)
._ equation (lg), and calculate IJsl correspond- COLLUSIONS] Ing to this harmonic.Step: 9 Evaluate losses for this harmonic in the com-- The main conclusions can be summarized in the
posite system, the p.m., and the sleeve using following points:
equations (13), (14) and (15). The factor 2_ 1. The rotor losses are significantly affected bv the
in these equations _ust now be replaced by the motor speed, that is, by the frequency of switching
angular width 6y of the interval, biultiply operations, and vary as the square of the current,
,:_ the losses obtained by 4p; this is because y as is to be expected. ,_
varies over a range of _/2 rather ttwn 2_ 2. The loss in the permanent magnets is about two
._e 7
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thirds of the total losses in the rotor of this
machine.
3. As several simplifying assumptions were made in the ASHOK A. NAGARKATTIwas born June 30, 1934 in
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APPENDIX (A) Dr. Demerdash is a Senior Member of IEEE and i_
currently serving as a member of the Rotating Machinery
Number of pole-pairs, p - 2 Coumlttee of PES, IEEE, as well as the Synchronous
Length of rotor core, t - 6 in. (15.24cm) Machinery and _e Hachine Theory Subcommittees of PES,
Stator bore radius, s - 1.531 in. (3.89cm) IEEE. He previously served as secretary and echsequent-
For stainless steel sleeve: ly vice chairmen of the Synchronous K_chines Subcoamit- :
,_ Outer radius, b - 1.$05 _n. (3.82¢m) tee of PEg, IZEE. Dr. Demerdash is a past Chairman of
Inner radius, c - 1.470 l_. (3.73c11) the VirBlnis Hountain Section of IEEE. He is a member |
:,/: Resistivity, 1/Ol = 28.35 _ 104 Olm-in. of ASEE, SlBna Xi i._d Eta Kappa Nu. Dr. Dcmerdash is
_. (7._ .10 "70_ter) the author end _o-euthor of numerous papers in various
;:_; Permeability, uI - 3.10 limls/Allp,in IEEE Transactions. Dr. Demerdash's current interest.
(12.2.10-7 henery ) end research activities include Eleccromechanic_l Pro- ,
meter puleion and Acutetion, Dynamic Modeling of Solld State '
r_ FO_ per_nent magnets: Controlled and Operated Electrical Hachh;e8. Numerical
_. Width of pole, w • 1.44 in. (3.6_7cm) Analysis of Electromegnetic Fields tn Electric Hachin-
-_' Resistivity, 1/o 2 - 19.60 x 10-6 Ohm-in. ery, as well as _chine-Power System Dynamics.
'_ (4.978 _ 10 -70hm-_ter_
- Penteability, u2 - 3.19 lines/Amp.in
"!_i (12._66 • 10- 7 henery )
_oter
_. Ampere-turns per pole, Fm = 3.92 per A_pere.
Further details on th_e uotor can be found in
reference (l|.
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o• Discussions This table reveals that an ,ncreas¢ m the value of rotatnonai loss o, "
• John A. Mallick (General Electric Company, Schenectady, NY): The only 30 Watts took place at a load of 134 Amps of line current (shghtl_ _
.',ulhor'` of this paper have altempted to calculate the eddy current losses above rated), in comparison with the no-load rotational loss. This m- _,-
crea_ =sattributed to the addmonal sleeveand magnet losses at load as ,:"
m the permanem magnet and support pieces of an electronically com- well as changes in the core losses resulting from the ex,stence of an ar
mutated motor, bul this dn_usser i,_,or convinced of the validity of -:.
mature mmf under load. Our calculatmn as shown In the paper pred:ct_
their modellnng and calculation procedure, a sleeve and magnet loss sreatel than 8 Watts and less than 21._ WattsFirst of all, the autho;'s mention that the losses calculated here are
according to the Io,s table given in the paper. This range lies wnhln thedue only,othetangentialcomponent ofthemagneticfieldof thestator totalincreaseinrotationallossesof 30 Wattsmentionedabove,which
wmdmg; this Is not true, _ince the radial and tangential field com-
ponems are connected via Gauss' law for magnetic fields. Given their includes the aforementioned increase in the core losses as well as the
model of a m_,chnnewith an infinitesimal mr gap between the outer shell sleeve and magnet eddy current lossessubject of this paper. Therefore, _
and the stator current sheet, their use of the |anger,=;,; magnetic field as it seemsthat despite the assumptions made in the analysis, _heresulting
calculated loss values are within the bounds obtained from the ¢x-
an outer boundary condition is proper; however, this model will then
accoum for nil of the lossesdue to that current sheet excitation, not just perimenlal data, and hence the method represents a reasonable ap-
proach. _._
those due to the tangential field. 2) We a/ashto emphasize that our statement that "only lossesdue to :.
The author,, have cho.,,ena m_lel ,,'twhich the field quantities are in- the tangent;al component of the stator magnetic field are considered
C dependent to Ihe angle t_; a much more realistic model could have in- here" meant that we are net including the flux denmly pulsations (rip.
eluded the angular variation at very little :,'1creasem comph:xlty, since pies) due to the tooth-slot effect as the sit'eve and magnet rotate con-
only the '_pacefundame_nal nsused. Why have the authors cho_n such ._
a model a'_they did? tinuously past the slotted stator. This pulsation which results from the o'
variation in, the radialmagnetic reluctance from tooth to slot ex-
The determination of hal (b) m the paragraph preceding equatio.-. 18 peri:nced by every portion of the sleeve and magnet is nol accounted _.
=_m error. The authors' model uses a current sheet backed by sl_.,or for here. Also, the one dimensional nature of our formulation, which is
iron which presumably has a permeability much greater than that of :,cceptable in many similar applications, lends to ignore the largely two
free ,,pace: therefore, Hw will exist only on the air gap side of the cur- d,mensional nature (tangential and radial) of the stator field effects on
rent sheel, being near ..to parallel to the ir,m surface. Thus equation 18
the axially induced eddy currents• We do not believe that any magnetic ';
_hould be mult=phed by a factor of 2 to account for the change in the field laws were violated, subject to the stated assumptions.
_,_ Inne=ntellral of Hr.,. "[he cak.dated Iosse_will mcrease by a factor of 4. 3) We disagree with Dr. Mallick's statement that "=he auihors ha_,eThe author', do not ind,cat¢ how many harmonics were used in
chosen a model in which the fiel,t quantities are independent to the
evaluatuon of the loss formula pr¢_ented. Using the data liven in Ap ';
pend=xA, one can o, lculate a classical skin depth for the fundamental angle, W"- Indeed the excitation function along the outer sleeveboun-dary with the airlap is a complicated function of the angular position
at 9000 RPM to be or the order of 0.5 inches, with higher order skin alonl the sleeve as shown in Figure (4) of the paper and explained in the
depths varying.. .- './z. This skm depth is large compared .o the sleeve section on "HARMONICS OF STATOR EXCITATION
thickness, so =tseems to this discusser that using Bessel functions to FUNCTION".
calculate the current there to be somewhat of an overkill; a simpler ap Dr. Mallick stales that "a much more realistic model could have re-
proach would gnve comparable accuracy, eluded the angular variation at very little increase in complexity, since
only the space fundamental is used". We wish to emphasize that this
,'Vtanu,_crtpireceivedFeoruary 26, 19112. analysis indeed allows for the angular variation in the tangential exctta- o_
lion function, and not only considers the fundamental component of
excitation at every discrelized point on the sleeve, but also its harmonic
components, alam as given in equations (21) through (23), and as
subsequently explained in the algorithm
_. K. NlllrklllJ, O. _. Mohllmld and N. A. l_merduh: These 4) We do not alree w,th Dr. Mallk:k's sull_tlon that the excitation
author,, wi_,hto =hank Dr. J. A. Malhck for his =merest n_ the paper, funclion in equation (19) should be mule;plied hy a factor of two. Thl,
and ofler the following clarifications end comments m response to the is because of the fact that closer examination of the magnetic field lines
various points raised in Dr. Mallick's discus,'on: linkinl the stator conductors (which are the source of ¢xcntatt._n)reveals
I ) The authors wish to reemphasize what was already stated in the tha4 these lines have to -ross teeth and slots, in much the same manner
paper, namely that the calculation method g=ven in this paper =s as the leakage flux path.
presented only as an approximation to the eddy current losses in the Becauseof the larle slot to tooth width in the conductor region, ,t ,s
mezailc sleeve,_of such machmes. There ts experimental evidence based not an unreasonable assumption to ,ake the return field path shown m
,)n measured rotational losses at no-load and load condition_ in the Figure (3) by line (I-2) in the loop to be er :tlvely air. Hence, the +
mulor at hand, which demonstratt_ the validity of the results obtained justification ari_,s for the statement "Hal (bl.2w : r.m.'` current
h) ih,'` approximate calculation method. This evidence is l,ven in the enclosed by loop". _
T'.,hle helow, in which the rotationat Ioss¢,_are liven for the l_np motor 5) The authors do not Nlree with the suueslnon made by Dr Malhcv
, ai hand under no load as well as at rated load Olseratinl conditions: that skin l:_lh does not wasrant the use of B_sel functions+ Thls .s
because of the exislance of a conducting medium belo, the sl_ve.
-_ namely the permanent malnet, which adds a considerable conducnnl
Measu,ed Rotatlomd Lossesat ?g00 R.P.M. thickness below the sleeve. Also, it must be noticed that the frequenc_
of the excitation function issix times thatof the m+'erter frequenc._
"++ ._ (motor speed). This is be_au.seof tbe nature of the excitation wave
. Rotational Lossesat Rated form, _,e Figure (4) of the leper. Thu_, we behe_'ethat the 0.3 i_h_
.+ _otational Loss_ at No-Lold Lold, at a Current ", 134 depth of" It_,n4Kraliorl merltiotled by Dr. Mlllick is inc'orrect.
Amps de _ We ¢on¢iuda by _ tha_i-NI Dr. MalliCk for the opportumty lt_en
__ , to us by hi= quetliom to illuekl_=e the vask)us points of potentml _m-
490 Watts $_0 Warts biluity which he rs_ed in his dhictmioa.
Mlnlll_-nl N rcq_ved June"t, 1912
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APPENDIX (10)
ON THE PERFORMANCE OF THE SAM,.RIUM-COBALT
AND STRONTIU'/I-FERRITE BASED BRUSHLESS
DC MACHINE-POWER CONDITIONER SYSTEMS
Demerdash, N. A., Miller, R. H., Nehl, T. W., Overton, B. P., and
Ford, C. J., "Comparison Between Features and Performance of Fifteen
HP Samarium Cobalt and Ferrite Brushless DC Motors Operated by Same
Power Conditioner," IEEE Transactions on Power Apparatus and Sy_s-
terns, Vol. PAS-102.
¢ 1983 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from the IEEE Transactions o_n
Power Apparatus and Systems, Vol. PAS-102, p._. 104-112, 1983.
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"_llk COMFARTSON BEIMEEq FEATURES AND PEP.FORHANCE CHAP_ACTER;STtCS ,)F FIFTEEN HP S/uMA_I_
COBALT AND FERRITE BASED BRUSHLESS DC MOTORS OPERATED BY S,21E PO_;R C'JNDITIONER
N. A. Oemerd_qh, Seaxor Member R.H. Miller, Member T.W. Nehl. Hamper
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State Universlt/
Bid_kmb_t'_, VI r_i,.ta
B. P. Ov,,rton, Senior Member C.J. Ford. III, Hembe ?
R and D Center, Industrial Drive3 Olvtclor:
Kollmor gen C_rporation
Radford, Virginia
Abstract - The impact of samarium-cobalt and fer- propulsion of electric passenger vehicles anu t, imlL_r
rite magnet materials on the design and performance application=it-4] • Only samarium-cobaiL was used in
.:haracteristlcs of electrunlcally co_utated brushless the development of brushless dc motors I_ these prevl-
dc motors of equal horsepower output is presented. This ous efforts[ 1-4]" However, the cost an_. :he uncertaLr,
is accomplished through the design, construction and availability of cobalt as a strategic mater;al have
C testing of two 15 hp, 120 volt bruehless dc motors bec_me of increasing concern to mdny potential uaer_ ot
built for propulsion of electric vehicles, and similar suc , brushless dc motors. This was a _jor factor tn
applications. In one of these _tors, samarium-cobalt propelling the authors co develop, ouild nod teat "-wo
(_m Co5) is used as permanent magnet material, while bru=hless dc motors ot the same , nara_teristics. (Me
In the other the magnets were made of etrontluv ferrlte was built with IB MGO sammrium-uobal / ru_or magnets,
number 8. The two machines were built t, operate from while the orner was built using strontium-tart/re
the same power conditioner, which consisted of a tran- number 8 magnets, for purposes ut comparison and as-
_tstor chopper in serie._ with a three phase full wave aesament of fetrites as substitutes rut _&tL_ItJ_--r phrase.
_nverter/converter bridge, which cotxeists of six it,n- ,1_e two motors are rated 15 hp, .*t t20 voLt_ dc
_istor-diode switches. Both of the two motor= achieved line voltage, and can be operated by the same elect, _n-
t continuous 2 hour rating of more than 15 hp with a tc power condztioner. Both motor_ were ct.sted, and can ;
_" peak one minute rating of 35 hp. System efficienc_ safely develop a peak horsepower of J5 hp _oc one min-
(combined mo=or and .onditLoner) under rated conditions ute. Overall motor-conditioner etftc_n(:le._ ot _bout
ot 90% was achieved for both machines. Details of 90% were encountered when operating 0och machines. C_m-
th_se and other performance characteristics and desig_ part=on between the various design teatures _nd aspects
parameters are presented and analyzed to assess the involved in both motors, as well as toe resulting per-
zmpact of the choice of magnet material on design and fot-m_unce Is believed co contain several _ontrlbutions
p_.rformance for this, as well as other application=, to the present state of the art.
ELECTRONIC FUWER CONDLT[ONER-MOTu_ INi_:RACTIoN
iNTRODUCTION
it is only recently that electronically co_utated
Eiectronically commutated brushless dc _otors are brushle== dc motor systems have been develope_ using
increasingly becoming practical for numzrou_ industrial samarlum-cobalt permanent magnets and power transistors
applications. These applications Ir.clud_ ,,.ectro_chan- as switching elements for electronic co_utation (power
teal propulsJ ,. , =ll as many actuation =ystem_. Ex- conditioning), see references [i] through [b]. rr _ucP
ample= ot sue .... _e_opments can be found in the a system, the machine consists of a three phase type ac
ltteratnre .' + ," such as [1] through [4]. arumture mounted on the senior, and a rotor who=,: exci- ¢
F_,.: , L= .,, .... t the classical brush type corn- ration is supplied by a system of permanent maw,el -_
E
mutator allow= one ,, design such machines for opera- poles, As shown in the machine-power _ondltLoner =cUe-
lion at much higher speed= than _tandard brush type dc marie of Figure (1). the three phase armature is con-
_._chines. SucL high rated speeds lead to considerable netted ro a three phase inverter/converter (moturing/
reduction in weight and volume ot these electronically regenerative braking) bridge which contains ._x power
,.ommutated machines tn comparison with a brush type transistor-diode switches, QI-DI throug0 _-3_. The
machine ot the same rated horsepower, three phase inverter/converter bridge l.. _onne_Led to
_he u_e of permanent magnet= as sources of excl- series/shunt type two quadrant choppe: tot dc Line cur-
t.ttLon ,)n the rotors of these machines Leads to the rent ma_nitude Limiting and control Since _he dc Line
-[tmtnation of rotating armatures. Accordingly, with current is proportiona, to the motor torque, the chop-
the resulting *tationaty armatures tn these bru=hlesa per function= also as a torque controller. In this
n_chines, _onsiderable improvement in the thermal char- chopper, the transistor (_H conducts during th= _n ._
acteristics of such motors can be achieved for a given state while the diode DH conducts durzng toe "otf" sta=e
horsepower rating. Also, the elimination of a rotating of the chopper zn the motoring mode, The transist.r ,_
_rmature lands to a number of addit'_onai winding design conduct= during the "on" trace while _he diode D3 con- "__
simplifications, duct= during the "off" ,rate of the chopper in t_e
The advent of magnetically powerful 8_mmriuu=-co- regenar, Live braking =e-de This permits m=_torin_ and Ji
bait type permanent magnets made ._ possible to desigtt regeneration when the line to line value of the motor
end construct such motors with tncra#aling horsepower back ear is cotmiderably lower than the supply voltage.
_ ratings so as to u_ke tl_m m.ltabls for possible _e in Both Iotorl t_tre desisted SO that at rate_ power and _"
speed the chopper wu continuously on tJ _znimt_e
r_itching losses, The chopper is connected to the dc '._'-
supply through am input capacitor fi'tez for ripple
reduct._n. This conditioner pen=its the _cb*_ to
. function in a _toring state and in a regener=_ive
"_-ff- : braking state, which is desi,abte for Letter efficiency
; in electromechanlcai propulsion and similar appli_ i- SK
_,_,,, ,%' .'_ 24[-d A paper recommended and approved by the
" [E_E RotaClng taehinerv Committee ot the [LEE Power tiorm, '_"
The inverter transiator_ Q1 chtougn t)O ,e _wtt_zt-
_:j Engineering Society for presentat=on at the [EEL PES "on"
_' 1982 'dincer Meeting, New York, New York, January JI- ed and "off" by control signals g_nerat_ b¢ a "_.
" Hall-effect rotor positzon sensor {rps). in tots work,
' the rp= eifectlvely c..nsisted of two set_ o_ three Hall 1
_'¢bruarv to_2. Manuscrlp_ September
-.- L'_HI; made spa,Labia for printing November 18, L98[. devices dtspla e_ from each other by 30" electrical. ___
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i" is is to enable one to use a normal inverter transis- The diodes, D 1 through I)6, provlde current paths
• r firing mode under rated 15 conditions ad- during phase current co_mutation. They dlSO functzon
hp and an
_nced inverter tran'_istor firing _ode for peak power as a three phase ful3 wave _ectifier bridge durin_
," 15 hp. Te.hnlcal aspects of the need for advanced machine operation in the regenerative braking mode. The
,rlng are dlscussed later on in this paper, diodes, DM and DB, provide the necessary dc line current
paths during the "off' periods of the transistors t_M
and QB ill Lhe motorlng and regenerative braking mo,:t.%,
respectively, l_he function of the diode, DR, i._ to pru-
_JE_°_"5_:*_,,o_ vide a return path for the current t_rough th, _,_opper
--¢._m_ ,Nn.rr_ inductor during the switching instances when the patl,
, • i _ t
_;=-_=,=_,.-_.--==__q .,_ . through t)e inverter may be blocked momentarlly. Thus
o.f_ o _5 o2 H_ % _ it eliminates the davger of any severe (Ldl/dt) type
" _ _% I _ _ _oz_ _% voltage transients. Figure (3) shows the overall
rc , • ! , _ _z_._ machine-power conditioner system and supportlng instru-
_- -_ .___,__-! _;__. ' '_ )_ mentation during dynamometer testing of the ferrlte per-
¢,_ o,_ 0_J -_ %f-_ " manent magnet based motor.
C
Figure (i) Machine-Power Conditioner Schematic and
idialized Motoring Currents _ _
_ Pro-er sequential switching of QI through 06 leads _'_ q '."
to a, b and c phase current wave forms such as ;deal-
ized in block form in Figure (i). In this figure one _ ' I' "
can see the existence of si_ distinct armature current -- . .
states. This establishes in _he motor a stator (arma-
ture) mmf which travels in discrete jumps of 60 = elec-
trical each time switching takes place from one current
state to the next. The rotor mmf (magnets) is contin-
uously forced to fellow that _otion. The result is Figure (3) Motor-Power Conditioner During Dynameter
equivalent to that of a synchronous machine in which Testing of the Ferrite Based Machine
the torque angle (angle between a-mature and field
mmfs) varies cycllual!y from beginning to end of each IMPAC? OF SYSTEM PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
cf the six armature c,r_ent states between 120 ° and 60 ° ON ROTOR POSITION SENSOR (RPS) DESIGN
<
electrical durin- normal invurter transistors' flring,
and between 150 = nd 90 = electrical for a 30= electri _ Both the ferrlte based and samarium cobalt based
tally advanced f_ %g of Q1 through Q6, as shown in m)tors developed in this work were intended for propul-
Figur (2). Shm in dotted fin = form for convenience sionof a 1363 kg (3000 lb.) passenger vehicle. A hum-
in F_g,,._ _) 5s tbe path of the current through the bet of stringent performailce requirements had to be met. ,,
conditi_..c, and machine during the first 60 ° electrical These included continuous operation for 2 hours under
_.t th_ armat._, ,urr_nt , w']e gi,_en in ;t_ fig,lre rated torque and speed, perfnrl_In,'e .nder schedule D of
II,c A'.AI I.'.'f _ ol_,l,lol,I ,1_1',_ .,/,le l=_r II'l¢'l¢'ll' I" I/I
_or rl_l,_ll_,a_ w. II a_ IO,l.ll_me-l_ ,,I hill , ll.ll, l.k ,,I
_ _T_ up to 10% grade, etc. Accordingly, both oL these _)tt,r_,
_°tu4_ / were required to have a 15 hp continuous (2 hours) rat-
--_-----_ ......'-_ ing and a peak 35 hp one minute rating, both at a nom]-
;' _ i _'_r_ hal voltage of about 115 volts. The peak power require-ment meant that the system mu t have the capability of
U_, withstanding and building up to a peak de line current
'-- n0_'-_ of about 300 Amperes, and sdstaining this current for
_--$T_T_ _ One minute, with the motor winding at its normal operat-
% __-- ing temperature.
mT_m mL _lT[_ _,_im _IT_,I_) However, it has been shown in two previous investi-
[_i_t _atlons by Nehl, et.al. [5. 6] that the system capabil_-
[ _ ty of build up of dc llne current, for purposes of
_ _ _,_'_o_ achieving peak horsepm_er output at rated voltage, is
---_ L... "- ' heavily depe, '-nt on a number of factors. These factors
are: i) wivding indu=tm_ce valuee, 2) the waveform pro-
; -- - , files of induced back emfs in the armature phases, and
_r / _,.-sx*_m 3) the time of firing of an inverter transistor switch
of a given phase with respect to the back emf wave form
• _o [U[CT_i_VNI_ i_w[H[,rl,l_ (SWHC_I_I Of that phase. The third factor mentioned above is a _ ,. _
'_'' key element in the design of a suitable rps fcr theft' _r
_ocors. ,_
F_gurc (2) Internal Torque Angles for Normal and 30" It will be agreed here that when an inverter tran-
Electrical of Advm_ced Inverter Transistor sistor is fired at the instant of zero crossing in the
Firing, at Eeglnning and End of an Armature phase emf wave form, with a positive rate cf increa - of
_" Current State that emf w_th respect to time, such firing wilt be re-
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feted to as a 30° electrical advanced firing. Mean- motor was _ incues _._,/ ,_, _,n......_ _:J_ . _:_u :crrlc_:
while, when such firing takes place with a delay of 30° motor was 8.5 inches (Ji 5q __m_. It i_ _n_eres_Ing _o
electrical after the above mentioned zero crossinF in point out that the weigh[ 'Jr Lh_ _aBor!c.m-__ua_t motor
the emf wave fu_m, such firing wiii be refered to as about 60 Ibs. (27 kg), is _ess [La_ half of _he weight
normal (or zero ° electrical advanced) firing,Figure (2). of the ferrite motor, ab_,_t 127 ibs. (57.796 kg). It
[t was found by Nehl, el. al. [5, 6] that skewing is also interesting for one to compare the welght rails _,
of the armature slots by one slot pitch, in addition of the two motors, which is about ].0 _o 2.0, to the
to 30 ° elec_rlcal advanced inverter transistor _iring ratio of the energy proauct of rhc particular samarium-
Is necessary to achieve the required peak horsepower cobalt and ferrlte nu_terla!s used, whl_h i_ abour 5.0
rating o[ 35 hp at iS5 volts de line voltage. Ad- to 1,0.
ranted inverter transistor firing facilitates the pro-
cess of dc llne current buildup, because it permits
the buildup process to start at a time when the phase _4 .l_l_ , ,_.._T
back emf of the m" .or, opposing the supply voltage and
flow of the dc llne current, is at its lowest value.
( That .mr is zero a_ the instant of start of the tran- _#-_
sister firing. For details references [ 5, 6] should "_'_;
be consulted.
This advanced firing state has a slight adverse
effect on the motor efficiency. Accordingly, it was
decided to use such advanced firing only for peak
power operating conditions, and use normal firing dur-
ing rated operating conditions. TPerefore, the rps
for each of the motors at band was designed with the
equivalent of two sets of three Hall effect devices, as
• can be seen in Figure (4). One set of three Hall de-
_'_" vices (normal firing) is activated during normal rated
,: operating conditions, while the other set (30 ° else.
advanced firing) is activated for peak output power
operation. _tT_lu[__[_,J SS
Figure (5) Cross-Sectlon of She Samarium-Cobalt ._4ot(,r-
Surer Lamination D_ameter = 6.518 Inches
.., ,, , . _ (]6.556 ,,n_
_ - , J
• -= ,.
c
... IL • , 4' " "" ',,'-,%,,"'," :,
•
,,,,ill..4£ -' j
4
•....
.%_t[I, _.[ EEVI
Figure (4) Rotor Position Sensor Figure (6) Cross-Section of the Fertile Jtot-Outer
Lamination )iameter = 6,518 Inches
" DESI_____GNOF THE SAMARIUM-COBALT BASFD AND FEMLITE (16,556 ca)
> BASED MOTORS
,:_. The samarium cobalt and ferrlte based motors ( , "_" ' .,
• ideveloped in this Investigation are shown in cross- "_"_"_-
5 section in Figures (5) and (6) respectively. Again, "' t
-L
these motors were both desxgned for a contin. _us rating
of 15 hp at 115 volts dc line voltage, with a capabili- _ !
ty for a peak one minute ratln8 of 35 hp at the same _ X' :rated voltage (the supp],), voltage specified could r_mge '_
from 90 to 12(' volts). The sea,or core lamination "_
stack of _he samarlum-coblL_¢ based motor can be seen in " _ "_
Figure (7). _anwhile, the rotor and assembled arms ........ . _ •
lure in its housing arc given i,. Figure (8). The sta-
rer core lamination stack of the ferrlte based motor is
shcwn in Figure (9). The rotor and assembled armature
in its housing are _iven in Figure (i0). "_
Details on the various de _n characteristics of '_
these two motors are given in Table (i). It should be m=--
observed that the outside COre (starer laminations) _
{_ Meanwhile,diameterw sth 6.518stacklnchesle_gth(16.56oftheCm)samarium-cobaltlnboth designs. Figure (7) Staler Core of the Samarium-Cobalt Motor
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Another important feature of the armature windings
r_ of both motors is the existance of two groups of coils
per phase. This is to enable one to operate both
machines as shown in Figure (11) with a series mode
(one path per phase) or a parallel mode (two parallel
paths per phase), for low speed and high (rated) speed,
r_. respectively.
These motors were designed for operation ir con-
junction with a two speed vehicle transmission. _c-
. _ _ cordlngly, the series windinK connection is intended
• _ for vehicle speeds below 15 m.p.h. (24 km.p.h.). The
_ • _ parallel winding connection is intended for vehicle _*
__ speeds above 15 m.p.h. Above a vehicle speed of 30
m.p.h. (48 km.p.h.) the high speed transmission gear
" ':'_ " _ " connection.
-_ _ ___j,,_ ratio is used in conjunction with the parallel windlng
_-_. _ Both machines were designed in such a manner that
natural sir cooling would be sufficient for normal
operating conditions, in both motors T.E.N.V. en-
closures were used. As will be shown later, the tem ~
perture rise of the ferrlte motor was not large enough
Flgure (8) Assembled Armature, Housing and Rotor of to affect the magnet strength in such a way as to ad-
the Samarlum-Cobalt Motor versely affect the performance.
Tabel (I) Parameters and Characteristics of the
Samarium-Cobalt Based and Ferrite Based
Motors From Design Calculations and Test
; Parameter Samarium- Strontium
and Cobalt Sm Co5 Ferrite #8
Units Design Design
\., motor outside
diameter, in. (cm_ 7.88(20.02) 7.88 _20.02)
: _,.:2 motor length, in.
_'_ _[cm_ 13.35(33.91) i. 18,85 (47.88_
_, "_ weight, Ibs. (k_) 60.0 (27.2) 127.0 (57.6) .
•. Stato_ lamination
_ 4_ out _de diameter, 6.518(16.56) 6.518 (15.56)
, i&. (cm)
stator lamination
st_cK length, in. 4.00 (10.16) 8.50 (21.59)
' (cm)
'_ stator lamination '"
inside diameter, 3.062(7.78) 4.07_ (10.34)
,,in. (om)
number of stator
• F_gure (9_ Stator Core of the Ferrite Motor ! slots 18 18
"n'umber o'f poles 6 6
T t "
rotor _magnet str.)
I outside diameter,
I excluding sleeve, 2.930(7.44) 3.930 (9.98)
........ Lin. (ore) ..
rotor outside
diameter, includin 3.000(7.62) 4.000 (10.16
sleeve, _in. (cm)
J rotor (magnet
structure) axial 3.60 (9.14) 8,75 (22.23)
_length,in
; _.*-. magnet (radial)
_' " " p / "_ length (in direc- 0.490(1.24) 0.740 (1.88)
, ""- tion of magnetl-
" m ._ z ation), in. (cm)
" . magnet cross-;ec'-f I
¢ tional area per I
" _ pole (perpendicular[ 3,766(24.30) 12.163(78.47)
_ _ ""mW. to flux), in.Z(e.2){
r "-,• :_e_te,_ _Y total magnet volume[ t
• -_mw,-.- (all poles), In. 3 [Ii,072(181,4) 54.004(885.0)
lcm_) I
...... _ .....
total magnet weight}
! (all poles), Ibs. ] 3.23(i,47) 9.56(4.34)
Figure (I0) Assembled Armature, Housing and Rotor of _.iSJ_L._________
]rotor inertia con-
the ferTlte Motor I stant, ib, ft. sec_[0.00234(0.00317 0.01200(0.0163)}
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Table (I) Continued PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF ITCh SAHARi'JM-COBALT
, AND FERRITE IIOTORS
Parameter and Units Samarium- f Str0ntium"
Cobalt Sm Co51 Ferrite #8 The two motors were dyn_-mometer tcz'.ad an_cr rated
: Design I Design and peak power conditions. The _orresponding perfor- •
I Y-connected arms- mance data are given below.
ture winding _esarmature winding Rated Power Performance Test Resdlt_
....
c..flguration series/paral let series parallel
___onnection) ....... The two _otors were dynamow.eter _esced m:Ider rated
method of harmonic conditions, using the same power conditioner described
reduction skewing by one Iskewing by one above. This test -as run continuously for two hours to
stator slot [sta=or slot obtain the thermal characteristics of both motors as
maximum allowable I well as the conditioner. This is in crier to ensure
wlndlng temp., °e 170.0 ] 170. 9 the ability of both units to operate conLinuousJy under
rated input voltage [ rated conditions.
(on dc side)_ volts 120.0 ' I " 120.0 _ Typical readings of input dc llne voltage, dc llne
rated armature cur- current, motor speed, motor input power, motor output
rent (on dc side), 125.0 125.0 power, and motor as well as overall system (combined
3 amperes .... motor-condlt one ) efficiences, obtained during this
rated horsepower, h_ 15.0 I 15.0 test, are given in Table (2) for both motors. It should
, *speed at rated be noted tnat these test readings are subject to normal
L horsepower, r.p.m. ! *8680 I . *8840 instrumentation errors of about 2%.
_ *torque sensltivl- I Examination of the data of Table (2'n reveals that
ty at high speed I both motors performed equally well, and Lhat motor
_ armature winding efficiencles of 97% are p_ =sible, with an attainable
connection, lb. I*0.0885(0. I1999 *(0.0992) combined system (motor-condltioner) efficlency of about
ft./ampere 90%. (Design calculations indicated muto[ efficiency
(Newton Neter/ 1 of 96% for both units).
_..__ aA_ckeer;_ tiu--_-___ Oscillograms of machine phase current, iina tob sensi neutral voltage, and line to lzne voltage at rated lcad
ty (constant) at for the samarium-cobalt motor are given in Figures (12),
peak of sine wave (13) and (14), respectlvelv. Also, oscillograms of
for high speed 0.1200 0.0993 ma hine phase current, llne to neutral voltage and llne
armature winding to llne voltage at rated load are given in Figures (15),
connection, volts/
mech. radlan/sec. I (16) and (17), respectively for the fertile motor. "*
armature winding [ _-:
resistance (llne tO I _
llne) for high [ 0.0047 0.0049
speed armature con-[ '_:
i nection 25"C, ohms
• torque sensitivity "; .
ture connection. 1.0.1770(0.23998 "O.1464(0.19849) 4"_
.2_ lb. ft./ampere [ : _
CSewtonS,ter/ 1 %/_ '
_ ampere ) "q_,,
baCkty emf sensit£vl- _ .. ..,_•_ at peak of sine LOWSPEE_ HI6H
_.PE£D
; wave for low speed O. 2400 0.1986 SERIESCON_CTIO_ PARALLELCOUECTION
armature connection _
volts/mech, radlan/
_ sec.
armature winding
resistance (llne to 0.0188 0.0196 Figure (ll) Schematics of Armature Wlnd_ig for Low
line) for low speed Speed and High Speed Conne,'tions
, armature connection .... ,........
! 25"C, ohms
maximum r.p.m, for
low speed armature 4300 4500
.connectinn, r.p.m.
maximum horsepower
hi) 35.0 ..... 35.0 t
• motor speed at
maximum horsepower _b
r. p.m. *6900 *6750 --drmeture current ac
maximum horsepower, 291.6 291.6
amPcre a %
Thermal Time ] 35 min. 4_ mLn.
Constant (minutes) [ , '
Steady state Top [ Figure (12) Phase Current Oscillogrem of rue Samarium-
Rise Above Amb. 128"C 113"C Cobalt Motor Under Rated Load (Ordinate -
25"C 80.4 Amperes/d_v., Absclss - 0.5 m sec/dtvJ
• Obtained from Teqt Measurements
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°7ab:e (2) Performance of the Samarium-Cobalt and Ferrite Motors at Rated Conditions [
_' I Overall_rform_nce [ Armature DC Line "' DC Line I Motor Motor Motor Motor
Voltage ! Current T[ Speed Input I Output IEfficiency System
U,_.Int t-, iConnectIon
No,or (Vo]_:; i CAmps I (RPM) (Watts I (Watts i (%) Efficiency
i I (hD) I (%)
- 1 l ' t t 'Samari um- I I i
2,)b,_It Parallel 116.0 , 1.10.2 i 8680 11672.7 111341 7/15. 97.16 1 88.72
Motor i "
, i 1 i ¢
rerrlte _ ParalLel 115.6 i 107.3 8840 !.1648.0 11299.7/15._ 97.00 91.18
,_.'OE r I i
Y_gure (13} Line to Neutral Voltage Oscillogram of Figure (15) Phase Current Oscillogram of Ferrlte Motor
the Samarium-Cobalt Mo_or Under Rated Under Rated Load (Ordinate _ 80.5 Amperes/i
Load (Ordinate = 50 Volts/dlv., Abscissa= div., Abscissa - 0.5 m _ec./div.)
0.5 _ sec./div.)
----] •
!Fi ' .j"/ ' i
l?_'_ Figure (14} Line to Line Voltage Oscillogra_ of the Figure (16) Line to Neutral Voltage Oscillogram of the
-" _ S_...,arium-Cobalt Motor Under Rateo Load Ferrite Motor Under Rated Load (Ordinate =
• (Ordin_te = 50 Volts/d'v., Abscissa _ 50 Volts/ally., Abscissa = 0.5 m sec./div.)
%._ 0.5 m sec./div.)
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Figure (18) Phase Cur[enL i r - • _,m:_:[ium-
' ]+ " i'' " ' _ Coba]_ Motor 'ind_ ?ee._'.._d_+Jr,_-m_.re=
• 201 Amperes/dzv., .d_.ci_,s,__ :' " +I_ec./
, div.)
Figure (17) Line to Line VolCage Oscillogram of the
. Ferrlte Motor Under Rated Load (Ordinate = _ ' ,
; " _ Pe_k Power Performance Test Results
The two motors were dynamowter tested under peak
load contittons of more than 35.0 hp for more than one
mlnuce each. This test Is supposed to ascertain the , ..
ability of he motor and conditioner to deliver high "
• values of output power for short periods of til, for S _, .
purposes of acceleration and other overload conditions.
Readings of input dc line voltage, dc line current, ,:
' _otor speed, motor output power, and overall system i(motor-condltloner) efflclencles, obtained during p_ak Figure (19) Line to Neutral Voltage O_czil,.,gr_mof th.
power dynamometer testing, 8_.--gaven _n Table (3) for Samarlum-Cobalt Motor Ut_deLPeak Lcad _
both motors. Noise problems were encountered In the (Ordinac = 50 Vo!ts/dlv., Abscissa = .._-
digital instrument reading the motor input power. There- 0.5 m ,Idly.)
fore. this power and the isolated motor efficiency are ._ %
_+ : not available in this data. _ mm_., . , _;
t It should be pointed OUt that it was necessary to " .+ i_ _
advance fire the inverter transistors by 30" electrical d ,__m___"il_: 1
in order to achieve _he de llne current build up nec- _/- . ._
essary to attain a p ak motor output powec of 35 hp, t +_'
for both motors with a terminal de voltage of about
ExaI_netion of th,' test data in Table (3) reveals
• that both motors performed will, with a somewhat hi_her
overall s)stem efficiency for the samarium-cobalt motor
under _eak power conditions. It is worth mentioning
that peak powers of mere than 42 hp have been reached
by these motors at a de line voltage ._ 150 -olts ............... --_.
Oscillogram_ of _chlnI pha_e m:_.ent, line to Figure (20) L_ne to Line Voltage Oscil Iogram of the
neutral voltage, and llne to line voltage at peak load Sirium-Cobalt Motor UncIerPeak Load
conditions are given in FIiuris (18) _hroush (23), for (Ordinate - 50 Vcl_s/dlv., Abscissa =
.• ++ Table (3) _e of the SIriuI-Cobalt and Far_-_ors at Peak Power of 35 HPPerfo,,c. Line Motor Motor I Motor I Moto I Overall
Quantity Connection Voltage Current Speed Input j Output tEfftcte / I, System
+:_- Motor (Volts) (_s) (_) _watts)_ICwat_s)!/L.___( ;1 +____q/
Cobalt Parallel 115.0 287.5 6900 * 618_.6/35.1 ** i 79.2
Motor ................. _y........
Ferrtte Parallel 120.9 297.6 6750 * 66_ _.2/35,71 ** ' 74 0
Motor .... j2 ... ..... . .
• Motor Znput Power Reading Wlus Not Obtained ORIGINA[
• * Could Not Be Calculated Because Motor Tnp.r Power I. Not Known. RLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAP_
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_ ...... DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
! z_ The test results given above indicate that the• %
_ '" : .........."..... " dlfferences in the rated power, efficency, peak power
•[ [._j ", ..': , . _ _ capability as well as motor-conditioner interaction
.... _. characteristics of the two machines were insignificant.
t T 0 However, there are significant differences in some of
; :, the design parameters.
. , The most obvious difference is in the volume and -.
J ' - 'i . weight ratios of the two motors. Both ratios were w-
about 2.0 to I.O in favor of the amrium-cobalt motor
i j -, This indicates that, in applicatlons where weight or
, volume is of primary importance, samarium-cobalt de-
'_.- ...." " :......._ signs would be favored.
" _'_ -i A comparison between the rotor inertias of the two
r i --F ........ machines shows . ratio of about 5 0 to I 0 in favor of
p: the samarium cobalt This may be significant in servo
type applieatiot_s where fast response is an important
I I --7 ; _ " consideration.
) The cost of the permanent magnet material for the
samarium-cobalt motor was about five tlmaa that of the
ferrite motor, llovever, this was slightly offset by
Figure (21) Pha_e Current Oscillogram of the Ferrite the longer stack and additional copper as well as labor
Motor Under Peak Load (Ordinate = 201 for the farrite motor Whe=_ever ma_t material avail
Amperes/div, Abscissa = 0.5 m sec./div. ) ability and security of supply is of primary consider-
atlon, the ferrite motor may be favored. The above
• : considerations indicate that for general purpose pro-
, pulsion and similar applications, the ferrite design is
" | ''. preferable.
._, CONCLUSIONS
i '
• _ .........._....'....'....... Results of this investigation show that electroni-
.... _ . cally com=utated brushless dc motors of equal horse-y
"J _ ....._-_-+-_T,,&_ " power and equal performance can be constructed using
• " _. , ' "; " _ ' i samarium-cobalt or ferrites for magnet materials. T_.e
- _ -_' .. choice of the magnet material impacts weight, volum
'-- I _-- g _ . II__--I and motor inertia the most, with samarSum-cobalt lead-
; . -_.... standpoint of magnet materi-_lcost and security of [
,_ i or better are practical and achievable It has alsobeen shown that peak horsepower outp ts of more than
' I [ J i ; i-- i.... double the r.ted value are achievaSle, especi.lly by, • use of the concept of advanced phase current firing to
• maximize dc lii_ current build-up during comautation
Power conditioners built enttreiy by use of power tran-
sistors for the presant ratings were shown to be prac-Figure (22) Line to Neutral Voltage Oscillogram of the
Ferrlte Motor Under Peak Load (Ordinate = tical.
50 Volts/dlv.. Abscissa = 0.5 m sec./div.)
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APPENDIX (11)
ON THE PERFORMANCE OF THE SAMARIUM-COBALT
AND STRONTIUM-FERRITE BASED BRUSHLESS
DC MACHINE-POWER CONDITIONER SYSTEMS
Miller, R. H., Nehl, T. W., Demerdash, N. A., Overton, B. P., and
Ford, C. J., "An Electronically Controlled Permanent Magnet Synchro-
nous Machine - Condit'oner System for Electric Passenger Vehicle Pro-
pulsion," Proceedings of the 1982 IEEE-IAS Annual Meetin 9 82CH1817-6,
San Francisco, October 4-7, 1982, pp. 506-511.
lbt_.
© 1983 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from the Proceedings of the
1982 IEE-IAS Annual Meetin 9 San Francisco, October 4-7, 1982, pp.
506-511.
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i._ ELECTRONICALLY CONTROLLED P .... _E.T _GNET SYNCHRO_;OUS_CH_NE-CONDITIONI.R
5YgT[)! FOR ELECTRIC PASSENGER VEHICLE PROPULSION
:,..:. "i_;et. '!e-:)¢r 7. L;. 7._,ix:. )k.'"l_vr N. A. Demerdash, -;enter Member
Virginia Polvtechnlc Institute and Stare i'n|versitv %
Blacksburg, Virginia _.
g. P. Overton, Senior Member C. I. Ford, [II, Member
R and D Center, Indus:rial Drives Division |_
Kollmorgen Corporation
Radford, Virginia .!
Abstract - An electronically commutated brushless In both motors, balanced three-phase "t-¢onnectea ._
dc motor system was designed and built for the propuL- windings were used. These winding_ were arranged tn _'
sion of a 3000 lb (1362 kg) passenger vehicle. For two groups so that they could be connected _n series or
this system, an electronic power conditioner and two in parallel. This arrangement was made _o that higher !
motors were built. One of the motors used samarium- starting torque could be obtained wzthout exceJsive .
cobalt magnets and the other used strontium ferrlte current in the electronic power conditxoner. However, "i
magnets for the field excitation. Some of the major the test results confirmed chat su_f:cJent _orque was
details of the design of the motors and of the power available in the parallel connectzon to meet Lhc drive
conditioner are presented. Dynamometer tests were run cycle specification. Accordingly, no provis:on was
on the machines. The results of this testing are de- made in the final system hardware to swicci_ co serle_
scribed. The _achines were dlsonstrated to be capable operation at low speed.
of developing 15 hp continuously and 35 hp intermit- Both machines used natural air _oo_£ng of the
tautly. Umxier rated operating conditions, the effl- T.E.N.V. enclosures. Photographs o: the ma}or com-
cleucy of either machine was about 90%. ponents of the two machines are sh_,_ in Figt,res (I)
and (2). The major design parameters are listed in
INTRODUCTION Table (i).
The development of large power transistors has
made possible the electronic coamutation of integral
horsepower brushleaa dc motors. Such motors are in-
cress/ugly becoming practicsl for various industrial
applications, such am machine too_ drives or actuators
for robots or aircraft. Examples of such applications
are listed i_ references [I] through [3]. _a
The elimination of the brushes and c_i_utator, ,I s
which is made possible by the electronic commutation,
provides several important advantages: _, '_
(1) Much nigher rotor speeds are possible. Thl_ _ '
Leads to a pronounced reduction in weight and size for
a given horsepmmr rating. --"-- _.._.t'..
(2) The armature windings can be placed on the ...... . : _ ------qp,mgr._
_tator. where the cooling of the coxls can more readily ". qmmmmm "
be accomplished, jr __(3) The placing of the armature windings on the
seater simplifies the wtndlng configuration.
As the externaA energy product of permanent mag-
nets has Increased. it has become practical to design
brushless de motors of larger horsepower ratings. By
using rotor nmgnets of 18 wC_ samarium-cobalt and of
stront.um-ferrite number 8, the authors were able to Figure (1) Componen_ of ti_- _am_r_,,n-,,q>,lt _tc,c.,_
/esign. build and test two motors of sufficient power
rating as to make them suitable for the propulsion of
electric passenger vehicles.
The goal of the work was to develop an electronic
power conditioner-swtor system capable of propalllng a
30OO lb (1362 kS) vehicle under schedule D of the _SAE
d227a standard drive cycler'4]. This required that the - .
system be capoble of sustained (2 hour) operation at
an output of 15 hp an.: short-term (1 minute) operation _,
at an output of 35 hp. Am the Cast re_uJts show, each . _qw_d_of these goals has bee. met.
Description of the Hotors _ /
In this werk, two motors tmre designed and built. :
tar the purpose of mlnim_x(nl% the sixesanariLm_.cobaltandweight, one =: .,-, ._._,_ _ _,of the motors was constructed using _ _:
magnets for the field excitation. Becauss of the " _ _"
expense and possible scarcity of this magnet material, _/_ ....._+,_.... -'_ _"
a second motor was designed _nd built using strontium- ,_
ferrlte magnets. The performance of the two ascots '_ _ ._.
was nearly the same, while the ferrite excited motor
was 4boot twice the weight and one _nd one-half times
the volttle of the samarium-cobalt excited motor. Figure (2) (.ompont.t)t:_ el Lilt, #.,.trill..,,)tot
oFPoorQU,..krrv 3m
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"_ i Tabls (1) NaJor l_l•Lgn Paraneters
"_, iParameter, Units I Samarlum-Cobalt Sir•nil -_ Ferrlte
! I! SaCs 5 De•Is n #8 Desiln
l=otor outside r 7.88 (20.02) 7.88 (20.02) / ....
,diameter. in. (c.) i, / / j_-<,,l_,_ //----'"_llilln
total magnet I 3.23 (1.47) 9.56 (4.31)
,rotor inertia I0.0023_ (0 "0317) 0.0120 (0.0163) , w ,w_a,r_w_m_x
Iconst•nt, Lb. ft. ,i ; _ !
,,c2<k8.,2) I i ! : !
irated hor•epov•r, 15.0 15.0 I
, ! i;2 hour r•tlng) ' •
Ipeak horsepower, 35.0 35.0
ihp (one ninute
;racing)
_ Filure (3) Hotor-Pm, er Conditioner Network Sch_Ntic
_speed at raced 8680 8840
ih°rsep ower A _cnasatic dlalras of the circuit including ti_e
i umJorpover witchinjelement• 1• ehmm In rilure (3).
ln_ber of poles 6 6 In this dillrlm, the cmBButetton 18 acc oapli•hed
by th• three phase Inverter/converter (Btortq/relen-
itorq,te sensitlvi- erattve brakinS) bridle comprl•ln6 the •iv transistor•,
_ty (pat•lie1 con-i0.0885 (0 11999) 0.0732 (0.0993) Q1 through Q6, and the •ix diodes, D1 through D6.
;nectlon) Lb.ft/ current control i• acts!plashed by the too quadrant
leapers (Nm._on chopper comprlsln8 transistors _ and QB and diodes DN
imeter/_pere and DB.
_n the not•ring mid•, the chopper relulate• the
.emf •en•tLvity current to the ester by tugs,in8 oa QH if the inductor
:(else to 11he), 0.1200 0.0993 current i• too low. When the inductor curreat ha8 ln-
,volt•/uech. creased by • predetermined lncrmNnt beyond the set
°' rad./sec, value, Q14 turns off, and the inductor current flows
i through diode DN. During relensritive braklnl, the
lti_ermal tins 35 4_ transt•torQ b t8 turned on until the inductor current
It•natant, hie risen by an lncrint above the set value. Q_ is
_=lnutes then _urned off, an_ the inductor current flows throulh
,supply voltage 120 120 Dl end onto the battery.
, In the mmtortng mode, proper switching of QI
_volts through Q6 lends to phs•e a, b and c current _mvefoms
' ' such is are tdeallled in Fllure (3). In this filure,
Hounted on the shaft of the machines was • set of one cln see the existence of six distinct sitars
six small magnets which were used to control three Nil1 slates. This establishes in the imtor 8 orator (an_-
effect sensors to detiruine the rotor position In order sure) unf which travels _n discrete Jumps of 60 eleciri-
_o synchronize the svttchin I of the electronic drive c81 degrees. Th• rotor unf (masnets_ is continusouly
circuit. This rotor position sensor divided • rotation forced to follow that motion. The result Is equivalent
of 360 electric81 degrees into six arcs of 60 _lectrl- to that of i 8y_chronons ,,-chine in _hlch the torque
ca1 degrees. Thl_ provided the tining for the I_itch- ankle (bntmllm the tim _s) varies during each switch-
ins siq_n=_ described in the next sectton. A second in8 cycle between m_ inltial 120" end a fieml 60 ° else-
. set of Hill-affect sensors was mounted In • position trlcll amble. For advanced firleqj of the com_utatlnl
30 electrical degrees rmmved frou the first set. By transistors, this mille verles between 150" and 90"
using this alternate set of sensors, advanced firlnl electrical ns shown In lliur• (t).
' i of the concussions transistors could he i_co_pltshed. The diodes, D1 through D6, provide current path•
_t The need for ¢h18 proviiloo_Jdiictmsed helov, during the _vttchiaSoperatiohvhen the inverter tran-
sistors _remtirily off, They also function as a
! bescription of the Power.ComJ_lioner three-phlll full wave rectlfMr bridle in the regenera- l
" ! tire i.raking aode. Diode bit provides • path for (lit °
:'. i The function of the slectrcmic pat_lr conditioner t'.ductor currlml duties the witching lnstan_ .._ ¥1ivn
_._ ta_ tic-fold: to convert the dc supply voitil_ to ,It pith throulh the inverter Is mmmentarl' .luck_d.
• tiptoe-phase 8c voltage of the proper phase to drx.'e In order to eltnlmtte one traniiito which reduces
ri_e motor, and to control the curri, t supplled ;o the cost, and to prevent any accidental fi; .._ of QH and QB
_l motor in order to regulate the developed torque. The
_ilultaneously, one tramll•tor was used for both lanc-
e development of this type of po_er conditioner is de- glens. This transistor vie witched between the too
._ s:ribed in references [1]-[3] and 15]-17l. postt_on• by Beans of I DPDT relay.
- 507-
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: goal.
_OTOn_ nOTOIeft 3) The idea of advancing the firing tLme of the in-1_ .GI.I,, STAYE EJOOFe'AT[
l _ [t_ / verter transistors by 30 electrical degrees was
...... ale_ simulated. Thls reduces the va_ue of the
_ ....... emf v,poaing the current buildup at the instant of
svitchin 8 .
.' , The combined reduction in the nu=be_ of turns
_ ; _d3°n_r_ and advanced firing led to & predicted motor-con-e's, ,-- - ! ditloner peak output of about 38.7 hp. With this
result In mind, these deslsn chasten were intro- _
\\0--STATO__ duced to the final deaisn, and £mpl,.mented in thA\ constructi n of the h_rdvare. Resu ts of th_
_TO__ _ I_EITERFIRIP_(_lrCHl_) actual tesctns of the hardvare siven later £n this _"
IGlltltll_, STA,_i (L_ .AOT, i_JEm OFSTATE paper reveal that tZ,s develop_.d syste: is capable
....... of producinE the required 35 hp sue minute output
" ', ratJns in both the smrlua-cobalt and ferriCe
', _ m mOTOR sorer cease.
t C. -i Power Conditioner Nsian Feature:t ".
_ The poser transistors used for both the chopper
\ STAT01nm and inverter tr_nslstors were Toshiba 25D_8, wlth a\ rated collector current of 400 A and a rated voltag
ELECNIICAL_MCE_ IIW[IITEMFIIII_ (SUITC_INS) VCEO of 300 V. The 300 V ratln 8 required chat care/u3.
ectentlon be 81ven to the snubber design to prevent
Fisure (4) Advanced Firln S Concept excessive release spikes during the svltchlos instents.
The snubber circuit is sho_ in Figure (5). Even vlth
IMPACT OF CO_UTE_ AIDED ANALYSIS ON thane snubbers, it van necessary to place a 9000 _'
THE HOTOR-CONDITIONERSYSTEM DESIGN capacitor bank across the inverter buss to prevent
i exce,sive voitase spikes.
It is vorth _m_huJzln| that the various voltage
end current vaveforsm throushout such umtor-,conditioner
systmm ere heavily nomi_Jsusoid_l in nature, see
references [1]-[3] and [51-[7]. Hence, uany classicaA
frequency dosatn (phasor type) uuuthods are not appli-
cable to the analysis a_d prediction of performance of
such eynums. In fact, use of such methods vtthout
renard to their limitations vhen _ysin8 such eyatm
can lead to slslsodln8 ree-_ts. Th£e led to the devel- **
operant of a d]mam_c time-domain simulation model, nee
referenc_ [7). suited for the smtlynis of such systems. "_*
This model requires: 1) knoviadse of the vsveforus of
phase em_s Induced in the anwture vindtnse of such
•,ch_,. z) the val,en of the eeZfend,,thai is- /.76__/F '_ -ductancas of the phase vindinp of moth uotore, and :_
3) other motor-conditio_r clrcuLt psrametsrs. The
deterl_Lnation of the e_ vsveforum, and Lmiuctsncae,
associated vith such mschines is accomplished by use of !the smthod of finite elements to analyse the mtsnetic
field £n these uchL,u.s, as described in detail inreferences [8] and [9]. respectively.
The above nontioned couputer-aLded analysis tool e
were used to _l.ne the validity of the preltmlnar_
des/Sos of the uotor-conditl©ner myers IK hand before Fisure (S) Snubber Network
such dealsne were flnalizad and implemented. This van
carried out in the follo_in8 order: The pomir transistors 8 d _o_,'r lodes wer_ :'
1) Upon obts£nd_i prel/atury deeLIp_ of th_ samarium-
cobelt and fsrrlts asters, the _ vase|one and iou_ted on heat sink_ _,ich sere ,:-.nosed in the form
winding Lnductancso sere deterulned for both of a tunn_l throush vhich *.oolin_ air w_8 forced (see
mwhLnee by ffnlte @lemmte, usLndl methods described FLsure (6)). Hovever, sin • t.,e only practical way of
in references [8] and [9], respectively, mountin8 these diode4 yes ,m _eat sinks that very such
2) Theme parameters mire used An the dymmlc slaulation lerler thms eecesosry, th,, system remained very cool.
model of the amtor-comd/tiot_r system, see refer- Case cmtpersturso for the inverter and chopper transis-
tors, at the end of the _ hour 15 hp run. b_re 35"
ence [7] sad (6] for further details. The results and 44.2"C, respectively. If the electronic packase
of the eimulstloi= revemled that under the censtralnt
(Lupoeed by cuatoou) of • supply release of 120 mire stressed so that tba tmmel vu vertical, natural t
vo_te de. O_y & h_ _ output Could be obtained at commctive coollq mmld probably have been sufficient.
the re'.ed speed |_]. Th_e r&th@r 14m4ted output Hogever, project cO_lLrslncs precluded that option.
capability can be attrlbutnd dlr_:tly to the The /_dt_tor _ belle on an _llesheny-Ludlun L-tO
a_chLne inductances. In order tq r_:tiLy this core, us/JaB a stack hsLsht of 3.75 in. (9.53 _".).
situstLen, the number of _r£ed£q tuln_ per p_ums Each air SiP m .125 In. (.318 ca.). Ou this core,
yes reacted, see references [9] and [b). two co/_e mire placed, etch coil cons/s/In8 of ten
Th£e donLgn cbanSe v_,J 818o simulated, and it persllel straw,as of #8 A.W.G. vlre. These eve coils
led to 4 nov peak output of 26 hp. This vim such mire connected in parallel. This arran;eme_t provided
closer to the 8o81 of _:_ hp. Hoverer. ndaltiom_l am inductmsce of &25 _H st 200 A. The loss in this
deeisn chasten mire sac, usry to achieve the 35 hp inductor st the rated current of L20 A was only 31 w.
em
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reverse control (to control the order of firing of the
_ inverter transistors) and for a normal/advanced firing
control (to select which rotor position sensor will
control the inverter transistors). The remaining two
. outputs, one on each FR_, •re uunnecLed to an alarm
- : _, ,f, '. circuit to shut down the syste= in the event e: •n ab-
... -, , 7L .... -_." .. _ _ o ncrm_l set of signals frcm the rotor position sensors.
One of the PROM inhibit inputs is used to shut
_ down the in_erter in the event of a malfunction a_rm
" in response to •n excessive inductor current, loss of
' _." a current sen•or, or _alfunctlon of • _otor position
"_'_" sensor. The o_her PROM inhibit inpu: is used to shut
• _ _'_'_' down the inverter for s period of 0.5 second during
_ . switching oper•tlons between motoring and regererative
..,, braking nodee (or during a serle_/p•r•lle] sw_tchlng if
this were used).
|,!,
, PERFORMANCE OF MOTOR-CONDITIONER SY_T_
._ / An order tr evaluate the performance of the two
machinQs deecrlbed above, both were operated usin_ the
8am• power condltion•r detailed above. This included
the testing of both motors using a st•ndard dyn_ometer
test setup. The testing progr_ consisted of the
Figure (6/ Syst_ Hardw•re l_:ing Testing following:
1) Testing of the motor-power conditioner syste_
In order to _ea_ure the curren_ in the inductor was c•rrled out at •n output equal r._ _he
for the purpose of controlling the chopper, a pair of rated value of 15 hp. .'his test _ae ._rrled
Hall effect sensors was used. E_ch sensor consisted out for • continuous period of tmo hours to
of s toroldal ferrite core with • slot cut in it to simulate crui•In_ by a 3000 Lb vehicle •t s
• _ provide an air ga_ of .093 in. (.236 cn.). In this alr speed of 55 aph (88 kph) on ]evel road. The
gap a Sprague #UC_-3bOI T Hall ef_ec, sensor was highlights of the data obtained from this test
mounted The assembly w•s then placed •round the wire •re given in T•bl_ (2) As c•n be seen. the
leading to the inductor. This proszded a re•so•ably overall system efflci•nclee u_der rated con-
linear current _easurement with s sensitivity of 3.3 dttlone were 88.72% and 91.18% for the eamar-
mV/A. One of these sensors controlled the chopper in lum-cobalt and fe-r_te motor cues, reap•c-
_ the actoring Node, while the other sensor controlled tlvel:,
the chopper in the regenerative braking mode. The out-
put of the two sensors was co.pared and the difference [ Table (2) Perfon_nce of the 5a.,_rlum-Cob•it
_ed to an alarm circuit, so that failure o_ s sensor J
would generate an al_rm end shut dovn the system before ] end Ferrlte Motors •t _at_ Condltlon_
the chopper translator coul_ _, destroyed. _erfor- DC Line DC LAne _tor Motor Overall
A schematic diagra_ of t;,_lov-level electronic _sance Voltage Current Speed Outnut Syeteu
logic end control circuit is shown in Figure (7). At (Volts) I (_pa) (RPH) (Watt_) effl-
_he heart of the control network is • pair o_ N82SI26N _ntJty
_otor 1 (hp) clency
progra_uble read-only memories. £ach of thee_ _ I 1 (%)rAe_ has eight inputs and four outputs (256 _ 4). $_
of the inputs •re _,ed by the two rotor position ,en- =u__i tI, : , i
sors (normal and advanced firing), and six of the out- 116.0 110.2 8680 l1341 7/ 88.72 I
_obalt I I 152
puts are used for the control of the inverter trsneig- _otor
tots The remaining two inputs are used for s forward/ t ...... |--t ! i
,errlte 115.6 |1"7.3 , 8840 11299.7/, 91.18 _
_/otor L__ [ 15.1 [ I/=:::_.i ....... .... .
.... :' " ,, ,.,*., was carried out et •n o_tput eqnsl to 35 hp.
minute to ea..ul•te• 10% grade hill clJ_blng
by a 3000 Lb vehicle at • spee: of about 30
mph (48 kph). The h_ghllghes of the data
obtained from thAs test ere given In Table (3).
As cm_ be seen _he los! o! 3_ hp was reached
[i;:::," ,th.tore. this we' _ developed a_ a_ode lo_r then the _ated ones
ferbothsJ_chls_Jo. Advs_eed firing (cclu_-
' _:_*, tetien) of the /J_orter .resistor8 by 30 t
electrical degrees _ required to achieve the
° 35 hp output in both cases.
3) reet'_ of the _otor-po_r condit/oner systems
in order to establleh the system character/s-
tic pertormmce over the • ,re mwtoring range
of operation. This date 1_ r_ott_l in the
PAgure (7) Low L_vel Control Logic fgr_ of equi-efficiency contours in the torque-
384 - _ -
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/ Table (3) Perform4nce of the Samarium-Cobalt CO_oLUSIONS
"_ _. Ind Ferrite Motors at Peak Power of 35 HP
_DC ! Line Motor' DC I Motor I This work revealed that ferrite type per_neht
Ferfor- Line I Current Speed Output ] Overall aumgneta can be used in motor assigns to pcoduce machine
=ma-ce I v°ltege t System perfor=arce characteristics equivalent to those pro-
Quai=tlty!(volts) (Amps) (RFM) i (Watts) I (%) ducea by machinrs designed _ith s_rium-cobalt wua_nets.
fMotnr I } (hp) ; dowever, this is done at the e_pen_ f increased motor"
-_____ ,
; 6/ weight and volt=me as _iven in t_e raper, The ferrltes!Smriu=_ I15.0 287.5 6900 126184. 79.2
'Cobalt ! ] 33.I are certainly preferable in appllcations where welgnt
I and volume are not critical. T_e secure avallabil_"¢ Ot Mo_o r
k-- - _ I .. + ._ of ferrit_s in comparison to samarium-cobalt render
I
=F rrite i 120.9 297.6 t 6750 t26632.2/ 74.0 these ferrite= an attractive alternative to _are earthmaterials.
ir._tor ' I 35.7
l 1 l Furthermore, this work demonstrates that powec. & .
trensistors are well suited for integral horsepowe_
speed plane as g_ven in Figures (8) a_ = {9) for motor control applications of this k_nd. _o_n go_is
the s_rium-cobalt and ferrite motoxs, re- of a continuous 2 hours 15 hp output at efflclences ,)f
spectively, about 90Z, and one minute 35 hp output were accomplish-
N'_ _roue oecillograme of voltage and ed. Furthermore, wlth a higher supply voltage of I_0
current weveformm in the conditioner and motor volts, aE output of more than 42 hp was achieved. Ihese
at various Io_ ccnditlons were taken and are results reveal that such systems are well _uitcu for
given in references [5] a_ [10]. propulsion of electric vehicles and _imzl_z a,_pil,'a-
tlone.
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PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF POWER CONDITIONING
TO ELECTRIC PROPULSION FOR PASSENGER VEHICLES
N. A. Demerdash, F. C. Lee, T. W. Nehl B. P. 0verton
Department of Electrical Engineering Research and Development
Virginia Polytechnic Institute Inland Motor Division
and State University Kollmorgen Corporation
Blacksburg, VA 24061 Radford, VA 2414]
ABSTRACT type rotor is utilized, hence the so fam-
iliar rotating armature winding of the
A functional model (prototype) 15 HP classical d.c. machine is eliminated,
(contlnous rating), 120 volt, 4-pole, 7600 which means simpler and potentially
r.p._, samarlum-cobalt permanent magnet cheaper construction, and 4) the elimina-
type brushless de motor-transistorized tion of a rotating armature, with tense-
power conditioner unit was designed, quent mouptlng of an armature winding on
fabricated and tested for specific use in the stator leads to improved thermal char-
propulsion of electric passenger vehicles, acterlstlcs for such machines with poten-
(This work was funded by NASA-Lewls/DOE tial for improved motor overall perfor-
under phase (I) of NASA contract No. manes and efflclencles. This is in
DEN3-65 as part of DOE's program on addition to a number of other indirect but
research and development of electric vehi- tangible advantages which are inherent in
cle technology.) This new brushless motor a brushles_ motor and are lacking in
system including its _ower conditioner classical brush type machines.
package has a number of important advan-
•.. ta_es over existing systems such as Accordingly, an electronically commu-
reduced weight and volume, higher rella- fated brushless d.c. motor propulsion sys-
bil_ty, potential for improvements in tem for use in electric passenger vehi-
efficiencies, etc. These advantages are clam, with specific _ehlcle weight and
dlscussed in this paper in light of the performance characteristics was developed,
substantial test data collected during fabricated and tested. This was done with
experimentation with the newly developed a main goal of meeting specific vehicle
conditioner motor propulsion system, performance requirements as given in SAE
Details of the power conditioner design electric vehicle drive cycle J227a Sche-
philosophy and particulars are given in duled-D standards. The main design, _ .
the paper. Also, described here are the fabrication, testing steps and procedures
low level (signal) electronic design and as well as performance characteristics of
operation in relation to the remainder of this system are summarized with emphasis
the system, given here to the transltorlzed power con-
INTRODUCTION ditloner built for this motor. The main
components of the system are described
By and large almost all prlmemovers in next.
various electrical propulsion systems are
brush-type traction d.c. series or com-
pound connected motors. These motors, if MOTOR-POWER CONDITIONER ,_
properly designed, perform their intended
_ function quite adequately. However, there A permanent magnet type brushless d.c.
• , are various advantages that are attributed machine, designed to withstand a peak load
to brushless type propulsion systems which of 35 HP for one minute duration was con-
are lacking in ordinary brush d.c. motor struoted. A schematic diagram showing the
type systems. Some of the major advan- cross sectional configuration of the
t_es of the present brushless system, machine is given in Figure (i). As can be
built around an electronically oommutated seen the motor consists of a 15 slot wound
samarlum-cobalt type permanent magnet stator uaing a standard laminated struo-
motor as a primemover, can be summarised ture for the magnetic circuit of the eta-
as follows: 1) the elimination of brushes tot. A fractional slot stator winding
leads to reduction in maintenance require- design was chosen to reduce armature
ments and hence a potentially more tells- e.m.f, and m.m.f, harmonica and hence
ble system, 2) the elimination of brushes reduce any tendencies for cogging. The
leads directly to higher upper bounds on stator core was installed in a oorrigated
__ possible motor rated speeds and comae- aluminum housing for improved loss dlssl-
quently reduced weight and volume of else- patlon and banes better machine thermal
trlc machinery for a given horsepower, 3) oharaeterletlca.
in a hrushless motor a permanent magnet
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The rotor consists of a _-pole perman- !
ent magnet arrangement glued to a suitable _r
steel shaft. A nonmagnetic stainless _ I_/ .,v._,co,Lmagnet retaining sl eve in conJunc- _
used surrounding the magnets for bonding _ / 5,_,co,_
tsels_gem _01
The stator winding was built with an _ k.._..ar..,_
interesting feature of 3-taps per phase, _ i "(""_"_("'" av(O LOmO
',_.TaGI__IOP [L(CT_ICS
which allows one to vary the operative ,o_ .,_ ...........(effective) number of turns per phase in '_ _._,-_
the stator This feature o.,_A..
the operator the flexibility of controll- °o ,coo _oo _ ..... _-
ing the torque speed characteristics of MOrO._[[DA_
the motor. This torque-speed controlabil- .oTo.To_oocS_[D C.a_aCTE_,ST.¢S6aSCON .ear.C0TOAOUE
ity feature is demonstrated clearly in the co.sTa..sa.o_as_eo.o_anc.aLLOSES
torque speed characteristics given in Fig- Figure (2)
ure (2), which were obtained on the basis Torque Speed Characteristics
of measured motor torque sensitivities
(Lb. Ft/Ampere) for each of the three sta-
tot winding ta;s per phase. This feature
can be ,,_ed if desired to supply the par- _ - "-
tial function of a transmission, hence it ./ .._
provides the option of overall design sam- o
pliflca_ion of the drive train by virtue _ . . _
of this torque-speed characteristic cont- -----.
roliabillty. This feature, if exploited to _
its full extent, can either lead to i £'_
extreme simplification or elimination of a m--__ __=_r r-
savings in weight, volume, reliability and
cost of an overall drive train. The tape - -
can be seen clearly in Figure (3) in the
partially assembled vlew of the stator and _k_, %. ._ ?__./_its housing, an in the multi- erminal ,
appearance ¢,f the motor (9 terminals, 3 }_ ;_.__
terminals per phase) in Figure (_).
_-aL_u,.v..o_,.o Figure (3)
_ k£MINATIONS /
', _ __ _ua_[._ Partially Assembled Armature ;
MBIV ,
Filure (_)
Assembled Motor
_o_o. c.oss SICk,ON
_* *,_ Figure (1 )
Motor Cross-Section
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The motor is energized by a solid state / _sL_Y/---- F_LTERC_lTOm
"{_ transistorized power conditioner (P.C.) ' / /--c_w_
shown schematically in Figure (5). Shown / / /o_ //----,Nv_eml_E
also in Flgure (5) are the idealized motor l_--'l----_,_ " f'-'" I _ _'.
phase currents, iA, iB, and 1 C . The main om , ,o, % _
these i_ proper sequencing and switching _ T T'-\-" )_ 'of the phase currents of the motor, w ich
is demonstrated by the idealize, current li /o./7 o. 7o._o._i.... -_.... _:-;_-)J
sequenced switching leads to a continu- I_i____.____ 0....... .... i----Jl
=J t.TJ Lb_/
ously forward stepping stator m.m.f, which _- _o-,_.,,_,,_m_,z_ _uz
is kept 120 electrical degrees ahead of ,, '_ ....the rotor m.m.f, at the instant of OCCU- i L_ i i i
rance of every switching opertion. The I ! i _ ; -
proper angular displacement between the ,i.l i _ : ' :
stator and rotor m.m.f.s is controlled and _ i i i
guaranteed by a Hall-effect rotor position ,c _.'__ i _ i
sensor, which ts elaborated on in follow- 1 ___J L_
ing sections of this paper. The second of
these functions is the controlabllity of MOTORPOWERCONDITIONERSCHEMATICAND IDEAtlZ_D
the magnitude of the d.c. line current. MOTORCuRRF'NTS
In this type of machines torque is Figure (5)
_ linearly proportional to the magnitude of Motor-Conditioner Schematic
the d.c. line current, hence controlabil-
ity of the line current or motor torque
are synonimous. Description of the P.C.
and functions of its various components _.L
and control scheme is given next. iW_TCH\
c _ POWER CONDITIONER FEATURES M)* '
_ _, The maln features of the power oondl- el i" _ _ _
• tloner shown schematically in Figure (5)
are: 1) a d.c. line input capacitor filter "AL_--_--als wl (_ I _1
i for ripple elimination and/or reduction, SWITCH "I- 'I _ /# _ =} - - "
2) a combination series/shunt type (two _* _--_ ._/ L--4
i quadrant) chopper _or d.c line curren_ _/
(motor torque) magnitude limiting and con-
', trol, and 3) a configuration of six tran- '_
sistor-diode switches which constitute the
; three phase inverter/converter bridge. :ri
The inverter/converter bridge has e .7
capability of allowing the machine to o so ,_o ,,o _o _oo o eo ,_o ,e_ _
ROTOR POSlT*ON i I [•_ function in three separate modes of opera- S[NSO_i*ON_tS , ,
tion. Namely, these modes are: motoring, _s.,r_.*,| i I ! ! ";plugging (dynamic braking) and rege era-
f tlve braking. Shown also in Figure (5) in i [ ! i i ,
phase currents during a forward motoring _*_sw,_.._ , i ' d
i mode. Shown in dotted llne form is the <' ','
path of current through conditioner and
machine during the first 60 ° electrical of POSITION SENSOR
the current cycle given in Figure (5),
with the chopper in the "on" position for Figure (6)
motoring. The "on/off" signals which Position Sensor Schematic and Output Sig-
activate the six transistors in the nals
_nverter bridge are generated by a Hall-
effect rotor position sensor (R.P.S.)
which is shown schelatically in Figure
(6), with the actual hardware shown in t
Figure (7).
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THE ROTOR POSITION SENSOR AND LOW LEVEL
SIGNAL ELECTRONICS
The rotor position sensor divides each _L_...c..,o--------- oo,o.,v[
OQICelV[360 degrees electrical into six seglents _L_.,T_OSO.--------------
-- oa.Ollv(
or current states of 60 degree widths. ._=._v_o--------- (sz.e) oo,_._
The three RPS output signals Tor nine _on- =o_._..._-------- oa._,.
secutlve current states are shown In the o._u/o,_=--------- _-------_ r-.
hot tom part of the Figure (6). The RPS ,o_..c...m. _ =-_ _-_o.o.,_
consists of a separate rotor and stator m..c.,o., ___ [ L/ ,._m.,,.,
core which contains three Hall devices __ _-_ _
mounted in slots displaced fro.. each other o,_.,_.
by 30 mechanical or 60 electrical degrees. '"""'"".....o,
The adjustable RPS stator core makes it c_...._=
possible to vary the conmutatlon angle if
needed. Flgur. (_)
Digital Processor
The output signals Eenerated by the HPS
are used as an address to "look up" the
status of the six inverter transistors
From a. 32x8 blt programmable read only Controlling the chopper is a d.c. llne
memory or PROM which is shown schemati- current sensor coupled with a hysteresis
cally in Figure (8). The PROM contains type control approach which is depicted
w_ the inverter switch configurations, in schellaticaly in Figure (9). This current
table Form, For all six states during both sensor-hysteresis controller controls the
Forward and reverse motoring, while during duty cycle (on/off times) of the transi-
regenerative braking, all inverter stor switch. QM in the motoring mode, and
switches are kept oft regardless of the controls the duty cycle o1" the transistor
current state. The PROM is also used in switch, OB, in the braking mode. The out-
the over current protection scheme to turn put signal of the current sensin E and col,-
off all eight transistors by means oF the trol device which is also depicted in Fig-
chip disable line. Use of the PROM to ure (9) is fed into the digital processor
perform these decoding tasks gre-'tl_' slm- of Figure (8). The output signals oT the
pllfies the circuitry when compared with processor control the two chopper transi-
discrete logic gate type implementation, tots, OM and OB, as well as the
inverter/converter bridge transistors, 01
through 0 6 .
a. _. i -
• . /_ COeiT_OL •
iii llll_
!_-" _ tlMITl[" LIMIT(_ , '
Figu r • ( 7 ) CURRENT SENSOR-MOTORING MOO(
F;_ll EF£ect _,otor Position Sensor R.P.S.
: Pi_ure (9)
_,_ D.C. Line Current Senior and Chopper Con-
_ trol
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THE D.C. LINE CURRENT SENSOR-CONTROLLER made up of one driver _T-..11v= which fcad_
' SCHEME slx-paralleled PT-7511 transistors that
provide 300 Amperes rating. A view of
The regulation of the average machine the motor-power conditioner hardware dur-
torque (or current) can be accomplished by lng the final assembly stages is given in
means of an open loop technique such as Figures (10) and (11).
pulse width modulation (PWM_ or by means
of a closed loop system utilizing a hys-
application because of the following
advantages: inherent stability, control-
labe dc ripple, and sinplflcation of the
protection schemes. The current sensor h -
consists of a coaxial type current shunt, ._, , :which is loc ted in the de llnk between ) • -
the chopper and inverter network, and an r ,:_
amplifier which is used to boost the out- '_T-"'"
put of the current shunt. The input cur- _ :., , .
rent command, ICMD, is amplitude limited _ -- t
300A for protection purposes. ,,_ [_at around
The amplitude limited current command is _r
r -
then passed through a rate llmiter to fil- i
ter out rapid variations or noise in the
J ICMD. The rate and magnitude limited cur-
= _" rent command signal, IMC, is then compared Figure (10)
with the output of the current sensor, IM, Power Conditioning During Assembly
using a hysteresis type comparator. The
comparator produces a logical valued out-
"- put, OMC, which controls the switching of
QM and O B at a rate required to keep IM -_ , • b,|
1 wlthin the specified tolerance durlng ,,L_. ,.._BImo oring and regen ration respectively.
One additional feature of this controller ._ m_
is that the maximum chopping frequency cnn i'_
be controlled by varying the specified
current tolerance. The Frequency l_J_S_ ' i
: decreases for increases in the current ._, _'__. I_ _
, tolerance and vice versa. _ _ _ _. .... '
,, The diodes, D 1 through D6, provide cur- _;" " _ _
rent paths during phase current commuta- _
tlon. They also constitute the converter _ ,
bridge in the braking mode. The diodes,
DM and DB, provide the necessary d.c. _ --_
line current paths during the "off" per- ' "'" _.--|
iods of QM and QB respectively. The main
Function of the diode, DR, is to provide a
return path to the current through the Figure (11)
chopper inductor back into the source at Final Assembly of Motor and Conditioner
the switching instances when such a path
through the inverter nay be blocked nones- ,,
tarlly, thus it eliminates the danger of BASE DRIVE SCHEME FOR POWER TRANSISTORS
any severe voltage transients which nay
accompany the transistor switching of @1 The particular Darllngton power block
through Q6. employed An the electric vehicle propul-
sion system has an intriguing feature;
The chopper transistors QM and OB that is, the availability of a second base
employ a high Frequency, triple-diffused terminal. The extra base terminal of the
four-terminal power Darltngton, and the Four-terminal power Darltngton provides
inverter transistors employ a single- dlF- the opportunity to drive reverse currentfus d power Darlington For ruggedness, t rough the emitter and bas Junction of
The high Frequency Darllngton block both the power stage and the driver stage.
NT-11_a consists of one driver PT-_O0
_ which Feeds three paralleled PT-qSO0 tran- A noteworthy base drive scheme was
sisters that Forms the power stage to pro- developed For the Four terminal Darlinston
vlde 300 amperes of current. The law fro- device (2). This base drive has the abil-
quenoy power Darllngton block MT-11_6 As ity to provide two reverse currents lnde-
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pendent of each other allowing the driver
stage and power stage of the Darlington to
be turned off at their own charge seep-out _] }J
rates. Thi_ two loop control of the
reverse curr nt enhances the possibility g J
Of a quicker turn-oft, Figure (12), when ._, #
d1(t) is clocked off d2(t) is clocked on
for a predescribed length of time. The !1
pulse width of di(t) is proportional tu I--
the amount of tlme needed to fully turn
off the switching device. With di(t ) _ -_` ._T '_.. 'ab " _'-"clocked high, a high influx Or current i
enters the dot on the primary side, By _ 4F_ _._,
transformer action a current is induced on . "'
th_ ta_:_', secondary which supplies two
independent currents for reverse biasing
the devicL. The magnitude of current
needed for the driver stage loop and the
powel, stage loop is dictated by the amount Figure (13)
of minority carriers stored in the base- Motor-Conditioner Unit During Dynavometer
emitter junction of both, respectively. Load Testing
The diodes on the secondary of the current
transformer are to provide a high lmpe- Also, shown in Figure (16) is an cecil-
" dance path during the Won" state of the loEram of the collector to emitter voltage
power Darlington to prevent any drive cur- across the chopper transistor QM, while in
rent being shunted to ground. For Figure (17) the corresponding oscillogram
detailed description and performance test- of current through 0 M is given. Further-
ing of the two-loop base drive scheme more, the oscillogran of the current
reference (2) should be consulted, through the cropper inductor under the
" s_me ope,ating load conditions is shown in
Figure (18).
os_ The motor-power conditioner system was
further tested while the chopper was tom-
times. The llne current was 146.6 Ameres
at a motor speed ot 7755 r.p.n. This cor-
responds to a motor net output power of 16
Hr. The corresponding osctllogram of the
d,c,) ), phase current for this case is given in
Figure (19) with corresponding line to
__ .A. llne voltage waverers shown in the oscil-d_,) _ ii a,( _ o&raN ot Figure (20). The corresponding .
collector to emitter voltage across one of ,
the inverter transistor switches Is shown
in the osclllogran ot Figure (21). _1
8as[om,v[c,.cu,. A typical wave torn of the phase cur-
Figure (12) rent during regenerative braking, with
_. Schematic ot Base Drive Circuitry chopper control in operation Is depicted
in the oecillogral of Figure (22) at a
current of 95 Amperes peak, with the oor-
MOTORoPOWER CONDITIONER (M.P.C.) TEST responding llne to llne voltage oaoilIo-
RESULTS gram depicted in Figure (23). Also, dep-
leted in Figure (iM) is an oselllograa of
_ The actor-power conditioner (M.P.C.) the current through the chopper transl-
ate shown during dynsaoter load tasting in stor, QE, durln| this regeneration oondi-
Figure (13). A typical wave torn of the tioo. Many other voltaic and current
_ :_ phase current during motoring, with d.c. osolllo|rsns under various loading nondi-
-,. line current chopper Fully operative Is t!ona and machine tap positions were
• shows in the osolllograa oF Figure (i_) at obtained but limitations on publication :
: paetaal load conditions (72.6 Amperes), space will not permit lneludini then here.
with corresponding line to line voltage For Further dotalls reference (1) should
,. oeclllo|ran gives in Figure (15). be consulted.
/hA
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Figure (20) Figure (23)
Line to Line Voltage st 1_6.6 Amperes D.C. Line to Line Yolta|e at No|enerative Brsk-
tnll at 9S Amperes D.C.
m oo
rlsure (21)
Volt•Is Across an Znverter •witch at 1_6.6 Figure (2_)
Amperes D.C. Current Throu|h Q| •t Regenerative Dr•k-
Lag •t 95 Ampere• D.C.
Nulerpu• load testa were conducted on
the H.P.C. unit £Lven here r•nELng from
fractional to rated as well •• over rated
load conditions. Complete doe.senSation
of these teat results •re to be round An
reference (1). Houever, • typlcal and
representative sample of these results As
tlvon here. Foremost shone the teat• con-
dueted on this N.P.C. unit usa a ave-hour
_, 16 HP load run to evaluated the thermal,
los& and efficiency _haracterlsttoa of the
unit during practical continuous use.
• _urlns thAX ave hour (all|hOly above
"b rated) test It vas found out that the
breakdovn of the Lnput_ output, los8 pou-
t.... _.....j er_ and other data Ire as |/yen An Table(I).
Figure 122)
._ Phase Current at loteneratlvo Brakln| at
95 Amperes D.C.
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Table (I) FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Two Hour 16 HP Test Run A prototype o[ an electronically con-
mutated brushless d.¢, motor rot electric
passanger vehicle propulsion has been
built. Motor efflciencies and other opec- e
atlng characteristA8 exceeded the preset
(required) goals with motor rated efflel-
D.C. Line Voltage 1120.0 volts ency better than 93.45. An overall motor
D.C. Line Current 1133.7 Amperes weight o£ less than 85 Lbs was reached.
Motor Speed 17813 m.P.H. The scheme at hand offered the usa of con-
Tap Position Two Turns/Ceil trol of motor torque-speed characteristics
H.P.C, Unlt Input through winding tap changing as an option
Power 15341 Watts in lieu st part, or a11, of a transmission
P.C. Losses 2_32 Watts Function in the drive train. The lajority
Motor Armature of the preset goals For the pore- condt-
Ohmic Losses 3_1 Watts richer were met. However, some design
Motor Rotational changes may be necessary to improve the
Losses 517 Watts efficiency and to be able to meet the 35
M.P.C. Unit HP for one minute as a _ak rating. These
Output Power 12051 Watts necessary improvements An the power condl-
Motor Efficiency, tloner in addition to Further motor design
nH 93.4_ improvements vlll be reported on in con-
P.C EFficiency, clusion to phase (II) of this project.
np.c. 8_.15
_M.P.C. Comblned
EFficiency, nH.P.C. 78.65 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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The development, design, ,'on_tructlon, and testing processes of two electronically (transistor)
controlled dad commutated purmanent magnet brushless dc machine systems, for propul_lon of e|_'trl_"
vehicles are derailed in this report. One machine system was designed and coustructed us_nE
samarium cobalt for permanent magnets, which _upply the rotor (fielc') excitation. Meanwhile. the.
• ocher machine system _ad designed and constructed with strontium ferrlte permanent magnet_ a_ the
source of rotor (field) excitation.
These m_chlne systems were designed for contlnuou_ rated power output of 15 hp (II.1 kw), _nd a
peak one mlnute rated power output of 35 hp (26.1 |_w). goth power ratings _re for a rated w)Itage
of 115 volts dc, assuming a voltage drop in the source (battery) of about 5 volts. ?hat is, as
internal source voltage of 120 volts dc.
Machine-power cond_tioner system computer-aided slmulat_onx were used extensively in th_ desig_
process. These simulations relied heavll) on the magnetic field analysis in these nmchi_os using
the method of finite ,.lements, as well as methods of modeling of the machlnu-power cond_tion-r
system dynamic _nteractlon. These slmulation processes are detailed in _his report.
Testing revealed that typical machine system effictenc_es at 15 hp (_J.2 kw) were about 88% _nd 84%
for the samarium cobalt and strontlu_ ferrite based machine systems, respectively. Both _y_tem_
'. met the peak one minute rating of 35 hp. Under a standard SAE Crive cycle J227a Schedule D, the.
l "vcle eff).clencles were found to be 84% and 75%, for the samarium cobalt and strontium ferrite
'.,_ed s_stems, respectively.
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